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Whatever discipline you are in:  
don’t model the average, model the distribution.
1
 
 
                                                     
1
 Robert Cailliau, co-developer of the world wide web at CERN (final sentence of his speech at the 12th FEA PhD 
Symposium, organized by the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture of Ghent University, December 7, 2011, 
Aula, Ghent, Belgium). 
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Summary 
Improving the quality of life (QoL) of individuals and the population as a whole is the driving 
force behind many, if not all scientific fields. The scope of this work is the exposure assess-
ments of traffic related environmental burdens. Exposure to those burdens varies strongly in 
space and time and people move throughout the day in this changing environment. Combin-
ing the changing environment and the individual time-activity pattern is commonly referred 
to as ‘personal exposure’. This work focusses on improving personal exposure assessments. 
In an initial phase, a broad person centred Traffic Liveability model (TL) gathers spatial da-
ta to calculate sixteen predefined traffic and mobility related indicators. The aim is to predict 
the response of individuals to the quality of life question (QoL): “How satisfied are you gen-
erally on the quality of life (safety, child friendliness, environment …) in your neighbour-
hood?”. Not only negative aspects of traffic are evaluated, also the positive effects such as 
reachability are included. The TL model evaluates the personal time-activity pattern at the 
dwelling, along the trips and at the destinations. The personal time-activity pattern is simu-
lated for a virtual population and the resulting set of indicators is spatially aggregated to a 
‘Traffic Liveability Index’ (TLI). The TLI is an indicator of the local environment, including the 
spatial features of the personal time-activity patterns. The calculated TLI correlates well with 
the individual responses for the QoL question of the participants living in that area. Noise 
exposure is within the set of indicators the strongest component. In addition, a spatial analy-
sis of the noise levels along the roads near the dwellings detects additional effects of traffic 
on the perception of the surroundings of the dwelling. High-density roads near the dwelling 
reduce the reported satisfaction. Summarized, the perception of the quality of life includes a 
spatial evaluation of the amount of traffic on the roads near his dwelling and this can be de-
tected with a noise evaluation along the roads. Noise exposure acts as a proxy for traffic in 
the personal perception of the local environment. 
Indicators can only be evaluated at the spatial resolution of the available external data. 
The TL model provides a methodology to assess personal time activity patterns with a spatial 
resolution of meters but the underlying air pollution maps have a spatial resolution of kilo-
metres. Consequently, the air pollution evaluation path in the TL model is not as sensitive to 
the personal behaviour as for the noise evaluations. Since traffic emits simultaneously noise 
and air pollution, traffic related air pollution can express a similar spatial behaviour. The fol-
lowing question emerges and captures the main theme in this PhD:  
Can we use noise exposure to predict the air pollution exposure and by doing so; in-
crease the spatial resolution of the air pollution personal exposure assessments? 
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Air pollution concentration is a combination of gases and particulate matter, with com-
plex physical and chemical interactions and highly influenced by meteorological conditions. 
The environmental exposures to several toxic components (acid rain, lead, benzene, CO…) 
were largely reduced in the last decades, while particulate matter (PM) is still a major issue. 
PM is related to incomplete combustion and other sources. PM10, the particles with diame-
ter smaller than 10µm, is chemically divers and does not express the variability of traffic re-
lated pollutants. Black Carbon (BC) and Ultra-Fine Particles (UFP), both fractions of PM10 are 
directly combustion related and express the traffic related exposure much stronger com-
pared to PM10. The first epidemiological evaluations detect stronger health effects for BC 
compared to PM10 due to the improved spatial detail. The WHO supports further investiga-
tions of BC. This PhD therefore focusses on BC.  
The use of noise as a proxy for BC is first evaluated for bicyclists. Simultaneous measure-
ments of noise and BC are performed over the course of a year, capturing the local variabil-
ity of noise and BC in all meteorological conditions. Particulate emission of the vehicles is 
known to be highly sensitive to the local traffic dynamics and noise emission shows similar 
features as well. Vehicles emit engine noise (low frequencies) and tyre related rolling noise 
(high frequencies). Spectral evaluation of the noise exposure can distinguish between engine 
throttle and vehicle speed and add value to the prediction model. The bicyclists’ BC exposure 
is however influenced by the changing background concentrations (higher during winter, 
lower at high wind speeds). Adjusting the measurements for the background concentration 
results in a noise based model capable of estimating the instantaneous exposure to BC with 
a temporal resolution of 10 seconds. BC exposure can be defined as the sum of a background 
component and a local traffic related component, referred to as “the additive approach” 
throughout the PhD. In a similar but shorter measurement campaign in Bangalore, India, this 
additive background adjusted approach was successful applied for both BC and UFP. The 
fundamental feature of this modelling approach is the capability to disentangle the variation 
in the BC/UFP exposure into a highly dynamic local traffic related component and the slow 
varying but sometimes large meteorological influence.  
From an epidemiological point of view and for the investigation of long-term health ef-
fects in general, annual averaged exposures are required. The bicyclist’s instantaneous expo-
sure model sampled the roads and meteorological conditions sparsely but can now be ex-
trapolated to a full year of meteorological conditions. This results in a yearly averaged expo-
sure map with a spatial resolution of 50 m along the road network where all meteorological 
variability is accounted for. A sensitivity analysis proved that during rush hour, a valid annual 
average BC exposure is reached with as little as four bicycle passages at a specific road seg-
ment. A methodology is presented using on-bicycle noise measurements as a fast and cheap 
way to provide a city-wide map for the bicyclists’ BC exposure. 
The spatial properties of noise maps can also act as a spatial layer in air pollution expo-
sure models. Instantaneous noise based land-use regression models are developed for in-
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vehicle and indoor exposure at home. External validation is achieved through a large per-
sonal BC exposure experiment available at VITO. In that campaign, thirty-one households 
were sampled during a week in summer and winter of 2010-2011. Successful prediction of 
these external measurements provides in a fully independent validation in this work.  
The in-vehicle model is based on a participatory campaign with nine volunteers, gathering 
230 hours of data over the course of a year (2013). The measurements are attributed in a 
ten seconds temporal resolution with traffic data, vehicle speed, background concentrations, 
spatial and meteorological parameters. The LDEN noise map is included as an alternative for 
the traffic counts. LDEN is a standardized noise mapping deliverable within the EU Noise di-
rective; compatible LDEN maps are available for all agglomerations in Europe. A six parameter 
model including the LDEN noise map successfully fits the measurements. The external valida-
tion results in a good correlation (Spearman correlation of 0.8) but fails to estimate the ab-
solute exposure levels. About 40% of the exposure could not be explained. However, in the 
long-term measurements of the Flemish Environmental Agency (VMM), a similar reduction 
of the BC background concentrations is recorded over that period. The implementation of 
the Euro5 emission standard in 2009 reduced the PM emission limit from 0.025 to 0.005 
g/km for diesel-powered vehicles and is a plausible cause of the discrepancy in the valida-
tion. The in-vehicle model is valid but requires an emission correction to adjust for the fast 
evolving vehicle fleet. 
In the indoor model, a bold hypothesis is tested. The instantaneous bicyclist model, valid 
for rush hours only, is evaluated using the LDEN noise map instead of the actual noise meas-
urements. It converts the noise map to a Black Carbon map but is still including sensitivity to 
the instantaneous meteorology and background concentrations. This approach assumes that 
the spatial variability of the LDEN noise map is similar to the BC exposure. A single LAeq based 
noise diurnal pattern adjusts for the hour of the day for all dwellings to extrapolate the rush 
hour model to the full day. The indoor exposure is defined as the sum of a background con-
centration and a local component estimate based on the estimated LAeq,hour noise level at the 
dwelling. An outdoor-to-indoor correction from literature converts the outdoor estimate to 
an indoor exposure level. The model is extended with additional corrections to account for 
changing ventilation settings for different seasons. In the indoor model, no details for the 
traffic near the dwellings are available and the LDEN map is not sensitive to the local traffic 
dynamics, which proved highly significant for the bicyclists. Despite this missing information, 
the indoor model reaches a correlation of 0.65. The main limitation is the origin of the un-
derlying exposure data: the combination of a noise map and the bicycle exposure data as an 
estimate of local variability of the BC concentration. The other limitation is related to the 
external validation dataset, no dwellings were available close to major roads or highways. 
More indoor exposure measurements near major roads and highways are required to extend 
this approach to the highest exposed dwellings.  
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To test if noise based traffic assessment at a dwelling has the potential to further improve 
the indoor model, six weeks of simultaneous noise and BC measurements were performed 
at the facade of highly exposed dwelling. Again, the additive background adjusted approach 
and spectral evaluation of the noise is used. Since 2014, more background measurement 
stations are available at the Flemish Environmental Institute (VMM) and the sensitivity of the 
facade model towards the choice of the background measurement station is evaluated. The 
default closest measurement station appears not to be the best option. Background stations 
with a distinctive diurnal traffic pattern reduce the capability of the noise evaluation to de-
tect the diurnal traffic related variation of BC. With a well-founded choice of the background 
measurement locations, noise measurements at the dwelling facades will add relevant data 
in future air pollution measurement campaigns and promise further improvement of the 
indoor model. Strong benefits emerge if these measurements include indoor air pollution to 
resolve the outdoor-indoor ratios as a function of traffic near the dwelling. 
The validation of the total daily personal exposure is achieved by applying the in-vehicle 
model and the indoor model to the full personal behaviour of the participants of the exter-
nal participatory sensing campaign. The daily personal exposure estimates reaches a correla-
tion of 0.65 with the external measurements. Similar strength is achieved for all indoor and 
all-in-traffic activities. The exposure during active transportation modes (walking and biking) 
is underestimated. This can be contributed to the lack of traffic data at the low density 
roads. We can conclude that noise assessments are a valid proxy for exposure to traffic and 
the resulting noise based activity specific models can predict the instantaneous personal 
exposure to Black Carbon. This required microscopic land-use regression models (µLUR) with 
the following properties: 
 Instantaneous traffic evaluation (using noise as a proxy) 
 High spatiotemporal resolution in both traffic and BC exposure measurements 
 Coverage of the full range of meteorological and traffic conditions 
 Non-linear modelling with generalized additive models (gams) 
This result was not possible without an extended software development. The exposure 
modelling software (MEX) is therefore presented as an independent result. It combines all 
functionality to process simulated populations and participatory sensing campaigns, attrib-
utes the personal behaviour in space and time to any external dataset and enables the ex-
trapolation of the models to custom populations. The workflow is person centred, activity 
based and route sensitive. The most fundamental components in the workflow are the activ-
ity specific models which are in this application, the µLURs. The MEX implementation in-
cludes many of the requirements of a full ‘exposome’ solution (= sum of all environmental 
exposures), an important topic in the epidemiological field. MEX allows extensive policy sup-
port and has huge potential to attribute epidemiological datasets. Evaluating personal expo-
sure indicators for both noise and air pollution on an epidemiological cohort is the most im-
portant application of this work in the near future. The issue of potential mutual confound-
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ing of noise and air pollution exposure in the traffic related health evaluations can now be 
investigated in an unprecedented resolution. The multidisciplinary approach cumulates at 
this point in important synergies: detailed noise evaluations not only provide the relevant 
data to evaluate the health effects of noise and quality of life, but improve the personal ex-
posure estimates to traffic related particulate matter exposure as well. 
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Samenvatting 
De leefkwaliteit van individuen en de bevolking in zijn geheel is een drijvende kracht in 
veel, zo niet alle wetenschappelijke onderzoek. De blootstelling aan verkeer gerelateerde 
omgevingsparameters varieert sterk in ruimte en tijd en de mensen bewegen gedurende de 
dag door deze continu wijzigende omgeving. Het combineren van de wijzigingen in de omge-
vingsparameters en het individuele activiteitenpatroon wordt omschreven als de ‘persoonlij-
ke blootstelling’. Dit werk focust op de verbetering van de rekenmethodes voor deze per-
soonlijke blootstelling. 
In een eerste fase is een model opgesteld voor het evalueren van de verkeersleefbaar-
heid.  Het persoonlijk verplaatsingsgedrag wordt geëvalueerd voor zestien verkeer en mobi-
liteit gerelateerde indicatoren. Het doel is het antwoord op de vraag: “Hoe tevreden bent u 
in het algemeen over de leefkwaliteit (veiligheid, kindvriendelijkheid, leefmilieu, …) in uw 
buurt?” te voorspellen op basis van geografische informatie. Zowel de positieve als de nega-
tieve aspecten van verkeer worden in rekening gebracht. De indicatoren worden berekend 
op de woonplaats en op de bestemming en indien van toepassing, ook tijdens de verplaat-
singen. Het persoonlijk verplaatsingsgedrag wordt gesimuleerd voor een virtuele bevolking. 
De verzamelde indicatoren worden geaggregeerd tot een verkeersleefbaarheidsindex (VLI). 
De VLI is een indicator voor de perceptie van de leefkwaliteit gebaseerd op de ruimtelijke 
eigenschappen van het persoonlijk verplaatsingsgedrag. De berekende VLI voor de gesimu-
leerde personen voorspelt de respons van personen die in die omgeving wonen zeer goed. 
De geluidsblootstelling is de sterkste component in deze voorspelling. In een gedetailleerde 
analyse blijkt de evaluatie van het geluid langs de wegen in de directe omgeving van de wo-
ning de perceptie van de leefkwaliteit mee te verklaren. In woningen met lage geluidsbloot-
stelling, maar hoge blootstelling langs de wegen in de omgeving wordt de levenskwaliteit 
lager geschat en ook de omgekeerde relatie wordt waargenomen. De persoonlijke beoorde-
ling van de leefkwaliteit verbetert door gebruik te maken van evaluatie van geluid langs de 
trajecten.  
De kaarten voor luchtverontreiniging hebben niet dezelfde ruimtelijke resolutie als de ge-
luidskaarten en kunnen de effecten van luchtverontreiniging niet in het gewenste detail in 
het model inbrengen. Aangezien verkeer tegelijkertijd geluid en luchtverontreiniging uit-
stoot, kan verondersteld worden dat de blootstelling in verkeer voor de luchtverontreiniging 
een vergelijkbare ruimtelijk patroon zal vertonen als de blootstelling aan geluid. Dit wordt 
het centrale thema in dit doctoraat: 
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Kunnen we de blootstelling aan geluid gebruiken als een voorspellende factor voor de 
blootstelling in verkeer en bij uitbreiding ook voor de woningen en de bestemmingen? 
Luchtverontreiniging is een complexe combinatie van chemische, fysische en meteorolo-
gische condities. We worden blootgesteld aan een combinatie van gassen en fijn stof. De 
omgevingsconcentraties zijn al decennia sterk aan het dalen, maar vooral fijn stof is nog 
steeds een belangrijke zorg. De meest gebruikte parameter is PM10, deeltjes met een diame-
ter van minder dan 10 micrometer. PM10 is chemisch heel erg divers en de ruimtelijke ver-
spreiding is niet erg gevoelig voor de lokaal verkeer gerelateerde uitstoot. Black Carbon (BC), 
de roetfractie in het fijn stof, en Ultrafijn stof, de allerkleinste deeltjes in het fijn stof worden 
geproduceerd tijdens verbrandingsprocessen. Ze zijn dan ook belangrijker voor de blootstel-
ling aan verkeer dan PM10 maar andere bronnen van verbranding zoals verwarming van ge-
bouwen en industriële activiteiten hebben ook een relevante bijdrage. Black Carbon trekt 
recent meer en meer de aandacht bij de evaluatie van de gezondheidseffecten. De gezond-
heidseffecten geëvalueerd op basis van blootstelling aan Black Carbon worden tot 10 maal 
hoger geschat als in een vergelijkbare evaluatie voor PM10, alleen door rekening te houden 
met de grotere ruimtelijke variatie van BC. In deze evaluaties wordt alleen rekening gehou-
den met de blootstelling aan de woning. Er is een ruime consensus in de epidemiologie dat 
het inbrengen van het persoonlijk gedrag in de blootstellingsevaluaties de gezondheidseffec-
ten beter zal kunnen begroten. 
Aangezien de blootstelling aan geluid in een groot detail kan worden gemeten en bere-
kend voor het dagelijks persoonlijk verplaatsingspatroon, bied dit een mogelijkheid om de 
hogere resolutie in ruimte en tijd ook toe te passen in de persoonlijke blootstelling aan ver-
keer gerelateerde luchtverontreiniging. De blootstelling aan Black Carbon kan worden geme-
ten met een draagbaar toestel in een hoge resolutie in de tijd. Dit maakt het mogelijk de 
blootstelling aan verkeer gerelateerde blootstelling in een verbeterende resolutie te bepa-
len. De blootstelling is sterk afhankelijk van de aard van de activiteit en wordt sterk beïn-
vloed door de aard van de omgeving en modale keuze (fiets, auto, trein, thuis, op kantoor, 
open lucht enz.). Specifieke modellen voor elk van deze micro-omgevingen zullen de bloot-
stelling over het gehele activiteitenpatroon verbeteren.  
De relatie tussen geluid en Black Carbon wordt eerst onderzocht voor fietsers. Gedurende 
een jaar werden gelijktijdige metingen uitgevoerd van de blootstelling aan geluid en Black 
Carbon tijdens woon-werk verplaatsingen, in alle weersomstandigheden en met veel aan-
dacht voor alternatieve routes en lokale variatie aan verkeer. Hoge blootstelling aan geluid is 
een maat voor meer verkeer in de directe omgeving. Uit de spectrale analyse van de ge-
luidsmetingen kunnen gegevens over de dynamiek van de verkeersstroom worden afgeleid. 
Verkeersgeluid bestaat uit twee belangrijke componenten, motorgeluid en rolgeluid. Het 
motorgeluid is laagfrequent en varieert sterk met het motorregime. Versnellende voertuigen 
produceren beduidend meer motorgeluid. Voertuigen produceren bij hoge snelheid meer 
hoogfrequent rolgeluid en minder motorgeluid. Het regime van de motor is ook een belang-
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rijke factor in de emissie van fijn stof. Meer dynamisch verkeer stoot meer deeltjes uit. De 
meetresultaten worden geanalyseerd met een tijdsresolutie van 10 seconden en vertonen 
een goede correlatie met de verkeerdynamiek waargenomen via de geluidsmetingen. Er zijn 
echter grote verstoringen door de wijzigende meteorologische condities en achtergrondcon-
centraties. Vooral in de winter is de achtergrondconcentratie hoger door woningverwarming 
en door lagere verdunning door de stabielere atmosfeer. Een correctie van de metingen op 
basis van de achtergrondblootstelling blijkt nodig om een correcte voorspelling te maken op 
basis van de lokale verkeersdynamiek. De blootstelling van een fietser kan worden berekend 
als de som van een achtergrondconcentratie en een lokale blootstelling. De lokale blootstel-
ling is functie van het motorgeluid, de windsnelheid, een rolgeluid gerelateerde geluidscom-
ponent en de dichtheid van de bebouwing langs de straat (“street canyon”). De gemiddelde 
blootstelling over een verplaatsing tijdens de spits kan worden voorspeld met een correlatie 
van 0.86. De methode is met een geautomatiseerde meetopstelling getest in Bangalore, In-
dia. De metingen zijn in die campagne uitgebreid met Ultrafijn stof (UFP). Voor zowel Black 
Carbon als UFP is de methode geldig, ondanks de hogere achtergrondblootstelling. Het suc-
ces van de modellen wordt bepaald door de mogelijkheid om de variatie in de blootstelling 
uit te splitsen in een lokale component van sterk wijzigend lokaal verkeer en een grootscha-
ligere component door de traag variërende achtergrondblootstelling. 
Aangezien de geluidsmetingen minder gevoelig zijn voor meteorologische omstandighe-
den zijn er veel minder mobiele metingen nodig om het lokale verkeer te bepalen in vergelij-
king met luchtverontreinigingsmetingen. Voor veel epidemiologische evaluaties worden 
jaargemiddelde blootstellingen gebruikt. Het ogenblikkelijk model maakt het mogelijk om de 
gemiddelde jaarlijkse blootstelling langs een bepaald traject te berekenen met een gewogen 
gemiddelde over alle meteorologische omstandigheden. Uit de analyses blijkt dat slechts 
vier passages langs een bepaald straatsegment bij een typische verkeerssituatie de jaarlijkse 
blootstelling correct voorspellen. Er wordt een methodologie voorgesteld waarbij voor een 
stad en zijn directe omgeving een mobiele geluidsmeetcampagne wordt uitgevoerd om het 
verkeer en de dynamiek van het verkeer te meten. De werkelijke verkeerssituatie kan ook 
worden bepaald op wegen waar geen verkeersgegevens beschikbaar zijn, inclusief de lokale 
dynamiek van het verkeer. Op basis van een korte parallelle meetcampagne met Black Car-
bon en/UFP kan een aangepast voorspellend model worden gemaakt die rekening houdt 
met de lokale samenstelling van het wagenpark. Internationale vergelijkingen kunnen dan 
nieuwe informatie bieden over de samenstelling en evoluties van de voertuigvloot. De resul-
terende gemeten geluidskaart kan worden gebruikt in routeplanners om fietsers betere al-
ternatieve routes aan te bieden. Een alternatieve route kan de blootstelling met 30 tot 70 % 
verlagen in functie van het seizoen en de beschikbaarheid van alternatieven voor het speci-
fieke traject. 
De mogelijkheden om de ruimtelijke resolutie van de geluidskaarten te gebruiken voor 
persoonlijke blootstelling in de auto en in gebouwen worden verder onderzocht. In dit deel 
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van het werk wordt een externe validatie uitgevoerd op basis van een persoonlijke blootstel-
lingscampagne uitgevoerd door het VITO in 2010-2011. De tijdsresolutie van de externe 
meetcampagne is vijf minuten. Om een ogenblikkelijk model op te bouwen voor de bloot-
stelling in personenwagens is in 2013 230 uur metingen verzameld met een resolutie van 10 
seconden (positie via GPS en Black Carbon blootstelling in de auto). De metingen worden 
aangevuld met de ‘virtuele’ blootstelling van de auto op de geluidskaart, externe verkeers-
gegevens en de meteorologische informatie. Er kan een geldig model worden opgesteld voor 
de blootstelling in de auto op basis van een geluidskaart, uur van de dag en de meteorolo-
gische gegevens. De resultaten worden vergeleken met de externe gegevens van VITO en de 
externe validatie blijkt wel een goede correlatie te vertonen, maar onderschat de blootstel-
ling met ongeveer 40%. De verschillen tussen de persoonlijke gedragspatronen en de meteo-
rologische omstandigheden in beide meetcampagnes zijn klein en kunnen de afwijking niet 
verklaren. In de continue Black Carbon metingen van de VMM (Vlaamse Milieu Maatschap-
pij) is echter een sterk dalende trend te zien over de periode 2010–2013 met dalingen tot 40 
% tijdens de spits en tussen 20 en 30% tijdens de daluren. De daling is met grote waarschijn-
lijkheid het gevolg van de Europese wetgeving voor uitstoot van de dieselvoertuigen waarbij 
de norm in 2009 met 80% daalt. Door de grote aandeel diesel in de voertuigvloot en de snel-
le vernieuwing van de bedrijfsvoertuigen is een daling van de emissie van de vloot van 40 % 
realistisch. De effectiviteit van de Europese regelgeving is de belangrijkste oorzaak voor de 
verschillen tussen beide meetcampagnes. Het in-verkeersmodel is geldig maar moet gecorri-
geerd worden voor de snel wijzigende emissie van het wagenpark. 
Voor de blootstelling in de woningen is geen bijkomende meetcampagne uitgevoerd maar 
wordt een alternatieve hypothese geformuleerd en getest. De fietsmetingen kunnen gemo-
delleerd worden op basis van de geluidskaart in plaat van op basis van de oorspronkelijke 
simultane geluidsmetingen. Dit betekent dat een belangrijk deel van de informatie (echt ver-
keer, inclusief verkeersdynamiek) vervangen wordt door een geluidskaart op basis van de 
beschikbare verkeersgegevens. De toegevoegde waarde ten opzichte van de huidige mode-
leringen binnen de discipline geluid op basis van de verkeersgegevens op de dichtstbijzijnde 
weg bestaat nu vooral uit de meer gedetailleerde resultaten voor de positie van de geluids-
bronnen en de woningen. Het model op basis van fietsgegevens geeft een voorspellende 
waarde voor de blootstelling buitenshuis. Op basis van externe gegevens wordt een correc-
tie toegepast voor de blootstelling binnenshuis. De correctie is afhankelijk van de gemiddel-
de dagtemperatuur en vertoont een duidelijk seizoenseffect. In de zomer is de correctie 
kleiner dan in de winter door wijzigende ventilatie. Er wordt een correlatie van 0.65 bereikt 
voor de gemiddelde blootstelling per activiteit voor alle huishoudens in de externe gege-
vens. De externe gegevens van VITO bevatten geen woningen op korte afstand van snelwe-
gen en primaire wegen. Bijkomende metingen van geluid en luchtverontreiniging aan en in 
hoog blootgestelde woningen zijn nodig om deze methode verder te valideren en ruimtelijk 
uit te breiden.  
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De laatste stap is het testen van de voorspelling van de volledige persoonlijke blootstel-
ling voor iedere individuele persoon-dag uit de externe meetcampagne van het VITO. Het 
model voor de blootstelling in de auto wordt ook toegepast voor de blootstelling in de bus. 
Het model voor de blootstelling thuis wordt ook gebruikt voor de blootstelling op de be-
stemmingen. Voor fietsers, spoorverkeer, wandelen en andere buitenactiviteiten wordt het 
model voor de woningen toegepast zonder de correctie voor de blootstelling binnenshuis. 
Een correlatie van 0.65 wordt bereikt ondanks de vele benaderingen en beperkingen van 
zowel de externe gegevens als de eigen modellen. Een vergelijkbaar resultaat wordt bereikt 
voor alle activiteiten binnen en alle in-verkeersactiviteiten. De blootstelling voor de actieve 
modi (wandelen en fietsen) wordt sterk onderschat en dat kan worden toegewezen aan ont-
brekende verkeersgegevens op de lokale wegen. Er kan gesteld worden dat de ruimtelijke 
resolutie van de geluidskaarten en de ogenblikkelijke evaluaties een grote toegevoegde 
waarde hebben voor het voorspellen van de persoonlijke blootstelling aan verkeer gerela-
teerde blootstelling voor fijn stof. 
De metingen, simulaties en analyses worden verwerkt op basis van een veralgemeende 
methodologie om algemene indicatoren te berekenen voor een volledig persoonlijk activitei-
tenpatroon. De modellen en meetgegevens worden met een ongeëvenaarde resolutie in 
ruimte en tijd uitgewerkt. De modellen zelf zijn niet-lineaire modellen die betere resultaten 
opleveren voor de extrapolaties van de resultaten dan de meer gebruikelijke lineaire regres-
sie technieken. De veralgemeende methodologie is persoon specifiek, activiteit specifiek en 
routegevoelig. De technische uitvoering maakt het mogelijk om de modellen toe te passen 
op andere mobiele populaties waarbij het gedrag ofwel gesimuleerd of opgemeten is. Simu-
laties van gedragswijzigingen en hun effecten op de blootstelling kunnen het beleid van de 
lokale overheden evalueren en ondersteunen. De modellen kunnen in alle detail worden 
toegepast op epidemiologische cohorten en zo het gezondheidsonderzoek versterken.   
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Preface 
This PhD is in several ways unconventional, including this preface. First there is my age. I 
decided to start this PhD when I was 42 years old. Secondly, it is a personal initiative per-
formed in parallel with my daily tasks. Of course there are huge synergies with my work and 
projects at the Acoustics Group at INTEC-UGent. Thirdly, I am an acoustician working on a 
subject in an adjacent scientific discipline: traffic related air pollution. All things considered, 
the scope of this PhD can be conceived as highly ambitious.  
All of the outcomes are the result of a slow and steadily growing insight, gradually emerg-
ing from a simple idea in combination with results from prior work. Scientific reporting does 
not allow me to present these gradual growing insights in the actual text. The preface ex-
plains the path to the outcomes of this PhD. It frames the results in the flow of growing in-
sights and will make this document a more gentle reading experience.  
The goal behind the horizon is a fundamental issue of health effects due to traffic expo-
sure. Both the air pollution and noise pollution communities detect adverse effects of their 
actors. For decades, the potential interactions and potential confounding due to the corre-
lating exposures has been a subject of debate. Improving the current knowledge in this de-
bate is the driving force behind the work. The basic idea is found at the other end of the 
spectrum. When a bicyclist is in traffic, he/she is simultaneously exposed to traffic related air 
pollution and noise, both in a direct way, with no physical barriers. This so-called bicycle ‘mi-
cro-environment’ is the best place to put the physical link of noise and air pollution to the 
test.  
In previous work, the high resolution of noise assessments along the roads proved already 
relevant to predict the subjective response to a Quality of Life questionnaire. This was a sci-
entific outcome of a Traffic Liveability project funded by the Flemish Government, per-
formed in cooperation with IDM, a mobility expert group at the University of Ghent in 2009-
2010. The acquired knowledge in this project was the actual trigger of this PhD. The model 
and scientific results of that project are (briefly) summarized in this PhD as well. These sec-
tions might look in disjoint with the main part of the work but they are not. The relevance of 
the increased spatial resolution and route sensitivity was already proven in the Traffic Livea-
bility project. The basic concept is the same: use noise as an intermediate proxy for exposure 
to traffic and traffic related effects. The only difference is the outcome: personal perception 
of the neighborhood versus traffic related air pollution exposure. 
The first experiment measures Black Carbon and noise simultaneously on the bicycle. I 
took the equipment while commuting to the office with me and started to include various 
alternative trajectories to capture more variation in local traffic and traffic dynamics. This 
dataset is the basis of everything I learned about air pollution exposure and everything that 
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will follow in this PhD. The first logical step was to build a classical land-use regression model 
on the bicycle data, using the noise as a traffic proxy. I gathered data over a full year and had 
three to four times more data than any other bicycle based campaign before. We expected 
this was enough to use this data for a yearly exposure LUR. This resulted in a draft paper, 
ready to submit. It was my promotor who prohibited the submission with the phrase: “Let’s 
first test plan B, see if you can build an instantaneous model.” The instantaneous model 
proved much stronger, the classical approach would not even have fitted in the final conclu-
sions of this PhD.  
This was a crucial moment. Despite the very large dataset, the data was still strongly bi-
ased due to the combination of sparse sampling of meteorology, traffic and traffic dynamics 
all influencing the exposure simultaneously. A high resolution instantaneous model including 
the traffic dynamics was the only way to understand the exposure of the bicyclist. From this 
moment on, the path was (almost) clear. I had to do something similar for in-vehicle expo-
sure and see what was possible for the indoor exposure.  
Here occurs a very strong synergy with the IWT funded IDEA-project at our office. Col-
leagues of INTEC and VITO were building a fixed monitoring network to monitor noise and 
air pollution with cheap equipment. Based on the successful bicycle model, I joined the pro-
ject and a mobile version of the technology was added in the IDEA setup. This made it possi-
ble to perform the in-vehicle measurement campaign efficiently. The equipment was sent to 
Bangalore in India to test the bicycle model in extreme traffic conditions. A variant of the 
equipment was used to perform long-term measurements at a dwelling facade. 
In the meantime, I redeveloped the software of the Traffic Liveability model to be able to 
include mobile measurements and to support all technology necessary to apply the instan-
taneous models to any mobile population, tracked or simulated. In 2013 I came across the 
Vision and Strategy document for Epidemiology of Lioy and Smith. It is a wish list with re-
quired functionalities of the epidemiologists. The data workflow that I was testing was capa-
ble of resolving several items on that wish list. This triggered me to present the data work-
flow in this perspective. All dots were in place now and ‘only’ needed to be connected.  
To summarize, I see this PhD as the explicit result of not having a research plan and only 
little budget. I was free to do what I seemed fit and it is that freedom that has led to this 
result. Is the outcome ambitious? Yes. Was this the plan? No. I did a large experiment on the 
bicycle. I followed the breadcrumbs in the data and this lead me to this outcome. Have a 
nice reading experience. 
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List of Abbreviations 
Air pollution 
TRAP Traffic Related Air Pollution. 
BC Black Carbon 
PM Particulate Matter 
PM10 Particles in the aerosol with an aerodynamic diameter smaller than 10µm 
PM2.5 Particles in the aerosol with an aerodynamic diameter smaller than 2.5µm 
UFP Ultra-Fine Particles (mostly expressed as the number of particles <100nm) 
EC Elemental Carbon, alternative (pyrolysis based) measurement methodology 
for Carbon content of the air pollution (WHO, 2012).  
OC Organic Carbon, other alternative measurement methodology for Carbon 
content of the air pollution (WHO, 2012). 
CO Carbon Monoxide 
NO2 Nitrogen dioxide, combustion related gaseous exhaust. 
NOX Nitrogen oxides, nitrogen based exhaust in all variants. 
O3 Ozone, highly reactive air pollutant formed in high polluted air in sunny con-
dition. 
PAH Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, divers set of carcinogenic components, 
emitted as the result of incomplete combustion (Benzene, Toluene …). 
Noise 
LAeq A-weighted equivalent noise level, expressed in dBA. 
LAX A-weighted statistical noise level, noise level exceeded in X % of the time in a 
preselected time window, expressed in dBA. 
LOLF Spectral noise evaluation, quantifying the engine related exposure. 
Energetic sum of third octave bands of 100 Hz to 200 Hz (in dBA) on a (10 
seconds) running smoothed data series with a 1 second temporal resolution. 
In most cases, LOLF is aggregated to a 10 second interval for modelling (see 
Appendix B8). 
LOHF Spectral noise evaluation, quantifying the rolling noise related exposure. 
Similar definition as LOLF but with third octave bands of 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz 
(in dBA). 
LHFmLF Spectral noise evaluation, difference between LOHF and LOLF, an indicator for 
the speed of the traffic flow. 
 xxvi 
Model related 
QoL Quality of Life, general terminology for Well-being of an individual or popu-
lation towards the targeted subdomain. 
LUR Land-Use Regression, modelling technique to use external spatial data 
sources to estimate the targeted indicator. 
µLUR Newly introduce terminology to indicate an instantaneous spatiotemporal 
and micro-environment specific LUR. 
ASM Activity Specific Model, general reference to a model to describe the behav-
iour of an indicator for a specific indicator. 
ASF Activity Specific Function, the actual function or statistical model providing 
the actual indicator calculation.DPSIR Generalized environmental meth-
odology: Drivers, Pressure, State, Impact, Response 
DALY Disability Adjusted Life Year, generalize methodology for multidisciplinary 
comparison of the magnitude of health effects, expressed in year of lower 
quality due to the targeted indicator. 
 
BCraw Acronym for models based on unadjusted, instantaneous BC concentrations. 
BCloc Acronym for models based on background adjusted, instantaneous BC levels, 
representing the local traffic contribution in the BC concentration. 
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List of terminology 
Concentration amount of an air pollutant at a given location at a specific time 
Immission level common terminology for the noise level 
Exposure Concentration of a pollutant near a person 
Dose Integrated exposure over a certain time potentially adjusted for 
personal and activity specific characteristics (inhalation rate, in-
body correction, internal transport to specific organs). 
Personal exposure Evaluation of the exposure of a person including his personal time-
activity pattern. In other contexts, personal exposure is sometimes 
presented including dose corrections. Application specific infor-
mation is required to interpret dose in that context. In this work no 
dose corrections are included in the personal exposure models. 
Dose-effect Quantification of a (health) effect matching a specific dose 
Indicator a parameter or a value derived from parameters that points to, pro-
vides information about and/or describes the state of the environ-
ment, and has a significance extending beyond that directly associ-
ated with any given parametric value. The term may encompass in-
dicators of environmental pressures, conditions and responses 
(OECD definition). 
Black Carbon a reflectance based measure for the soot fraction of airborne par-
ticulate matter 
Black Smoke Old methodology for combustion related air pollution, other alter-
native measurement methodology for Carbon content of the air 
(WHO, 2012).  
Exposome General concept to investigate the sum of all external environmen-
tal exposures affecting health (in contrast to the genome, the ge-
netic component of the health status). 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Improving the quality of life of individuals and the population as a whole is the driving force 
behind many, if not all scientific fields. The scope of this work is to study the effect of traffic 
related environmental burdens on the quality of life in a broad, and at the same time, de-
tailed perspective. Existing indicators related to quality of life and traffic related health ef-
fects lack spatial and temporal resolution to evaluate the sometimes subtle but most of the 
time highly complex exposure dynamics. This PhD zooms in on the exposure evaluations of 
both air and noise pollution. It incorporates the diurnal time-activity patterns of individuals 
in the evaluation. The path from the source to exposure, dose and health effects crosses 
many different disciplines. The first part of this chapter introduces these disciplines and em-
phasizes on the most important topics influencing the research on the traffic related health 
effects. The second part will set the detailed goals of this PhD. The third part gives the out-
line of the PhD as guidance for the reader.  
1.1 State of the art 
The state of the art is addressed in four sections. The quality of life and the use of indicators 
are introduced in general. Three detailed sections introduce the state of the art in the epi-
demiological field in general; the physical features of particulate matter and the current ap-
proaches to assess personal exposure. 
1.1.1 Quality of Life 
1.1.1.1 Indicators in general 
Indicators are quantifiable characteristics of a population or society, which researchers, poli-
cy makers and governments use to support their decisions and actions. The UN defines an 
environmental indicator as: “a parameter or a value derived from parameters that points to, 
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provides information about and/or describes the state of the environment, and has a signifi-
cance extending beyond that directly associated with any given parametric value. The term 
may encompass indicators of environmental pressures, conditions and responses.” (United 
Nations, 1997). The OECD defines more complex ‘composite indicators’ as “formed when 
individual indicators are compiled into a single index, on the basis of an underlying model of 
the multi-dimensional concept that is being measured” (OECD, 2004). Typically, researchers 
use survey methodologies to gather information and statistics to generalize the collected 
information for the entire population. Evaluating composite indicators has the potential to 
investigate interactions between the underlying indicators (WHO, 2000). Most indicator 
schemes focus on macroscopic evaluations of populations (Albino et al., 2012, Bradshaw et 
al., 2010, Bruggeman et al., 2010). Recently, methodologies aggregating multiple aspects on 
an individual level emerge. Brereton investigated the rural change on the well-being in Ire-
land on that personal level (Brereton et al., 2011). In health sciences, typical examples are 
the personal ‘self-reported health’ surveys, linking environmental burdens to the quality of 
life on an individual level (Daniau et al., 2013, Schimmack et al., 2008, Shen et al., 2013, Sirgy 
et al., 2010, Smyth et al., 2011, Distaso et al., 2007). In Denmark, this approach is extended 
to a “Strategic Environmental Assessment” in spatial planning (Kornov et al., 2009). Interact-
ing indicators on a personal level reveal secondary and/or combined effects of the driving 
forces of the individual indicators into composite indicator. 
Summarizing: indicators are widely used to reduce the complexity of life and society into 
standardized frameworks with the aim to provide relevant policy support. Combining the 
benefits of composite and multi-level indicators with evaluations at a personal level add val-
ue in the fields of ‘Quality of Life’ and environmental exposure.  
1.1.1.2 Quality of Life, well-being, environment and traffic 
In societies where basic needs are largely fulfilled, attention for mental well-being is grow-
ing. The quality of the living environment is one of the main determinants for this well-being 
(Kovac et al., 2001, Guite et al., 2006, Leslie et al., 2008, Moro et al., 2008). Therefore, there 
is a growing interest in how the quality of a neighbourhood is to be assessed and monitored. 
The overall appreciation of the living quality of a neighbourhood depends on various factors, 
which can be grouped into personal attributes, attributes of the dwelling and the character-
istics of the neighbourhood (Parks et al., 2002). One of the specific domains is the so-called 
‘traffic liveability’ and ‘walkability’: how does local traffic affect the local inhabitants? The 
topic was introduced by Appleyard in the early seventies and used by many others since 
(Appleyard, 1972, Leslie et al., 2005). Recent research has attempted to quantify the walka-
bility in route specific ways (Dills et al., 2012, Gallimore et al., 2011). Rundle introduced the 
use of Google Street View as a novel approach to audit neighbourhood environments (Run-
dle et al., 2011). Walkability was related to air pollution (Marshall et al., 2009, Hankey et al., 
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2012). This brief overview gives an impression of the vast and growing field of quantifying 
well-being and traffic related environmental features of the living environment. 
1.1.1.3 Quality of Life and noise exposure 
Noise annoyance due to traffic related sources is a large field of investigation, but it focuses 
mostly on specific sources like airports, freight traffic and railways. When aspects of the 
quality of life are assessed, noise exposure was largely neglected. Recently several authors 
started to include noise exposure and noise annoyance in general approaches for quality of 
life evaluations (Brink et al., 2011, Shepherd at al., 2010, Dratva et al., 2010, Moser et al., 
2006, Welch et al., 2013). An emerging field is the research of quiet areas as a driving force 
in improving the quality of life (Shepherd et al., 2013, Roswall et al., 2015). 
1.1.2 Exposure science, epidemiology and the eco-exposome 
Epidemiology is the science that studies of the patterns, causes, and effects of health and 
disease conditions in populations. Environmental epidemiology is the branch of epidemiolo-
gy concerned with discovery of health effects of the environmental exposures. Exposure 
science is a scientific field that delivers the relevant exposure information to the environ-
mental epidemiologists and other stakeholders. Since these fields are strongly connected, 
several efforts have been made to integrate all aspects of the pathway from the pollution 
source to the health effect. In the NRC committee recommendations for exposure research: 
“A Discussion of Exposure Science in the 21st Century: A Vision and a Strategy” such a path-
way is proposed for health effects due to external stressors. It starts at the pollution sources 
and works through the environmental concentration, the personal external exposure and 
the internal dose to the actual in-body target of the pollutant (Lioy and Smith, 2013). Other 
authors try to expand the scope of integrated approaches to include policy responses. The 
general DPSIR framework is very popular. In a recent review “Integrating health and envi-
ronmental impact” (Reis et al., 2013), a modified ecosystem enriched Drivers, Pressures, 
State, Exposure, Effects and Actions or ‘eDPSEEA’ model is proposed, addressing similar con-
cerns due to the “continuing failure to truly integrate human health and environmental im-
pact analysis...”. They explicitly express the need to extend the conceptual models to include 
“an effective and robust science-policy interface”. In the dissemination of the European 
funded AIRNET project, a set of key points for the research requirements and the implica-
tions towards policy were added as a strategic necessity (Janssen et al., 2003, Janssen et al., 
2005, Totlandsdal et al., 2007). They include the investigation of causal agents of air pollu-
tion, the intake fraction models, harmonized monitoring techniques, source attribution, per-
sonal exposure, micro-environmental characteristics, socio-economic factors and the need 
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for new exposure modelling approaches. The most important features in the cross section of 
exposure, epidemiology, exposome and policy are addressed in detail in the next sections. 
1.1.2.1 Exposure at the dwelling 
In current practice, epidemiological evaluations for environmental burden map the expo-
sure of a person to the exposure at his dwelling. It is well established that for many pollu-
tants and especially for traffic related air pollution, the contribution of the in-traffic expo-
sure is an important component of the total diurnal exposure (Oglesby et al, 2000, Ducret-
Stick et al, 2008, Lioy and Smith, 2013, Dons et al., 2011, Dons et al., 2012). Health evalua-
tion of air pollution exposure suffers strongly from the misclassification of the persons due 
to the discrepancy between the actual personal exposure and yearly averaged exposure 
based on the home address and due to the uncertainty of the spatial exposure models 
(Molitor et al., 2007, Suh and Zanobetti, 2006, Suh and Zanobetti, 2010, Hoek et al., 2008). 
The at-home exposure assessment does not result in a statistically significant traffic related 
health risk. The first epidemiological studies including personal exposure are available in 
literature (Jerrett et al., 2008, Hannam et al., 2013). Adjusting the exposure of the person to 
include the in-traffic and the activity related contributions is a rapidly expanding research 
field and crucial to resolve the traffic related health effects. 
1.1.2.2 Activity specific exposure 
The activity specific nature of exposure is tackled from different points of view. Some au-
thors refer to activities as the main components in the personal exposure, other focus on the 
different exposure dynamics in the so-called microenvironments (in-vehicle, biking, indoor 
etc.). The activity based methods are referred to as ‘activity based models’, ‘daily mobility’, 
‘time-activity patterns’ or ‘dynamic populations’. All refer to the behavioural characteristics 
of individuals. Individuals move and travel and are exposed to different environmental con-
ditions at different times of the day (Lin et al., 2007, Beckx et al, 2009a, Beckx et al, 2009b, 
Beckx et al, 2009c, Lin et al., 2009, Beckx et al, 2010, Hatzopoulou and Miller, 2010, Dons et 
al., 2011, Dons et al., 2012, Setton et al., 2011, Dhondt et al., 2012, Steinle et al., 2013, Buo-
nanno et al., 2014). Some authors focus on commuting, a subset of transport activities 
(Knibbs et al., 2011, Hansson et al., 2011, Zuurbier et al., 2009, Zuurbier et al., 2011). The 
different points of view are valid but interact frequently. People perform activities and that 
results in time spent in a specific microenvironment. The personal activities are the driving 
force; the microenvironment is an attribute of the activity. The exposure dynamics in a mi-
croenvironment can be studied as such and are applicable to different types of activities. 
The activity based approach itself is crucial since it is an important driving force in the in-
tegrated approaches for personal exposure (Lioy and Smith, 2013, Reis et al., 2013). The per-
sonal activity pattern is a specific target of the policy makers. Policy actions will attempt to 
modify the personal behaviour and by doing so affect the personal exposure (Reis et al., 
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2013). Policy actions can affect both the activities and the properties of the micro-
environments simultaneously. Fuel pricing policy will simultaneously modify the personal 
behaviour and fleet composition (Dhondt et al., 2012). The more detailed aspects of in-
transport exposure dynamics will be addressed in sections 1.1.5.2 and 1.1.5.3.  
1.1.2.3 Dose corrections and dose-effect relationships 
The physical or chemical exposure of the individual is not necessarily equal to the actual 
intake of the pollutant by the individual. Corrections are needed which are typically referred 
to as dose corrections. They express the difference between external exposure and internal 
exposure (Lioy and Smith, 2013). Several physical barriers have to be crossed and several 
correction factors are necessary to quantify the ‘internal dose’. This is the point where expo-
sure science touches the toxicology. Each pollutant has its own internal exposure path relat-
ed to its physical and chemical properties. For a single pollutant, different internal dose cor-
rections might be needed to assess the different health pathways (Lioy and Smith, 2013). 
Many of the dose corrections in the air pollution field are related to the level of physical ac-
tivity and account for changing lung ventilation. Several authors address this feature to com-
pare the potential effects of active travel modes (biking, walking) with motorized transporta-
tion modes (car, public transport) (Steerenberg et al., 2005, De Kok, 2006, Marshall et al., 
2006, Int Panis et al., 2010, Zuurbier et al., 2010, Rojas-Rueda et al., 2011, De Hartog et al., 
2010). Buonanno found associations between personal dose and respiratory health effects in 
children (Buonanno et al., 2013). Complex models are available including size-fraction sensi-
tive deposition in the lungs and are applied in air pollution science as well (ICRP, 1994; 
Oberdörster, 2000, Rothen-Rutishauser et al., 2005). 
In the noise exposure field a dose correction can account for the quality of the insulation 
of the dwelling and adjusts the maximum noise event levels inside the bedroom. The ad-
vanced noise exposure research in soundscapes, attention modelling and annoyance models 
can be regarded as dose corrections for the physical noise exposure as well. They can adjust 
for the different responses of the subjects due to activity specific vulnerabilities (Kurra et al., 
1999, Ohrstrom, 2004, Bjork et al., 2006, Michaud et al., 2008). Noise evaluations can also 
include the personal sensitivity of the subject (Nivison et al., 1993, Kjellberg et al., 1996, 
Fyhri et al., 2009, Shepherd et al., 2010, Schreckenberg et al., 2010).  
A second type of dose correction is the dose-effect relationship, converting the physical 
property to an effect indicator. In the toxicology field they differentiate towards different 
compounds in the air pollution (Gerlofs-Nijland et al., 2007, Xia et al., 2004, Schlesinger et 
al., 2003, Staniswalis et al., 2005). In the noise exposure field, different annoyance functions 
are available for different noise sources which can be used to differentiate the potential 
health impact to the source type (Miedema and Oudshoorn, 2001).  
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1.1.2.4 Combined exposure 
Another fundamental issue in health research is the difficulty to estimate health effects of 
combined exposures. One of the strongest driving forces of the integrated health approach-
es is the necessity to investigate of the effects of multiple pollutants (Lioy and Smith, 2013). 
Effects can be falsely identified as a health effect of the pollutant under investigation while 
an underlying correlating parameter is causing the effect. This issue, known as ‘confound-
ing’, is a fundamental problem in epidemiological research. It is impossible to cover the vast 
number of epidemiological techniques to investigate confounding and adjust for potential 
confounding. Combined exposure can however superimpose if synergistic effects exist. 
Combustion based engines in vehicles simultaneously emit air pollutants and noise. The 
co-exposure is an intrinsic property of the traffic related pollution. Independent air pollution 
studies and noise studies detect adverse health effects related to the distance to the major 
roads and highways (Laumbach et al., 2012, Gan et al., 2011, Gan et al, 2012, Bauer et al., 
2010, Kaelsch et al, 2014). Distinguishing the health effects of traffic related noise and air 
pollution exposure has not been resolved at full. For traffic related health effects the co-
exposure to noise and air pollution is established and the potential confounding of the 
health effects is a popular and important research debate (Klaeboe et al., 2000, Heimann et 
al., 2010, Clark et al., 2012, Beelen et al., 2008, Davies et al., 2009, Davies et al., 2013, Foras-
ter et al., 2011, Foraster et al., 2013, Tétreault et al., 2013, de Kluizenaar et al., 2013). 
Tétreault summarized existing literature in a recent review and compared the approaches of 
the studies investigating the potential mutual confounding of noise and air pollution. He 
found no evidence of confounding in the current data. The final remark of Tétreault is intri-
guing: “Results from this review suggest that confounding of cardiovascular effects by noise 
or air pollutants is low, though with further improvements in exposure assessment, the situa-
tion may change.” All studies use air pollution assessments at the dwelling. The author sug-
gests that including the personal exposure into air pollution assessments might resolve the 
classification errors for the air pollution and that this improvement might reveal the mutual 
confounding in the future.  
1.1.2.5 Policy for local and global challenges now and in the future 
The purpose of improving knowledge about the complicated relation between driving forces, 
the environment and human health, is to disseminate results to the stakeholders, the com-
munity and the policy makers. In “Integrating health and environmental impact assessment” 
(Reis et al., 2013), the core idea is that: “human activity with all its social, economic and cul-
tural aspects must be seen as integral to, and in dynamic interaction with, the ecosystems on 
whose functionality humans depend”. The need to provide relevant information for the poli-
cy maker is crucial: “Future health and well-being can only be built on ecological principles 
and must move fast from the periphery to the heart of the public policy discourse”. 
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At this point the indicator based “Quality of Life” research and the environmental health 
sciences meet in the societal and policy driven questions on sustainable development and 
growth. Human health, quality of life, preservation of the environment and global change 
are all components of the same societal goals: improve our living environment now and in 
the future. 
1.1.3 Noise, the basics 
Most readers of this document will have little experience with noise evaluations. A short 
introduction is therefore necessary. These basic concepts, including some specific traffic 
specific methodologies (noise emission functions and noise mapping legislation) are enough 
to understand the noise specific components in this work. The required knowledge is limited 
to environmental evaluations. Details on wave propagation and the linked wave specific fea-
tures of sound propagation (interference, intensity, noise cancelation etc.) are not required.  
1.1.3.1 Noise, a physical exposure 
Sound is the propagation of a vibration through matter. In the environmental noise segment 
the propagation occurs through the air and the interaction with humans occurs through our 
auditory system. A basic noise measurement captures the energy in the sound. The instan-
taneous noise level Lp at a certain place and moment in time is a measure of the pressure 
changes in the sound wave and it is represented in a logarithmic quantity (dB, decibel). The 
measure is calculated relative to a reference value of 20 µPa. It is a relative measure with a 
reference level matching the absolute threshold of the human auditory system. The sound 
waves are a combination of waves with different frequencies. Capturing the frequency in-
formation is crucial for this work but only the basic techniques are relevant for the reader of 
this thesis. The most common methods to present the frequency information in the noise 
are the fast fourrier transform (FFT) and third-octave band spectra. In this work, the spectral 
evaluation will be performed in third-octave bands.  
The human auditory system is not equally sensitive for all frequencies. The absolute phys-
ical pressure is therefore in many cases presented including the sensitivity of the human 
auditory system, known as the A-weighting. This is also the case for environmental evalua-
tions of noise. Therefore, all noise measurements in this work will include A-weighting by 
default. Most of the standard noise level meters will be able to provide the measurement 
data as used for the noise based models: LAeq,1sec and the third-octave band levels with the 
evaluation time of 1 second. 
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1.1.3.2 EU noise directive and noise mapping standardization 
The Environmental Noise Directive (END), published by the European Commission, describes 
the legal obligations of the member states towards several aspects of noise exposure. An 
important part of the obligations is to provide noise maps for the main noise sources. This 
includes detailed traffic noise maps in cities and agglomerations with more than 50,000 in-
habitants. The EU Joint Research Center published a reference document for the member 
states on how to implement the standardized CNOSSOS-EU methodology (Kephalopoulos et 
al, 2012). This will improve the quality and comparability of the noise maps provided to the 
EU commission in the framework of the END. In the Commission Directive (EU) 2015/996 
document, published on May, 19, 2015, the common noise assessment methods according 
to the Directive 2002/49/EC are compiled. This method has to be used from December, 31, 
2018 onwards (EU commission, 2015). Below is a brief description of these methods. 
Traffic noise is a complex combination of multiple sources of noise in a car: engine noise, 
exhaust noise, aerodynamic noise, gearbox noise, tyre noise. Each of these noise sources has 
its specific spectrum and evolution in time, each with different functions of the speed and 
acceleration and can include complex interactions between the road surface and the tyres. 
In the noise emission standard the total emission of a vehicle is simulated as the combina-
tion of two main components, the engine related noise and the rolling noise. Engine is main-
ly low frequency noise; tyre noise is mainly high frequency noise. Engine noise is mainly sen-
sitive to the speed and acceleration, rolling noise is mainly sensitive to the speed of the vehi-
cle. These features of vehicle noise emissions will become a fundamental part of this PhD. 
Noise exposure of individuals is assessed as the noise level at the dwelling facade and is 
reported in LDEN. LDEN is a weighted average of the LAeq over the day, evening and night period 
where penalties of respectively 5 and 10 dB are included for the evening and night. The defi-
nition of the day, evening and night periods can vary by noise source (road, rail, aviation) 
and by country to match specific features of the diurnal pattern of the noise source and local 
life-style. To summarize, noise mapping is moving forward quickly; standardization is improv-
ing and ongoing and noise maps are abundantly available. 
1.1.4 Particulate matter 
In this section, the focus will be on air pollution and very specifically on the particulate mat-
ter component of the air pollution. Particulate matter is a very broad concept and includes 
next to the anthropogenic particles (transport, energy, agriculture etc.), also a large variety 
of natural compounds (sea salt, pollen, viruses, volcanic ashes, etc.). Particulate matter is a 
globally acting air pollution parameter influencing cloud formation and precipitation. The 
heterogeneity of the chemical and physical composition of particulate matter results in a 
complex research field. In Figure 1.1.1 an overview of the type of particles and their typical 
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size is shown. PM10 and PM2.5 is limited by size only (< 10 µm or < 2.5 µm), not restricted by 
the origin of the particles. 
 
Figure 1.1.1: Particle size, traffic and natural contribution and  standard measures PM10, PM2.5 and UFP. 
Recently more effort is made in evaluating the smaller fractions: PM2.5 and ultrafine parti-
cles (UFP, particles < 100 nm). Also Black Carbon (BC), the carbonaceous component of the 
combustion related part of particulate matter, is gaining focus. It is a measure for the soot 
resulting from the incomplete combustion processes. Black Carbon is more source specific 
and correlates more with traffic compared to the more general and chemically more hetero-
geneous size fraction based particulate matter PM2.5 and PM10 (Karner et al., 2010).  
Black Carbon is also an important theme in the global climate change debate, since it is 
next to CO2, a relevant factor in the heat balances on a global scale. Health effects are ex-
pected due to global change due to combustion related human activities (McMichael et al., 
2006, Haines et al., 2006, Costello et al., 2009). This PhD will not elaborate on the large scale 
and global effects of Black Carbon. At a personal level, exposure to traffic related air pollu-
tion is relevant for health on a local scale. Local actions to reduce personal exposure to traf-
fic related air pollution will however align with the required reduction of traffic related com-
bustion emission in the global context.  
In the next paragraphs, different features of Black Carbon will be introduced in more de-
tail. First the relation between UFP and Black Carbon is addressed.  
1.1.4.1 Ultrafine particles and Black Carbon 
Traffic emission is a mixture of volatile components and particulate matter with a wide range 
of particle sizes. Black Carbon and UFP are two different particulate measures with a large 
overlap. Many of the features of UFP are relevant for Black Carbon as well. The formation of 
UFP is complex and is summarized in this section and for a large part applicable to Black Car-
bon. Most of the information in this section is retrieved from the review paper “Ambient 
nano- and ultrafine particles from motor vehicle emissions: Characteristics, ambient pro-
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cessing and implications on human exposure” (Morawska et al., 2008). Additional references 
are added if relevant.  
Combustion generates particulate matter in different ways. The primary combustion de-
rived particles are generated directly from the engine and measure from 30 to 500 nm which 
is referred to as the ‘accumulation mode’. Particles of this size have a short life span and 
coagulate to larger sizes. Secondary particles are formed by condensation of gaseous com-
ponents in the engine exhaust. They are volatile and consist mainly of hydrocarbons and 
hydrated sulphuric acid. They are smaller than 30 nm and form the ‘nucleation mode’ 
(Morawska et al., 2008). Important interactions between the size fractions exist, strongly 
influencing the lifetime of the different fractions. When large amounts of particles in the 
accumulation mode are present, the nucleation mode is scavenged by the larger particles. 
When few particles are available in the accumulation mode, the nucleation mode has a 
longer lifetime. The particulate size distribution can change fast due to these mechanisms. 
The formation and scavenging mechanisms are influenced by temperature and humidity 
resulting in complex emission dynamics. The number of small particles increases in warmer 
periods which are also visible in the diurnal patterns of the size fraction below 100 nm. In 
the early morning strong increases of particles between 11-30 nm are observed. Size distri-
butions also reveal the ‘age’ of the particles. Different size distributions are found for back-
ground concentrations and for near road concentrations. The size distribution of emitted 
particles is influenced by the source, fuel type, engine mode and vehicle technology. To illus-
trate the complexity of the fine particle emission dynamics three out of sixteen engine re-
gimes for an engine operating on ultra-low sulphur diesel are presented in Figure 1.1.2 (re-
construction of the figures in Chuepeng et al., 2011).  
 
Figure 1.1.2: Particle number and mass concentration distributions for three engine-operating modes for a 
modern diesel engine (adjusted from Chuepeng et al, 2011). Speed and torque in % of maximum of the en-
gine specifications. 
The difference between the distributions of particle number (left) and resulting particle 
mass (right) illustrates the importance of the measurement technique. Large amounts of 
small particle are produced at high torque of the engine but this feature is not well identified 
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in the mass based measurements. Black Carbon measurements are mass-based; UFP is most-
ly measured in particle number. Evaluation of traffic exposure to Black Carbon will therefore 
be less sensitive to the particle number compared to UFP. 
Meteorological effects influence the formation and propagation of UFP, wind speed influ-
ences the dilution of the exhaust plumes, precipitation has a washout effect. Temperature 
inversion is a meteorological condition that prevents the vertical mixing and results in high 
background concentrations in winter. The diurnal variation shows a bi-model distribution 
indicating the traffic rush hours with a higher peak for the morning rush hour compared to 
the evening rush hour. Strong seasonal variation exist as well (Mishra et al., 2012). 
Diesel fuel results in higher amount of BC and UFP while alternative fuels (LPG/CNG) pro-
duce less BC. The European emission standards and especially the Euro5 standard are strin-
gent. Euro5 diesel engines emit 98% less PM compared to Euro0. Also for particle numbers, 
the progress is impressive (reduction of 95% for diesel between Euro3 and Euro5) (Haus-
berger et al., 2010). The differences between the emissions of diesel and gasoline are re-
duced by the latest standards. The transition of the fleets to cleaner vehicles is not yet com-
pleted, but the first exposure changes due to fleet composition are already reported (Saba-
liauskas et al., 2012, Fontaras et al., 2014, Dardiotis et al., 2015). 
Summarizing, traffic related UFP and BC is a highly variable and complex matter with fast 
changing chemical and physical properties. The properties change within seconds after emis-
sion and the emission fleet characteristics change continuously. 
1.1.4.2 Particle size, internal dose and toxicology 
Particulate matter has complex and highly variable particle size distributions and this also 
affects the intake of the particles. Toxicologists attempt to estimate the actual amount of 
pollutants that reach the different organs and rely on this information to evaluate the actual 
toxicological effects on the in-body biochemical processes.  
In Figure 1.1.3, the deposition of particles in the lung by size is visualized. Large particles 
are deposited in the outer airways, smaller particles reach into the narrower parts of the 
respiratory system and are deposited deeper matching their size. This knowledge is not new, 
but the relevance is now put into a new perspective. The mobility of people has increased 
impressively. The average kilometre travelled by day is multiplied by a factor five in four 
decades (1960-2000) (Holden, 2007). More people are exposed to more traffic emission at 
home and on an individual level they are more mobile than ever before. The personal expo-
sure to the small fraction of in-traffic related air pollution has increased. This illustrates the 
complexity of the health effects research and indicates the necessity to quantify the person-
al exposure in detail and adjust that personal exposure for particle size and toxicity.  
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Figure 1.1.3: Fraction of particles deposited in the three respiratory tract compartments as a function of 
particle diameter. Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (1969). 
1.1.4.3 Black Carbon exposure, a potential indicator for health effects 
In a recent overview “Health effects of black carbon” by the WHO the current state of the 
art on the health effects of Black Carbon is summarized (WHO, 2012, Janssen et al., 2012). 
First the definition and measurement technology is addressed. Black Carbon is measured by 
light absorption of the airborne particles. The measurement technology for Black Carbon is 
not standardized yet. Consequently, research reports are sometimes difficult to compare. 
The few available health effect studies investigating both PM10 and BC exposure show 
stronger effects for BC than for PM10. The studies detect BC related health effects up to 10 
times the health effects of the PM10 for the same mass. The health effects of particulate 
matter and for BC specifically, seem to be stronger for the cardiovascular disease than the 
lung related health effects, showing opposite effects to other gaseous air pollution compo-
nents (Mordukhovich et al. 2009, Janssen et al., 2011, Keuken et al., 2011). Diesel exhaust 
and UFP has been reported to pass through the lung lining, pass the lung-blood barrier and 
even deposits in the brains have been reported (Terzano et al., 2010, Campen et al., 2012). 
BC itself might be not the actual toxic component but it can carry other toxic components. 
BC is not established as the primary air pollution health component yet, but the evidence is 
accumulating. The WHO report supports further investigation in BC as a relevant component 
to investigate traffic related air pollution.  
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1.1.5 Personal exposure in detail 
As shown in the previous sections, improving health evaluations implies the improvement of 
the estimation of the personal exposure. The methods to measure personal exposure are 
introduced and the current knowledge on exposure properties related to the microenviron-
ment, modal choice, route choice and the local traffic conditions are summarized in this sec-
tion. 
1.1.5.1 Participatory sensing 
The whereabouts of the subjects and their behaviour related exposure are mainly investi-
gated through participatory sensing campaigns. New technology has enabled measuring the 
actual personal exposure for some pollutants. The campaigns include measurements of GPS 
coordinates, exposure, micro-environments, physical activity, biomarkers etc. (Dons et al., 
2011, Dons et al., 2012, de Nazelle et al. 2011, Hankey et al., 2012). Recently, measurements 
of personal exposure to Black Carbon prove the importance of the in-traffic contribution to 
the total diurnal Black Carbon exposure. The in-traffic exposure accounts for 25 to 60% of 
the total diurnal exposure and is strongly related to the commuting behaviour (Dons et al., 
2012). Several authors have discussed the requirements of participatory sensing campaigns. 
A state of the art overview of current practices in participatory sensing measurements is 
presented by Steinle (Steinle et al., 2013), evaluating numerous ‘must-have’ properties of 
research setups. The requirements are also part of the ‘eco-exposome vision and strategy’ 
(Lioy and Smith, 2013). Participatory sensing campaigns are expensive and require a lot of 
technical support, which makes it difficult to achieve representative population samples. The 
difficulty in extrapolating the exposure measurements to representative populations for epi-
demiological research and governmental policy is recognized as the most important issue to 
be solved in the exposome research (Lioy and Smith, 2013). 
1.1.5.2 Micro-environments and personal exposure 
Many of the participatory sensing campaigns focus on the differences between the different 
travel modes. The microenvironment is a generalisation of the different types of environ-
ments a person spends his activity in (car, rail, subway, dwelling, etc...). Each of these micro-
environments has its specific exposure dynamics for different air pollutants and is therefore 
often investigated separately. The difference between indoor and outdoor exposure is fre-
quently discussed in respect to the health evaluations for at home exposure (Raaschou-
Nielsen et al., 2011, Kierney et al., 2011). Biking and walking have been investigated in high 
detail by many authors (Kaur et al., 2005, Wang et al., 2011, Berghmans et al., 2010). Several 
authors compared different micro-environments (Kaur et al., 2005, Briggs et al., 2007, Tsai et 
al., 2008, Asmi et al., 2009, Int Panis et al., 2010, Zuurbier et al., 2010, Apte et al., 2011, Dons 
et al., 2011).  
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1.1.5.3 Local traffic dynamics, route choice and personal exposure 
The temporal variation of the exposure in a microenvironment is for a large part related to 
the local traffic conditions. Several authors addressed the effect of route choice on the ex-
posure (Hertel et al., 2008, Pattinson, 2009, Strak et al., 2012, Ragetti et al., 2013). The in-
vehicle environment is highly influenced by local traffic conditions and street characteristics 
(Fruin et al., 2004, Fruin et al., 2007, Hudda et al., 2012, Dons et al., 2013, Cattani et al., 
2013). Many authors already indicated the strong effects of the ventilation settings and the 
influence of the age, make and quality of the vehicle (Zhu et al., 2007, Hudda et al., 2011, 
Knibbs et al., 2010, Fruin et al., 2011, Wu et al., 2013, Lee et al., 2014). Predicting the in-
vehicle exposure is a daunting task. A first attempt was made by Li; investigating the model-
ling techniques for PAH, PN, PM2.5 and NO2 (Li et al., 2013). The authors concluded that the 
non-linear effects of the meteorological conditions hamper the prediction when using linear 
regression models. Non-linear approaches tend to result in better models. Short-term expo-
sure assessment and health effects studies may require similar exposure estimates at a high 
temporal resolution (Li et al., 2013). 
1.1.5.4 Physical activity and personal exposure 
Physical activity is for many different reasons an important factor in the health evaluations. 
Being physical active is health in itself (Warburton et al., 2006, Tremblay et al., 2012). When 
physically active, both the respiration rate and the volume of inhaled air increase and affect 
the total intake of air pollution. This is an example of an activity related dose correction as 
mentioned before in 1.1.2.3. Many authors have addressed the balance between the posi-
tive effects of being physically active and the negative effects of the consequent higher in-
take when performing high demanding tasks in high exposed environments (de Hartog et al., 
2010, Strak et al., 2013, Jacobs et al., 2010, Bos et al., 2013). Some investigators attempt to 
detect the short-term effects of traffic related air pollution. Jacobs et al., 2010 could not de-
tect short term effects for bicyclists in real traffic compared to clean laboratory conditions. 
Short-term effects were detected when using facemasks to reduce the personal exposure 
and effects were detected in cardiovascular health in patients with coronary heart disease 
(Langrish et al., 2009, Langrish et al., 2012). McCreanor detected respiratory effects of expo-
sure to diesel traffic in persons with asthma (McCreanor et al., 2007). The lung ventilation 
rate is acknowledged as one of the most important activity related dose corrections to eval-
uate the health effects. 
Most authors agree that for mortality the positive health effects of physical activity out-
weigh the simultaneous negative health effects of active travel modes (de Hartog et al. 2010, 
Rojas-Rueda et al., 2011) but for morbidity, this is an unsolved issue (Int Panis, 2011). It is a 
popular topic in the media and it influences the public sentiment on biking in the city. Pro-
moting cycling is a central theme in the policy towards low carbon cities (Creutzig et al., 
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2012). It is important to quantify the positive and negative health aspects of cycling in the 
cities to support local policy.  
1.1.6 Modelling techniques 
1.1.6.1 Spatial variation and Land-use regression models 
Capturing the spatial variation of traffic related air pollution is critical to provide quantitative 
data to the epidemiologists. Many types of models are used to estimate the gaseous air pol-
lutants and the general PM fractions. Micro-meteorological models exist for many pollutants 
but these models cannot be extrapolated city or region-wide due the complexity of the 
methods (Hoek et al., 2008). Large scale models are implemented to assess air pollution ex-
posure. The most common technique is the land-use regression model (LUR). Land-use at-
tributes (mainly traffic and habitation related information) are regressed against concentra-
tion measurements in order to extrapolate the exposure over larger project areas. Over-
views of methodologies and comparison of modelling techniques have been reported exten-
sively (Hoek et al., 2008, Marshall et al., 2008, Hoek et al., 2009, Hankey et al., 2012).  
More recently more detailed measurements in near road settings have shown large dif-
ference in the spatial variability for different pollutants. The ultrafine particles show de-
creases of over 50% within the first 150 m from the edge of the road. PM2.5, PM10, Benzene 
and NO2 show lower or even no decay relative to the edge of the road (Karner et al., 2010). 
The strong distance to source effects of Black carbon and UFP were illustrated on a motor-
way flyover as well (Van Poppel et al, 2012.). Strong up-wind and downwind effect with simi-
lar distance effects are reported for UFP by Hu et al. (Hu et al., 2009). High contrasts from 
street to street in air pollution components have been reported by several authors 
(Boogaard et al., 2011, Hankey et al., 2014, Padro-Martinez et al, 2012). The available Land-
use regression models mainly focus on PM10, PM2.5 and NO2 have a much lower spatial varia-
tion compared to BC and UFP. To capture the exposure to the traffic related small particles 
adequately; the LUR models will be forced to improve their spatial resolution to match the 
spatial variation of UFP and BC. A first LUR for BC is published by Evi Dons (Dons et al. 2013, 
Dons et al. 2014). 
1.1.6.2 Linear versus smooth modelling techniques 
Land-use regression techniques commonly use linear regressions to fit the measurements to 
the spatial attributes. Many aspects of the personal exposure are known to express non-
linear aspects. Traffic dynamics and traffic congestion are a highly non-linear function of the 
traffic counts and the properties of road infrastructure. Noise and air pollution emission are 
both complex functions of the traffic dynamics (see 1.1.4.1). This is relevant for the in-
vehicle air pollution exposure since the distance to the exhaust of the preceding vehicle is 
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one of the driving forces of the in-vehicle exposure. Wind speed and street canyon configu-
ration modify the dispersion of air pollution in a non-linear fashion (Jicha et al., 2000, Jo-
hansson et al., 2007). Extending the modelling with non-linear techniques is therefore rele-
vant. The non-linear modelling techniques have benefits but also important drawbacks. The 
main drawback is the high risk to overfit the data. 
Several techniques are available: random forest (Johns et al., 2012), neural networks 
(Moustris et al., 2010), support vector machines (Feng et al., 2011) and generalized additive 
models (GAM) are only a few of the options. The relevance of the GAM technique for time 
series analysis in the air pollution field and epidemiology was shown by Dominici in 2002 
(Dominici et al., 2002). An on-road model for the concentration of air pollutants in California 
explicitly compared the performance of the GAM model with the linear regression tech-
niques and reported significant better performance for the GAM model (Li. Et al., 2013). In 
this PhD, no explicit comparisons to distinguish the different non-linear techniques are in-
cluded since this is out of the scope of this work. GAMs will be used throughout the work to 
include non-linear aspects into the models.  
GAMs are specific cases of scatterplot smoothing functions and were introduced by Has-
tie and Tibshirani in 1986 (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1986). The behaviour of the parameters 
(‘covariates’ in the GAM terminology) is fitted with splines. A spline is a numeric function 
that is piecewise-defined by polynomial functions, and which possesses a high degree of 
smoothness at the places where the polynomial pieces connect. The strength of a model is 
mainly determined by the ‘deviance explained’ and ‘Akaike Information Criterion’ (AIC). 
Many technical implementations and improvements have become available over the years 
(Woods, 2004, Woods, 2006).  
1.1.6.3 Managing overfitting in GAMs 
Generalized additive models are sensitive to non-linear behaviour of the covariates but this 
implies high sensitivity to overfit the data. The GAM implementation in R (mgcv library) in-
cludes parameters to control the number of degrees of freedom in the data by means of a k-
factor (Woods, 2006). Larger k gives more freedom to the fitted spline. More complex be-
haviour of the covariate can be captured, but the risk of overfitting the underlying data in-
creases. In Figure 1.1.4 an example of the effect of the degrees of freedom in a GAM model 
is presented. The GAM model is explaining the background Black Carbon concentration in a 
fixed location with a set of meteorological parameters. Three versions of the model are 
shown with respectively k=3; k=4 and k=6 for all the covariates. The ‘deviance explained’ of 
the three variants are 21.0%, 24.9% and 29.8% respectively. Larger degrees of freedom re-
sult in larger ‘deviance explained’.  
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Figure 1.1.4: Example of the impact of the degrees of freedom in a GAM model. Three versions of the same 
GAM model predicting the BC concentration in a background measurement location are presented including 
the splines with different degrees of freedom for the four covariates (wind speed, temperature, relative 
humidity and rain during the past 6 hours). Higher degrees of freedom (k-factor) result in overfitting the 
data. 
In the example, the last covariate (rain during the last six hours) is highly overfitting a few 
very low background values around values of 0.5 mm. This can be an artefact of the sam-
pling. That specific meteorological condition might have been sampled only during high wind 
speed conditions. The decision to select a GAM model variant should not be based on the 
‘deviance explained’ only. Covariates with expected complex behaviour can get higher k-
factors, covariates with a more linear behaviour or basic saturations can have lower k-
factors. In the example, the expected behaviour of the background BC concentration is ex-
plained better in the model with k=3. Higher wind speeds and more rain are related to lower 
background concentrations, relative humidity correlates with the background concentration 
and the temperature expresses a more complex behaviour. The splines of the GAM model 
visualize multiple dimensions of the behaviour of the data simultaneously. Understanding 
the underlying data becomes a question of being able to provide the relevant covariates in 
the required resolution and quality. The prediction function in the GAM implementations 
uses the splines to reconstruct the expected value for each relevant combination of covari-
ates, even if that combination was not sampled in the underlying data. The most important 
technique to evaluate the quality of a model is external validation.  
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1.1.7 Summary 
To assess the exposure to BC and UFP a higher spatial and temporal resolution is necessary 
due to the strong local variation. Instantaneous exposure to particulate matter is a function 
of the amount of local traffic, the local traffic conditions and the distance between the 
source and the subject. The particulate matter emission is a highly non-linear function of the 
local traffic flow conditions including fleet composition, congestion, speed etc. In most cases, 
little or no traffic information is available to include these features into the models. Each 
microenvironment has, on top of that, its own specific exposure dynamics in relation to the 
local traffic, background concentration and meteorological influences. The two most im-
portant requirements in the exposome research are the transition toward personal exposure 
and the capability to extrapolate more sensitive spatiotemporal models to larger popula-
tions. The most important requirement towards policy support is the quantification of the 
exposure and health effects due to changing behaviour for individuals in the population.  
1.2 Concept and structure 
1.2.1 The physical link between noise and PM emission 
The basic concept of this PhD is the physical relation between the simultaneous exposure to 
noise and air pollution. In most noise evaluations assessing the health effects of noise on 
humans, the A-weighted equivalent noise LAeq or the more aggregated parameter LDEN is 
used. The actual physical relation between noise and PM emissions is more complex and 
does not fit the LAeq or LDEN. This is visually illustrated in Figure 1.2.1.  
 
Figure 1.2.1: Structure of chapter 4 and 5. The underlying data (noise measurement or noise maps) is related 
to the investigated micro-environments (ME). At the right side, the matching evaluation level of the sections 
is shown.  
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The different emissions (PM, engine related noise, tyre related rolling noise and the total 
noise levels) are related to different driving conditions in a qualitative way. The engine re-
gime (throttle) has a stronger link with the instantaneous PM emissions compared to LAeq. It 
is important to understand that the evaluation of the noise related health effects use differ-
ent noise indicators than the indicators that will be used in this work to predict the in-traffic 
air pollution exposure. 
1.2.2 Goals 
 Present a person centred approach for assessing the subjective perception based 
Quality of Life including evaluations at the dwelling, in traffic and at the destinations 
and evaluate the potential of the noise assessments as a proxy for the subjective per-
ception of the traffic related quality of life. 
 Develop a generalized activity based and person centred data flow framework to en-
able the calculation of any spatiotemporal indicator on any predefined mobile popu-
lation. 
 Use noise exposure as a proxy for local traffic assessment to model and predict Black 
Carbon exposure in different micro-environments. Instantaneous micro-environment 
specific land-use regression models will be evaluated for three micro-environments: 
bicycle, in-vehicle and indoor. These models will be referred to as µLUR (‘microscop-
ic’ in time and space and micro-environment specific). 
 Model and evaluate the instantaneous spatiotemporal personal exposure to Black 
Carbon for the full time-activity pattern, including a validation with external exposure 
measurements. 
1.2.3 Outline 
The PhD builds on prior work from the traffic related Quality of Life model. The first part of 
the second chapter describes the multi-indicator methodology of this model. In the second 
part of the second chapter a more generalized indicator workflow is presented. It extends 
the functionality of the Quality of Life model to activity specific models and adds functionali-
ty towards participatory sensing. The third chapter summarizes the results of the Quality of 
Life model. The focus in this chapter is on the power of the spatial information in noise maps 
to act as a proxy for the subjective perception of the traffic related quality of life, also re-
ferred to as ‘Traffic Liveability’. Extended literature on this work and other outcomes can be 
found in the publication list (1.2.4).  
The fourth chapter describes the noise based micro-environment specific Black Carbon 
exposure models. It is important to define ‘exposure’ in this context. Many authors and dis-
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ciplines use similar nouns in different contexts (see also 1.1.2.3). In the presented models no 
dose corrections of any type (inhalation rate, deposition in lungs, etc.) are included, only the 
concentration at the position of the subject in space and time is modelled and evaluated. 
This is referred to as ‘personal exposure’ since the personal time-activity pattern is the main 
driving force. Dose corrections become only relevant when the personal exposure is linked 
to potential health effects. This work does not extend the results to health effects and in-
cludes therefor no activity related dose corrections. The general data workflow presented in 
2.3 can include dose corrections. The dose corrections will be added in future applications 
through a multidisciplinary and project specific decision process (see section 6.1). 
 
Figure 1.2.2: Structure of chapter 4 and 5. The underlying data (noise measurement or noise maps) is related 
to the investigated micro-environments (ME). At the right side, the matching evaluation level of the sections 
is shown.  
In Figure 1.2.2, the relation and the evaluation levels of the different sections are pre-
sented. It starts with an instantaneous model for the BC exposure of bicyclists (4.2). A yearly 
meteorology adjusted exposure and a city wide mapping methodology is presented in sec-
tion 4.3. In section 4.4, the technique is tested with an automated noise measurement setup 
in an international context and includes an extension from BC to UFP. In section 4.5, an in-
stantaneous model for in-vehicle exposure is presented. The traffic assessment moves from 
noise measurements to noise maps. In section 4.6, the instantaneous model for bicyclists is 
merged with noise map data and is used to build an instantaneous exposure model for the 
indoor micro-environment. In section 4.7, the lessons learned throughout the chapter are 
tested in a pilot experiment using simultaneous noise and BC measurements at a dwelling 
facade. In the fifth chapter, the results of chapter four are combined to predict the personal 
daily exposure to Black Carbon (5.2). Section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 are published as independent 
research articles. 
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A general discussion is added, summarizing all features of the presented work (5.3). In 
chapter six, the future potential and applications are presented and the conclusions are 
summarized. 
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Chapter 2 Person based evaluation of quality of 
life, exposure to noise and air pollution 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the analysis and development the person-based approach to investi-
gate the quality of life and air pollution exposure. A unique model evaluates the traffic relat-
ed component of the Quality of Life (QoL). In the transport research field, this is also referred 
to as ‘Traffic Liveability’. Sixteen indicators are calculated for a virtual population including a 
simulated behavioural mobility pattern. The indicators are not only evaluated at the dwelling 
but when relevant also at the destinations and along the travelled routes. Aggregating the 
sixteen indicators to the top-level ‘Traffic liveability index’ (TLI) gets special attention and is 
an example of a composite indicator as introduced in 1.1.1.1. The methodology of the QoL 
model is summarized in 2.2; the results are presented in chapter 3.  
The implementation is extended to process personal time activity patterns, on-person 
measurements and more complex indicators. In this generalized workflow, the indicators are 
not predefined but become a flexible component to resolve customized research questions. 
The extended functionality is mapped to the vison and strategy of Lioy and Smith (Lioy and 
Smith, 2013) and the ‘eDPSEEA’ model presented by Reis (Reis et al., 2013) as introduced in 
1.1.2. 
2.2 Traffic Liveability and Quality of Life model 
This work was performed in collaboration of the IDM (Instituut voor Duurzame mobiliteit, 
institute for sustainable mobility, www.idm.ugent.be). This section is a compilation of differ-
ent publications and reports available in the publication list (see 1.2.4). The relevant publica-
tions are authored or co-authored by Dominique Gillis.  
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2.2.1 Introduction 
Quality of Life (QoL) is a research domain attempting to quantify the well-being of a popula-
tion. QoL is typically investigated by using surveys on large samples of the population. A ma-
jor component of the QoL relates to the impact of the environment on our well-being and 
health. When quality of life is narrowed down to traffic related burdens, it is typically re-
ferred to as ‘Traffic Liveability’.  
In the current standardized approaches, traffic liveability is evaluated on the traffic pa-
rameters near the dwelling or the living street of the subjects. In section 1.1.1.2, the state-
of-the-art is already summarized. Within a project funded by the Flemish Government the 
traffic liveability is extended to including all aspects of traffic, not only the aspects near the 
dwelling but also along the travelled trajectories. Traffic Liveability (TL) also includes positive 
aspects since mobility is not only a burden but also fulfils needs like reachability of different 
functions in daily life (work, school, shops, family, etc…). This extension leads to the need to 
evaluate the full diurnal pattern. It has to include evaluation at home, along the travelled 
roads and at the destinations.  
The well-being of a population is the sum of the well-being of its individuals each with 
their specific combination of dwelling location, travelled routes, modal choices (car, bike, 
public transport etc...) and the destinations (schools, workplaces, shops, recreational activi-
ties etc.). In an expert meeting, joining knowledge on mobility, traffic liveability and the dif-
ferent traffic related health effect paths, a layered set of indicators were defined (Figure 
2.2.1) (Dekoninck et al., 2010). 
 
Figure 2.2.1: Definition of traffic liveability, containing several types of traffic impacts, each with their own 
indicators. 
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To be able to predict the quality of life for a full population and to be able to predict 
changes in the quality of life for different scenarios, a mathematical model mimics the re-
sponses of the public to their perception of the environment. In this specific application, the 
reference is a series of the Flemish quality of life surveys, repeated every five years (SLO-0, 
SLO-1 and SLO-2). The surveys contain questions related to different aspects of environmen-
tal quality (noise, odour, light pollution, traffic, etc…) and include some general questions 
about well-being and appreciation of the environment.  
2.2.2 Extending the dwelling based traffic liveability 
The environmental quality of the living environment is mainly linked to the direct and indi-
rect impact of mobility in the neighbourhood of the dwellings. In the Flemish mobility and 
urban planning policy, the term ‘liveability’ is used focusing on the living conditions of peo-
ple’s home location (Asperges, 1998). In literature the term is normally used in a more gen-
eral sense, taking into account the social, economic and environmental circumstances in a 
certain city or area. ‘Traffic liveability’ is used to describe the impact of all types of traffic on 
the liveability at a specific location. Some methodologies were developed to allow an objec-
tive measurement of the traffic impact on quality of life (references in section 1.1.1.2). Typi-
cally, these methods are based on very local road characteristics, such as the road width, 
traffic amounts and speeds, the presence of facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, etc. The 
liveability at a certain address is expressed as a function of the characteristics of the road 
section in front of the house. 
This is a very narrow interpretation of traffic liveability. First of all, this presumes that 
quality of life is very locally determined by the location and situation of the house. This is 
contradictory to elementary planning theories, such as by Klaeboe (2007) or Appleyard 
(1981), both stating that quality of life is determined by the living neighbourhood, rather 
than only by the dwelling location. People judge their living quality during a vast set of activi-
ties, some taking place at home, some taking place at other locations (office, shop, sports 
centre …). We propose to extend ‘liveability’ over the locations of all the activities, including 
the trips to reach these places, taking the approach of Klaeboe and Appleyard one step fur-
ther. A second limitation of the current methodologies is that they ignore the importance of 
networks in traffic planning (see 2.2.4).  
An alternative methodology was developed for an objective measurement of the impact 
of mobility on quality of the life (Dekoninck et al., 2009, Dekoninck et al., 2011). Compared to 
the current practice, this new methodology aims at the following: 
 The traffic liveability takes in account the pros and cons of traffic. We need the 
mobility to satisfy our needs, but traffic creates disturbance and pollution for all 
people in the larger area.  
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 The evaluation is not performed for the average person, but includes the individu-
al needs and travel patterns, sampled from a household trip database with per-
sonal characteristics, representing the large diversity of the mobility needs. The 
methodology should reflect a daily activity pattern, including the travelled routes 
and destinations. The traffic liveability of a specific household in a specific area will 
reflect on the full extent of their needs at home, during the trips and at the desti-
nations. 
 Traffic liveability itself is measured by means of a broad set of indicators, repre-
senting different types of exposure and/or traffic impacts. Each individual indica-
tor can express a non-linear effect. The separate indicators are combined into an 
aggregated traffic liveability. 
 The application has to be able to calculate scenarios to evaluate changes in the 
population behaviour and changes in the driving forces. Changes in driving forces 
which affect multiple indicators will reflect the combined and secondary effects 
along the multi-level indicator aggregation steps. 
2.2.3 Unravelling Quality of life 
Based on a review of recent literature and with Maslow’s pyramid in mind (Maslow, 1943), 
the ‘traffic liveability’ was unravelled into its separate components. In order to have enjoya-
ble living conditions, people need access to some basic functions in the neighbourhood, 
need healthy living conditions, and an attractive environment (Lercher, 2003). The environ-
ment should stimulate the deployment of a social network. Noise and air pollution have ef-
fects both on the health conditions and on the attractiveness of the environment.  
These aspects are focused towards ‘traffic liveability’ by restricting them into their purely 
traffic-related aspects. For example, from a traffic point of view, it is not sufficient to have 
the basic functions available, but it is necessary to have a fast, attractive and safe access to 
these basic functions. In this way, the above aspects of liveability are translated into six 
components of traffic liveability: accessibility of basic functions, traffic safety, external ef-
fects of traffic, disturbance of the surrounding functions, appreciation of public domain and 
social contact (Dekoninck et al., 2010, Dekoninck et al., 2011, Gillis et al., 2011).  
For each of those aspects indicators can be designed that allow an objective measure-
ment. Among the indicators are some commonly accepted evaluations like Number of Highly 
Annoyed Inhabitants (for noise). For some indicators, a modified or new dose-effect relation 
has to be formulated, awaiting more reviewed evaluations (e.g. availability of parking spac-
es, on road exposure to air pollution while cycling, etc.). 
As a result, the term “traffic liveability” can be defined by means of a tree, representing 
the breakdown into its different aspects, the different traffic impacts, and the possible indi-
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cators as show in Figure 2.2.3. The bottom arrows show which indicators are sensitive to on-
road evaluation. 
The weight of the different branches in the global traffic liveability is derived from the 
Liveability Survey (Schriftelijk Leefbaarheidsonderzoek – Flemish Government, LNE), which is 
executed by the Flemish Government every three years. The survey asks about the satisfac-
tion of people about their living neighbourhood, and asks if people would recommend 
friends to live in this area, followed by an open question about reason why (not). The an-
swers to this last open question were grouped according to the main aspects of traffic livea-
bility, and were analysed to determine which aspects influence the appreciation in a positive 
or negative way.  
Figure 2.2.2 shows the correlation between the (dis)satisfaction about the living environ-
ment and the appreciation of the several aspects of traffic liveability. The graph shows that 
noise disturbance and traffic bustle show the strongest correlation, both in a positive as in a 
negative direction. Both have a strong impact on the negative perception of a neighbour-
hood, while the absence of traffic noise and traffic bustle are strong assets for the neigh-
bourhood. In addition, subjective safety has a strong impact, but mostly in the negative 
sense: a safe feeling is considered a normal characteristic for the living area.  
 
Figure 2.2.2: Correlation between the general satisfaction about the living neighbourhood and the aspects of 
traffic liveability. 
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.  
Figure 2.2.3: The term 'traffic liveability' unravelled into its aspects and matching indicators. The bottom 
arrows show which indicators are sensitive to on-road evaluation. 
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2.2.4 Innovating the exposure simulation 
Looking at the collected indicators of traffic liveability, the conclusion is that a lot of them 
are network characteristics, rather than local point or road characteristics. Traffic noise and 
traffic emissions are spatially distributed impacts, affecting also houses in nearby streets. 
Traffic congestion or road unsafety affect not only people living at this location, but also 
harms all people using this road for their transportation needs. For this reason, these aspects 
should be measured as a spatial attribute for the larger neighbourhood, instead of restricting 
the evaluation to the road section near to the home address, as is the current practice in 
existing methodologies.  
Therefore, a new evaluation methodology was developed, aiming at a more realistic rep-
resentation of the individual living pattern, of which only a part takes place at home. By in-
corporating also the activities at other locations, and even the trips to these locations, a bet-
ter estimation of the living quality is obtained. 
This is achieved by simulating the individual trip behaviour, based on the regional trip dia-
ry survey (Onderzoek Verplaatsingsgedrag), a large-scale trip survey covering over 5.000 
households in the whole of Flanders. This survey collected a large database of individual trip 
patterns per person during two days. In order to evaluate the quality of the living environ-
ment on a certain home address, a random household is chosen from the database (taking 
into account some of the location characteristics, such as the distance to the nearest bus 
stop or train station), with the unique travel pattern of all its members.  
For each single trip, a logical trip destination is chosen from a database of available desti-
nations (e.g. the nearest school for school trips, the shopping centre for shopping trips …). 
Using a traffic model, the best transport mode and route from the home address to this des-
tination is calculated (Dekoninck et al., 2009). This results in a set of routes that is repre-
sentative for the daily trips to and from the house for all the members of the household, for 
all purposes and all transportation modes (Figure 2.2.4). 
With this set of routes, the quality of the living environment for this address is evaluated. 
The indicators are evaluated not only at the home address, but also on the different routes 
to and from home, and on the destination locations. This means that the traffic liveability 
will get a negative impact if for example; traffic safety is bad on the surrounding roads, if 
bicycle or walking trips leave the home via noisy routes, or if activities take place in bad con-
ditions, (e.g. schools or sports facilities with high noise levels or air pollution levels).  
By sampling a sufficient number of households within a certain street or neighbourhood, 
and aggregating the results, the global quality of the living environment in this area becomes 
available. 
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Figure 2.2.4: The calculated routes by the sampled households in two dwellings, including the trips by car 
(top left), by bike (top right) and on foot (bottom). 
2.2.5 Technical model structure 
The implementation of the exposure model relies on four major components: the GIS layers 
and input databases, the traffic model, the exposure simulation, and the indicator aggrega-
tion (Figure 2.2.5). The input components are the GIS layers containing attributes about the 
infrastructure, traffic, dwellings, points of interest, population density and databases con-
taining demographic statistics (trip and time usage) (Dekoninck et al, 2009). 
Based on the available trip statistics, the locations of dwellings and the distance to differ-
ent commodities, a local origin-destination traffic demand matrix is compiled. A traffic mod-
el is used to calculate the transportation mode and the route for these trips. This model is 
also used to generate the overall traffic flows and traffic characteristics such as traffic speed 
and congestion, which are used to derive traffic noise levels and air pollution maps, evaluate 
safety risks, etc. The core of the method is the exposure evaluation. For each household in-
cluded in the simulation, a trip pattern is sampled from the trip database and linked to suit-
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able routes obtained from the traffic model. The resulting diurnal patterns are used to sam-
ple exposure to noise, air pollution, and safety risks from calculated maps. These maps main-
ly rely on traffic data generated by the local traffic behaviour. Trips also give information 
about the destination and thus exposure at the destination can be included if the destination 
falls within the scope of the study area. 
The final component is the indicator aggregation. Two alternatives can be considered: 
Firstly, the different components of quality of the living environment (and quality of life by 
extension) can first be aggregated for every person in the sample individually. This approach 
has the huge advantage over existing techniques that it allows to accurately account for 
combined exposures. Secondly, aggregation can be performed at a population level for every 
component of the quality of the living environment to obtain a population averaged effect. 
With this order of aggregating, the model keeps its explanatory value: when certain 
measures or scenarios result in an improvement or reduction of the liveability, this change 
can be re-traced, in order to detect which aspects of liveability or which indicators cause 
these changes. 
 
Figure 2.2.5: Building blocks of the implementation of the proposed model for traffic related aspects of the 
quality of the living environment. (White = input data, blue = traffic and GIS data, green = personal data, 
routes and evaluation, yellow = indicator evaluation and aggregation. 
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2.2.6 Aggregation scheme of the indicators 
To be able to sum the different indicators, the indicator values are mapped to a standard-
ize scale, arbitrarily chosen as a continuous variable between -2 and +2. For each of the indi-
cators a reference framework is defined to decide how the physical value of the underlying 
indicator is mapped to the standardized continuous variable. The full set of indicators includ-
ing the calculation method and the indicator conversion are available in Dutch in a detailed 
report for the Flemish Government (Dekoninck et al., 2011). Two branches of the aggrega-
tion scheme (Figure 2.2.3) are presented as examples of the technique: ‘external traffic re-
lated health effects’ and ‘disturbance’.  
The external traffic related health effects are evaluated through the concept of Disability 
Adjusted Life Years (DALYs) (Table 2.2-1). The environmental disturbance path is evaluated 
through a set of weighted noise annoyance and sleep disturbance functions and also in-
cludes an odor exposure pathway. The values in the tables map a specific result of the indi-
cator to the standardized continuous variable. The chosen mapping is expert based but uses 
as much external global or local references as possible (WHO, Flemish environmental 
thresholds, etc.). Each individual pathway gets a relative weight within the evaluation 
branch. These weights are a combination of expert choices and weights derived from the 
appreciation of the aspects by the subjects in the questionnaire (see Figure 2.2.2).  
 
2 1 0 -1 -2
Effects of air pollution
Health
DALY 3‰ 6‰ 10‰ 15‰ >10‰
Effects of noise
Health
DALY 1‰ 2.5‰ 5‰ 10‰ >10‰
Thresholds
Thresholds
 
Table 2.2-1: Conversion and thresholds of the external traffic health effects for noise and air pollution.  
2 1 0 -1 -2 Weight
Disturbance by noise
Noise annoyance by road traffic, % moderately of highly annoyed 10 20 30 50 >50 1
Noise annoyance by railway traffic, % moderately of highly annoyed5 7.5 10 15 >15 0.25
Sleep disturbance, LAmax, indoor 40 45 50 55 >55 1
Quiet Façade (deltaMaxMinFacade, Lday>55) -10 -5 0 0 0 1
Disturbance by odour
Exposure too odour by road traffic (ou/m3) 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 >0.3 1
 
Table 2.2-2: Conversion and thresholds of the disturbance indicator for traffic related exposure.  
For the aggregation from the separate indicators to an appreciation of each aspect, and 
from the aspects to a global traffic liveability evaluation, a Choquet integration is applied 
(Botteldooren et al., 2006, Verkeyn et al., 2011, Dekoninck et al, 2011). This method makes a 
weighted sum, giving most weight to the strongest components. This simulates human eval-
uation, as one extreme (positive or negative) aspect will dominate the perception and will 
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rarely be compensated by one or more moderately good or bad aspects. This way, the model 
combines advantages from a weighted sum and a strongest component aggregation. 
2.2.7 Population simulation 
The quality of life model is assessed in case study for the city of Ghent, simulating 10,000 
households in and around the city of Ghent (Dekoninck et al., 2011, Gillis et al., 2010, Gillis et 
al., 2011, Dekoninck et al, 2012)). The results of the traffic liveability model are summarized 
in Chapter 3.  
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2.3 Personal activity indicator framework  
2.3.1 Introduction to ‘exposome’ 
In recent literature, the investigation of the health effects due to multiple simultaneous ex-
posures to environmental stressors is referred to as the ‘eco-exposome’: the sum of all envi-
ronmental burdens where a person is exposed to and how to address, interpret and disen-
tangle the health effects of the different stressors. This introduction extends on the infor-
mation given in 1.1.2. Two recent publications originating from the NRC committee for expo-
sure compile two sets of recommendations regarding the vision and strategy on the expo-
some (Lioy and Smith, 2013). The first set addresses the more general concerns on the highly 
multidisciplinary nature of the exposure field and expresses the need to align research from 
many different fields. It also reaches out to the policy domain. The research should result in 
better support of regulatory and societal challenges. The scientific efforts have to result in 
better human and ecosystem protection. The document emphasizes strongly the grey area 
and need for interaction between personal exposure, external dose, internal dose and toxi-
cology pathways of the pollutants. The gathering of data in this field through participatory 
sensing campaigns and mobile measurements is expensive and requires a lot of technical 
support. However, even with larger population samples it will be difficult to achieve repre-
sentative population samples. The difficulty to extrapolate the exposure measurements to 
representative populations for epidemiological research and governmental policy is recog-
nized as the most important issue to be solved in the exposome research (Lioy and Smith, 
2013).  
The second set of recommendations the NRC committee sums up some more detailed 
concerns on the interactions between several components in the exposure data flow and it 
acknowledges the importance of personal time-activity patterns, activity related dose cor-
rections, the potential effects of behavioural changes and several feedback mechanisms. The 
explicit inclusion of the upstream forcers is on the wish list as well. 
In another recent review “Integrating health and environmental impact”, a modified eco-
system enriched Drivers, Pressures, State, Exposure, Effects and Actions or ‘eDPSEEA’ model 
is proposed, addressing similar concerns due to the “continuing failure to truly integrate 
human health and environmental impact analysis...” (Reis et al., 2013). Many of the data 
flow properties of the eDPSEEA approach match the recommendations of the NRC commit-
tee documents, and it explicitly expresses the need to extend the conceptual models to in-
clude “an effective and robust science-policy interface”. In a sense, the approach of the 
eDPSEEA model is a larger scale and economic indicators driven vision for environmental 
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evaluations and enhanced policy support, while the eco-exposome builds on the biomedical 
indicators, biomarkers and toxicological parameters, both are expressing the same concern. 
Other reviews focus on the good practice for the actual personal exposure measurement 
campaigns that will feed the eco-exposome research. The personal exposure research field is 
performing mobile and/or participatory sensing measurement campaigns and several au-
thors have discussed more specific requirements. A state of the art overview of current prac-
tice in participatory sensing measurements is presented by Steinle, evaluating numerous 
‘must-have’ properties of the research setups (Steinle et al., 2013). One of the basic con-
cepts is monitoring of specific microenvironments enabling detailed modelling of the micro-
environment specific spatial and temporal variability. Other investigations rely on diaries and 
questionnaires. Recently some equipment became available to measure the actual exposure 
of the individuals and due to the availability of GPS and other location-aware technology; 
individuals can now be tracked to complement the diary registrations. The most cumber-
some part of the personal monitoring is the cost of the equipment and high support cost for 
those personal exposure measurement campaigns. As mentioned before, due to the high 
costs it is very difficult to reach a representative sample of the population by actually meas-
uring the personal exposure. In this section, the conceptual model for the quality of life data-
flow framework will be extended for processing and analysing participatory sensing cam-
paigns. The extended data flow framework will also attempt to include many of the general 
requirements listed by Lioy. A special effort will be made on extrapolating exposure meas-
urement campaigns to representative populations. The eDPSEEA approach will be partially 
achieved since results will be driven by the population distribution of individual time-activity 
pattern as the driving force of the exposure of a population. The actions in the eDPSEEA 
scheme result in expected changes in the population behaviour. The indicators are evaluated 
for the new population and the results support the policy decisions. This functionality was 
already available in the QoL model. 
The following functionalities should be available: 
 Activity based evaluation with customizable activity parameters. 
 Person data from any source: simulations, tracking data, mobile experiments and 
participatory sensing data. 
 Extend the external data to any temporal or spatiotemporal data. 
 Indicators can be calculated for different population data sources.  
 Indicators can be reported at any level (model resolution, activity, day, person, 
population). 
 A project specific report phase enables evaluation in any available dimension. 
 Composite indicators are aggregated in the reporting phase. 
The next section will present this person centred activity based data workflow. It starts 
with the requirements and challenges expressed by different authors for environmental as-
pects of health and policy support as introduced in general in 1.1.2.  
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2.3.2 Framework components 
2.3.2.1 Spatiotemporal objects and the exposome 
In the introduction (1.1.2 and 1.1.5), it is shown that many solutions focus on the activity as 
the key object in a personal time-activity pattern. The basic reporting level of a methodology 
to calculate personal exposure is the person object. A person’s time activity pattern is a se-
quence of activities. The person’s whereabouts can be described as a so-called “spatiotem-
poral object”, a changing location in time with a set of activity specific features. The instan-
taneous position of the subject is a coordinate and a time (position, time). The daily personal 
time-activity can be visualized as a line in a three dimensional space with coordinates (x,y,t). 
The temporal resolution used to evaluate the activity can change according to the needs 
and requirements of the research question at hand. Within this PhD, activities at fixed loca-
tion are evaluated at a temporal resolution of 5 minutes. The in-traffic activities are evaluat-
ed at a temporal resolution of 10 seconds. The environmental burdens themselves also 
change in space and time and are spatiotemporal objects as well. They can be visualized as 
two-dimensional surfaces changing in time. Those surfaces do not have to exist as such. The 
only requirement is that they can be calculated for each relevant time and position when 
required in the personal spatiotemporal object.  
The indicator is the evaluation of the environmental burdens for a specific time activity 
pattern. The indicator calculation is based on the intersection of the two spatiotemporal 
objects for person and burden. The eco-exposome for a personal activity pattern is in es-
sence the evaluation of the person’s activity pattern for all environmental burdens (see Fig-
ure 2.3.1).  
 
Figure 2.3.1: Exposure, dose and indicators are a combination of two spatiotemporal object, the first describ-
ing the behaviour of the person, the second the behaviour of the environmental burdens. The result is the 
personal exposure, in general terms referred to as the ‘exposome’.  
In an object oriented development, all components will become objects, attributes or 
methods. An object represents a specific entity of information and has attributes and meth-
ods. Attributes organize the relevant information about the object. Methods are actions that 
can be performed on the objects and alter objects and their attributes. In the next sections, 
the objects for the exposome compatible indicator model are presented. The dataflow 
framework will be referred to as MEX, modelling the exposure/exposome. 
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2.3.2.2 Person object structure 
A person is a multi-layered object. The top-level person object includes all personal at-
tributes and contains one or more activity patterns objects. An activity pattern includes 
matching attributes and a set of activity objects. The activity is the central object, includes 
matching attributes but has four standard attributes: the time/episode, the purpose, the 
micro-environment and the location or route. The standard attributes contain the basic in-
formation to evaluate the activity for the environmental burdens. The combination of the 
purpose and micro-environment is referred to as the ‘activity typology’ and will act as the 
link between the activity object and the indicator object (see 2.3.2.4). For all person related 
objects, project specific attributes can be defined, including any relevant information from 
the personal input data useful for future indicator calculations. At the level of the activity, 
attributes can be single values or time series objects. When an activity object is created, the 
location attribute is by default a time series containing a sequence of (x,y,t), defining the 
position of the person in time. Other attributes with time series include any relevant ubiqui-
tous information. This will be explained in detail in 2.3.3.2. 
 
Figure 2.3.2: Persona objects structure and examples of the objects attribution. 
When an activity object is created and evaluated for a specific indicator (see 2.3.2.6), it 
results in a temporary spatiotemporal activity object (STA) which contains all information 
gathered on the person, activity pattern and activity with a temporal resolution matching 
the type of the activity and the project specifications. 
2.3.2.3 The activity purpose and micro-environment 
The activity typology organizes the indicator calculations and is a crucial concept. The 
purpose of the activity is a basic attribute of an activity in mobility research and activity 
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modelling. It defines why the activity takes place. The set of values can be defined project 
specific, but it is good practice to use a generalized set of purposes. The typical set is: 
“work”, “school”, “shop”, “recreation”, “social”, “service”, “bring and get” (Beckx et al., 
2009, Beckx et al., 2013).  
The micro-environment of the activity is a basic attribute in exposure modelling. The ex-
posure dynamics depend strongly on the micro-environment (1.1.5.2). The set of values can 
be defined by project. An attribute of the micro-environment object groups the micro-
environments into indoor and outdoor microenvironment. Similar to the purpose, a general-
ized but customizable set is defined: “Home-indoor”, “Home-outdoor“, “Office”, “School”, 
“Work” (non-office work locations), “Walk”, “Bike”, “Car”, “Rail”, “Light Rail”, “Bus”, “Met-
ro”, “In-transit” (in between modal choices), etc.  
2.3.2.4 Indicator object structure 
The indicator object contains all relevant definitions to calculate the indicator and is re-
ferred to as the “Indicator definition”. The evaluation of an indicator is by design sensitive to 
the properties of the activity. The indicator definition contains a set of objects each defining 
the behaviour of the indicator for a specific type of activity, referred to as an ‘Activity Specif-
ic Model’ (ASM). The activity is not only the central object in the description of the person, 
but it defines the behaviour of the indicator definition. The first action when evaluating an 
activity is dispatching the STA to the matching ASM (Figure 2.3.3). For example, if the indica-
tor is the exposure to BC, the ASMs will describe the specific exposure dynamics for the dif-
ferent micro-environments. The activity will in this case, be dispatched to the ASM matching 
its micro-environment attribute. Dispatching can be organized by any ‘activity typology’. 
More sensitive subdivisions can be organized within the ASMs. 
 
Figure 2.3.3: Step 1 in the indicator definition is dispatching the spatiotemporal activity to the matching ac-
tivity specific model. 
The ASM object organizes all information necessary to actually calculate the indicator. 
Gathering the information is a stepwise process, matching the logical flow of the infor-
mation. It defines the necessary external data sources where information has to be retrieved 
from and defines the type of data retrieval. It also defines any function necessary to calcu-
late any feature of the activity necessary to perform the next step in the stepwise process. 
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Each step is referred to as an ‘Activity Calculation’ (AC). An AC can use any piece of infor-
mation available in the STA at that moment. This includes all personal parameters, time-
activity pattern parameters, all activity parameters and all new attributes gathered in the 
stepwise process so far, at the predefined activity specific temporal resolution. The AC re-
turns an extended STA for the following step. An important reason why the attribution of the 
activity is organized stepwise is the speed of the calculations. Getting a thousand points 
from a specific data source is much faster than triggering a thousand times the retrieval of a 
single point, which would be the case if the calculations are organized by the time step 
matching the temporal resolution. The stepwise process is illustrated in Figure 2.3.4. 
The core of the ASM is the ‘activity specific function’ (ASF), the function that actually cal-
culates the indicator. The ASF is triggered at the moment when all necessary attributes are 
available. The ASF is technically also an activity calculation but is added as a specific compo-
nent for different reasons. First of all, it does not have to be a ‘classical’ analytical function. It 
can be any external function or procedure. The only technical limitation is the possibility to 
execute the function from within Python, the chosen implementation technology. In the 
ASMs for BC exposure presented in this PhD, the ASF is the prediction function of a “Gener-
alized Additive Model” (GAM), triggered externally in the statistical open source R environ-
ment. The ASF can also be a validated function from a scientific publication or external re-
port. In that case, the scientific reference supports the ASM at full and the ACs are only 
gathering the input data. The outcome of the ASF is an exposure, a dose or an indicator. The 
three outcomes are available in parallel if relevant. More details will be given in 2.3.2.7. Ad-
ditional ACs can organize the conversion from exposure to dose and/or indicator, again ca-
pable of using any available data of the STA (not show in figure). These ACs can have scien-
tific references as well and can bring additional parameters into the STA in the process. 
 
Figure 2.3.4: Data workflow in activity specific model (ASM) and the Activity Specific Function (ASF). 
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2.3.2.5 Activity calculation types 
The activity calculations gather the relevant external data. Within the spatiotemporal model-
ling, a large variety of data sources are available. A short list of the functionalities is summa-
rized. The STA has the position and time as basic features. The position is used to retrieve 
data from spatial grids, search for closest points or polylines, retrieve attributes, calculate 
distances and bearings and several other geographic operations. Keys and attributes can be 
retrieved from GIS layers. The time stamp of the STA can retrieve information from external 
time series. More complex spatiotemporal operations are available to retrieve data by com-
bining time and position information: multiple GIS layers with time annotations, time series 
with position annotations. The implementation is extendible to include new data types if 
necessary.  
2.3.2.6 MEX processing and low level reporting 
The processing is visualized for a single indicator with only one activity specific model in 
Figure 2.3.5. The ‘person factory’ builds the personal objects (2.3.2.2) from external popula-
tion data. The different options for the population data will be presented in 2.3.2.8. 
 
Figure 2.3.5: The person factory creates the person, time-activity pattern and activity objects from the exter-
nal population data. The Spatiotemporal Activity (STA) assembles all personal data and triggers the indicator 
calculation. The applicable ASM contains a sequence of Activity Calculation retrieving the external data and 
performs other relevant actions on the data. This results in an attributed STA. The Activity Specific Function 
(ASF) is applied and results in an indicator. The red stars identify the stages in the process where data can be 
retrieved and reporting is initiated. 
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The calculation of the indicator is triggered at the level of the activity object since the in-
dicator evaluation is activity based. The STA is created and the sequence of activity calcula-
tions is applied to the STA. The outcome values (exposure, dose, and indicator) are calculat-
ed in the ASF. The results exist at this stage with the same temporal resolution as the defini-
tion in the applied ASM. The data is available for detailed analysis and contains all temporary 
results of all activity calculations (the full STA, including the outcomes of the ASF). 
2.3.2.7 Personal indicator reporting 
The indicator calculation is available at the temporal resolution of the ASM. At this stage the 
detailed results are aggregated to the different relevant levels of the personal objects. By 
default, the indicator is aggregated by activity, diurnal pattern and person. By default, the 
flagged outcomes (exposure, dose, and indicator) will be aggregated. The aggregation func-
tion can be a customized function matching the properties of the calculated indicator. Every 
other customized reporting level can be applied in a post-processing and reporting phase on 
the resulting data for the full population.  
2.3.2.8 MEX projects and scenarios 
A scenario is the combination of a person factory and a set of indicator definitions. Different 
scenarios can be compared and evaluate the effect of the changes in the person factory 
and/or the indicator definitions. A project is a set of scenarios built to answer a specific re-
search question.  
Feedback loops between changing population behaviour and the external data sources 
for the indicator calculations are not explicitly covered but can be achieved by implemented 
sequences of scenarios, combined with customized reporting. The population simulation 
results in a set of individuals travelling the network. Aggregating the data by network seg-
ment results in an estimate of traffic on all segments. This is an example of a reporting ac-
tion orthogonal to the person data for that specific scenario. This technique is used to im-
prove the local traffic estimates in the Traffic Liveability model (see 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). Custom-
ized reporting or expert decisions can be used to adjust or recalculate the external data 
sources and enable the implementation of feedbacks.  
2.3.2.9 Applying indicator definition on other populations 
The processing of the person data and the calculation of the indicator are at this point only 
connected by the temporary SPA object. The only restriction to apply an indicator definition 
on another population is the availability of the relevant input data: 
 Can the person factory deliver the SPA and the relevant personal attributes to 
match the indicator definition to be applied? 
 Is the external data to calculate the indicator available in the project area? 
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 Is the available Activity Specific Function valid for the investigated episode, region 
or subpopulation? 
If all answers are positive, the indicator can be calculated at once. If one of the answers is 
negative, additional expert decisions can result in an adjusted indicator definition or per-
son factory to calculate a result with a reasonable error and/or acceptable reduced sensi-
tivity.  
2.3.3 The person factory types 
2.3.3.1 Simulated populations 
The first type of person factory is the simulated population. Simulated populations are the 
basic input in the QoL indicator described in 2.2. The external population data is a set of 
people attributed with enough information to estimate the time-activity pattern of the indi-
vidual. The trip information will include an origin, destination and a modal choice. A route 
planner provides the simulated trip (Figure 2.3.6). 
 
 
Figure 2.3.6: Simulating a personal time- activity pattern through a route planner. 
Two options are available. The person factory can include an internal routing solution, 
providing data similar to the QoL model (see 2.2.4). The second option is to rely on external 
data. Building simulated populations based on traffic scenarios is a highly specialised tech-
nique in the traffic and mobility research field. An example of a potential external applica-
tion to build virtual populations is the Feathers model (Bellemans et al., 2010). The person 
factory then only maps the external dataset to the dataflow framework input objects. The 
internal routing option is however very useful for other specific research questions. The ex-
posure of bicyclists is sensitive to the travelled route. A potential bicyclist related policy ap-
plication builds person factories with different variants of the routing network with in-
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creased alternative biking facilities. The network routing parameters can evaluate the short-
est path and the low exposure paths and will provide information for local government on 
effectivity of biking facilities. Different indicator definitions can be calculated (exposure to 
air pollution, bicycle accident risk, etc.), each sensitive to the specific traffic network. The 
results can be used to create awareness to the reduction potential of bicycle facility and will 
support the modal transition towards biking. 
2.3.3.2 Participatory sensing 
Performing in-traffic exposure research requires mobile measurements. Scientists perform 
controlled experiments or select a group of volunteers to carry equipment to measure their 
personal exposure. Each specific action of the subjects becomes an activity. Note that the 
person factory does not need to result in a full diurnal activity pattern. A person factory pro-
cessing only in-traffic activities is valid as well. 
The data includes personal features, trip registrations, exposure measurements, personal 
activity diaries, GPS-tracks, vehicle choice and characteristics, activity specific attributes etc. 
The person factory will map this variety of data to the three objects: Person, Activity Pattern 
and Activity. The diaries build the matching activity pattern. All activity specific information 
is mapped to the activity. The activity attributes can be simple parameters or more complex 
spatiotemporal data series. The physical location of the dwelling or the destination and their 
properties are simple parameters of the stationary activities. The modal choice (bike, car, 
rail...) for a specific in-traffic activity is a standardized parameter. The registered GPS track 
and the simultaneous exposure measurements are two examples of spatiotemporal infor-
mation linked to the activity. The GPS and the measurement equipment will typically not 
result in time series with matching time stamps. It is one of the explicit functionalities of the 
person factory to align the time series to a standardized and activity specific temporal reso-
lution. If necessary, the data is interpolated to match the required temporal resolution. Any 
indicator can be calculated using the full detail of the behavioural pattern of the subjects. 
2.3.3.3 Measurement based Activity Specific Function 
The core of the MEX data workflow is the Activity Specific Function. The real challenge in the 
exposome research is establishing these functions. This is one of the most important func-
tionalities of the MEX model. In a typical setup, the exposure/indicator is the unknown in the 
data workflow. Participatory sensing campaigns not only capture the personal information 
but also personal exposure measurements. The personal exposure is known within the par-
ticipatory sensing campaign and can be entered into the data workflow as an activity attrib-
ute. The only unknown object in the scenario is the “Activity Specific Function”. The data 
output option before the ASF delivers the attributed dataset necessary to test, build and 
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evaluate a function to predict the measurement performed in the participatory sensing 
campaign. That is exactly the use of the MEX model in 0: building the ASF. 
The MEX functionality provides also the possibility to perform the external validation. An 
independent dataset is used to supply similar activities including the indicator measure-
ments as an attribute of the activity. Applying the acquired ASF results in a measurement 
and a prediction and enables the external validation. 
2.3.3.4 Epidemiological databases 
Cohorts and other epidemiological datasets are an obvious target of the MEX model. The 
person factory will add health parameters to the dataset. For the subjects in the health 
study, the time activity pattern has to be simulated. This requires a set of personal attributes 
to simulate the behavioural pattern, similar to 2.3.3.1. Any available indicator definition can 
be calculated. Including effects of changing behaviour over time is organized by calculating 
the indicator of different time-activity patterns. Multiple time-activity patterns can be at-
tributed to a single person, each describing the typical time-activity pattern for that specific 
episode in the life of the subject. If the subjects moved or changed occupation or modal 
choice, the indicator can be made sensitive to those changes.  
The potential in the epidemiological studies is only limited by the available personal in-
formation and the availability of valid external data and activity specific models for the in-
vestigated episode. Expert decisions can adjust for the missing data. Relative indicators with-
in a certain time window might be an option to tackle this issue. A person could get an eval-
uation like ‘in the top 10 percentile of personal exposure in decade X’. 
2.3.4 Implementation 
The indicator framework is developed with available open source technology in an object 
oriented open source programming language: Python. Python is a multiplatform program-
ming language with as most import feature, the huge community using Python in almost all 
software and science fields. The second main open source package used is R, a state of the 
art statistical project embodying the newest techniques in statistics. All work in this PhD is 
highly depending on the solid work performed by these open source communities. The most 
important external libraries used in this work will be simply listed here.  
 
Python libraries: 
Pandas, shapelib, shapely, numpy, matplotlib, networkx, gdal, rpy, rpy2 and other 
R libraries: mgcv, spatial and many others 
Postgresql, PostGis, QGis 
Open Street Map: spatial data and network enabled road datasets 
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2.3.5 Conclusions 
A multi-purpose indicator dataflow frame is presented. The list of functionalities mentioned 
in 2.3.1 is achieved. A large variety of external data can be processed. Activity specific func-
tions can be retrieved from the measurement campaigns. Every indicator definition becomes 
an independent result, enabling the extrapolation of the indicator to custom populations. 
The Activity Specific Function can be any type of evaluation, including complex statistical 
prediction models. 
The evaluation path can be affected by different research fields. Multidisciplinary cooper-
ation is necessary to match the available data to the specific features of the investigated 
indicator. The data workflow is open to multiple types of research initiatives. Extrapolation 
to representative populations combined with scenario building enables advanced health 
research and policy support.  
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Chapter 3 Noise and Quality of Life 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a strongly restricted selection of the results generated with the TL 
model within a Flemish Government funded project on Traffic liveability and is focussing on 
the relevance of using detailed noise assessments along the road network. More details can 
be found in the co-authored publications with Dominique Gillis (1.2.4). In the first section, 
the full QoL indicator model is applied on the city of Ghent and vicinity. The second part 
summarizes a publication (available in the appendix C), which focusses on the perception of 
the surroundings of the dwelling in relation to the exposure to noise at the facade and the 
noise levels along the routes near the dwelling. The third section identifies the potential use 
of in-traffic noise assessments as a proxy for air pollution exposure. 
3.2 QoL Case study: City of Ghent and vicinity 
This section is partially based on the conference paper: 
Dekoninck, L., Gillis, D., & Botteldooren, D. (2011). Perceived quality of the living environment and noise. 
In 10th International Congress on Noise as a Public Health Problem (ICBEN-2011) (Vol. 33, pp. 921-
928). Institute of Acoustics. 
3.2.1 Input data 
The traffic related quality of life methodology was applied in a case-study for the city of 
Ghent. The intermediate results will be used in order to illustrate the different steps in the 
calculation, and to clarify the improvements brought by the developed methodology. 
The study area includes the city centre of Ghent, and some of the south-western suburbs 
(Figure 3.2.1). The map compiles of a number of GIS-layers with the road infrastructure, rail-
roads and waterways. For the model calculation each road segment is represents one model 
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zone, containing data about the traffic origins (number of households) and traffic destina-
tions (e.g. schools, shops, sport and recreation facilities, large companies, etc.), representing 
the traffic generation and traffic attraction for each road segment. The traffic attraction 
strength of a zone distinguishes for the different purposes: commuting traffic, shopping traf-
fic, recreational traffic, etc.  
 
Figure 3.2.1: A sample of the study area with 11 randomly selected dwellings and a complete set of fre-
quented destinations of the simulated households in the selected dwellings. The triangles and dots in differ-
ent colours present selection of different types of destinations (shops, schools, work places,etc…). 
3.2.2 Sampling of a household 
The first phase in the calculation is the sampling of individual travel patterns. For each dwell-
ing in the study area, a family is sampled from the Flemish trip diary survey, with its own 
household characteristics (e.g. number of persons, age of the persons, employment …) and 
daily trips (amount of trips, trip purpose, transportation mode …). By sampling a realistic 
destination address for each of these trips, it is possible to define the optimal transport 
mode and route for each trip. 
For each dwelling, this results in an overview of all the trips to and from this address dur-
ing one day. Graphically this can be represented as a map showing all the routes travelled by 
all household members, distinguishing between the transport modes. An example is shown 
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in Figure 3.2.2, which displays the travel patterns for two households, one living in the cen-
tre of Ghent, and the other one living in one of its suburbs. Both are households with three 
teenage children, resulting in a rather high daily amount of trips. It is obvious that in the city 
centre, the share of short distance trips is larger, which increases the potential for active 
mobility (trips by foot or by bike).  
 
 
Figure 3.2.2: Trip patterns per mode for a household living in the city centre and a household living in the 
suburbs (Left panel: car trips; Right panel: active trips (bike, walk omitted). 
From this figure, it is clear that the house location can have an important impact on the 
travel behaviour according to the proposed model, both in terms of traffic mode used and 
direction taken to leave the house.   
In addition, the household characteristics are of big importance: the household size, age 
of the members, employment … will all influence the number and type of trips (trip purpose, 
transportation mode, etc.). In case of a less active household, the trip patterns equivalent to 
Figure 3.2.3 would count fewer trips, mainly of a shorter distance. As a consequence, for 
these people the quality of the living environment would be determined strongly by the 
more local conditions, closer to the dwelling, as opposed to a household with teenagers 
which has a potential larger radius of action. 
When developing the methodology for the measurement of quality of the living environ-
ment or traffic liveability, this means that it is important to repeat the simulation for a suffi-
cient number of house addresses, and for a sufficient variety of household types. The first 
issue will be countered by making an evaluation for every existing address location. The sec-
ond issue is solved by using the trip diary survey, which contains a large selection of house-
holds, which has been stratified according to the age of the house owner. 
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3.2.3 Adding local traffic to the evaluation 
The same simulation of the trip patterns is performed for all households within the complete 
model area. Aggregating the sampled car or public traffic trips at local street segment level 
will result in a map of traffic generated by the local inhabitants. By merging this information 
to the macroscopic traffic flows, a more refined input dataset for the noise immission and air 
pollution calculation is obtained. All other indicators in the model depending on the traffic in 
the road at the dwelling can be calculated at this moment. When overlaying the car flows 
with the other modes, the conflicts between both become visible. Figure 3.2.3 shows the 
aggregation of all trips by car for just a small selection of dwellings. At each dwelling location 
– that is assumed representative for a street segment as far as local traffic intensity is con-
cerned – different households are simulated. The intensities of local traffic already give a 
very good picture of the impact of local traffic on the overall traffic intensities.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.3: Aggregation of all trips by car for a selection of dwellings (crosses) populated by several sam-
pled households. 
3.2.4 Improve the noise map 
The aggregated trajectories for each road segment are used to recalculating the noise maps, 
now including the estimate of the local traffic. This resolves the missing traffic data and im-
proves the spatial resolution of the QoL model. Improving the spatial variability of the exter-
nal data sources, in this specific case the local traffic count, based on the results of the popu-
lation simulation is an important asset in the modelling approach. Building virtual popula-
tions with different activity patterns and different mobility patterns resulted in the potential 
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to feedback the differences in the mobility scenarios. It enables the evaluation of local 
changes including the cumulative effect of secondary changes in multiple indicators  into the 
combined QoL indicator. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2.4: Improvement of the noise maps by including the aggregated simulated trips for roads not in-
cluded in the large scale traffic data sources. Top panel: traffic data, 2008, bottom panel: traffic data 2008 + 
weighted simulation of local traffic. 
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3.2.5 Indicator evaluation 
This way, the full set of indicators is evaluated, covering all aspects of traffic liveability ac-
cording to the indicator scheme presented in Figure 2.2.3. Each indicator is evaluated for 
each sampled person in the model area. In the following aggregation step, the separate indi-
cators are aggregated both geographically (from individual perceptions to segment or street 
level) and thematically. Indicators are grouped in four separate aspects of traffic liveability: 
accessibility, health, living environment and social cohesion. 
For the aggregation from the separate indicators to an appreciation of each aspect, and 
from the aspects to a global traffic liveability evaluation, the method of Choquet integration 
is applied (Botteldooren et al., 2006). This method makes a weighted sum, giving most 
weight to the strongest components. This simulates human perception, as one extreme (pos-
itive or negative) aspect will dominate the perception and will rarely be compensated by one 
or more moderately good or bad criteria. The model combines advantages from a weighted 
sum and a strongest component aggregation.  
Traffic noise is incorporated in the model in two ways: it has an impact on the “Health” 
aspect (for the health effects by traffic noise) and on the “Living environment” aspect (for 
the perceived annoyance by traffic noise). As an illustration, the model result for the impact 
of traffic noise through the health path is shown in Figure 3.2.5, combining traffic and rail-
way noise. Figure 3.2.6 shows the noise annoyance evaluation in the environment path.  
The histograms show the distribution of the evaluations for the sampled persons. The ma-
jority of the sampled population have a rather bad score for the health effects because of 
traffic noise. This is partially an overestimation of the health effects, as the underlying noise 
map does not take into account the shielding effect of buildings. The map shows that the 
health impact of traffic noise is mainly concentrated in the south of the city, because of the 
concentration of two highways with the main entrance road to the city centre, two railroads 
and the ring road.  
 
Figure 3.2.5: Illustrations of the 'Health' effects of traffic noise: the frequency graph of the individual evalua-
tions (left) and a model plot showing good (green) to bad (red) evaluation of the health impact by traffic 
noise 
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Concerning traffic noise annoyance the distribution shows a generally much more positive 
evaluation, mainly because this annoyance is only evaluated at home. This means that only 
people living on the major traffic roads experience annoyance and people living more quiet 
streets do not experience annoyance by traffic noise. Figure 3.2.6 also confirms this where 
we recognise the Ghent ring road and the main entrances to the city centre. 
 
Figure 3.2.6: Illustrations of some model results annoyance by traffic noise: the frequency graph of the indi-
vidual evaluations (left) and a model plot showing good (green) to bad (red) evaluation of the annoyance by 
traffic noise 
The other evaluation paths are calculated in a similar way and aggregated in the indicator 
at the top (Figure 2.2.3). The resulting total appreciation of traffic liveability index (TLI) is 
presented in Figure 3.2.7. Again, some well-known black spot areas appear from this plot, 
such as the Ghent ring road, some radial arteries and the highways and railroads passing 
near the city.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.7: Model plot showing the average traffic liveability index (TLI) using a 200 m raster aggregation of 
the current situation (Base), other scenarios are reported in detail in specific reports. 
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3.2.6 Relation to the reported satisfaction 
In order to assess the quality of the proposed model, the model results are compared to 
the data from the Written Liveability Survey (SLO, “Schriftelijk Leefbaarheids-Onderzoek”). 
This large scale survey asks people from all over Flanders about their appreciation of their 
living environment. For the further analysis, only the survey data from the Ghent area are 
used. Since no detailed information is available about the individual families of the subjects 
in the survey and due to the sensitivity of the evaluation to the selected diurnal pattern of 
the subject, multiple families are simulated in the dwellings of the survey subjects. The re-
sulting traffic liveability at a certain dwelling is the average of the traffic liveability of 20 
families evaluated for the full indicator scheme at each dwelling of the survey.  
 
Figure 3.2.8: Frequency plot of the traffic liveability evaluation according to the traffic liveability model and 
the reported satisfaction in the SLO-survey (Panel A; Left). The relation between the reported satisfaction 
from the SLO-survey (x-axis) and the calculated evaluation (y-axis), according to the traffic liveability model, 
showing the average and median value in each class and the 25- and 75-percentile values (Panel B; Right). 
In Figure 3.2.8A the resulting traffic liveability appreciation from the survey and the mod-
el are grouped into five satisfaction classes. The graph shows that the traffic liveability model 
gives a very good reproduction of the reported satisfaction from the SLO-survey: the majori-
ty of the people (about 65%) are satisfied to very satisfied (classes 1 and 2) while only 10% 
state to be dissatisfied or (very) dissatisfied (classes -1 and -2).  
For a more detailed comparison of the results, the model results are reduced in order to 
make both sets geographically comparable. The dwellings that were included in the SLO-
surveys are drawn on the model map, and from the model only the simulated persons that 
are in the immediate vicinity of the SLO-surveys are retained. This guarantees that both da-
tasets represent the same geographical dwelling locations. Finally, the model results are split 
into five classes, according to the reported satisfaction in the corresponding SLO-survey 
dwelling. This allows comparing the calculated traffic liveability to the reported satisfaction. 
The results are visualized in Figure 3.2.8B, where the horizontal axis contains the reported 
satisfaction (SLO-survey) and the vertical axis shows the calculated appreciation according 
the model. The model results are clearly related to the reported satisfaction. Although the 
results show a large deviation, the over-all behaviour reproduces the survey results well.  
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3.2.7 Conclusions 
An innovative model is presented for objectively measuring the traffic liveability. Whereas 
classical methods focus on the traffic impacts at the dwelling location, the proposed method 
incorporates the whole activity pattern and trip behaviour in the evaluation. This is achieved 
by a simulation of households, including their reported trip behaviour, matching the Flemish 
Trip Behaviour Survey. The application of the traffic liveability model in the city of Ghent 
indicates that the model offers a realistic reproduction of the reported satisfaction of the 
living environment.  
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3.3 The influence of traffic noise on appreciation of the living 
quality of a neighbourhood 
This section starts with a summary of full article “The influence of traffic noise on apprecia-
tion of the living quality of a neighbourhood”, available in Appendix C. This analysis is based 
on 800 locations with survey results for the QoL survey and the evaluation of an extended 
set of noise parameters along the trajectories of the subjects (an extension on the Traffic 
Liveability model presented in 2.2 and 3.2). The noise parameters along the trips are calcu-
lated with different aggregation options. These parameters are compared with different 
questions in the QoL survey.  
In a second step, the resulting strongest parameter, the equivalent noise level along the 
roads within 300 m from the dwelling (𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 ), is evaluated towards the calculated traffic 
liveability index (TLI) for the entire simulated population presented in the previous section 
(3.2). 
3.3.1 Summary of the publication 
Short abstract 
The perception of the surroundings of the dwelling is evaluated in relation to the exposure 
to noise at the facade and the noise levels along the routes near the dwelling. Noise levels 
along the routes near the dwelling prove to be an important modifier on top of the facade 
noise levels to predict the response of the inhabitants on the traffic related quality of life 
question. If the aggregated noise level along roads within 300 m of the dwelling is low, the 
appreciation of the environment improves and vice versa. Living is a locally shielded area 
near a major road is evaluated as a lower quality compared to a similar exposure at the fa-
cade with lower amounts of traffic in the vicinity. 
Full conclusion of the paper 
The relationship between traffic noise and perceived quality of life in the neighbourhood 
was investigated by comparing the results of a survey with new types of exposure indicators 
focusing on noise exposure during trips from the house. The latter are calculated in an inno-
vative way by sampling origins, destinations (shops, schools, etc.) and typical travel behav-
iour from several databases and reconstructing all possible trips leaving the dwelling. 
The importance of traffic and traffic noise in reported quality of life in a neighbourhood is 
observed by analysing open questions on positive and negative aspects of coming to live in 
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this neighbourhood; by analysing the relationship between the quality of life question and a 
standard noise annoyance question; and most importantly by obtaining multiple logistics 
models relating quality of life in the neighbourhood to noise exposure. The relationship be-
tween reported noise annoyance and quality of the living environment suggest that the 
pathway is a direct one, not relying on underlying hidden variables. Combining this analysis 
with a question on traffic intensity in the neighbourhood further suggests that the pathway 
from traffic through noise to quality of life in the neighbourhood accounts for the strongest 
relationship between traffic and quality of life. Other paths may contribute, but most proba-
bly to a much lesser extent. 
Traffic noise exposure in the neighbourhood is assessed by estimating where people 
would drive their car and where they would walk close to their house while leaving for work, 
school, shopping or whatever other reason. In that way, the exposure indicators for noise 
exposure during trips account for the access routes and the location of the most important 
attraction poles close to the house, rather than merely considering a circular area around 
the house as the neighbourhood. Several ways of aggregating noise over the length of the 
trip and between trips are compared. Statistical analysis showed that calculating an equiva-
lent level over the first 300m of each trip and aggregating over all trips using an equivalent 
level as well, 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 , results in the most significant improvement of models for noise an-
noyance at home and quality of the living environment. In addition, a restriction to trips 
made on foot or by bike improves the predictability of satisfaction with the quality of the 
living environment, but not of dissatisfaction with it. For noise annoyance at home, the level 
at the most exposed facade is still a dominant indicator. Adding the above mentioned indica-
tor for noise exposure during trips improves the model for moderate to extreme annoyance 
and also the model for no annoyance at all. The positive effect of access to a quiet side on 
noise annoyance at home is not recovered probably because quiet side levels were not cal-
culated accurately enough. 
Most surprisingly at first sight, the indicator for noise exposure during trips is the most 
significant contributor to a model for quality of life in the neighbourhood.  Adding facade 
exposure to the model gives no improvement, which is a rather surprising result that is how-
ever understandable since the neighbourhood has a wider spatial meaning than just one’s 
own dwelling. Similarly surprising is the observation that the same exposure indicator per-
forms best in a model for perceived traffic intensity in the neighbourhood, more so than a 
traffic count on the street of the dwelling itself. At this point, it is only possible to propose a 
few hypotheses to explain this observation: traffic intensity might be judges via noise or the 
traffic aggregation embedded in the noise exposure indicator might be just the way to ag-
gregate traffic intensities over an area that corresponds best to perceptive evaluation. 
The logistic models obtained in this work provide an interesting step forward for building 
a general model for evaluating the overall impact of land use planning and mobility planning 
on the quality of life of a neighbourhood. 
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3.3.2 Noise in and around the dwellings and Traffic Liveability Index 
In the paper “The influence of traffic noise on appreciation of the living quality of a neigh-
bourhood” (Botteldooren et al., 2011), the equivalent noise level along the roads within 300 
m from the dwelling (𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 ) was a strong indicator. Since the strength of this indicator 
towards the Quality of Life questions is strong, it’s relation towards the calculated Traffic 
Liveability Index (TLI) can be evaluated as well. This is a valid approach since the 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  
indicator is not an explicitly included in the set of sixteen indicators of the TLI model (2.2). 
In Figure 3.3.1 the relation between the two noise exposure parameters (LDEN,facade and 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 ) and TLI is presented. In the population simulation of the TLI (10% of the population 
in the city of Ghent and its vicinity) the TLI is be visualized as a function LDEN,facade and 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 . The TLI is presented in a continuous scale from -2 to +2. The two noise exposure 
parameters are used on the X and Y axes, the QoL-indicator is presented in a gradual colour 
scheme with green and orange the positive QoL evaluations and the red to bleu scheme for 
the negative QoL outcomes.  
 
Figure 3.3.1: Calculated Traffic Liveability Index (TLI) presented by exposure at the dwelling facade and the 
noise exposure along the first 300 m near the dwelling: unsatisfied individuals (left) and satisfied individuals 
(right). The TLI is expressed in a continuous scale between -2 and + 2.  
 
The negative TLI is mainly related to the high noise levels at the facade, but people are al-
so dissatisfied at lower noise levels at the facade when high noise evaluations along the 
roads near the dwelling occur. The positive TLI are mainly located at low exposure for both 
parameters, but the less satisfied people (orange) experience low noise levels at the facade 
and high noise levels along the roads near the dwelling. The variation indicates the influence 
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of the other indicators in the TLI aggregation. This illustrates the relevance of noise assess-
ments as a proxy for the subjective perception of the traffic related component in the quality 
of the environment. 
3.4 Conclusions 
3.4.1 The importance of noise in QoL 
Predicting the personal perception of the quality of life is successful mainly due the noise 
related indicators. Noise exposure is the strongest component is the overall satisfaction 
about the dwelling and the neighbourhood in the vicinity of the dwelling in the SLO surveys 
and consequently also in the QoL indicator aggregation scheme. The noise evaluations cap-
tured both the positive and negative aspects of the personal evaluation. The second and 
third strongest components are traffic count related and are therefore directly related to the 
noise evaluation. The aggregation model was based on a strongest component technique 
that favours the noise indicator paths, matching the human perception scheme. The on-road 
evaluation of the noise exposure is a valid method to include the exposure characteristics 
near the dwelling and add additional power to the prediction of the personal perception. 
The overall conclusion is that noise exposure at the dwelling, combined with the on-road 
evaluation near the dwelling is a very good indicator of the perceived Quality of Life. 
3.4.2 Lack of data or spatial resolution in the driving forces 
For most of other indicators, an external dataset can be found to perform a qualitative eval-
uation of the indicator. In some cases the external data source is not available for the whole 
region of Flanders which inhibits extrapolation to a regional scale. Some of the indicators not 
be quantified in a dynamical way due to lack of external functions or geographic attributes. 
In the direct path to health, through traffic accidents, no dynamic traffic accident risk predic-
tion function was available. A traffic accidents function should be based on type of roads, 
traffic density, type of crossing and availability and quality of bicycle infrastructure. 
For air pollution exposure the available maps (yearly averaged PM10) did not express a 
spatial resolution matching the capabilities of the in-traffic evaluation model. Especially for 
the in-traffic exposure, not a lot of data was available. Since the presented techniques could 
evaluate noise exposure along the travelled routes, the basic concept of the PhD emerged. 
Traffic emits simultaneous noise and air pollution. Can we use the spatial detail for the noise 
evaluations in the QoL model to improve the resolution for the air pollution exposure?  
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Chapter 4 Noise based micro-environment  
specific BC exposure models 
4.1 Introduction 
A correlation can be expected between the exposure to noise and the exposure to air pollu-
tion while being in traffic. The basic research question ‘can noise exposure be used as a 
proxy for in-traffic air pollution exposure’ was tested first on the micro-environment with 
the most direct exposure to noise and air pollution: the bicycle. Both strong spatial effect 
and strong meteorological effects were to be expected. The combined measurements were 
performed while commuting by bicycle from home to the office over a one year period. 
Many different alternative routes were selected in an attempt to cover as much spatial vari-
ability during the rush hour.  
After communication on this result at the ISEE 2013 conference at Basel, Julian Marshall 
and Steve Hankey of the University of Minneapolis showed high interest in this approach. A 
cheap and automated mobile noise measurement implementation, a result from the IWT 
funded IDEA project, was shipped to Bangalore, India. A pilot study was started to validate 
the instantaneous exposure model in completely different conditions. In parallel the model 
was expanded to convert a mobile noise biked map into a yearly average BC exposure along 
the selected trajectory, introducing a fast and cheap way to map the spatial variability of the 
noise and air pollution exposure for bicyclists.  
A similar measurement campaign was performed for in-vehicle exposure to Black Carbon. 
Since in-vehicle noise is not useful for modelling, an available noise map is used to evaluate 
the ‘virtual’ exposure of the passengers. The next challenge is an indoor BC exposure model. 
The bicycle measurements are used to recalibrate the noise map and used to predict the 
indoor BC exposure. 
At the end of this chapter, a pilot study with simultaneous monitoring of BC and noise at a 
high exposed dwelling facade the diurnal pattern of the noise exposure is used to model the 
local traffic component of the BC exposure at the dwelling. 
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4.2 An instantaneous spatiotemporal model to predict a bi-
cyclist’s Black Carbon exposure based on mobile noise 
measurements. 
Published: Dekoninck L., Botteldooren D. & Int Panis L. 2013. An instantaneous spatiotemporal model to 
predict a bicyclist's Black Carbon exposure based on mobile noise measurements. Atmospheric En-
vironment, 79, 623-631. 
4.2.1 Introduction 
Exposure to particulate matter is currently regulated in PM standards, that only distinguish 
between the size of the particles (PM10, PM2.5…). The soot fraction, Black Carbon (BC) is the 
part of the PM directly related to combustion processes. Recent evidence, summarized by 
the world health organization, documents the relevance of BC for evaluating traffic related 
health effects (WHO Europe, 2012). Recent epidemiological results for BC suggest health 
effects per mass may be up to 10 times higher than PM10 (Janssen et al., 2011). Further re-
search into health effects is hampered by the difficulty to measure or model BC concentra-
tions. An important reason for this is the strong spatial variability of BC compared to PM10 
(Karner et al., 2010). Building a monitoring network for BC would be a daunting task because 
of the large spatio-temporal gradients. In addition, efforts are now made to standardize BC 
measurements as a first step to including BC in the set of official air pollution standards. For 
these reasons, this paper takes a closer look at an innovative way to predict a bicyclist’s 
Black Carbon exposure. 
Large personal exposure measurement campaigns prove the relevance of the in-traffic 
exposure contribution (Dons et al., 2011, 2012). Technology for mobile air pollution meas-
urements is however scarce and expensive. On the one hand, cheap implementations do not 
meet quality requirements, on the other hand high quality equipment is often highly de-
manding on the operator (e.g. changing filters or liquids, limited portability). In contrast, 
mobile noise measurements can be done with low intrusive measurement equipment like 
dosimeters and new mobile technologies. Mobile noise measurements are a popular theme 
in noise exposure modelling (Eisenman et al., 2009; Kanjo et al., 2010, Maissonneuve et al., 
2009). Noise levels are strongly correlated with traffic related air pollution levels and might 
be a good proxy to model personal air pollution exposure (Dekoninck et al., 2012; Can et al., 
2011; Eisenman et al. 2009). Since in-traffic personal air pollution exposure is a major com-
ponent of the total personal diurnal exposure and diurnal activity patterns are very diverse 
within the population, epidemiology would benefit from including exposure differences due 
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to different activity patterns when investigating the health effects of air pollution (von Klot 
et al., 2011; Dons et al., 2012). The use of a proxy which is easy to monitor could result in 
improved personal exposure estimates on larger population samples at a reasonable cost. 
Numerous efforts have been made to quantify the exposure and health effects of cycling 
in dense traffic since the current trends in sustainable mobility focus on establishing modal 
shifts towards biking and walking (de Nazelle et al., 2011; Int Panis et al., 2010; Berghmans 
et al., 2009; de Hartog et al., 2010). Exposure of cyclists is directly influenced by the distance 
to the local traffic, strongly related to local traffic conditions (congestion, traffic lights etc.) 
and highly influenced by meteorological conditions. Since cyclists often travel along low-
traffic-density roads however, there is in general no traffic data available from either count-
ing loops or traffic models. The most important exposure parameter is therefore unknown in 
most studies. Local traffic on low density roads is also highly variable in both space and time. 
A suitable traffic description should reflect these short-term effects with an adequate spatial 
and temporal resolution. Mobile noise exposure therefore has the potential to become this 
key indicator to predict the local component of traffic related air pollution exposure.  
Based on theoretical aspects of traffic dynamics, the relationship between noise and par-
ticulate matter emission and the potential to extract one from the other have been dis-
cussed earlier (Dekoninck et al. 2012). The focus there was on the selection of noise de-
scriptors correlating best with vehicular particulate matter emissions for typical traffic dy-
namics. However, noise exposure close to the source is not strongly influenced by the mete-
orological conditions while air pollution is strongly affected by the meteorological condi-
tions. This is one of the reasons why the average of repeated noise exposure measurements 
will converge faster compared to repeated air pollution exposure measurements. So, if mo-
bile noise measurements are proven to be a valid proxy for air pollution exposure, fewer 
measurements will be needed to predict the personal exposure at a higher spatial and tem-
poral resolution. 
To establish an instantaneous relationship between noise exposure and air pollution ex-
posure meteorological conditions have to be taken into account. A major concern is the in-
fluence of long term meteorology and long distance air pollution transport on the back-
ground concentrations influencing the actual personal exposure. In this paper two major 
research questions are addressed: (1) is a prediction model for BC exposure improved by 
separating out long term variations in the background concentration; (2) can the instantane-
ous local Black Carbon exposure be predicted based on instantaneous local noise exposure 
and meteorological conditions. For the latter, the question how to derive the local traffic 
dynamics that influence the instantaneous Black Carbon exposure from noise measurements 
is addressed. Section 4.2.2 will address the methodology including the definition of the 
models and the noise exposure parameters. Section 4.2.3 gives the results of the models and 
the model validations. Results are discussed in Section 4.2.4. 
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4.2.2 Methodology 
4.2.2.1 Measurement equipment and setup 
The experimental setup contains a basic GPS (in a HTC Desire smart phone), a Type 1 Noise 
Level Meter (Svantek 959) and a micro-aethalometer (Model AE51 MageeScientific, 2009) to 
measure Black Carbon. The measurements were performed while commuting by bicycle 
from the villages to the west of Ghent (Belgium) into the city centre, thus covering the 
sparsely build areas in the villages, the city centre, open recreational areas and natural re-
serves in between. A total of 209 biking trips were performed, covering a distance of 2300 
kilometre, a total measurement time of 128 hours at an average speed of 18 km per hour. 
More than 75 km of distinct roads were sampled at least 3 times. Almost all measurements 
were made between 7:30h-9:30h and 16:30h-18:30h. Some of the longer trips, for example 
when sampling in the vicinity of the highway, were partially made outside these time win-
dows. 
The details of the measurement setup, temporal resolution, pre-processing, meteorologi-
cal data and the spatial mapping on aggregation points px along the network with a spatial 
resolution of 50 m are available in the supplementary data. In the instantaneous model only 
one spatial attribute, the street canyon index 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥 at aggregation point px is included, 
identifying ‘street canyon likeliness’ of the built-up area along the trip trajectories. More 
detail on the calculation of 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥 is available in the supplementary data.  
4.2.2.2 Black carbon, background and local contribution 
The BC exposure during a cycling trip consists of a contribution of local sources and a back-
ground contribution. The latter varies only little over a large area and can thus easily be ob-
tained from a well-located fixed measurement station. The background contribution strongly 
depends on long-term meteorological conditions. The proposed model assumes that the 
dominant source of BC in the vicinity of the cyclist is the local traffic on the travelled road. 
An additive approach is used; the BC exposure is viewed as the sum of the background level 
𝐵𝐶𝑗,𝑏𝑔 during trip j and the “local” contribution BCloc. Similar procedures are used in expo-
sure estimations where regional and local scale models are added to estimate personal ex-
posure (Isakov et al., 2009). The available background measurements are averaged concen-
trations over half an hour (see supplementary data). Subtracting a fixed measurement with a 
temporal resolution of a half hour from mobile BC measurements sampled at 1 second time 
interval is not trivial. When sampling air pollution at a shorter time interval, concentrations 
below the “background” concentrations can be measured at some of the low traffic loca-
tions. Adjusting for the background concentration could then result in negative local concen-
trations. The proposed models will use a logarithm of BC as an outcome variable because 
noise is also measured on a logarithmic scale and hence negative values cannot be allowed. 
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For this reason the background concentration is not removed completely but replaced by a 
typical but constant low background concentration. The choice of this constant is not very 
critical since it will be added again to the model outcome and constants do not affect the 
model. This approach enables the dataset to retain spatial variation also for low density 
roads. Nevertheless a physical reference to the ambient concentration is useful, therefore 
the long term first quartile concentration over the whole measurement period, 
𝑄1(𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑙𝑡), equal to 775 ng/m
3, is used. This value does not depend on the route choice of 
the sampled trip which is an additional benefit. The relation between the measured BCraw 
and the local contribution BCloc for a location i and during a trip j, can be written as: 
𝐵𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑤,𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑖,𝑗 + (𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑗 − 𝑄1(𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑙𝑡)) (1) 
Where BCbkg,j is the background concentration obtained from the continuous measuring 
station averaged over the whole duration of the trip j. At each aggregation points px on the 
network, the arithmetic average of all n measurements of trip j in this collection is calculated 
as: 
𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑝𝑥,𝑗 =
1
𝑛
∑ 𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑖,𝑗 ∈𝑃𝑝𝑥,𝑗     (2) 
4.2.2.3 Noise parameters and physical interpretation 
Details of noise parameter calculations are available in the supplementary data. For an even 
more detailed description of the theoretical and empirical relations of the noise parameters 
with the BC exposure the reader is referred to Dekoninck et al, 2012. The main arguments 
for selecting particular noise indicators to be included in the model, based on their physical 
and technical interpretations, are briefly reminded to the reader. Three noise parameters 
were included in the instantaneous modelling. The harmonized calculation method used for 
noise map calculations for the European Union (END Directive) separates the noise emission 
into an engine contribution and a rolling noise contribution. Engine noise is dominant in the 
low frequencies; rolling noise is dominant in the high frequencies at higher speeds. The two 
first parameters are directly related to these emission features. The first parameter 
𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗   (100 – 200 Hz) describes the engine noise of the nearby traffic at point px for trip j. 
High throttle increases the engine noise. 𝐿𝐻𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗   (1000 – 2000 Hz) is related to the rolling 
noise. The second parameter 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗 is the difference between high and low frequencies 
in the noise spectrum at point px for trip j. High levels of 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗 indicate a relatively 
stronger contribution of high frequencies, compared to low frequencies, indicating more 
rolling noise than engine noise due to the nearby traffic, hence traffic at higher speed. The 
third parameter (𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥,𝑗 referred to as the short term dynamics of the noise at 
point px for trip j, indicates the presence of noise events. If noise levels LAeq,100 ms within a 
single second change rapidly, the passing vehicles can individually be detected in the noise 
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measurements. If (𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥,𝑗 is low, noise levels are constant, indicating constant 
flow traffic with many sources in the vicinity. 
4.2.2.4 GAM modelling 
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are regression models where smoothing splines are 
used instead of linear coefficients for the covariates. This approach has been found to be 
particularly effective for handling the complex non-linearity associated with air pollution 
research (Dominici et al., 2002, Pearce et al., 2011). The additive model in the context of 
spatial exposure modelling can be written in the form: 
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐵𝐶𝑝𝑥,𝑗) =  ∑ 𝑠𝑧
𝑛
𝑧=1 (𝑣𝑧,𝑝𝑥,𝑗) +  𝜀𝑥,𝑗   (3) 
Where vz is the z
th covariate evaluated for trip j at location px; sz(vz,px,j) is the smooth func-
tion of zth covariate, n is the total number of covariates, and x,j is the corresponding residual 
with var(x,j) = 
2, which is assumed normally distributed. Smooth functions are developed 
through a combination of model selection and automatic smoothing parameter selection 
using penalized regression splines, which optimize the fit and try to minimize the number of 
dimensions in the model. The main advantage of GAM modelling is the possibility to adjust 
for non-linear relationships between the covariate and the outcome. The analysis was con-
structed using the GAM modelling function in the R environment for statistical computing (R 
development Core Team, 2009) with the package ‘mgcv’ (Wood, 2006).  
Two modelling approaches will be discussed. The first option is to model the measure-
ments on the basic aggregation level: one value for each parameter for each trip at each 
aggregation point px. This dataset contains about 37.700 records and will be referred to as 
the basic dataset (BDS). The second approach starts the modelling after aggregating the BDS 
to a dataset averaging the BC exposure for the classified parameters included in the aggrega-
tion models. Each of the retained parameters is classified according to a set of predefined 
percentile classes (see supplementary data). For each of these two approaches the models 
will be evaluated for both the raw BC result (BCraw) as for the local contribution BCloc to as-
sess the relevance of handling background concentrations separately.  
4.2.3 Results 
In this section, the following terminology will be used to refer to the different models that 
will be compared: 
 BCbkg model: this model simply assumes that exposure during cycling trips equals 
concentrations measured at a regional background measurement station. 
 BCraw model: uses GAM to obtain BC directly from noise, weather, and geometrical 
data. 
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 BCloc model: uses GAM to obtain BCloc and adds measured BCbkg to obtain the overall 
concentration as shown in Eqs. (1). 
 Aggregated BCraw and BCloc models: same as above but with predictive variables cate-
gorized in percentile classes. 
4.2.3.1 BCloc and BCraw model 
The BCloc model is based on the BDS dataset and includes the three noise parameters, wind 
speed WStrip, temperature Temptrip and street canyon index 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥. The parameters of the 
GAM models are shown in Table 4.2-1. The quality of a GAM model and the relative strength 
of its parameters are described by the deviance explained, the intercept, the F and p-value 
for each of its covariates. Since the number of data points in the models is large compared to 
the number of covariates, the degrees of freedom is large and the p-values are in general 
too small to be used to compare the covariates. The F-parameters present the relative 
strength of the covariates instead. In the BCloc model the intercept and the 𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗 have a 
similar strength; the wind speed is about half the strength of 𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗 .  
 
Figure 4.2.1: Splines of the six covariates of the BCloc GAM model, ordered by strength within the model (top-
left to bottom-right). 
The plots of the splines created by the GAM modeling show the relation of the parameter 
to the outcome log(BCloc) (Figure 4.2.1). In the BCloc model the 𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗  is the strongest 
component and has a linear relation with log(BCloc). 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗  saturates for higher levels. 
Log(BCloc) decreases for high wind speeds. The street canyon effect is visible as a steady in-
crease of the exposure with a higher street canyon index 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥. The temperature is not 
very important; the steep upward trend is based on only a few trips performed at tempera-
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tures above 20 °C. Log(BCloc) increases strongly for very small values of (𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥,𝑗 
indicating episodes with almost constant noise levels result in higher BC concentrations.  
The BCraw model shows a slightly higher deviance explained than the BCloc model (Table 
4.2-1). The BCraw model also has a higher intercept. Wind speed is the strongest component. 
The low frequency noise level LOLF and temperature have a similar strength.  
 BCloc BCraw 
 F p-value F p-value 
Intercept 7.82 (2600 ng/m3)  8.14 (3400 ng/m3)  
Intercept (t value) 1961  1755  
     
𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥 165 <2e-16 102 <2e-16 
𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗  704 <2e-16 441 <2e-16 
WStrip 505 <2e-16 805 <2e-16 
Temptrip 46 <2e-16 434 <2e-16 
𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗  245 <2e-16 168 <2e-16 
(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) 𝑝𝑥,𝑗  
77 <2e-16 62 <2e-16 
Deviance explained 25.9%  26.3%  
Number of datapoints 37722  37722  
Total estimated degrees  
of freedom 
34.47  34.08  
Table 4.2-1: Comparing the results of the BCloc and BCraw models, F-value and p-value. 
4.2.3.2 Aggregated BCloc and BCraw models  
The aggregated models are built including respectively 3, 4 and 5 parameters. The tempera-
ture is not included since it proved to be of little relevance in the BCloc model. In Table 4.2-2 
the results of the aggregated models are assembled, including the number of unique combi-
nations of the classified parameters. Again similar changes between the BCraw,Xp and BCloc,Xp 
models can be detected (where X is the number of aggregation parameters). In Figure 4.2.2 
the splines of the five parameter model BCloc,5p are shown. The deviance explained is higher 
and the splines are smoother compared to the BCloc model due to the aggregation process. 
In the 3 parameter model LOLF the only acoustic parameter describing the source has the 
strongest importance in the model, but as other traffic descriptors, LHFmLF and (LAeq-LAmin) are 
added, wind speed becomes the most important covariate.  
 BCloc,3p BCraw,3p BCloc,4p BCraw,4p BCloc,5p BCraw,5p 
Intercept 8.1  
3300 ng/m3 
8.4 
4447 ng/m3 
8.0 
2980 ng/m3 
8.3 
4020 ng/m3 
7.9  
2700 ng/m3 
8.2  
3640 ng/m3 
T-value 805 891 908 883 1274 1197 
       
F-statistics       
𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥 60 40 134 85 232 148 
𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗  271 203 363 605 441 228 
WStrip 237 364 301 378 520 744 
Temptrip       
𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥 ,𝑗    150 92 224 144 
(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) 𝑝𝑥,𝑗  
    59 36 
Deviance explained 87.0% 86.1% 63.8% 56.1% 41.6%% 35.0%% 
Number of data points 360 360 2020 2020 8990 8832 
Total estimated degrees of 
freedom  
11.07 10.55 14.27 11.94 18.54 17.59 
Table 4.2-2: Comparing the results of the aggregated models. 
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Figure 4.2.2: Splines of the five covariates of the GAM BCloc,5p model.  
4.2.3.3 Comparing the fit of the models 
The BC exposure during individual trips is reconstructed based on the models presented 
above. The results for the BCbkg, BCloc and BCraw models are shown in Figure 4.2.3. The sec-
ond row shows the results of the BCloc model, and the third row the results of the BCraw 
model. Each point in the charts represents a single trip. The x-axis shows the measured BC 
exposure, the y-axis the model outcome.  
 
Figure 4.2.3: Evaluation of the model fit of the BCbkg, BCloc and BCraw models. Each point in the charts repre-
sents a single trip. The first row shows the results of the BCbkg model, the second row the results of the BCloc 
model, the third row the results of the BCraw model.  
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The first column shows the total trip exposure (as ng/m3 * seconds), the second column 
the average exposure over the trip. Both are relevant, but the correlation in the first column 
is strongly influenced by the duration of the trip. The predictive quality of the models is best 
determined by the ability to predict the trip averaged exposure. In each of these charts, the 
diagonal (red) and the linear fit (green) on the results are shown and the correlation and the 
spearman’s correlation between model and measurement are given. The properties (inter-
cept and slope) of the linear fit are shown to evaluate the model fits. The third column 
shows the distribution of the relative prediction: total model BC divided by total measured 
BC, presenting the under- and overshoots of the trip total exposure prediction, which is 
identical for the total and averaged evaluation. 
 
Figure 4.2.4: Evaluation of the model fit of the aggregated BCloc models for 3, 4 and 5 parameters. 
A similar procedure is performed for the aggregated models. For each passage at an ag-
gregation point the corresponding classification is used to estimate BC exposure. Summing 
all results over the full trajectory reconstructs the total trip exposure. In Figure 4.2.4 the fit-
ting properties of the reconstructed trips of the BCloc,Xp models are shown for the three ag-
gregated models on BCloc. The aggregated BCraw model evaluations are not shown. 
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4.2.3.4 Comparing the predictive strength of the models 
The predictive strength of the models is checked by building variants of the models based on 
a random subset of 75% of the available trips and then predicting the remaining trips. This 
procedure is repeated 50 times. For each trip, a set of approximately 13 predictions for dif-
ferent model variants are thus available. The average BC trip exposure is calculated for the 
trips used to build the model (referred to as ‘fitted trips’) and predicted for the trips left out 
of the model (referred to as ‘predicted trips’). The Pearson correlation of the fitted trips ver-
sus the measurements and the predicted tips versus the measurements are calculated for 
each model variant. The distributions of the correlations of the fitted trips of the model vari-
ants and the distributions of correlations of predicted trips out of the model variants are 
shown by model type in Figure 4.2.5. The mean correlations of the total exposure of the fit-
ted trips for the models (as ordered in Figure 4.2.5) are 0.90, 0.86, 0.88, 0.89 and 0.89, the 
mean correlations of the total exposure of the predicted trips are 0.88, 0.84, 0.89, 0.90 and 
0.90. The mean correlations of the averaged exposure of the fitted trips for the models are 
0.78, 0.71, 0.75, 0.77 and 0.77; the mean correlations of the averaged exposure of the pre-
dicted trips are 0.75, 0.67, 0.75, 0.78 and 0.74. Models BCloc, BCloc,4p and BCloc,5p have similar 
distributions for both the fitted trips and the predicted trips. The predicted trips show wider 
distributions compared to the fitted trips. BCraw and BCloc,3p perform significantly worse than 
BCloc, BCloc,4p and BCloc,5p. The correlation of the predicted trips of BCraw model is extremely 
sensitive to the trip selection. Figure 4.2.5C shows the relation between the correlations of 
the fitted and predicted trips for the individual model variants. Correlations of the predicted 
trips are not necessarily lower than the fitted trips. The correlation of the predictions can be 
higher than the correlation of the fitted trips, especially for the BCloc and BCloc,xp models 
(Figure 4.2.5C).  
 
Figure 4.2.5: Distributions of the model variants correlation of the fitted trips (A), distributions of the model 
variants correlation of the predicted trips (B) and the relations between the correlation of the fitted trips and 
the correlation of the predicted trips for the individual model variants (C). 
For each set of predictions of a single trip obtained from a model variant, the average 
prediction and the standard deviation of the trip predictions is calculated. The relative pre-
diction (average of the total trip predictions divided by the total measured for trip j) and the 
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standard deviation of the trip j predictions divided by the trip j total exposure are used to 
compare the predictive strength and sensitivity of the model variants to the random sam-
pling strategy. The results are shown in two charts in Figure 4.2.6. The BCloc model is slightly 
underestimating the exposure, BCraw and BCloc,3p are overestimating, the BCloc,4p and BCloc,5p 
models are centred around 1.0. The interquartile range of the distribution of the relative trip 
predictions for the BCloc model is 0.38, the ranges are slightly larger for the BCloc,4p and 
BCloc,5p models, respectively 0.47 and 0.43. The interquartile range of the BCloc model is 3.1, 
the BCraw model performs much worse (IQR 5.8). The best IQR is found for the BCloc,5p model 
with 1.8. All aggregated models perform better than the BCloc model for the distribution of 
the standard deviation of the trip predictions.  
 
Figure 4.2.6: Distribution of the average of the relative trip predictions (A) and the distribution of the stand-
ard deviations of the trip prediction relative to the trip total measured BC (B), presented by model. 
4.2.4 Discussion 
The first research question investigates whether a prediction model for BC exposure could 
be improved by separating out long term variations in the background concentration; the 
second research question whether the instantaneous local Black Carbon exposure could be 
predicted on the basis of local noise exposure and meteorological conditions. The first re-
search question is addressed by comparing BCbkg, BCloc and BCraw models. The second re-
search question is addressed by evaluating the features of BCloc, BCloc,3p, BCloc,4p, BCloc,5p mod-
els. 
The BCbkg model accounts on average for 30-40% of the total trip exposure only, but the 
slope in the relation between modelled and measured exposure is as large as 0.36 (Figure 
4.2.3). High average trip exposure is partially related to higher background concentrations. 
Although the BCraw model on average results in a good estimate of the average exposure 
during cycling trips, the trend line connecting prediction to measurement (Figure 4.2.3) 
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slopes at 0.25. The strong influence of wind speed and temperature indicates that this model 
mainly tries to resolve the temporal variations in the background contributions and fails to 
include indicators for local exposure. Integrating the GAM model for BCloc with measured 
BCbkg combines best of both worlds: temporal variability of the BCbkg with spatial variability 
of the BCloc model and results in a slope between modelled and measured average trip expo-
sure of 0.53. 
A similar conclusion can be drawn when evaluating the predictive power of the models in 
Section 3.4. The wide distribution of the correlations of the predicted trips in the model vari-
ants of the BCraw model (Figure 4.2.5B) and the high relative standard deviation of the indi-
vidual trip prediction (Figure 4.2.6B) illustrate the sensitivity of the BCraw model to the trip 
selection. All variants of the BCloc model perform significantly better. The BCloc model is 
slightly sensitive to over fitting for the low exposure values, which is reflected in the under-
estimation of the relative trip prediction (Figure 4.2.6A). 
As it is now established that the BCloc models outperform models that aim at predicting 
the whole exposure at once, let us now look in detail at the choice of predictive variables for 
these models. In the BCloc model 𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑝𝑥,𝑗 is the strongest component and wind speed the 
second strongest. The negligible importance of temperature in the model can be explained 
as follows. Temperature is expected to affect emission and is an indicator for meteorological 
conditions that influence dispersion. The background concentration indeed shows a distinc-
tive seasonal pattern and temperature is related to season (see supplementary data 1.9 fig-
ure S3). BCbkg seems to include the temperature dependence sufficiently thereby reducing 
the relevance of temperature in the BCloc model. Wind speed has a similar relationship with 
background concentration as temperature (supplementary data 1.9 figure S4). The strength 
of the wind speed covariate is therefore also reduced in the BCloc compared to its strength in 
the BCraw model but in contrast to the temperature, it is still highly relevant. This is explained 
by the observation that wind speed not only influences background concentrations but also 
instantaneous dispersion of the local emissions. Higher wind speeds reduce the local expo-
sure of cyclists. StCAN and LHFmLF are also stronger in the BCloc model compared to the BCraw 
model probably because major confounders are eliminated by treating BCbkg separately. The 
BCloc model becomes more sensitive to spatially varying variables such as vehicle speed and 
local air pollution accumulation. The latter effect and its dependence on street canyon ge-
ometry (measured here as StCAN) is confirmed by physical calculations of street canyon ac-
cumulation, validated with measurements, such as the one presented by Berkowicz et al 
(2008).  
High-degree-of-freedom models such as the GAM model risk to over fit the data that they 
are based on while losing the ability to generalize to other situations. This can be prevented 
by reducing the number of input variables (covariates) and –in the particular case of GAM 
models – also by reducing the number of values that the variable can take. Classification of 
the covariates indeed reduces the degrees of freedom (Table 4.2-2) in the model. Because of 
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the change in number of data points, the goodness-of-fit parameters and the strength of the 
covariates in the models cannot be compared directly, the quality of the models is deter-
mined by evaluating the properties of the predictions. In addition, a lower number of varia-
bles reduces the complexity of the model and simplifies implementation. 
Turning to the model prediction evaluation shown in Figure 4.2.5 and Figure 4.2.6, it is 
clear that the BCloc,g3p model performs worse than the BCloc model in predicting the average 
exposure. This is not unexpected as the information used in the prediction is significantly 
reduced. The reduction in number of covariates and the clustering of values is expected to 
make the model less sensitive to trip sampling. For BCloc,g3p the aggregation is too strong to 
observe this positive effect. The BCloc,g4p and BCloc,g5p models slightly outperform the BCloc 
model when evaluated for correlation between model and the measurement data not used 
for fitting (Figure 4.2.5B). The distribution of relative trip predictions (Figure 4.2.6A) is wider 
for the BCloc,g4p and BCloc,g5p models compared to the BCloc model, but the distributions are 
centred around 1. The relative standard deviation of the individual trip prediction (Figure 
4.2.6B) is slightly better. The BCloc,g5p outperforms the BCloc model despite the fact that it 
only reduces the number of data points from 37722 to 8832. The aggregation process re-
moves the lowest values in the basic dataset, resulting in a better prediction of the total trip 
BC exposure.  
It is more difficult to distinguish between the BCloc,g4p and BCloc,g5p models. The only rele-
vant difference is the reduction of the intercept in the BCloc,g5p model. The short term dy-
namics (LAeq-LAmin) covariate – the variable differentiating BCloc,g5p from BCloc,g4p – distin-
guishes between two different traffic conditions: low values can be linked to situations of 
congested traffic, many cars with constant noise emission (idling) result in constant noise 
levels; high values indicate short distinct events, typically a single car passing by at a relative-
ly high speed. This last traffic situation is however rare during the rush hour and is under 
represented in our (rush hour only) database. When similar measurements would be per-
formed outside the rush hour, this covariate might prove more relevant. With the available 
measurements it cannot be concluded that the BCloc,5p model is better than BCloc,4p model.  
In general, the simplification of the model improves its quality as long as the 4 or 5 most 
significant parameters are kept. The models suggested in this paper perform well mainly due 
to the unique choice of noise indicators that are directly related to relevant traffic dynamics. 
The LOLF covariate detects traffic volume including acceleration both linked to higher particu-
late emissions. LHFmLF indicates the traffic speed; emissions increase with speed at low 
speeds, but saturate at higher speeds because constant high speeds result in more efficient 
combustion processes and lower particulate emissions. Similar relationships were reported 
for nanoparticles in Uhrner et al., 2011 and for gaseous emissions in De Vlieger et al., 2000. 
This also explains why models based on LAeq are less successful: LAeq is related to human 
loudness perception and does allow distinguishing situations with different traffic dynamics 
(Boogaard et al., 2008). Ross et al., 2011 relates a spectral noise evaluation to air pollution 
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on a fixed monitoring station. Although these measurements are not directly comparable 
with the measurements in this paper, the same frequency bands are found to be relevant.  
4.2.5 Conclusions 
This paper proves that it is possible to predict instantaneous BC exposure based on mobile 
noise measurements. The in-traffic exposure to Black Carbon of bicyclists is determined by 
background concentration, distance to source, local traffic density and speed, local traffic 
dynamics, local street geometry, and meteorological conditions. Spectral evaluation of (mo-
bile) noise measurements can be used to implicitly detect local traffic conditions directly 
related to the local BC emission. Predicting personal BC exposure of cyclists proved only suc-
cessful after splitting the model into a background contribution and a local component. In 
particular, it was shown that the spatial variability due to the local traffic contribution can be 
modelled using four parameters: the low frequency noise LOLF related to the traffic volume 
and engine throttle, the difference between high and low frequencies LHFmLF related to the 
traffic speed, the instantaneous wind speed and the street canyon index both related to the 
local accumulation of BC. The overall trip exposure is predicted by the four categorized pa-
rameters GAM model, BCloc,g4p, with a correlation of 0.90. The average trip exposure is pre-
dicted with a correlation of 0.78.  
The structure of the model presented in this paper can be expected to be valid for differ-
ent areas in the world since parameters are chosen with a physical background in mind and 
because the model has been well validated. Since fleet composition and driving behaviour 
might differ between different parts of the world, it is suggested that each mobile noise 
measurement campaign is accompanied with a partial BC sampling to re-establish the model 
coefficients. The measurement underlying the specific model presented here, are performed 
in a typical (European) environment, a medium size city including suburbs and green areas, 
representative for the living environment of the majority of the population in Europe. The 
exact same model including model coefficients is expected to be applicable in any city suffi-
ciently similar to this situation. 
Mobile noise measurements on bicycles have the potential to provide the spatial detail 
and high temporal resolution that is necessary to predict the urban exposure to black car-
bon, including the local effects of route choice. Mobile noise measurements therefore have 
the power to replace large scale in-traffic personal air pollution exposure measurements and 
can be performed on larger populations at a significantly lower cost than traditional partici-
patory sampling techniques. In this way the results obtained in this study could be useful for 
raising public awareness, changing personal behaviour by selecting low exposure routes and 
to perform large scale epidemiological research on the impact of personal BC exposure on 
health. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several studies have shown that a significant amount of daily air pollution exposure, in par-
ticular Black Carbon (BC), is inhaled during bicycle trips. Previously, the instantaneous BC 
exposure of cyclists was modelled as the sum of a background concentration and a local traf-
fic related component based on a local assessment of traffic noise. We present a fast and 
low cost methodology to achieve a city-wide assessment of yearly average BC exposure of 
cyclists along their trips, based on a city-wide mobile noise sensing campaign.  
The methodology requires participatory sensing measurements of noise, partially com-
bined with BC and/or other air pollutants sensitive to local traffic variations. The combined 
measurements cover the spatial and meteorological variability and provide the data for an 
instantaneous exposure model. The mobile noise-only measurements map the full city; and 
yearly meteorology statistics are used to extrapolate the instantaneous exposure model to a 
yearly average map of in-traffic air pollution exposure. Less than four passages at each seg-
ment along the network with mobile noise equipment are necessary to reach a standard 
error of 500 ng/m3 for the yearly average BC exposure.  
A strong seasonal effect due to the BC background concentration is detected. The back-
ground contributes only 25% to the total trip exposure during spring and summer. During 
winter the background component increases to 50-60%. Engine related traffic noise along 
the bicyclist’s route is a valid indicator of the BC exposure along the route, independent of 
the seasonal background. Low exposure route selection results in an exposure reduction of 
35% in winter and 60 % in summer, sensitive to the weather conditions, specific trip attrib-
utes and the available alternatives. 
The methodology is relevant for further research into the local effects of air pollution on 
health. Mobile noise mapping adds local traffic data including traffic dynamics into the air 
pollution exposure assessments. Local policy makers and urban planners can use the results 
to support the implementation of low exposure infrastructure, create awareness through 
route planners and achieve behavioural changes toward active travel modes. 
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4.3.1 Introduction 
Exposure to particulate matter is currently regulated in PM standards that only distinguish 
between the size of the particles but not between the composition and thus origin of the 
particulate matter. The soot fraction or Black Carbon (BC) is a fraction of the PM directly 
related to combustion processes. Recent evidence, summarized by the World Health Organi-
zation (WHO), documents the relevance of BC for evaluating traffic related health effects 
(WHO Europe, 2012). BC is more sensitive to traffic emissions and is able to detect local ex-
posure differences not available in the PM10 evaluations. The first epidemiological results 
based on BC exposure detect health effects up to ten times stronger compared to the similar 
evaluations based on PM10 (Janssen et al. 2011).  
Large personal exposure measurement campaigns prove the relevance of the in-traffic 
exposure contribution to daily personal exposure (Dons et al., 2011, 2012). Technology for 
mobile air pollution measurements is however scarce and expensive. The high variability of 
the in-traffic exposure is partially due to the strong influence of meteorology on the expo-
sure, swamping the variability due to the local traffic densities and dynamics (Dons et al., 
2013). In previous work of the authors, an instantaneous spatiotemporal model based on 
mobile noise measurements for cyclists was proposed (Dekoninck et al., 2013). It was shown 
that noise measurements are a good proxy for local traffic intensity and local traffic dynam-
ics. The instantaneous spatiotemporal model splits the BC exposure of a cyclist into a back-
ground component and a component of local origin. In the Flemish region, only one continu-
ous monitoring station was available at the time of the measurement campaign that can act 
as a background concentration (Antwerpen-Linkeroever – 40AL01). After adjusting for the 
background contribution the local variation in the traffic density and traffic dynamics suc-
cessfully predicts the BC exposure of the cyclists using four parameters: the low frequency 
noise (LOLF) related to the traffic volume and engine throttle, the difference between high 
and low frequencies (LHFmLF) relating to the traffic speed, the instantaneous wind speed and 
the street canyon index (StCan). Wind speed and street canyon features affect the dispersion 
of BC. The background adjusted model significantly reduced the temperature dependency of 
the bicyclist exposure. All temperature dependency, regardless of the origin (other BC 
sources, meteorology or vehicle fleet related aspects) is resolved in the background contri-
bution. In other work, the instantaneous model approach was validated in completely differ-
ent traffic conditions (Bangalore, India). The quality of the background adjustment was re-
lated to the properties of the background measurement location (Dekoninck et al, 2015). 
Meteorological conditions thus enter this model directly through the wind speed and indi-
rectly via temperature and wind speed in the background BC concentration. Wind direction 
was not included in the model. The strongest component in the local traffic related exposure 
is the traffic within meters from the cyclists, resulting in correlation of 0.86 with only four 
parameters. Wind direction is not relevant at such small distances to the source. The noise 
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measurements quantify the local traffic and traffic dynamics. The strengths of the method 
are based on the possibility to quantify the local traffic properties and by adding missing 
traffic data at low density traffic roads.  
For many applications however, there is a strong interest in annual average rather than 
instantaneous levels of exposure. The internal validation of the instantaneous model -
predicting 25% of the trips using models fit on the other 75% of the trips- resulted on aver-
age in a correlation of the trip averaged BC exposure of 0.77 (Dekoninck et al., 2013). The 
intrinsic quality of the instantaneous model to predict a single trip under any meteorological 
conditions or trajectory is strong and enables the simulation of yearly average exposure dur-
ing bicycle trips without further validation. One of the remaining questions is whether sub-
tracting a measured background concentration results in a valid local contribution that can 
actually be interpreted as the contribution of the local traffic (BCloc). If this is the case, the 
model should result in BCloc approaching zero with low traffic intensity. As an alternative, the 
behavior of the strongest component in the spatiotemporal model, LOLF is proposed as a 
good indicator of the background adjustment since this component is directly related to the 
presence of traffic. When the spatiotemporal model reveals a linear relationship between 
LOLF and log(BCloc), the background adjusted exposure will by consequence only include local 
traffic related exposure. For low LOLF, the local contribution in the instantaneous model 
dwindles to values close to the detection limit of the BC measurement equipment. Therefore 
the background location and the applied background correction are valid.  
In each mobile measurement campaign only a limited number of potentially occurring 
situations is sampled. Bias is introduced into the measurements due to the combination of 
route choice, instantaneous meteorological conditions and instantaneous background expo-
sure, each of them subject to unintended selection bias. It is therefore impossible to perform 
a measurement campaign covering all combinations of the exposure variables with unbiased 
exposure as the result. This paper will therefore introduce a methodology to convert a map 
of biased mobile measurements into a yearly average unbiased BC exposure map building 
upon the available instantaneous model (Dekoninck et al., 2013). This will be achieved in two 
phases. First the instantaneous exposure will be extrapolated to a yearly average by applying 
the spatiotemporal model for all meteorological situations to all available mobile noise 
measurements. In the second phase the instantaneous noise exposure is replaced by the 
average noise exposure at that location. In this way all dependence on meteorology can be 
removed, and the typical traffic situation at each location along the network is characterized 
using mobile noise measurements from a small but sufficient number of passages. This re-
sults in a spatial model, only based on local traffic related features (derived from noise) and 
a street canyon index (a parameter describing the accumulation of BC in narrow streets). 
Several research questions will be addressed: how can a mobile noise measurement cam-
paign be used to predict the annual average BC exposure for cyclists and how many noise 
measurement trips are necessary to reliably estimate the local traffic contribution. In addi-
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tion, the effect of seasonal meteorological changes on the local traffic related BC exposure 
and on the total exposure will be illustrated. The potential exposure reduction by choosing 
low exposure routes is quantified.  
4.3.2 Methodology and data processing 
4.3.2.1 Methodology 
The instantaneous model is based on 209 rush hour commuting trips by bicycle from the 
villages to the west of Ghent (Belgium) into the city centre. More than 75 km of distinct 
roads were sampled at least 3 times. The BC measurements are performed with the micro-
aethalometer AE51 (Aethlabs.com, San Francisco). The details are available in Dekoninck et 
al., 2013 and the supplementary data. The instantaneous log-transformed model will be re-
ferred to as BCloc,temporal in this paper. The subscript ‘temporal’ is added to avoid confusion 
with the spatial yearly average models that will be developed in this work. Thus, to obtain a 
meteorology averaged BC exposure of cyclists, only wind speed and background concentra-
tion have to be accounted for. To implement a correction towards yearly representative me-
teorological conditions, the meteorological conditions are categorized according to the me-
teorological dependencies in BCloc,temporal: wind speed and background concentration. A joint 
distribution over these two variables should be used because background BC concentration 
itself strongly depends on wind speed. The meteorological classes are presented in Section 
4.3.2.2.  
To obtain a yearly averaged value, the BCloc,temporal model is applied for a sufficiently large 
number of bicycle commuting trips passing through each evaluation point along the road 
network for each combined meteorological - background concentration class observed dur-
ing a year. This means that the instantaneous wind speed and background concentration of 
that specific trip are replaced in the model by the wind speed and background concentration 
of the evaluated meteorological class. For each spatial evaluation point, the resulting dataset 
contains a BC estimate for each noise-measuring trip and each meteo/background class, 
Metcl. A weighted average is applied according to the frequency of occurrence during a year 
of Metcl, merging the results spatially for all trips passing by at a specific location. 
In mathematical form, the procedure is summarized as follows. The local contribution to 
the measured BC concentration BCloc,meas,i,j for a location i and during a trip j, is written as: 
 BCloc,meas,i,j = BCtot,meas,i,j −BCbg,j (1) 
Using the previously derived model, this contribution is approximated using Generalized 
Additive Models (GAM) (Wood, 2006). Several authors in air pollution research have applied 
this technique successfully (Dominici et al., 2002, Pearce et al., 2011, Li et al., 2013). The 
modeled BC concentration is obtained for each location i during trip j as: 
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BCloc,temporal,i,j = exp (gamBCloc,temporal(LOLF,i,j, LHFmLF,i,j, StCani, WSj))  (2a) 
BCtot,temporal,i,j = exp (gamBCloc,temporal(LOLF,i,j, LHFmLF,i,j, StCani, WSj)) +BCbg,j (2b) 
Note that all spatiotemporal dependence of the GAM model is implicitly included via the 
model covariates and that the background contribution is assumed location independent. 
Applying the wind speed and BC background concentration for all meteorological conditions 
Metcl on each trip j: 
BCloc,year,i,j =
1
∑ wMetclMetcl
∑ wMetcl(gamBCloc,temporal,i,j)Metcl  (3) 
BCtot,year,i,j =
1
∑ wMetclMetcl
∑ wMetcl(gamBCtot,temporal,i,j)Metcl  (4) 
Note that this result still has a weak dependence on trip number, and thus time, via the 
measured sound parameters and via the chosen route at that specific time. By aggregating 
all measurement trips to a spatial point pi along the network, the spatial distribution is ob-
tained: 
 BCloc,year,i =
1
n
∑ BCloc,year,i,jj  (5) 
 BCtot,year,i =
1
n
∑ BCtot,year,i,jj  (6) 
Where for each spatial point pi the collection of trips j passing point pi contribute to the 
yearly average. In the last phase, the instantaneous noise levels are replaced by the average 
noise levels at each location pi. (eq. 7 and 8). All meteorological variability is included in the 
input data (eq. 5 and 6) and no instantaneous meteorological covariates are necessary in the 
yearly meteorology based GAM models (eq. 9 and 10): 
 LOLF,i,map =
1
n
∑ LOLF,i,jj  (7) 
 LHFmLF,i,map =
1
n
∑ LHFmLF,i,jj  (8) 
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟  ≡ log (BCloc,year,i) = 𝑔𝑎𝑚 (𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑝, 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑝, 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑖)  (9) 
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝐵𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟  ≡ log (BCtot,year,i) = 𝑔𝑎𝑚 (𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑝, 𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹,𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑝, 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑖)  (10) 
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This results in a function that converts the average mobile noise measurement map to an 
average BC map, independently of the trip sampling paths. In Figure 4.3.1, the spatial varia-
bility of the two noise covariates (LOLF,i,map and LHFmLF,i,map) and the street canyon index StCani 
are illustrated, as well as the background adjusted local component of the BC measurements 
(BCloc,meas,i,map) spatially averaged in a similar way as the noise covariates (eq. 7 and 8). Local 
BC contributions are highly variable and are affected by local traffic variability. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.1: Three maps showing the spatial covariates (LOLF,i,map, LHFmLF,i,map and StCani). The fourth map 
shows the average local contribution to the BC exposure measurements: BCloc,meas,i,map. 
4.3.2.2 Meteorology classes 
The combined mobile noise and BC measurement campaign stretched from November 2010 
till November 2011. The yearly averaged exposure was calculated for the calendar year 
2011. A full year of hourly meteorological data for 2011 was retrieved from the national me-
teorological institute of Belgium (KMI). The measuring site is located in Melle, less than 10 
km south of the city centre of Ghent. BC background data covering the full year 2011 was 
made available by the environmental institute of Flanders (VMM) for the nearest station at 
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Antwerpen-Linkeroever (40AL01). The same data were used for the background adjustment 
in the spatiotemporal model. Further information is available at http://www.irceline.be. 
Only the meteorological conditions during the rush hour (7:00-10:00h and 16:00-19:00h) 
were included in the statistics, since the model is only based on rush hour measurements. 
For the year 2011 this resulted in 160 distinct meteorological / background concentration 
classes (referred to as Metcl), each class occurring in the year 2011 with a weight wMetcl,2011. 
The wind speed classes ranged from 0 to 11 m/s and the BC background concentrations from 
0 to 16 µg/m3. The distribution of the wind speed classes, BC background classes and the 
combined occurrences are presented in Figure 4.3.2. The size of the circles is proportional to 
the occurrence wMetcl,2011 of the meteorological situations. The sparse BC background val-
ues above 7 µg/m3 were added to the 7 µg/m3 class for easy presentation in the plot only.  
 
Figure 4.3.2: Histograms of the wind speed (A), BC background exposure (B) and the combined occurrence of 
wind speed and background exposure (based on hourly wind speed data in Melle and 30 minute BC data for 
station 40AL01 obtained respectively from VMM and KMI). 
4.3.3 Results 
4.3.3.1 A model for yearly averaged BC concentration 
The data processing is based on data from Dekoninck et al, 2013, referred to as BDS. After 
applying Eq.(3) and (4) on BDS the yearly meteorology adjusted BC exposure is available as 
BCyear,loc,i,j and BCyear,tot,i,j for each location i and each trip j. The new datasets are representa-
tive for the yearly averaged meteorological condition, removing the bias due to the not rep-
resentative sample of meteorology of the trips that passed at location i. A new GAM model 
containing only three parameters, LOLF, StCan and LLFmHF, can be extracted from the new da-
taset, since the variability due to the wind speed is removed. The resulting models, gam-
BCloc,year and the gamBCtot,year are presented in Table 4.3-1. The GAM models are almost trivi-
al and virtually perfect, since they are based on the output of the BCloc,temporal GAM model. 
The only variability left in these GAM models is the difference in the instantaneous noise 
evaluation covariates LOLF and LHFmLF for the trips contributing to the location i.  
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Model Intercept LOLF,i,map LHFmLF,i,map StCan 
Deviance 
explained 
Number of 
points 
AIC 
  F-value % N  
gamBCloc,year 8.11 (3.3 µg/m3) 37427 10272 18874 99.5 3827 -17064 
gamBCtot,year 8.60 (5.4 µg/m3) 17766 4395 8046 98.9 3827 -17980 
Table 4.3-1: Model results comparison, showing intercept, F-values, deviance explained and AIC. 
The gamBCloc,year model is the strongest model. The engine related noise covariate LOLF is 
the strongest component in both models. In Figure 4.3.3, the three spline plots including the 
residuals for LOLF, LHFmLF and StCan are shown for gamBCloc,year and gamBCtot,year. In gamBC-
tot,year the low traffic condition (small LOLF) converges to an lower limit, related to the yearly 
average BC background concentration. In the LOLF covariate of gamBCloc,year a very linear rela-
tion is found, even for low values. Traffic evaluation through noise assessment has a perfect 
linear log-log relationship with the engine related noise after adjusting for the yearly mete-
orology distribution. The speed related covariate LHFmLF converges to a maximum. In situa-
tions with high traffic speed the BC exposure does not increase any further for equal LOLF. In 
the street canyon index a step-like solution is visible. Below 0.5 the location is in rather open 
area, above 0.5, dispersion is significantly reduced.  
 
Figure 4.3.3: Splines of three covariates of the gamBCloc,year (top) and gamBCtot,year (bottom) models show 
strong linear behavior between the LOLF and log(BC). In the total exposure the effect of the background expo-
sure emerges, limiting the decrease of the exposure for low LOLF.. 
Now we illustrate the effect of the different steps in modelling the yearly meteorology ad-
justed BC exposure using mobile noise data. A sequence of evaluations in Figure 4.3.4 illus-
trates the consecutive adjustments of the meteorology related effects on the bicyclist’s ex-
posure. The first evaluation (plot A) shows BCtot,meas,j, the averaged measured BC exposure by 
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trip (each dot is one trip) as a function of the strongest covariate LOLF,meas,j, the averaged 
measured noise level LOLF along trip j. The correlation is low. After adjusting the exposure for 
the background contribution (BCloc,meas,j) in plot B the correlation increases, but the wind 
speed is still an important variable in the personal exposure (see Dekoninck et al, 2013). The 
linear fit of the previous plot is repeated in the dashed line as a reference for each of the 
consecutive steps. In plot C the exposure is extrapolated to the yearly average meteorologi-
cal conditions BCloc,year,j for each trip j. The correlation is enhanced up to 0.88 expressing the 
removal of the meteorology induced bias in the mobile measurement campaign. Several of 
the extremely high exposure trips are drastically reduced by applying the yearly average me-
teorology. The y-axis is adjusted to the new range. Plot D investigates the effect of replacing 
the actual noise measured along the trip by the average noise level for all passages at each 
location i passed by trip j, thus evaluating the trips according to the average mobile noise 
map for both noise covariates LOLF,i,map and LHFmLF,i,map. Only a small change is detected for 
shifting from instantaneous noise level to the average over multiple passages, supporting 
the validity of replacing the instantaneous noise levels by the average noise levels. The cor-
relation increases due to the removal of differences in the noise evaluation for trips passing 
at the same location i. Plot E replaces BCloc,year,j by BCtot,year,j. The correlation is not affected 
since the difference is only related to the change in background exposure. The yearly aver-
age background adjustment is added.  
 
Figure 4.3.4: Visual representation of the sequential improvements of mobile measurements as a function of 
the trip average engine noise LOLF: average measured BCtot,meas,j (A) along the trip and different exposure 
modeling steps: BCloc,meas,j, BCloc,year,j BCloc,year,map,j and BCtot,year,map,j.(B, C, D, E). Each plot includes a linear fit on 
the trip evaluation (green). The linear fit of the previous plot is repeated in dashed blue on the next plot. 
Note the changes in the x and y-axis in the different steps. 
The spatial result of the gamBCloc,year and gamBCtot,year is presented in Figure 4.3.5. These 
maps are the yearly meteorological adjusted version of BCloc,meas,i as presented in Figure 
4.3.1. The maps are much smoother due to the removal of meteo-related variability. They 
illustrate the sensitivity of the exposure to the local amount of traffic, traffic dynamics and 
the distance of the bicyclist to the local traffic. The difference between BCloc,year and BCtot,year 
is a constant, the yearly averaged background adjustment.  
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Figure 4.3.5: Visual representation of the yearly meteorology adjusted and noise mapped exposure based BC 
exposure for cyclists: local component BCloc,year (left) and total exposure BCtot,year (right). 
4.3.3.2 Number of noise measurements necessary for yearly averaged BC 
prediction 
Since bicyclist’s BC exposure is highly sensitive to the meteorology, it is virtually impossible 
to achieve a representative sample of measurements for all possible combinations of local 
traffic and meteorological situations at a given location. Since the noise exposure at location 
i is not sensitive to the BC background concentrations and much less sensitive to wind speed 
and wind direction compared to BC exposure, it is expected that much less measurement 
repetition will be needed to quantify the local noise exposure at location i compared to BC 
exposure. Hence, the measurement error on the yearly averaged BC exposure is also ex-
pected to drop considerably with increasing number of trips. To confirm this expectation, 
the measurement error (standard deviation over all trips divided by the square root of the 
number of trips that contribute to the average) is calculated for each location i with two or 
more passages. Figure 6 shows box plot statistics over all locations of this standard error for 
six parameters: LOLF,i, LHFmLF,i, BCtot,meas,i, BCloc,meas,i, BCtot,year,i and BCloc,year,i as a function of the 
number of passages n. For BCtot,meas,i the standard error is not significantly improving with 
increasing number of passages if the number of passages is below 10, illustrating the high 
meteorology induced variability. That conclusion is also valid for BCloc,meas,i, which is surpris-
ing since a large portion of the meteorological effects is already removed from the dataset 
by adjusting for instantaneous background exposure. For the yearly meteorology adjusted 
BCtot,year,i the standard error is reduced dramatically. With as little as four passages, the Q3 
of the standard error of BCloc,,year,i is smaller than 0.5. µg/m
3. In this dataset 95% of all loca-
tions have a standard error for LOLF below 2.0 dB and result in a standard error below 0.5 
µg/m3 for BCloc,,year,i. For BCtot,,year,i four passages result in a Q3 smaller than 0.7. µg/m
3 and 
90% of all locations in this dataset have a standard error for LOLF below 2.0 dB and result in a 
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standard error below 0.75 µg/m3. Evaluating LOLF within 2 dB accuracy is more than sufficient 
to characterize the yearly averaged traffic related BC exposure.  
 
Figure 4.3.6: Distributions of the standard error by number of passages at location i for LOLF,i, BCtot,meas,i, 
BCloc,meas,i, LHFmLF,i, BCtot,year,i and BCloc,year,i. Drop lines at 1.5 dB and 0.5 µg/m
3
 are added for comparison. 
4.3.3.3 Monthly variation in BC exposure 
In many countries the actual use of bicycles and the time spent outdoors depends on weath-
er conditions and season. Hence, to correctly assess the yearly averaged exposure as well as 
to give advice to reduce personal exposure, one may need to account for the annual varia-
tion in meteorological conditions. In Figure 4.3.7A the evaluation over all trips is presented, 
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while restricting the meteorological weighting to the occurrence of the meteorological con-
ditions for that specific month: BCloc,month,j and BCtot,month,j. The distributions indicate the 
range of the high to low exposure trips. The corresponding monthly meteorological statistics 
for the wind speed and background concentrations are shown in Figure 4.3.7B. Note the 
atypical conditions in December 2011 with high wind speeds and low background exposure. 
The variability of the wind speed by month does not show a strong seasonal pattern, and 
since this is the only meteorological covariate in the GAM model for BCloc,month,j, BCloc,month,j, 
does not show a seasonal pattern either. In this local situation, a yearly representative sam-
ple of wind speeds occurs each month. A strong seasonal effect on the BCtot,year,j is visible, 
expressing the strong seasonal effect of the background exposure. In Figure 4.3.7C the rela-
tive contribution of the background exposure to the local traffic component is shown. In 
summer, the local contribution is almost 75% of the total contribution, in winter it drops to 
50%. For the larger part of the year, the local contribution is more than 60% of the total ex-
posure. 
 
Figure 4.3.7: Monthly variation of the distribution of the local and total BC exposure by trip (A). Background 
BC and Wind speed show the effect of changing meteorological conditions over the year (B). Relative contri-
bution of the local contribution to the total exposure (C). 
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4.3.3.4 City-wide mapping and low exposure routes 
The proposed methodology for data collection uses mobile measurements on bicycle and 
consists of two simultaneous actions: during a limited set of trips BC and noise are measured 
jointly, preferably covering the full range of meteorological conditions and traffic conditions. 
These data are used to tune the coefficients in a local version of the BCloc,temporal model to the 
specific emission of the local vehicle fleet, meteorological conditions and background con-
centrations. The BCloc,temporal model is converted to the yearly meteorology adjusted GAM 
models as described in 4.3.2.1. An extensive mobile noise only measurement campaign can 
be performed to obtain spatial detail for a more extended area. In a numerical example: a 
city-wide participatory campaign with ten cheap noise measurement units, used by one-
hundred participants for two weeks each can be completed in half a year. With a typical bi-
cycle route of 10 km, each measuring their standard route and a set of alternatives will result 
in approximately 100 persons x 20 trips x 10 km or 20,000 km of mobile noise data. If the 
participants’ origins and destinations are well distributed over the investigated city and sub-
urbs, the majority of roads will be sampled adequately. The mobile noise measurements 
result in city-wide noise maps LOLF,i,map and LHFmLF,i,map. Mapping any bicycle trajectory to the 
mobile noise maps (within the extent of the map) and applying the BCloc,temporal results in an 
instantaneous meteorological sensitive estimate of the BC trip exposure. Applying the yearly 
or monthly meteorology adjusted models results in yearly or monthly averaged BC exposure, 
according to the requirements of the application. 
To estimate the potential exposure improvement of alternative route choice, we take a 
closer look at the trips used for deriving the models presented in this article (Figure 4.3.4). 
Figure 4.3.4D and Figure 4.3.4E show that trips performed during rush hour result in differ-
ences in LOLF of up to 10 dB with a matching reduction of over 50% in BCloc,year and 35% in 
BCtot,year. A reference trip with an average LOLF,map,trip of 50 dB and an alternative trip of 46 dB 
will result in a decrease of 1.3 µg/m3, a reduction of 33% for the local traffic component and 
22% on the total exposure in a far from extreme trip change scenario. In interpreting the 
results one should take into account that the travelled routes in this dataset were not opti-
mized to detect the low exposure routes. The travelled routes were by design always switch-
ing from high to low exposure road segments to capture as much variability in traffic for sim-
ilar meteorological conditions within a single trip. A systematic choice for a low exposure 
route for commuting could easily result in a 35 to 60% reduction in personal exposure de-
pending on the season, but this also depends on the specific commute and the available al-
ternatives for that trip.  
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4.3.4 Discussion 
4.3.4.1 Predictive quality of the methodology 
At first sight the GAM models deviance explained is extremely high. When considering the 
procedure and the importance of the wind speed covariate in the spatiotemporal model, this 
is not surprising. All remaining variability that is not explained by the spatiotemporal model 
is -by design- not available in the yearly extrapolation. More important than the fact that the 
gamBCloc,year and gamBCtot,year models are virtually perfect, is that all locations are included, 
even those that were sampled only once or twice, without affecting the quality of the GAM 
model. It was expected that the dataset should be restricted to a minimum number of pas-
sages to build a valid GAM model, but this was clearly not necessary. The quality of the 
model in the locations with low sampling is also visible in Figure 4.3.6E and Figure 4.3.6F. 
75% of the points with only two passages reach a yearly standard error below 500 ngr/m3 for 
the gamBCloc,year and almost 50% reach this value for the gamBCtot,year model. The procedure 
to adjust each individual trip to the yearly averaged meteorological situation is effective. 
Dekoninck et al. (2012) concluded that an estimate of LOLF resulted in a standard error of 
approximately 1.5 dB after ten samples at a specific location in similar traffic conditions. The 
results in this paper show that a standard error of 1.5 dB does not have to be achieved to 
successfully apply this methodology. A standard error of 2.0 dB is more than sufficient to 
result in a valid prediction of the yearly BC exposure, which is achieved with four passages 
for a specific traffic condition. The data showed that it is extremely difficult to achieve a valid 
averaged BC exposure by increasing the number of passages without using the proposed 
modeling approach, as illustrated by the low reduction by number of trips in Figure 4.3.6B 
and Figure 4.3.6C. Noise measurements adequately quantify the local traffic situation and 
enable the disaggregation of the variability in the BC measurements into local traffic related 
and meteorology related contributions. This is valid for the instantaneous model and the 
yearly meteorology extrapolated model. 
4.3.4.2 Comparison with other mobile measurements 
A general review by Bigazzi and Figliozzi (2014) summarized 42 studies on the exposure of 
bicyclists. Fourteen studies addressed BC or EC. The studies are combined and evaluated 
according to the reported differences between high and low exposure road segments. The 
exposure on high exposure segments is 8 times higher than low exposure segments across 
the studies when excluding rural assessments. In the measurements for the instantaneous 
model (reported in BCloc,i,meas) the high exposure locations reach levels up to 25 times the 
low exposure locations when including rural data and up to 10 times when excluding rural 
data (see Figure 4.3.5). The evaluations in the instantaneous model are aggregated by 50 m 
segments. In the review the data is aggregated by physical street segments. The measure-
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ments in the instantaneous model also include high wind speed conditions and extreme 
background conditions, typically not sampled in bicycle campaigns. These differences in the 
measurement setup (spatial detail and sampled meteorological conditions) explain the larger 
detected ranges. Despite the differences in the measurement setup, the measurement rang-
es are comparable with the results in the review.  
4.3.4.3 Potential of background adjusted models 
The additive modelling approach has the potential to be more than a mathematical method 
to disentangle the meteorological and background exposure effects from the local traffic 
contribution. Several authors investigated the particle size distribution in relation to the dis-
tance to the source (Karner et al., 2010, Boogaard et al., 2011, Strak et al., 2011, Kingham et 
al., 2013, Holder et al., 2014). All results show similar trends; closer to the source the size 
distributions show higher numbers of small particles. In health effects of air pollution expo-
sure research, the importance of the particle size and particle count has been investigated 
by different authors (Strak et al., 2010, Seaton et al., 1995). Although the smallest particles 
may enter the body in different ways (e.g. through the olfactory nerve (Oberdorster, 2004)), 
specific health effects or different toxicity estimates (based on particle mass or on particle 
number and size distributions) have proven hard to detect (Osunsanya et al., 2001). The ad-
ditive approach -splitting exposure in background particles (aged and larger) and local con-
tribution (fresh and small)- can be a base for adjusting the exposure to particle size correct-
ed exposures and to verify if high local contributions result in adverse health effects. Quanti-
fying the particle size distribution adjustments for the local and background contribution is 
subject to further research. Similar measurement campaigns measuring UFP particle counts 
or particle size distributions can add significant value in this respect. A smaller measurement 
campaign has already shown that this technique is also valid for UFP (Dekoninck et al., 2015). 
UFP shows a steeper relation to LOLF compared to BC and the additive approach is less sensi-
tive to the background concentrations compared to BC.  
4.3.4.4 Diurnal variability, vehicle fleet composition and policy support 
The main limitation in the presented results is the restriction to rush hour exposure and traf-
fic, the data limitation of the underlying instantaneous model. Since most policy measures 
are mainly focusing on commuting, the presented results are applicable in that context. The 
proven effectiveness of the noise sampling implies that mapping the traffic related exposure 
has the potential to be extended to capture the diurnal variability with only a small exten-
sion of the sampling strategy to include trips outside the rush hour and adding the hour of 
the day as a new dimension in the models. Only few passages on different types of routes 
for different times of the day could reveal the diurnal patterns of the BC exposure. Imple-
menting this technique in other countries and/or continents requires recalibration of the 
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instantaneous model. Vehicle fleet, vehicle fleet evolution, driver behaviour, biking facilities, 
city characteristics, meteorological conditions and air pollution background concentration all 
have their specific influence on the relationship between noise and local traffic related air 
pollution. The sensitivity of the spatiotemporal model at different locations should be evalu-
ated for other dependencies (temperature, humidity etc.). Validating new implementations 
is crucial and will not only illustrate the proposed methodology but will also detect effects of 
different vehicle fleets. This must be seen as one of the most important applications of the 
combined methods (instantaneous modeling and yearly meteorology adjusted maps). The 
instantaneous models will adjust and resolve the bias between the different mobile meas-
urement campaigns for meteorology, background concentrations, route choice and traffic 
dynamics. The remaining difference can be attributed to the different fleet composition. In 
Belgium more than 60% of the vehicles use diesel, a well-known source of BC. Large changes 
in the relationship between noise and BC in other countries are probable and will be rele-
vant for policy decisions in Belgium. Consecutive calibration measurement campaigns are 
relevant to quantify the changes in the vehicle fleet emission over time and require similar 
control over the sampling biases to reveal the vehicle fleet related component in the evolu-
tion of the BC exposure. The effects of changes in the local and the background exposure 
due to changes in the vehicle fleet emission or other BC sources are automatically included 
through the background adjusted approach of the instantaneous model. This leads us to an 
important feature of the mobile noise based traffic assessments. Noise emission of the vehi-
cle fleet is much less sensitive to change over time due to much less restrictive and less ef-
fective legislation for the noise emission of the vehicle fleet. The traffic quantification is 
therefore valid for longer periods of time. Only reduced combined noise-BC measurement 
campaigns are required to reassess the noise-BC relation. In response to local policy based 
traffic changes, small dedicated ‘noise-only’ measurements can reassess the traffic densities 
and traffic dynamics. The burden and costs of performing large air pollution measurement 
campaigns can be reduced significantly while the results cover much larger areas.  
From a scientific point of view, the improvement of personal exposure assessment for bi-
cyclists to traffic related air pollution is the most important goal of this methodological exer-
cise. From the cyclist’s point of view, the awareness of their route choice on the related ex-
posure is the most important aspect. Only if people are aware of an issue, they can react and 
change their behavior accordingly. The main traffic related challenge of the local govern-
ments is reducing car use within cities and promoting a shift to other modes of transporta-
tion. A campaign similar to the proposed setup can inform the public on low exposure routes 
for cyclists and the local government can use this information to improve the quality, availa-
bility and dissemination of the alternative routes. Missing links in the biking network can be 
detected and benefits of investing in these trajectories can be quantified and used in the 
dissemination process. Alternative routes and improved bicycle infrastructure will also re-
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duce the number of bicycle accidents (Reynolds et al., 2009, Vandenbulcke et al., 2014, Mo-
lino et al., 2009).  
4.3.4.5 Multidisciplinary aspects and LURs 
The mobile noise mapping should not be only performed for air pollution assessments but 
can also be a part of extended multidisciplinary evaluations of in-city traffic related liveabil-
ity. Strong synergies exist between local air pollution exposure assessments and traffic noise 
related burdens. Local traffic assessment along the roads near the dwellings improves noise 
annoyance and wellbeing evaluations of the inhabitants (Botteldooren et al., 2010). Mobile 
noise measurements include more detail than calculated noise maps and have the potential 
to add value to all environmental noise related evaluations. They also provide a proxy for 
traffic on low-density roads where no external traffic data is available. An important applica-
tion is the improvement of the traffic related air pollution land-use regression models. The 
mobile noise map provides traffic data for the LUR models on low density roads including 
local traffic dynamics. In the acoustic field, the combination of mobile and fixed noise moni-
toring stations will enable dynamic noise maps (Can et al., 2011, Can et al., 2014). City-wide 
mobile noise evaluation is therefore a strong tool to improve in-city liveability in a multidis-
ciplinary approach. 
4.3.5 Conclusions 
We have successfully extended an instantaneous exposure model for bicyclists to a yearly 
meteorology averaged exposure model. Strong seasonal effects were detected. Mapping the 
local variability of in-traffic exposure to BC for cyclists based on mobile noise measurements 
can be achieved with a small number of passages, since the noise exposure assessments are 
much less influenced by meteorological conditions and are therefore more efficient com-
pared to in-traffic air pollution assessments. Extending the presented models to diurnal ex-
posure models becomes feasible.  
In low background conditions the background BC exposure accounts for less than 25% of 
the bicyclist’s exposure, whereas in high background exposure conditions the contribution is 
40 to 60%. Low exposure route choice can reduce the local traffic exposure with at least 35-
60% depending on the available alternative trajectories and the season. Local governments 
can use mobile noise mapping to support investments in alternative networks for cyclists. 
The results support the potential of the additive approach defining personal exposure as 
the sum of a background contribution and a local traffic contribution. Applying this tech-
nique enables international comparison of both the local traffic related particulate matter 
exposure and the background exposure levels. Applying the methodology on a city-wide 
scale will result in a detailed spatial and accurate yearly averaged exposure map. The influ-
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ence of instantaneous meteorology on air pollution exposure can be quantified through a 
partial participatory sensing campaign measuring one or more traffic related air pollutants 
for the full range of meteorological conditions in parallel to the mobile noise measurement 
campaign mapping the full city. Extrapolation to yearly local and total exposure with or 
without seasonal adjustments is inherently available in the methodology. This low cost 
methodology quantifies the local traffic in an unprecedented spatial resolution and fits in a 
multidisciplinary approach of evaluating and improving personal exposure, liveability, well-
being and health in large urban and suburban context. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several studies show that a significant portion of daily air pollution exposure, in particular 
Black Carbon (BC), occurs during transport. In previous work, a model for the in-traffic expo-
sure of bicyclists to BC was proposed based on spectral evaluation of mobile noise meas-
urements and validated with BC measurements in Ghent, Belgium. In this paper, applicability 
of this model in a different cultural context with a totally different traffic and mobility situa-
tion is presented. In addition, a similar modelling approach is tested for Particle Number 
(PN) concentration.  
Indirectly assessing BC and PN exposure through a model based on noise measurements 
is advantageous because of the availability of very affordable noise monitoring devices. Our 
previous work showed that a model including specific spectral components of the noise that 
relate to engine and rolling emission and basic meteorological data, could be quite accurate. 
Moreover, including a background concentration adjustment improved the model consider-
ably. To explore whether this model could also be used in a different context, with or with-
out tuning of the model parameters, a study was conducted in Bangalore, India. Noise 
measurement equipment, data storage, data processing, continent, country, measurement 
operators, vehicle fleet, driving behaviour, biking facilities, background concentration, and 
meteorology are all very different from the first measurement campaign in Belgium. More 
than 24 hours of combined in-traffic noise, BC, and PN measurements were collected. It was 
shown that the noise-based BC exposure model gives good predictions in Bangalore and that 
the same approach is also successful for PN. Cross validation of the model parameters was 
used to compare factors that impact exposure across study sites. A pooled model (combining 
the measurements of the two locations) results in a correlation of r = 0.84 when fitting the 
total trip exposure in Bangalore. Estimating particulate matter exposure with traffic noise 
measurements was thus shown to be a valid approach across countries and cultures.  
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4.4.1 Introduction 
Particulate matter (PM) is currently regulated in Europe, the US, India and other countries 
based on specific particle size fractions (e.g., PM10, PM2.5). Black Carbon (BC) and Particle 
Number (PN) concentrations are associated with transportation emissions but are typically 
unregulated. The World Health Organization suggests including BC when evaluating traffic-
related health effects (WHO Europe, 2012). Recent epidemiological results for BC suggest 
health effects per mass may be up to 10 times higher than PM10 (Janssen et al., 2011). Re-
search into the health effects of traffic-related particulates is constrained by the stronger 
spatial variability for BC and PN concentrations relative to PM10 and PM2.5. Detailed meas-
urements for near-road settings have shown large spatial gradients for certain aspects of 
particulate air pollution. For example, ultrafine particles and BC show decreases of over 50% 
within the first 150 m from the edge of the road (Karner et al., 2010) and significant street-
to-street differences in PN and BC have been reported by several authors (Boogaard et al., 
2011, Dons et al., 2012-2013).  Building a fixed-site monitoring network for PN and BC to 
provide robust estimates of exposure patterns, would therefore be a daunting task. 
In previous work a novel way to predict a bicyclist’s in-traffic BC exposure was presented 
based on mobile measurements of traffic-related noise and BC in Ghent (Belgium) (Dekon-
inck et al., 2013). The noise-based model yields spatially and temporally precise estimates of 
BC based on traffic noise measurements. The additive model successfully split the BC expo-
sure of a bicyclist into a background component and a local, traffic-related component. The 
local component included the wind speed, a street canyon index and a noise-based charac-
terization of instantaneous traffic volume and dynamics; specifically, an engine throttle noise 
component and a rolling noise component.  
Here we extend our prior work by exploring the same category of modelling (correlating 
real-time measurement of noise with real-time pollution measurements) in Bangalore, India. 
Relevant environmental differences between Bangalore and Ghent include vehicle fleet and 
fuel use, driving patterns, speeds, densities, and behaviour; levels of ambient and traffic-
related noise and pollution, meteorological conditions, and limited biking facilities. Three 
important differences between the current investigation (Bangalore) and the prior investiga-
tion (Ghent) are: (1) a different location, with very different traffic conditions relative to the 
prior study, (2) measurement procedures were automated to allow use by bicyclists unfamil-
iar with the equipment, and (3) we study two pollutants (PN and BC) rather than only BC.  
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4.4.2 Methodology 
4.4.2.1 Measurement equipment and setup 
The original experimental setup for the measurement campaign in Ghent (Dekoninck et al., 
2013) was based on a manually operated smartphone GPS, a Type 1 Noise Level Meter 
(Svantek 959) and a micro-aethalometer. The data was processed and merged manually. 
These labour intensive procedures needed to be automated to enable large scale, low sup-
port measurement campaigns. A low-cost noise measurement setup designed by the acous-
tics group at the Ghent University was modified to enable automated mobile measurements 
at a much lower hardware cost (Can et al., 2011a, Can et al., 2011b, Van Renterghem et al., 
2011, Dauwe et al., 2012). The noise measurement module is extended with a GPS (Haicom 
HI-204 III USB), a micro-aethalometer (AE51, Aethlabs, San Francisco, CA) and a battery for 
off-grid operation (Figure 4.4.1). Software was developed to automatically capture the 1-
second data stream from the micro-aethalometer. The mobile node is designed to be 
mounted on the handlebar of a bicycle. In addition, a condensation particle counter (CPC 
3007, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN) was carried in a backpack by the bicyclist to measure PN. Af-
ter each sampling run the mobile node was connected to the internet and the data was up-
loaded to a database on the server at the University of Ghent. An automated process syn-
chronizes and merges the noise, GPS and BC data based on the timestamp of the mobile 
node. The CPC data was joined with the other data in a separate post-processing sequence. 
 
Figure 4.4.1: Inexpensive mobile noise measurement equipment including the micro-aethalometer and GPS. 
The box containing all instruments is 23cm by 9 cm wide and 17 cm high.  
4.4.2.2 Measurement location, strategy and processing 
Measurements were carried out north of the city center of Bangalore, India, (elevation: 
920m; metropolitan population: ~10 million; land area: 1,276 km2). The mobile measure-
ments were performed while cycling a predefined route around the Armana Nagar neigh-
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bourhood including roads with different traffic conditions instead of the random sampling 
used by Dekoninck et al. (2013). The route was selected to alternate on a regular basis be-
tween high and low traffic roads to assess small scale spatial and temporal differences in 
exposure. The sampling route was completed 15 times during the morning rush-hour and 5 
times in the evening rush-hour during the sampling period (11 November 2013-15 January 
2014; total duration: 24.5 hours). The sampling route is shown in Figure 4.4.2. The sampling 
runs also included stationary roadside measurement to explore the possibility of using sta-
tionary noise measurements. The results of the stationary measurements are not reported 
in this article. Some additional ‘random’ runs (not on the sampling route) were included to 
increase the coverage of small roads in several neighbourhoods.  
 
Figure 4.4.2: Map of the sampling route in Bangalore. The blue star shows the location of the background 
measurement location (BG). 
The noise measurements are performed in one-third octave band spectra, at a sampling rate 
of 8 measurements per second; these sound measurements are later aggregated to 1-
second averages, to match the temporal resolution of the GPS, BC and PN measurements. 
The basic traffic-related noise parameters LOLF(t) and LHFmLF(t) as defined in Dekoninck et al. 
(2013) are then calculated. The parameter LOLF(t) is the sum of the (A-weighted) 100 to 200 
Hz one-third octave bands and describes the engine noise of the nearby traffic at timestamp 
t. It increases with increasing engine throttle, increasing traffic volume, and increasing frac-
tion of heavy vehicles. The second parameter LHFmLF(t) is related to the ratio of rolling noise 
and engine noise. The high frequencies in rolling noise are caused by tire-road interaction 
and are related to the size and pattern of the tire profile and the road surface grain size (see 
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for example Sandberg and Ejsmont, 2002). LHFmLF(t) is defined as the difference between the 
high (1000 to 2000 Hz) and the low frequencies (100 to 200 Hz) in the noise spectrum at 
timestamp t. High levels of LHFmLF(t) indicate that rolling noise dominates over engine noise, 
which indicates higher driving speed.  
The noise, BC and PN measurements are smoothed by applying a running average of 20 
seconds on the 1-second time series. The smoothed 1-second time series are then aggregat-
ed to the mean of each 10-second interval. The data set with 10 second temporal resolution 
is used as input for the exposure models.  
The noise-BC relation is evaluated on the uncorrected standard output of the aethalome-
ter or CPC and reported on this basis in the detailed results, but several BC and PN correc-
tion functions to improve the quality of the data processing are available in the literature. 
Some measurement quality issues were related to bumps along the bicycle route as reported 
in the past by other authors (Apte et al., 2011, Cai et al., 2013). We checked the validity of 
the noise-BC relation for a selection of commonly used correction functions to test the sensi-
tivity of our results. Two correction functions aim at cleaning the short-term time series of 
BC by removing spikes and potentially erroneous aethalometer readings due to vibration 
errors (Apte et al., 2011, Hagler et al., 2011).  Two particle loading correction functions for 
BC and one correction function for PN are applied as well (Virkkula et al., 2007, Kirchstetter 
et al., 2007 and Westerdahl et al., 2007). Each of the correction functions are applied to the 
raw output of the aethalometer or CPC. Where the correction function requires the use of 
the ATN value of the BC measurements it is applied as documented in the references. 
4.4.2.3 Black Carbon: background and local contribution 
The approach used to model the local BC exposure in Dekoninck et al. (2013) was based on 
an adjustment for the background concentration at a fixed measurement site in the official 
air pollution network. Since no fixed BC background measurement stations were available at 
the time of the measurements in Bangalore, an alternative procedure was designed for the 
background adjustment. A second micro-aethalometer was set up in Bangalore near a dwell-
ing in a low exposure area next to a park (background measurement location [BG] shown in 
Figure 4.4.2). The BC concentration at the background location was measured simultaneous-
ly with the mobile concentrations at a one second temporal resolution. At the same site a 
semi-professional meteorological station was set up to acquire wind speed and temperature 
conditions. To mimic the resolution of the background concentrations available in the origi-
nal (Belgium-based) model, the basic statistics of the BC at the background location BG are 
evaluated at a temporal resolution of 15 minutes. Instantaneous values of the in-traffic 
measurements can be lower than the 15 minute background evaluations. Due to the fre-
quent occurrence of episodes with high background exposure concentrations in the Banga-
lore experiment, the background adjustment had to be restricted. A maximum adjustment is 
introduced in the procedure. The background adjustment for Bangalore is thus defined as:  
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 𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑗(𝑡) = max (𝐵𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑤,𝑗(𝑡) − min(𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑐,𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔,15𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑄1,𝑗), 500) (1) 
Where BCbkg,15min,Q1,j is the first quartile of background concentration of the 15 minute in-
terval at the start of the bicycle trip j. The minimum level for the BCloc(t) component was set 
to 500 ng/m3, a slightly higher value than in Belgium. Setting a minimum value is necessary 
to reduce the range of log(BCloc(t)) for episodes with very low exposure. The value BCbkg,limit is 
chosen while evaluating the GAM model on log(BCloc(t)), ensuring a maximum positive effect 
on the prediction of the trip segments with low amounts of local traffic. 
A similar approach was developed for PN. No simultaneous measurements at the back-
ground location were performed since only one CPC 3007 was available. Instead, to adjust 
for day-to-day variability in background concentrations, all instruments were co-located at 
the reference site for 30 minutes before and 30 minutes after each sampling run. This data 
was used to assess the background concentration of PN during the bicycle trip. To be con-
sistent with the background adjustment for BC the average of the first quartile of the 15 mi-
nute periods before and after the measurement period are used to estimate the background 
concentration of PN. The PNloc adjustment is defined as: 
 𝑃𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑗(𝑡) = max (𝑃𝑁𝑟𝑎𝑤,𝑗(𝑡) − min(𝑃𝑁𝑏𝑐,𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑗(𝑃𝑁𝑏𝑘𝑔,15𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑄1), 500) (2) 
Where meanj(PNbkg,15min,Q1) is the mean of the first quartile of the 15 minute intervals at 
the background location before and after the trip j. Variants of the local components are 
calculated for the different correction functions listed in the previous section. 
4.4.2.4 GAM modelling 
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are regression models where smoothing splines are 
used instead of linear coefficients for the covariates. This approach has been found to be 
particularly effective for handling the complex non-linearity associated with air pollution 
research (Dominici et al., 2002, Pearce et al., 2011, Dekoninck et al. 2013). The mathematical 
form of GAM models is reduced to a time stamp of the measurement and a reference to the 
measurement node j and can be written in the form: 
log(𝐵𝐶(𝑡)) = ∑ 𝑠𝑧(𝑣𝑧
𝑛
𝑧=1 (𝑡)) +  𝜀(𝑡) (3) 
Where vz(t) is the z
th covariate evaluated at timestamp t; sz(vz(t)) is the smooth function of 
zth covariate, n is the total number of covariates, and (t) is the corresponding residual with 
var() = 2, which is assumed to be normally distributed. Smooth functions are developed 
through a combination of model selection and automatic smoothing parameter selection 
using penalized regression splines, which optimize the fit and try to minimize the number of 
dimensions in the model. The main advantage of GAM modelling is the possibility to adjust 
for non-linear relationships between the covariate and the outcome. The analysis was con-
structed using the GAM modelling function in the R environment for statistical computing (R 
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development Core Team, 2009) with the package ‘mgcv’ (Wood, 2006). The covariates are 
restricted to LOLF, LHFmLF, wind speed and BC background.  
4.4.3 Results 
4.4.3.1 General statistics and background correction 
Basic statistics of the BC and PN measurements are assembled in Table 1. The distributions 
are presented in Figure 4.4.3A.  The background correction limit BCbkg,limit is set to 6,000 
ng/m3 in this measurement campaign, close to the average background. Higher correction 
limits did not improve the BCloc models.  In contrast to BC, the PN concentrations at the 
background locations are small compared to the in-traffic PN concentration. The PNbkg,limit 
could be set to 16000 pt/cc, close to the maximum of the PN background concentration 
without disturbing the PNloc model. This could express a physical difference between the PN 
and BC particle behaviour at the background location, but also a difference in the measure-
ment technique. Particles coagulate while the distance to the source increases. This strongly 
influences the particle count, but has less influence on mass related measurements. 
 
 P10 P25 Median Mean P75 P90 
BCbkg,15min,Q1 2,993 3,567 4,966 6,687 6,457 10,983 
BCraw(t) 3,347 6,096 12,890 26,240 28,470 59,412 
BCloc(t) 500 2,597 9,284 22,840 25,260 54,956 
PNbkg,15min,Q1 5,070 5,765 8,842 8,854 10,710 13,302 
PNraw(t) 3,786 5,946 12,940 23,210 32,190 59,210 
PNloc(t) 500 500 4,259 15,980 23,570 50,075 
Table 4.4-1: Descriptive statistics of the BC and PN (background, raw and local) datasets in ng/m
3
 for BC, 
pt/cc for PN. 
Box plots of air pollution measurements and the model covariates are shown in Figure 
4.4.3A and Figure 4.4.3B. The wind speed in Bangalore is very low and never exceeded 2 m/s 
(wind speeds during the sampling in Belgium averaged 3 m/s). The noise measurements in 
Bangalore are high with LAeq reaching values over 100 dBA and LOLF reaching 90 dB compared 
to Ghent where these levels were 70 dBA and 65 dB respectively. The difference between 
LAeq and LOLF is shown in Figure 4.4.3C. Differences larger than 25 dB are not unusual in Ban-
galore and are related to the regular use of (high frequency) vehicle horns.  Several reports 
are available on the frequent honking while driving in India (Banerjee et al., 2009, Sen et al., 
2010). No data was removed to accommodate the potential disturbances of the models due 
to the honking. In Figure 4.4.3D the BC10sec(t) concentration is shown as a function of 
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LOLF,10sec(t) as an illustration of the physical relation between noise and particulate matter 
exposure.  
 
Figure 4.4.3: Distributions of the air pollution measurements:  BC and BCloc while biking, BC at the back-
ground location, PN and PNloc while biking and PN at the background (A), distributions of the model covari-
ates, wind speed, LHFmLF, LOLF and LAeq (B), relation between LAeq,10sec and LOLF,10sec (C), relation between BC10sec 
while biking and LOLF,10sec (D). Boxes represent interquartile range; whiskers represent 5
th
 and 95
th
 percentile. 
Plot B shows outliers as dots. 
4.4.3.2 Black Carbon and Particle Number models 
Models of BC and PN were developed using two types of dependent variables: measure-
ments (1) unadjusted and (2) adjusted for background concentrations. The BCraw model is 
based on measured BC concentrations BCraw(t) and investigates the relationship between 
BCraw(t) and the covariates LOLF, LHFmLF, wind speed and the logarithm of the background con-
centration log(BCbkg(t)). The BCloc model is based on background adjusted BC exposure 
BCloc(t) as described in equation (1) and the same set of covariates. The BCloc model investi-
gates the potential to describe the actual BC exposure in an additive model similar to the 
approach in Dekoninck et al., 2013. The parameters of the GAM models are shown in Table 
4.4-2. The quality of a GAM model and the relative strength of its parameters are described 
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by the deviance explained, the intercept, as well as the F-parameter and p-value for each of 
its covariates. Since the number of data points in the models is large compared to the num-
ber of covariates, the degrees of freedom is large and the p-values are in general too small 
to be used to compare the covariates. The F-parameters present the relative strength of the 
covariates instead. In the BCraw model the intercept and the LOLF have similar strength; the 
other covariates are almost ten times less important compared to LOLF. The plots of the 
splines for both models show the relation of the parameter to the outcome log(BCloc) (Figure 
4.4.4, top and second row). In the BCloc model, LOLF is even stronger compared to the BCraw 
model. The influence of the background adjustment is visible in the stronger linearity of the 
spline of the LOLF covariate for smaller LOLF. The relative strength of the wind speed and LHFmLF 
covariate compared to log(BCbkg) in the BCloc model is higher than in the BCraw model illus-
trating the effect of the background adjustment. Compared to Dekoninck et al. (2013), the 
strength of the wind speed covariate is low and this is likely due to the low variability of the 
wind speed in Bangalore during the measurement campaign. Note that the intercept of the 
BCraw model in Bangalore is more than three times the value observed in Ghent and twice 
the value of the BCloc model. The splines in the Bangalore model are similar to the model for 
Ghent.  
 
 BCraw BCloc PNraw PNloc 
 F p-value F p-value F p-value F p-value 
Intercept 9.50 
(13,359 
ng/m3) 
 8.96 
(8,103 
ng/m3) 
 9.54 
(13,800cm-3) 
 8.29 
(3,984 cm-3) 
 
Intercept (t value) 1,050  706  1,079  516  
𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 1,692 <2e-16 1,792 <2e-16 1,421 <2e-16 1,376 <2e-16 
WS 160 <2e-16 121 <2e-16 176 <2e-16 100 <2e-16 
𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹  116 <2e-16 118 <2e-16 187 <2e-16 165 <2e-16 
log (𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔) 136 <2e-16 51 <2e-16     
log (𝑃𝑁𝑏𝑘𝑔)     133 <2e-16 11 6.0e-7 
         
Deviance ex-
plained 
45.7%  43.6%  35.8%  33.6%  
Number of data-
points 
8,819  8, 819  8, 819  8, 819  
Table 4.4-2: Results of the BCraw, BCloc, PNraw and PNloc exposure models 
We also developed a model for particle number concentrations to explore if PN behaves 
similarly to BC. The results are available in Table 4.4-2 and the splines are shown in the two 
bottom rows of Figure 4.4.4. The PNraw and PNloc models behave similarly to the BCraw and 
BCloc models for all covariates. The intercept of the PNraw model is 13.8 x10
3 cm-3 and is re-
duced to 3,900 for the PNloc model due to the background adjustment. LOLF is the strongest 
component in both models; LHFmLF is the second strongest component. The importance of 
the background PN concentration and the wind speed is relatively low in both models and 
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drops in importance in the PNloc model compared to the PNraw model and is more effective 
compared to the BC models. The wind speed covariate is weaker in the PN models than the 
BC models. The strength of the LOLF covariate increases in most of the local models, express-
ing an improved noise-BC/PN relation after background adjustment. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.4: Splines of the four covariates for the BCraw, BCloc, PNraw and PNloc GAM models. Note the differ-
ent scale used for LOLF as compared to the other covariates since this covariate strength is an order of magni-
tude larger compared to the other covariates.  
In Table 4.4-3 the results of the variants of the GAM models for the different correction 
functions are presented. The basic model using unadjusted BC measurements shows the 
highest F-value for the LOLF covariate and the highest deviance explained. The noise-BC rela-
tion is consistent in all other models. In the background adjusted models the strength of LOLF 
increases and the strength of log(BCbkg) decreases; the deviance explained does not increase 
in these models due to loss of resolution in the dataset for low BC exposure. The alternative 
approach, removing the measurements below the instantaneous background does not im-
prove the local models.  
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BC raw models 
Model Intercept F(LOLF) F(WS) F(LHFmLF) F(log(BCbkg)) 
deviance 
explained count AIC 
BC (base) 13,324 1,692 159 115 135 45.7% 8,819 22,204 
BC (Virk) 19,456 1,652 140 119 136 44.9% 8,819 21,772 
BC (Kirch) 20,936 1,595 131 117 126 43.9% 8,819 21,840 
BC (Hagler) 13,039 1,482 126 115 137 43.0% 8,819 23,587 
BC (Apte) 13,165 1,456 150 78 143 46.0% 7,834 19,499 
BC (Hagler+Virk) 18,962 1,385 105 114 133 41.1% 8,819 23,615 
BC (Apte+Kirch) 20,267 1,371 129 79 145 44.3% 7,834 19,269 
BC (Hagler +Kirch) 20,388 1,331 98 112 125 40.1% 8,819 23,741 
BC local models (background adjusted) 
Model Intercept F(LOLF) F(WS) F(LHFmLF) F(log(BCbkg)) 
deviance 
explained Count AIC 
BCloc (base) 7,862 1,792 121 118 50 43.6% 8,819 28,109 
BCloc (Hagler) 7,907 1,750 118 128 57 43.3% 8,819 28,171 
BCloc_(Virk) 13,684 1,673 106 120 77 43.0% 8,819 26,506 
BCloc (Kirch) 15,079 1,605 102 119 75 42.0% 8,819 26,417 
BCloc_(Hagler+Virk) 13,655 1,599 100 130 81 42.2% 8,819 26,810 
BCloc (Apte) 7,646 1,589 137 81 53 44.5% 7,834 24,624 
BCloc (Hagler +Kirch) 15,023 1,529 95 128 78 41.2% 8,819 26,773 
BCloc (Apte+Kirch) 14,459 1,416 113 87 86 42.9% 7,834 23,149 
PN models (raw + background adjusted) 
Model Intercept F(LOLF) F(WS) F(LHFmLF) F(log(PNbkg)) 
deviance 
explained count AIC 
PN (base) 13,800 1,421 176 187 133 35.8% 8,819 21,724 
PNloc (base) 3,984 1,376 100 165 11 33.6% 8,819 32,600 
PN (Westerdahl) 14,045 1,422 175 185 132 35.8% 8,819 21,828 
PNloc (Westerdahl) 4,004 1,401 100 164 11 33.6% 8,819 32,714 
Table 4.4-3: GAM model evaluation for the BCraw and BCloc models for different correction and loading 
functions, sorting based on F(LOLF). The models based on the unadjusted data from Table 2 are added as a 
“base” case to allow for comparison. The abbreviated names relate to the first authors of the applied correc-
tion functions as listed in paragraph 2.2. 
4.4.3.3 International comparison of the noise-based models 
Upon completion of data collection in Bangalore it was possible to compare model results 
from Belgium and India. To make this comparison the total BC exposure is reconstructed by 
applying the prediction function of the GAM local models on an identical sequence of LOLF 
while keeping other covariates constant and adding a background adjustment for the match-
ing location. Wind speed was set to 1 m/s, LHFmLF to 5 dB (relatively low traffic speed) and the 
street canyon index (Belgium-based model only) is set to a value that represents an urban 
environment (0.7). As background exposure the median of the difference between BCraw and 
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BCloc is used for each location. The results are plotted in Figure 4.4.5A for Ghent and Banga-
lore; predictions outside the range of measured values are shown as dashed lines. The mod-
el in Bangalore lacks resolution for the small LOLF values, resulting in an almost constant ex-
posure below 65 dB. The BC concentrations in Bangalore are almost exponential for the 
higher values of LOLF. A second observation is that for the range of 50 to 70 dB, BC concentra-
tions in Ghent are higher compared to Bangalore. In addition, a third model was developed 
for pooled data from the two sampling campaigns (giving each dataset equal weight in the 
GAM model). The pooled data model could only include covariates that were available in 
both cities and is therefore restricted to LOLF, wind speed and LHFmLF. The authors are aware 
that the pooled data model implies similar noise-BC emission relations for both locations, 
despite the extremely different fleet composition. Higher air pollution emission could relate 
to the noise emission of the vehicles and is assumed valid within the scope of this compari-
son. In Figure 4.4.5B; the resulting simulations are presented for the pooled model with the 
local matching BC background (3,600 ng/m3 for Bangalore and 1,600 ng/m3 for Ghent). The 
simulation is evidently higher for Bangalore compared to Ghent over the full range.  
 
Figure 4.4.5: Comparison of Ghent and Bangalore BC prediction for fixed wind speed and LHFmLF values, 
dashed lines present extrapolated results outside the measured range of LOLF (A) and the BC prediction by 
location based on the pooled data model with matching background adjustment by location (B).  
The second step to compare the Ghent and Bangalore models is to perform a cross valida-
tion by predicting the measurements in Ghent with the model based on the measurements 
in Bangalore and vice versa and predicting both measurement campaigns with the pooled 
data model. The predicted exposure is aggregated for each sampling trip and compared to 
the actual measurements for that trip (see Figure 4.4.6). The measured vs. modelled predic-
tion correlations are weaker when transferring models between cities; this result parallels 
the LOLF-BC relationship for the two models shown in Figure 4.4.5A. The slope and absolute 
prediction of the Ghent trips is lower due to the underestimates of the Bangalore model for 
LOLF of 50 to 70 dB; the opposite effect is visible for the trips in Bangalore predicted with the 
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Ghent model for LOLF larger than 70 dB. The pooled data model is almost identical to the 
Ghent model for LOLF below 70 and performs well on the Ghent trips. The combined model 
improves the prediction of the Bangalore trips compared to the Bangalore model significant-
ly due to the improvement of resolution in the combined model for LOLF below 70 dB. The 
pooled data better specifies the LOLF parameter and improves the prediction for the Banga-
lore data despite the fact little data was collected in Bangalore below 70 dB. This results in 
correlation of 0.84 for the total trip exposure fit with the pooled model. 
 
Figure 4.4.6: Trip-based comparison and cross validation of the Ghent and Bangalore models. Each dot repre-
sents the total predicted exposure by trip compared to the measurement. The green line indicates the per-
fect fit; the red line presents the linear fit on the total trip exposure predictions. Correlations (Pearson and 
Spearman) and linear fit parameters of the trip prediction are shown for each plot. 
4.4.4 Discussion 
A monitoring campaign was conducted for independently cross validating a previously de-
signed model for predicting cyclist exposure to black carbon on the basis of noise measure-
ments (Dekoninck et al., 2013) in a completely different socio-economic context. The results 
show that indeed the exposure to noise and black carbon are significantly higher in Banga-
lore, India, than in Ghent, Belgium. The bicyclist’s exposure to BC in Bangalore exceeds the 
exposure in Belgium by a factor of four. The range of noise levels observed is at least 10 dBA 
higher. The observed between-city difference in the range of measured LOLF could be due to 
a variety of factors. The first candidate is the fleet composition; the number of motorcycles 
and motorcycle-like vehicles is large compared to Belgium and the individual vehicle noise is 
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high. There are few noise regulations and reducing the individual-vehicle noise is not consid-
ered a priority in India. The second candidate is the lack of bicycle facilities. During sampling 
the cyclists travelled among other vehicles (especially close to motorcycles). Since the con-
centrations of BC increase exponentially with smaller distance to the tail-pipe, cyclists in In-
dia are exposed to less-diluted exhaust emissions and comparatively high noise levels. 
In addition to the context, the monitoring campaign conducted in Bangalore also differed 
slightly in design from previous measurements. An important technical difference is the use 
of consumer grade microphones and data acquisition rather than high-quality IEC class 1 
graded measurement equipment. As we stated before, using noise as a proxy for particulate 
air pollution is beneficial because noise measuring equipment is significantly cheaper. How-
ever this difference in cost is not high unless noise measurements can be done with con-
sumer grade equipment. It has been shown previously that consumer electrets can be used 
for traffic noise monitoring over long time intervals (Van Renterghem et al., 2011) but it is 
also known that these devices may exhibit noise floors of 35 to 40 dBA. Comparing these 
values to the range of observations in Figure 4.4.3 it becomes clear that they will cause no 
deviations in measurements of noise in streets. The new back-end database and internet 
based communication with the mobile measurement equipment showed that it is possible 
to seamlessly collect, manage and process measurements of noise and particulate matter 
simultaneously. The automated post-processing of the measurements resulted in quick re-
porting allowing evaluation of the progress of the measurement campaign on a daily basis. 
The monitoring campaign in Bangalore has shown the feasibility of internet-based meas-
urement campaigns for noise and air pollution with low latency data storage and processing 
distributed across the globe (India, Belgium, USA). 
Based on a one-year dataset of commuting noise and black carbon measurements, two 
parameters derived from the noise spectrum were found to be most suitable for explaining 
10 second aggregated BC exposure of cyclists: LOLF and LHFmLF. In addition, it was found that 
including wind speed measured at a nearby weather station and an indicator for the street 
geometry – expressing how strong it resembles a canyon – improved the performance of the 
proposed GAM model.  In the current study, street geometry could not be included. Never-
theless, the goodness of fit of the GAM model extracted in this study confirms that the 
choice of (noise) parameters is valid also in a completely different socio-cultural context. 
With this fixed choice of noise parameters, the proposed prediction of in-traffic exposure to 
black carbon can thus be used in a variety of international settings using a small dataset of 
combined noise and BC measurements to validate the model coefficients. Aethalometer-
based black carbon measurements are sensitive to measurement error and therefore several 
corrections and loading functions have been proposed in literature (Apte et al., 2011, Hagler 
et al., 2011, Virkkula et al., 2007, Kirchstetter et al., 2007 and Westerdahl et al., 2007). It was 
found (Table 3) that the choice of correction and loading function has a limited influence on 
the model coefficients and hardly affects model performance (deviance explained and AIC). 
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The model is robust against these corrections. A possible explanation for this is that the 
model already smooth out most of the measurement errors that are also eliminated by the 
aforementioned corrections. 
Based on the theoretical consideration that measured levels of BC have both a local 
origin, mainly caused by traffic, and a more regional origin including industrial, heating, and 
distant traffic, the measured BC concentration is split in a local and a background concentra-
tion. The rationale for treating a background contribution separately in the proposed models 
is that noise levels could be an indicator for the local traffic contribution to the overall level 
but are not expected to be indicative for the origin of background contributions. However, it 
has also been pointed out that a measured background concentration could also be a good 
indicator for dispersion of air pollutants in general since it strongly depends on weather 
conditions (Dominici et al, 2002). In the proposed models the former is included by subtract-
ing the background from the raw measurement data, the latter is partially captured by a 
multiplicative factor included as a log(BCbkg) factor in the GAM model for log(BCloc). The fac-
tor log(BCbkg) in the GAM model for log(BCraw) is added to illustrate the effect of the additive 
approach in the models. Because of the strong non-linearity of the GAM, there is no strict 
separation between additive and multiplicative. Yet, the fact that the strength of the 
log(BCbkg) factor decreases once an additive correction for background has been applied in-
dicates that the additive approach is valid. It results in a model explaining 45.6% of variance 
and could therefore be a valid alternative for the explicit background correction introduced 
in Section 2.3. An important issue however is how well the background measurements cap-
ture the background exposure variation due to long term meteorological conditions. Here, 
the background measurement location is inside the city of Bangalore and might be influ-
enced by the diurnal pattern of in city traffic related air pollution exposure partially masking 
the long term background conditions. The quality and the properties of the BC background 
measurement location are important when employing an additive modelling approach. Still, 
this method for taking into account background concentrations could serve as a source of 
inspiration for mobile air pollution measurement processing in general.  
A model using the same noise parameters was also established for particle number. The 
variance explained by this model is somewhat lower than for the BC model. PN concentra-
tion is also mainly related to traffic exhaust, but even more variable than BC, the lower vari-
ance explained is therefore expected. The background adjustment did not require strong 
restrictions through PNbkg,limit to achieve a performant BCloc model. This suggests a different 
spatial behaviour of the relation between local and background exposures for PN compared 
to BC. BC background is probably more sensitive to local non-traffic related exposure com-
pared to PN. Also physical differences between the two quantities could explain this differ-
ence. BC is mass based and does not distinguish between the sizes of the particles. PN is 
known to increase near  tail-pipes and decreases strongly due to the coagulation processes 
at larger distances from the source, reducing the number of particles faster with distance 
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from the source compared to mass based quantities. The meteorological situation is there-
fore likely to have less influence on the background PN compared to background BC. The 
noise-PN relationship can be stronger compared to noise-BC relationship.  
When comparing the models for Ghent and Bangalore, it is clear that the Bangalore mod-
el lacks observations for LOLF below 65 dB and overestimates BC below that level as com-
pared to the model for Ghent (Figure 4.4.5). Similarly, the dataset collected in Ghent lacks 
observations with LOLF above 70 dB which results in underestimation of BC concentration at 
high noise levels in an extrapolated model. Extracting model parameters from the pooled 
data (Figure 4.4.5B) results in a single smooth relationship which is indicative for a common 
ground truth in the relationship between LOLF and log(BC). When cross-validating the average 
exposure to BC during bicycle trips by comparing model predictions to measurements some 
interesting conclusions can be drawn. As expected, the correlation between model and 
measurement decreases when model coefficients from the other area are used. However, 
using the model based on pooled data, the correlation improves for the Bangalore trips 
(Figure 4.4.6 bottom right) while it does not deteriorate for the Ghent data (Figure 4.4.6 top 
right) both compared to the correlation with the model based on local data. This suggests a 
strong underlying relationship between noise and BC concentrations capable of distinguish-
ing spatial variability beyond the disturbance of background and meteorological effects on 
the air pollution exposure measurements.  
The authors suggest extending these measurement campaigns and using similar ap-
proaches for other traffic-related air pollutants in different countries. The quality of the 
background measurement site is an issue worth further investigation for future international 
deployment of this approach. Detecting and quantifying the contribution of the local traffic 
to the instantaneous exposure in environments where emissions from local traffic are low as 
compared to the ambient concentrations is crucial to improve the models. This can and 
should be achieved by several adjustments in the measurement setup. Extending the meas-
urements to more variable meteorological conditions and extending the scope of the meas-
urements to cover more spatial variability are two potential improvements. This technique 
attributes mobile measurements based on physical parameters, adding value to the current 
practice of manual qualification of traffic based on video footage. The simultaneous noise 
measurements add knowledge to the exposure measurements in an unprecedented tem-
poral resolution enabling the disentanglement of the variation of the in-traffic exposure into 
a local traffic related component, the meteorological influences and background exposure. It 
also enables the use of random sampling in participatory measurement campaigns since the 
traffic is instantaneously documented in space and time. As illustrated in the Table 4.4-3, the 
technique can be used in the future to compare the BC correction functions, potentially dis-
tinguishing between short term variation related to actual physical changes in the instanta-
neous exposure and variation related to instrumentation errors. 
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4.4.5 Conclusions 
Exposure to traffic-related air pollution is strongly related to local traffic dynamics which can 
be characterized by spectral noise measurements. The physical relationship between noise 
and particulate air pollution was confirmed using an inexpensive noise measurement node in 
an entirely different socio-cultural setting (Bangalore, India) than previous work in Belgium 
with high-quality noise measurement equipment. The consumer grade noise measurement 
setup results in mobile noise measurements that are accurate enough to predict air pollution 
exposure. The full technical setup consisting of inexpensive measurement nodes combined 
with a back-end database and data post-processer enabled fast and accurate in-traffic sam-
pling and reporting. Despite the significant differences between the local traffic conditions in 
Ghent, Belgium and Bangalore, India the mobile BC models behave similar. Moreover, trip 
exposure estimates based on a model fitted on pooled data from both monitoring cam-
paigns correlates better with measurements. Sampling strategy has a strong impact on the 
properties of the models, low exposure route sampling is as important in the measurement 
campaigns as achieving proper quantification along the high exposure roads. Splitting the 
measurements in an instantaneous background concentration and a local contribution gave 
similar results as in previous work; however, high background concentrations can reduce the 
spatial resolution of the method in low exposure streets. The characteristics of the back-
ground measurement location have a strong impact on the additive modelling approach and 
should be carefully considered in future projects. As an alternative, introducing background 
concentration as a log-additive term in the GAM model also increased the explained vari-
ance in a way that is partly complementary to separating background concentrations in an 
additive way. 
Implementing this technique in places where only a few parameters change has the po-
tential to disaggregate the effects of factors influencing in-traffic exposure (e.g., vehicle 
fleet, biking facilities, driving behaviour and meteorology). For example, in the case of Bel-
gium with its high number of diesel vehicles, a comparison with a similar European city but 
with a different fleet mix could allow for the quantification of the impact of diesel fuel relat-
ed policy.  
An identical model with the same noise covariates is valid as well for the mobile PN 
measurements, extending the potential of the methodology. The first results on PN for the 
additive modelling approach suggest that PN is less sensitive to properties of the background 
measurement location compared to BC. The international validation of this method for two 
important traffic-related pollutants (BC and PN) demonstrates the potential to evaluate 
within-city spatial patterns of particulate air pollution based on noise measurements in a 
variety of urban settings.  
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4.5 Instantaneous in-vehicle BC exposure. 
This section will be submitted in an adjusted form as a full research paper. 
 
ABSTRACT 
Several studies have shown that a significant amount of daily air pollution exposure is in-
haled during trips. We set-up a campaign during which car drivers assessed their own expo-
sure under real conditions. 223 hours of data was collected. In-vehicle exposure is highly 
dynamical and is strongly related to the local traffic dynamics. An extensive set of potential 
covariates including wind speed, temperature, background concentrations, vehicle speed, 
acceleration, relative speed to the local speed limit, traffic counts are investigated in a tem-
poral resolution of 10 seconds. Traffic data is retrieved directly from traffic databases and 
indirectly by attributing the trips to LDEN noise maps as an alternative proxy.  
Modelling by generalized additive models (gam) shows strong non-linear effects for me-
teorology, traffic dynamics and traffic count attribution. A diurnal traffic count attribution 
fails to predict the diurnal patterns of the in-vehicle exposure. Comparing the strength of 
traffic and noise map based traffic attribution reveals significant potential for noise attribu-
tion. External validation showed strong discrepancies. Only half of the absolute level of the 
exposure in a four year old validation set could be explained with the model despite high 
correlation (0.8). Several potential biases were identified. The recent implementation of the 
EU PM Euro 5 emission standard can explain between 30% and 40% of the discrepancy be-
tween the two participatory campaigns. This change matches the evolution of the passenger 
car fleet in Belgium (80% of the vehicle-km are driven with diesel). 
Instantaneous modelling at high temporal resolution can provide successful prediction 
models without the need of disentangling the underlying complex interaction of the relevant 
covariates. Noise maps are a valid proxy for in-vehicle exposure mapping. 
4.5.1 Introduction 
Exposure to particulate matter is currently regulated in PM standards that only distinguish 
between the size of the particles (PM10, PM2.5…). The soot fraction, Black Carbon (BC) is the 
part of the PM directly related to combustion processes and is not yet regulated. Recent 
evidence, summarized by the world health organization, documents the relevance of BC for 
evaluating traffic related health effects (WHO Europe, 2012). Recent epidemiological results 
for BC suggest health effects per mass may be up to 10 times higher than PM10 (Janssen et 
al., 2011). Large personal exposure measurement campaigns prove the relevance of the in-
traffic exposure contribution (Dons et al., 2011, 2012). Further research into health effects is 
hampered by the difficulty to measure or model the actual personal exposure to BC. An im-
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portant reason for this is the strong spatial variability of BC compared to PM10 (Karner et al., 
2010).. Assessing exposure in vehicles is a complex issue, reported extensively by several 
authors, each investigating a subset of relevant parameters. Outdoor concentrations are 
reported to be very dynamic along trajectories. An extensive study on bicyclists Black Carbon 
exposure detect local changes of a factor 15 to 20 only due to changing local traffic dynamics 
and instantaneous meteorology (Dekoninck et al., 2013). Especially in the immediate vicinity 
of traffic lights and complex traffic situations high exposure levels were found. Other authors 
reported similar effects based on road classification for different air pollutants (Dons et al. 
2013, Hudda et al, 2012).  
Ventilation settings and influence of vehicle speed on the ventilation is addressed by sev-
eral authors (Hudda et al., 2011, Knibbs et al., 2010, Fruin et al., 2011). When investigating 
the effect of ventilation settings the lag between outdoor and indoor concentrations chang-
es. An extensive literature study on the ventilation settings and effects of in-vehicle expo-
sure result in an important conclusions. With ‘outdoor air ventilation’ settings, outdoor ex-
posure changes are registered very fast inside the vehicle. Lags between 30 and 60 seconds 
are detected. The driving force of the personal exposure inside the vehicle will be the out-
side concentration.  
The first instantaneous in-vehicle personal exposure models are based on traffic counts, 
road types, the number of lanes, speed of the traffic and a set of meteorological parameters 
(Carslaw, 2007). The largest study is based on about 300 kilometres of data on a predefined 
route covering a period of six weeks (Li et al, 2013). The authors focus on the comparison of 
linear models and gam models in their attempts to model the in-vehicle exposure. They con-
clude that the gam models capture more of the non-linear features in the highly diverse set 
of exposure descriptors. The model is adjusted by road classification and does not attempt 
to describe the local traffic dynamics. The authors also mention lack of instantaneous traffic 
data and tested the use of more general traffic parameters such as the annual average daily 
traffic (AAWT, only weekdays). Effort to predict instantaneous particulate matter exposure 
in-vehicle have not been very successful at this point due to the interactions between mete-
orological conditions, local traffic dynamics, ventilation settings, vehicle properties, etc.. 
In this work, we attempt to build a LUR model with high spatial and temporal resolution. 
Spatiotemporal modelling of bicyclist’s black carbon exposure based on simultaneous noise 
measurements proved to be successful (Dekoninck et al., 2013). A similar approach will now 
be tested for the in-car micro-environment. An important feature of noise maps is the high 
spatial resolution of the calculations,. The sources and receivers are positioned with a spatial 
detail of meters, a spatial detail that is rarely available in air pollution maps. These types of 
noise maps are available for all major cities and all major roads in Europe through the envi-
ronmental noise directive of the European Committee (END; (European Commission 
2002/49/EC)). A strong synergy is possible if the noise maps can also be used for personal air 
pollution assessments. A few research questions will be addressed in this paper: How does 
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the in-vehicle exposure relate to the different spatial and temporal covariates? Can a noise 
map be a proxy for the traffic attribution? Can a reduced model be built without including 
local traffic dynamics derived from the GPS tracking? Section 4.5.2 addresses the measure-
ment campaign, the methodology and the definition of the covariates. Section 4.5.3 will pre-
sent the data exploration and the models. In section 4.5.4 an external validation is per-
formed and the discrepancies are investigated in detail. Results are discussed in section 
4.5.5. 
4.5.2 Methodology 
4.5.2.1 Measurement equipment and setup 
A low-cost noise measurement setup enables automated mobile measurements at a much 
lower hardware cost (Can et al., 2011a, Can et al., 2011b, Van Renterghem et al., 2011, 
Dauwe et al., 2012). The noise measurement module is extended with a GPS (Haicom HI-204 
III USB), a micro-aethalometer (AE51, Aethlabs, San Francisco, CA) and a battery. Software 
was developed to automatically capture the 1-second data stream from the micro-
aethalometer. After a set of measurements, the mobile node was connected to the internet 
and the data uploaded to a database. An automated process synchronizes and merges the 
noise, GPS and BC data based on the timestamp of the mobile node. Within this evaluation 
only the BC and the GPS data are used. The equipment was used in an exposure experiment 
in Bangalore, India. More details on the equipment can be found in Dekoninck et al, 2015 
(see also 0).  
To model real life exposure conditions, a ‘un-controlled’ participatory campaign is per-
formed with little knowledge on the vehicle types and personal preferences of the drivers 
towards the ventilation settings. Nine volunteers carried the equipment on the passenger 
seat while travelling their typical trajectories. Two of the people are sales representatives, 
travelling long distances. The participants perform their commutes within their daily behav-
iour. The measurements cover a full year and the whole region of Flanders. Rush hour and 
off-peak traffic situation are sampled. The in-vehicle measured exposure is evaluated every 
10 seconds. 340 individual car trips were performed during weekdays with a total measure-
ment time of 223 hours between December 2012 and November 2013. The random trips 
result in an uncontrolled combination of multiple variables: meteorological conditions, back-
ground concentration, number of measurements during the different episodes during the 
day, route choice, actual ventilation settings, participants vehicle fleet and so on. The da-
taset is assumed to express real-life use and traffic conditions. The measurements are at-
tributed with meteorology and background concentrations; local traffic dynamics are added 
through the GPS tracking. Traffic is attributed from various spatial and spatiotemporal data 
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sources. An LDEN noise map will be used as a proxy for the local traffic attribution and is com-
pared with the traffic count on the road segments.  
4.5.2.2 Model covariates 
The BC measurements are attributed with a set of potential relevant attributes for detailed 
analysis. In this section we provide a short summary of the covariates, more information on 
the basic data sources is available in Appendix B; detailed information on the pre-processing 
of the in-vehicle data is available Appendix E. Traffic dynamics related parameters, speed 
and acceleration, are deduced from the GPS positions. The wind speed and temperature are 
retrieved from the closest of five meteorological stations. The meteorological data was 
made available by the royal meteorological institute of Belgium. The BC background concen-
trations are retrieved from a background measurement location (Linkeroever-Antwerpen, 
ref 40AL01). Traffic is available as an hourly average by day of the week and includes the 
diurnal pattern. Traffic is available on 80,000 links in the Flemish area with a resolution of 
roads connecting the smallest villages. The traffic is linked to the segments to match the 
closest road. The speed limit of the road is retrieved from the same dataset. The alternative 
traffic attribution is based on a regional noise map (MIRA 2013), based on the same traffic 
data (data for the year 2012). The yearly changes in traffic are typically below 1 percent per 
year and 2012 data are therefore representative for the measurement period. The noise 
map is the LDEN with correction for the day, evening and night exposure as requested by END 
noise directive. This is a single value for each point in space, not including diurnal details. 
This type of noise map is chosen because it is available for all major agglomerations of the 
European community and available for each road with more than 60,000 vehicles per year 
and for all cities with more than 50.000 inhabitants since the end of 2014. An example of the 
spatial detail of the noise map is available in Appendix B. 
Next to the strong potential local contribution of the traffic on the in-vehicle exposure, 
more macroscopic dynamics can be expected. Large cities with many roads and higher traffic 
densities also coincide with increased activities with mid-range impacts on the background 
levels. To accommodate this mid-range spatial variability, a PM10 air pollution map with a 
resolution of five kilometres is used for the Flemish region (see Appendix B). Also the street 
canyon effect is included in the models based on a custom build street canyon index as was 
defined in previous work (supplementary data of Dekoninck et al., 2013 and Appendix B).  
4.5.2.3 GAM modelling 
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are regression models where smoothing splines are 
used instead of linear coefficients for the covariates. This approach has been found to be 
particularly effective for handling the complex non-linearity associated with air pollution 
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research (Li et al., 2013, Carslaw, 2007). The additive model in the context of spatial expo-
sure modelling can be written in the form: 
log(𝐵𝐶𝑗(𝑡)) =  ∑ 𝑠𝑧
𝑛
𝑧=1 (𝑣𝑧,𝑗(𝑡)) +  𝜀𝑥,𝑗(𝑡)   (3) 
Where vz is the z
th covariate evaluated for trip j at time stamp t; sz(vz,j(t)) is the smooth 
function of zth covariate, n is the total number of covariates, and x,j(t) is the corresponding 
residual with var(x,j(t)) = 
2, which is assumed normally distributed. Smooth functions are 
developed through a combination of model selection and automatic smoothing parameter 
selection using penalized regression splines, which optimize the fit and try to minimize the 
number of dimensions in the model. The main advantage of GAM modelling is the possibility 
to adjust for non-linear relationships between the covariate and the outcome. The analysis 
was constructed using the GAM modelling function in the R environment for statistical com-
puting (R development Core Team, 2009) with the package ‘mgcv’ (Wood, 2006).  
4.5.3 Data exploration and models 
In appendix E.2.1, the lag between the instantaneous traffic conditions and the in-vehicle 
exposure is investigated. The model using an accumulated lag of 60 seconds shows the high-
est deviance explained. The accumulated lag is the average of six 10 second values at and 
after the evaluated timestamp, referred to as LAG60. Also a weighting function based on the 
exposure levels is applied to increase the predictive strength on trip total exposure. The da-
taset contains few extreme exposure values and this weighting is chosen to achieve a high 
trip fit predictions (see Figure 4.5.2, details in the next paragraph). All results are based on 
the LAG60 exposure dataset, this model is referred to as BC_LAG60_WBC, the model with all 
covariates, an implemented lag of 60 seconds and weighting applied to the BC to reach 
proper trip fits. First the non-linear exposure in-vehicle characteristics are presented and 
commented. In the second section the different traffic attributes are compared.  
4.5.3.1 Non-linear in-vehicle exposure characteristics  
In this section the model BC_LAG60_WBC is presented including all covariates. The strength 
of the different covariates is available in appendix E, Table 1. The aim is to illustrate the vari-
ability in the measurements and map the specific non-linear characteristics of all the covari-
ates to the potential origins of the in-vehicle exposure variation. The hourly traffic counts 
and noise attribution are presented within a single model to illustrate the relative behaviour 
and strength (Figure 4.5.2).  
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Figure 4.5.1: Splines of the BC_LAG60_WBC gam model, expressing the non-linear properties of the covari-
ates. The local traffic dynamics are shown in A, B and C, the meteorological covariates in D, E and F, the traf-
fic related covariates in G, H and I. The temporal background exposure level in J, the general spatial related 
attributes in K and L. 
The speed relative to the speed limit (speedrel) shows a maximum when speedrel is below 
0.5. The peak can relate to dynamic traffic with start- and stops and/or congested traffic. 
Short distances between vehicles in these traffic conditions and changes PM emission dy-
namics result in higher in-vehicle concentrations. The acceleration is the weakest covariate 
and highly sensitive to the quality of the GPS readings but behaves as expected; increased 
levels when accelerating and decreased levels with moderated deceleration. Strong deceler-
ation, related to actual stops in traffic, shows high variability that can relate to the short dis-
tance to source when waiting and idling in a queue at a traffic light. The bulk of the data 
shows little or no acceleration and this is reflected in the very low strength of the covariate. 
The actual speed (speedact) shows higher values at low speeds and higher values at high 
speed. The increased levels at low speed can find their origin in congested traffic as well. The 
reduction of in-vehicle exposure at high speeds could be linked to the higher efficiency of 
the ventilation systems at higher speed as mentioned by Xu (Knibbs, 2010, Xu et al., 2011). 
Higher speeds also relate to free flow traffic with higher distances between the vehicles. 
Other interactions with other covariates are also possible, the actual speed does for example 
also relate to the type of road travelled. Speedact is lower in strength compared to speedrel, 
expressing the different and often contradicting driving forces for this covariate. 
The in-vehicle exposure decreases with high wind speeds as expected (Li et al., 2013, 
Carslaw et al., Xu et al, 2011). Wind speed is by far the strongest covariate. The temperature 
shows a distinctive and complex pattern. Very low temperatures and moderate tempera-
tures result in high exposure, low and very high temperatures result in lower exposure. The 
high exposure at very low temperatures can relate to the cold periods with high background 
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levels, stable atmosphere and/or due to cold start increased vehicle emission. The high ex-
posure for moderate temperatures and the lower exposure for the highest temperatures can 
be linked to the changing ventilation settings. At moderate temperatures fresh outdoor air is 
enough for cooling and refreshing the vehicle interior, at higher temperatures air condition 
is turned on and changes the air flow to recirculation with strong effects on the in-vehicle 
concentration (Xu and Bin, 2014, Lee et al., 2014). Relative humidity shows increased levels 
at high values. This potentially links to the light scattering properties of water saturated BC 
particles which can trigger an increased response in the µ-aethalometer (Cai et al., 2013). Xu 
and Bin reported a reduced efficiency of vehicle cabin air filter in humid conditions (Xu et al., 
2014). 
The large scale spatial covariate (K) introduced in the model through the PM10 map has an 
interesting feature. For low values, the covariate is not significant but at high levels -typically 
near the major cities- adds value to the model, expressing augmented in-vehicle concentra-
tions in larger cities. This links to the higher density of roads and traffic in and around the 
cities through several mechanisms (higher urban background, increased traffic congestion, 
etc.). The street canyon index correlates with the PM10 map but adds spatial detail compared 
to PM10. 
The two traffic related data sources, LDEN and weighted traffic Trafwgt, are similar in 
strength despite the fact that LDEN is only a spatial covariate and Trafwgt is a spatiotemporal 
covariate. The hourOfDay covariate expresses the expected pattern, including the higher 
concentrations in the morning rush hour, compared to the evening rush hour, matching the 
well-known diurnal pattern of PM. It is also possible that this pattern is a result of increased 
emission related to stronger traffic dynamics in the morning rush hour. The traffic related 
covariates will be investigated in detail in section 4.5.3.2. 
To evaluate the models a standardized graphical report is designed, including four charts: 
an evaluation of the total trip exposure estimate and the average trip exposure estimate as a 
function of the measurements, the relative trip fit results for the all trips in the dataset and a 
similar evaluation by participant. Models should result in good correlations between meas-
urement and simulation and show a narrow distribution of the relative fit prediction and be 
independent of the participant. 
The model fitting strength is tested by evaluating the total and average trip prediction 
versus the measured BC trip exposure. The results are presented in Figure 4.5.2. The total 
trip prediction is strong, but the slope of the linear fit on the average trip exposure predic-
tion is somewhat lower (0.63).  
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Figure 4.5.2: Trip fitting evaluation of the model BC_LAG60_WBC: Total trip fit versus measurement (A), 
average trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution by 
person. 
4.5.3.2 Comparing traffic related data sources 
The next focus is on the comparison of the strength of the traffic related data sources and 
how they correlate with the diurnal pattern of the BC exposure. The spatial covariates with a 
direct relation to road categorization are not included because we want to investigate only 
the effect of the traffic covariates. The traffic data is available in two variants: the hourly 
traffic attribution Trafwgt and a daily average for weekdays (TAAWTwgt). The first one includes 
a diurnal pattern; the TAAWTwgt is a single value valid for a weekday at a certain road seg-
ment. The alternative traffic data are the noise covariates LDEN and LDAY. The LDAY covariate is 
LDEN including a diurnal correction based on an average diurnal traffic pattern expressed in 
dBA (see Appendix E1.1.4). The correction from LDEN to LAeq,hour is equal for the whole study 
area and is not locally specified to the local diurnal pattern of the local road. The covariates 
to compared are Trafwgt, TAAWTwgt, LDEN and LAeq,hour with and without the influence of  the 
diurnal pattern covariate HourOfDay. This way the relative strengths of the traffic data 
sources can be evaluated. The relative changes in the models with or without the HourOfDay 
covariate will reveal the interaction between the diurnal patterns of traffic data, hour of the 
day and the in-vehicle BC exposure. A similar set of models is built with exclusion of the GPS 
derived covariates (Speedrel and Acceleration). This set can determine how important the 
traffic dynamics are in the evaluation in relation to the diurnal pattern adjustment through 
HourOfDay. In Table 4.5-1 the gam models parameters are summarized. The models are 
sorted by deviance explained. 
The models that include traffic dynamics are the strongest, and within those models, the 
noise based models are the strongest. The same observation is valid for the models exclud-
ing traffic dynamics. The BC_LDAYWH model has a similar evaluation as BC_LDENWH, but 
the relative importance of the HourOfDay covariate does not behave as expected. Since LDAY 
includes a diurnal pattern, less influence of the covariate is expected. The F-values of the 
BC_LDAYWH is higher compared to BC_LDENWH. This indicates a higher adjustment for the 
covariate spline. This phenomenon is visualized in the splines of the different models in Ap-
pendix E2.2). 
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Intercept 
(ng/m3)
Wind 
speed
Tempe-
rature
BCbkg StCan
Speed 
relatve
Accel
Hour Of 
Day
Traffic  
(hourly)
Traffic 
(AAWT)
LDEN Lday
Deviance 
explaine
d
AIC
BC_LDAYWH 4056 2869 843 879 318 497 28 587 3429 44.0% 256387
BC_LDENWH 4058 2666 862 882 117 475 27 314 3364 44.0% 256393
BC_TRAFWAADTH 4061 2145 833 971 81 567 67 284 3241 43.7% 256759
BC_TRAFWH 4056 2151 825 950 71 571 65 282 3037 43.3% 257301
BC_LDENW 4076 2616 764 1250 151 521 24 3382 42.2% 258859
BC_TRAFWAADT 4077 2496 735 1311 73 637 66 3305 42.1% 258994
BC_TRAFW 4072 2649 677 1274 62 654 65 3108 41.7% 259521
BC_LDAYW 4091 2654 672 1323 21* 564 25 2611 40.7% 260928
BCR_LDENWH 4081 2627 852 769 151 346 3858 42.2% 258916
BCR_LDAYWH 4081 2636 830 762 152 634 3806 42.1% 259031
BCR_TRAFWAADTH 4092 2322 769 839 116 336 3408 41.3% 260132
BCR_TRAFWH 4087 2338 754 819 114 342 3200 40.9% 260686
BCR_LDENW 4103 2794 749 1144 148 3852 40.1% 261631
BCR_TRAFWAADT 4114 2721 662 1191 123 3435 39.3% 262765
BCR_TRAFW 4109 2867 601 1156 114 3207 38.8% 263370
BCR_LDAYW 4122 2876 651 1218 50 3000 38.4% 263932
F-values of covariates
Investigating traffic covariates (including traffic dynamics)
Investigating traffic covariates (without traffic dynamics)
 
Table 4.5-1: Results of the gam models to investigate the strength of the traffic related data sources of the 
in-vehicle exposure for different traffic sources, the influence of the HourOfDay and the traffic dynamics. The 
F-values of the acceleration marked with * express a p-value higher than 2.0 e
-16
 but are still significant. 
The diurnal pattern of the exposure is easier explained when not including a diurnal pat-
tern in the traffic covariate. This phenomenon in visible is many other features in the model 
comparison. The hourly traffic covariates typically score less than the daily traffic covariates, 
even when the HourOfDay covariate is not included. When the traffic dynamics are re-
moved, a completely similar evaluation can be performed (BCR models are the BC models in 
a reduced form excluding speed and acceleration). The models including hourly traffic co-
variates without HourOfDay have reduced deviance explained compared to the models with 
daily traffic covariates, confirming the mismatch between the traffic diurnal pattern and the 
BC exposure diurnal pattern. The diurnal pattern of the traffic related covariates is clearly 
too strong or too different from the BC in-vehicle exposure to be a good and useful covari-
ate.  
The BCR_LDENWH model has similar strength as BC_LDENW. The hourOfDay covariate in 
the reduced model can compensate for the variability explained in the BC exposure by the 
traffic dynamics in the BC_LDENW model. Variation in the traffic dynamics is typically in-
duced near complex traffic interaction (traffic lights and crossings). In the noise maps these 
areas have increased noise exposure since the noise emissions of all roads in the vicinity are 
added. In the traffic based models this interaction near crossings is not available. The com-
bined noise exposure in the noise maps is partially mimicking the local effects off the traffic 
dynamics in the models. The noise map evaluation is also much smoother when roads with 
high and low density connect, smoothing out the traffic covariate on the low density roads in 
the vicinity of the roads with higher density. The LDEN based models are the strongest mod-
els. In the remainder of the paper the BCR_LDENWH is used as the reference model. The 
applicability of the model is broader since the actual traffic dynamics are not necessary to 
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estimate the BC exposure. The trip fit evaluation is available in Figure 4.5.3. The correlations 
and slopes are slightly reduced compared to BC_LAG60_WBC. The distribution width is re-
duced in the BCR_LDENWH compared to BC_LAG60_WBC. The six covariates in 
BCR_LDENWH predict the trip exposure properly. The Pearson and Spearman correlations 
for the trip total fit are 0.89 and 0.89 and 0.7 and 0.69 for the trip average, removing the 
effect of the duration of the trip. 
 
Figure 4.5.3: Trip fitting evaluation of the model BCR_LDENH : Total trip fit versus measurement (A), average 
trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution by person. 
4.5.4 External validation 
A large participatory campaign for BC exposure was performed in the region of Flanders 
(Dons et al. 2011, Dons et al. 2012, Dons et al. 2013). The in-vehicle data of this participatory 
campaign used here as an external validation dataset (see Appendix A). In the following sec-
tion this dataset is referred to as EX_PSC, the external participatory campaign. The inde-
pendent participatory campaign presented in this Section is referred to as PSC.  
4.5.4.1 Comparison of the participatory campaigns 
First the potential biases in the two measurement campaigns for the most important covari-
ates are investigated and evaluated towards potential biases in the measurements. The dis-
tributions of the BC measurements and the covariates are presented in Figure 4.5.4. The 
summary statistics of the two BC participatory campaigns differ significantly (p< 2.2e-16 for F 
test and t-test). The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the validation data (EX_PSC) are 3805, 
6147, 7187 and 9508 ng/m3, and 2040, 4146, 5644 and 7637 ng/m3 for the PSC. The differ-
ence in low values is expected due to the different measurement resolution. The EX_PSC is 
measured in a resolution of five minutes, the PSC in one second and evaluated by ten sec-
onds. Note that the reported values of EX_PSC in the dataset differ from the reported data 
by Dons since trips or trip segments are included only if the BC measurement, GPS data and 
diary entries are available. Some data points were discarded when external data sources 
were not available. 
For several of the covariates the distributions are equal in the two campaigns (wind, tem-
perature, diurnal pattern). For BC_background, traffic, LDEN, PM10 the PSC campaign shows 
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distribution to higher values of the covariates, suggesting larger exposure in PSC while the 
actual BC exposure in the PSC is much lower compared to the EX_PSC. Only for the Street 
Canyon Index and the relative humidity the EX_PSC results in distributions that suggest high-
er exposure for EX_PSC. 
 
Figure 4.5.4: Comparison of the distributions of the investigated covariates for both measurement campaign 
(green= validation set EX_PSC, blue = instantaneous model PSC).  
4.5.4.2 External validation 
The prediction function of the gam implementation in R is used to estimate the in-vehicle 
exposure in the external participatory sensing campaign. The trips with valid GPS recordings 
of the external dataset are attributed with the same data sources described in section 
4.5.2.2. The evaluation of these trips is performed at a temporal resolution of 10 seconds to 
match the resolution of the models presented in this section. For the BC values only the av-
erage value of the five minute result is available in the EX_PSC but a validation is possible 
when the instantaneous predictions in a 10 second resolution are aggregated to the full trip. 
The results are aggregated to individual trips, for each trip the evaluation is restricted to the 
number of valid 10 second samples for the trip. The missing data within the first and last five 
minute interval of the evaluated trip will introduce an error in the exposure evaluation of the 
EX_PSC. In Figure 4.5.5 the external validation is illustrated. The correlations are strong for 
the total trip prediction (Pearson 0.82 and Spearman .78) but strongly reduced for the aver-
age trip prediction (Pearson 0.47 and Spearman .48). The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the 
relative trip fit are 32%, 49%, 67% and 74%, expressing a strong underestimation of the ex-
posure measured in the EX_PSC. 
When evaluating the behaviour of the trip fit quality for each the strongest covariates, a 
strong underestimation is detected on the wind speed covariate (Figure 4.5.6). The meas-
urements in EX_PSC are less sensitive to the wind speed, compared to PSC measurements. 
Especially for high wind speeds large discrepancies emerge. Short trips (less than 10 
minutes) are in the EX_PSC only characterized by two partial 5 minute exposure evaluations 
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and are removed from the data. Also high wind speeds (> 7 m/s) are removed since the 
models fail for such high wind speed conditions. The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the rela-
tive trip fit are only moderately modified by these restrictions to 34%, 50%, 68% and 75%. 
The IQR is 34%. 
 
Figure 4.5.5: External validation based on BCR_LDENWH: Total trip fit versus measurement (A), average trip 
fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit box plot (D). 
 
Figure 4.5.6: Trip fit behaviour for the five strongest covariates for prediction with BCR_LDENWH. Strong 
underestimates occur for higher wind speeds.  
4.5.4.3 Investigating the discrepancy 
The discrepancy is mainly expressed in the absolute predicted exposure value, not in the 
correlation in the total trip fit evaluations. In this section the potential origins of the discrep-
ancy are evaluated. As mentioned before no control was available on the actual use and set-
tings of the ventilation system. The people in PSC were however asked to avoid the in-
vehicle circulation and set the ventilation to their normal operation. This unknown factor can 
influence the in-vehicle exposure strongly for individual trips but it is not expected to affect 
the measurements to the determined magnitude. Two new cars, driven by sales representa-
tives, collected a large portion of the dataset. The bulk of their contribution was collected 
off-peak and large parts were collected on highways and major roads. Their measurements 
were collected in spring of 2013. This was a much colder and windy period compared to oth-
er years. The potential influence of these atypical weather conditions were tested by build-
ing the gam model without the two sales persons (persons 6 and 7), but the validation did 
not improve when removing these two persons (Appendix E2.3). 
An extensive study by Fruin builds a model to predict the air flow rate based on age, mile-
age, speed of the car and a manufacture specific adjustment (Fruin et al., 2011). The dis-
crepancy between the participants in this participatory campaign can partially be related to 
the age and the vehicle of the participants. In the Appendix E2.4, a variant of the 
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BCR_LDENWH model is presented including the year of build of the vehicle of the partici-
pant. This approach fits the individual differences between the participants with the age of 
the vehicle, attempting to isolate the influence of the vehicle from the participant specific 
trip behaviour. The model shows strong improvement of the deviance explained and trip fit 
quality. A vehicle age attribution is tested on the external participatory campaign. Vehicle 
age is in the EX_PSC only available in an indirect manner. For each household, the number of 
vehicles is known, fuel type and an annotation referring to the age of the car ‘before 2009’ is 
available. It is unknown which person drives which vehicle at any time in the campaign. Yet 
this data was attributed to the trips based on gender. The newest car is attributed to the 
man if two vehicles are available to the household. The adjusted model validation results in 
an increase for Q1, median, mean and Q3 of 32% to 38%, 49% to 50%, 68% to 74% and 75% 
to 81% compared to the BCR_LDENWH validation. The correlation of the trip average expo-
sure fit increased from 0.47 to 0.5 (Spearman) and is equal for Pearson’s correlation. Despite 
the poor quality of the vehicle information in the EX_PSC, the validation improves slightly. 
This is an indication that age and/or quality of the ventilation system of the vehicle is part of 
the discrepancy in the validation. It does not explain the large discrepancy in the validation, 
only closes the gap with about 6%.  
The two participatory campaigns were performed with three years difference in time. In 
2009 more stringent EU-legislation (Euro 5) reduced particulate matter emission limits for 
diesel vehicles. The EU limits for PM exhaust is reduced from 0.025 g/km to 0.005 g/km be-
tween Euro 4 and Euro 5. The new legislation was hardly influencing the fleet composition at 
the time of the external participatory campaign (2010-2011). In 2013 strong changes in the 
vehicle fleet emission can be expected due to the Euro5 legislation. In Appendix E3.1, a de-
tailed estimate of the modified fleet is documented. Data on the fleet composition by envi-
ronmental class is only available since 2011. An estimate of the evolution from 2010 to 2013 
sets the minimum reduction of the vehicle fleet emission to 33%, not accounting the effect 
of more mileage performed by newer vehicles. A reduction of at least 40% of the PM emis-
sion due to the Euro5 legislation can be expected over this short span of time. External evi-
dence of the effectiveness of the Euro5 legislation was found in the BC concentration in the 
measurements performed by the Flemish Government. The results are shown in Appendix 
3.2. A reduction of 30 to 40% is found for BC during rush hour and 20 to 30 % in the off-peak 
periods. The strongest decreases are found at sites with high traffic exposure.  
A third potential relevant discrepancy is found in the differences in the distribution of the 
street canyon index. In the PSC campaign relatively few measurements were performed in 
build-up area. The main part of the PSC campaign is performed outside the cities. The effect 
of this potential effect cannot be quantified. 
In an adjusted model BCR_LDENWH_VH_AGE_EU5 the two quantified discrepancies are 
added to the BCR_LDENWH model. It combines the adjustment for the vehicle age and quali-
ty and an emission reduction at the source is presented. The external validation is visible in 
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Figure 4.5.7. The details of the implementation of the age of the vehicle and the changes in 
the vehicle PM emission are available in Appendix 3.2).  
 
Figure 4.5.7: External validation based on BCR_LDENWH_VH_AGE_EU5: Total trip fit versus measurement 
(A), average trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution 
(D). 
The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the relative trip fit are increasing from 38% to 53%, 50% 
to 79%, 74% to 104% and 81% to 114% compared to the BCR_LDENWH_AGE validation. The 
correlation of the trip average exposure remains the same, the total trip correlations in-
crease slightly. The average is increased with 36%, from 68% to 104% similar to the increase 
at the near roadside long-term measurement location. The IQR is 51%. 
4.5.5 Discussion 
In-vehicle exposure dynamics: In section 4.5.3.1 the complexity of the in-vehicle exposure is 
illustrated. The technique to evaluate the in-vehicle exposure in an extreme detailed tem-
poral resolution, combined with equally detailed traffic attribution, results in important in-
formation. The approach chosen in this article, modelling real-life in-vehicle personal expo-
sure, contrasts with other approaches to evaluate predesigned in-vehicle exposure experi-
ments. Most focus on a single aspect of the complex in-vehicle exposure dynamics. From a 
scientific point of view, the chosen approach will fail in quantifying the individual relations 
between the different relevant parameters influencing in-vehicle exposure. For epidemiolog-
ical extrapolation however, the total combined effects of all potential influences will deter-
mine the actual personal exposure. This approach fits in the so-called ‘data science’ field, an 
emerging scientific field with a focus on data exploration to extract relevant relationships 
from the gathered data without the need for an analytical or a physical solution for the re-
sulting relations. The high temporal resolution of the measurements and model covariates 
can disentangle the biases in the participatory sensing data and direct new measurements 
campaigns towards improved attribution and sampling.  
Noise maps as ubiquitous traffic data source: The evaluation in section 4.5.3.2 has shown 
the potential of noise maps as a proxy for the local traffic data. The differences between the 
traffic based models and the noise map based models is not statistically significant. This is 
not surprizing since the noise maps is based on the identical set of traffic data. The quality of 
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the spatial attribution of both the noise and traffic is identical due to the ‘map matching’ 
data cleaning procedure, linking the traffic to the actual physical road. This is important to 
produce valid noise maps. An important advantage of the noise mapping approach is the 
availability of such spatially detailed noise maps. All EU cities larger than 50,000 inhabitants 
are required these maps to be compliant with the END noise directive. An import synergy is 
possible. 
Noise maps accumulate the noise exposure from different roads when they are in each 
other’s vicinity. This results in higher values at crossings and complex traffic situations, 
matching the areas with high traffic dynamics. In this way the additive nature of the noise 
maps seems to mimic the traffic emission behaviour. It was not possible to fully quantify the 
benefits of this built-in property. 
External validation: The external validation underestimates the exposure by almost 50 %. 
The correlations are however very good. Three discrepancies with significant potential are 
identified:  
 vehicle age and quality influencing the indoor PM levels due to changes of the vehi-
cle intake filters and ventilation 
 a potential bias in the sampling (more in-city measurements in the external data) 
 the reduced emission of the vehicle fleet 
The potential biases could only be investigated due to the detailed spatiotemporal attrib-
ution of the measurements. The origin of the discrepancies requires further research. The 
vehicle age and air intake filter quality will complicate exposure estimates even more in the 
future. Recent publications mention the improved quality and active development of UFP 
filters for vehicle ventilation systems. A reduction of 80 to 90% is achieved with certain spe-
cific filters (Lee, 2014). It is unknown to what extent these types of filters or less performant 
filter are available in the operational vehicle fleets at this moment. The change in the PM 
emission standard for diesel vehicles (Euro5) is the most plausible argument for the discrep-
ancy in the external validation. Background measurements at remote and kerbside locations 
detect a decrease in the BC concentrations similar to the estimate based on the evolution of 
the vehicle fleet. Adjusting for the changed emission of the vehicle fleet is valid approach. 
The actual underlying spatial and temporal changes of the emission due to the Euro5 legisla-
tion is unknown but the chosen correction curve, adjusted stronger for high exposure epi-
sodes in the instantaneous model seems to explain the discrepancy between the two meas-
urement campaigns. Further investigation of the changing emission dynamics of the vehicle 
fleet over time is crucial.  
Participatory sensing: It is clear that the vehicle is a complex micro-environment with 
strong interactions with outside and driving conditions and strongly influenced by vehicle 
and driver specific parameters. As a result, this large set of influences can include unex-
pected biases in the sampling, including route choice, time of day, meteorology and age and 
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quality of the vehicles. The fast changing environment due to effective legislation adds more 
complexity. The strongest limitation in the measurement campaign is the small sample of 
vehicles. The high complexity of the in-vehicle exposure, combined with fast changing fleet 
emission and individual vehicle air intake quality hampers the quantification of each individ-
ual covariate. Large participatory campaigns are necessary to quantify the trend of personal 
exposure in the vehicles. The approach taken in this PhD, to sample and predict real-life 
conditions, will be important to be able to quantify the combined effects of the fast changing 
external influences and the high traffic dynamics and route sensitive in-vehicle exposure.  
4.5.6 Conclusions 
A large participatory sensing campaign of in-vehicle BC exposure is conducted and a high 
resolution spatiotemporal model is build. Several relations influencing the internal dynamics 
of the in-vehicle exposure can be detected (effects of speed, acceleration, wind speed, tem-
perature, traffic density, diurnal pattern of PM dynamics…). The traffic dynamics and diurnal 
traffic patterns do not resolve the diurnal patterns of the in-vehicle exposure at full. Traffic 
attribution is achieved through traffic counts and through noise mapping. An in-vehicle ex-
posure model based on six parameters with LDEN in combination with a fitted diurnal pattern, 
resolves spatiotemporal variability. Noise maps are a valid proxy for air pollution without 
actual knowledge of the local traffic dynamics. The noise maps are widely available due to 
the EU END directive and enable a strong synergy in local policy making for cities and ag-
glomerations with available noise maps.  
The external validation with a four year old participatory campaign showed strong under-
estimations but the data analysis revealed two main components explaining the discrepan-
cies: vehicle age and quality and PM emission changes due to the recent EU euro5 legisla-
tion. Adjusting for changes in vehicle quality and changed emission due to the effective legis-
lation is possible. The chosen approach to sample real life exposure, combined with high 
resolution spatiotemporal modelling can provide good prediction models without the need 
of disentangling the underlying complex interaction of the underlying parameters. 
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4.6 Instantaneous indoor BC model 
4.6.1 Introduction 
In current epidemiological practice, exposure to air pollution at the dwelling is often mod-
eled and estimated with land-use regression models (LURs). The typical spatial resolution of 
the parameters in LUR models is about 100 m to 1 km in most solutions (Hoek et al., 2008, 
Beelen et al., 2013, Dons, 2013). Recently it became clear that the spatial variability of the 
Black Carbon and UFP exposure is much larger compared to PM10 and PM2.5 (see 1.1.4). The 
variability in the exposure is related to the local traffic variability, the distance to local roads 
or highways and strong meteorological influences. A higher spatial variability implies the 
need for spatially more detailed land-use regression models. In Section 4.2 and 4.4 it was 
shown that noise measurements act as traffic attribution for particulate matter measure-
ments. It is possible to disentangle the variability in the BC/UFP measurements into a local 
and a background component. Noise maps are valid as an alternative traffic attribution for 
in-vehicle exposure (4.5). In this perspective, it is interesting to investigate the potential of 
noise maps to act as a proxy for the traffic related indoor BC exposure as well. The participa-
tory sensing campaign of VITO (see Appendix A) will be used as an independent external val-
idation in a similar fashion as for the in-vehicle model. The basic concept is visualized in Fig-
ure 4.6.1.  
 
Figure 4.6.1: Basic concept of the noise based indoor BC exposure model: the large scale variation is de-
scribed by air pollution data sources, the local variation by noise map data. Temporal changes with different 
resolution are added independently for the two contributions.  
The large scale variability and long term variation of the BC concentrations is available in 
the air pollution discipline. Noise maps provide exposure to traffic in a spatial resolution of 
meters. Each discipline covers a matching temporal variation. The BC concentration at a 
dwelling will be described as the sum of a large-scale background contribution and a local 
traffic contribution: 
BCdwel = BCbkg(p,t) + BClocal traffic(p,t)  (1) 
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To result in a valid additive model, the two components should become as independent 
as possible. The background component should not be influenced by local traffic and vice 
versa.  
This approach will require a function to convert the noise exposure at the dwelling into a 
BC exposure in a similar fashion as the noise measurements were converted in BC exposure 
for the bicyclists (4.2 and 0). The first question is which independent dataset of BC meas-
urements can be used as a primary source to build an indoor model. For evident reasons, the 
external validation BC data measured at the dwellings cannot be used. No other independ-
ent third party measurement dataset at the dwellings is available to establish a noise-BC 
conversion for indoor exposure, so an alternative approach is tested. The BC exposure for 
bicyclists will be mapped on a noise map and will be used as a spatial assessment of the in-
door BC exposure for the dwellings. In other words, the instantaneous bicyclist exposure 
model is now assessed with the underlying noise map instead of the instantaneous noise 
measurements and by doing so; provide a link between the noise map and BC exposure. The 
model will lose its capability to account for the traffic dynamics through the engine related 
LOLF and rolling noise related LHFmLF (see 4.2) since this is not available in the noise map.  
4.6.2 Model hypothesis in detail 
The instantaneous BC concentration in the dwellings is approximated as the sum of a large 
scale background variation and a local traffic variation. The large scale variation is captured 
by the available air pollution data, mainly driven by the changing meteorological conditions 
and wide range properties of the BC sources. The local noise immission is expected to cap-
ture the local traffic variation and consequently also the local contribution of the traffic re-
lated air pollution.  
First we address the noise map based local variation. The noise map is presumed to 
match the spatial variability of the traffic related BC exposure of the dwellings. In other 
words, the decay of the sound energy is assumed to be similar to the decay of the BC con-
centration with the distance to the road. In first order, noise decays as 1/r2 neglecting reflec-
tions and other effects. In first order, particulate matter decays by expanding a sphere in a 
similar rate of 1/r2, neglecting meteorological, coagulation and other effects. The exact dif-
ference in the distance to source behavior is though not critical since the non-linear splines 
of the gam models intrinsically include this conversion factor. The fact that there is a match 
in first order, only simplifies the splines of the dominant covariates in the gam model.  
Sampling the exposure by bicycle is by design limited to the road network and by conse-
quence, not at the position of the buildings. The potential error due to this sparse spatial 
sampling is neglected and presumed to not affect the results. New variants of instantaneous 
gam models will be built to fit the BC exposure of the bicyclists using the noise map, while 
still including the meteorological attributes and the street canyon index (Dekoninck et al., 
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2013, section 4.2). The BC exposure is assessed in and around the city of Ghent in a variety 
of buildup areas (in-city, suburb and open field). It is assumed that the local traffic related 
component of BC assessed in this variety of environments is valid for the whole Flemish re-
gion. The bicycle dataset was however only collected during morning and evening rush 
hours. The input data for the gam model will therefore not include information on the diur-
nal pattern of the exposure. A diurnal traffic pattern will be added to adjust to daily expo-
sure. The details of the LDEN noise map, the other data sources and the model variants will be 
presented in 4.6.3 and4.6.4. More details on the external data sources are available in Ap-
pendix B. 
Next we address the large scale variation. The temporal variation of the BC concentration 
over the region is a combination of temporal changes with different frequency (day, week, 
weather patterns and season). The daily pattern is potentially available in both the local and 
the large scale variation and will a major topic in the discussion. It is also investigated in sec-
tion 5.2 and in the general discussion (5.3) since this issue affects all micro-environments. 
For the evaluation period (2009-2010) only one background measurement station is availa-
ble, an important restriction in the available data. The temporal variation enters the model 
through the time series of the BC concentration in the background measurement station.  
The estimation of the exposure at the dwellings has to be performed region-wide (Flan-
ders, Belgium) to match the extent of an external exposure validation dataset. The temporal 
pattern of the BC concentration at the background measurement location is expected to 
valid for the Flemish region, but the absolute value itself is not expected to be valid for the 
entire region. A spatial correction is necessary but no large-scale spatial data source for the 
background data source BC is available for the evaluation period. A large scale spatial data 
source is available for PM10, the large fraction (< 10µm) of the particulate matter. BC is the 
soot fraction within the PM10 and the long-term relative contribution of Black Carbon in the 
PM10 concentration is constant for measurement location with a reasonable distance from 
major roads (about 6 to 7% of the PM10 value). The annual average concentration map of 
PM10 can be used as the spatial distribution of the average background concentration of BC 
over the Flemish area. The use of a regional wide map with no local variability related to 
local major traffic sources (e.g. highways) is part of the requirements to disentangle the 
background and local contribution. 
The spatial and temporal prediction of BC results in outdoor exposure levels and requires 
a correction from the outdoor to the indoor micro-environment. A fixed outdoor-indoor ra-
tio (I/O ratio) from literature will be used (see details in 4.6.4.4). The conversion factor is 
sensitive to the season since natural ventilation of the dwellings can vary strongly by the 
season. This feature will be an important part of the model. 
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4.6.3 Model description 
4.6.3.1 Noise map based GAM models 
The instantaneous bicycle model was built in two variants, once based on the raw measure-
ment data (BCraw) and on the background adjusted measurements (BCloc), see 4.2.3.1. Each 
point px in the bicycle dataset is mapped to the LDEN noise map to replace the noise meas-
urements. The model properties are available in Table 4.6-1. The splines of the BCraw,noisemap 
gam model are presented in Figure 4.6.2.  
 
Intercept 
(ng/m3)
Wind 
speed
BCbkg LDEN StCan
# 
samples
Deviance 
explained
AIC
BCraw,noisemap 3228 902 2777 2193 380 34914 40.8% 78788
BCloc,noisemap 1781 890 2019 253 35048 19.9% 109853
F-values of covariates
Investigating LAG and weight
 
Table 4.6-1: The BCraw,bike,noisemap and the BCloc,bike,noisemap gam models with respectively 4 and 3 parameters.  
 
Figure 4.6.2: Splines of the four covariates of the BCraw,bike,noisemap GAM model. 
Wind speed and background concentration are included in the BCraw,noisemap gam model as 
meteorological parameters. The covariates cover the following physical parameters: the traf-
fic estimate through the LDEN noise map, instantaneous dispersion of the pollution through 
wind speed, the influence of the background concentration and an adjustment of the disper-
sion based on the street canyon features of the location. This gam model is only valid for the 
rush hour since only rush hour measurements are included. Most splines are almost linear 
except for the BCbkg. It is clear that above 3000 ng/m
3, the background concentration at the 
measurement location is not expressed in the bicycle measurements. This traffic based 
model is not useful for the additive approach since it includes the BCbkg covariate and is by 
design not independent from the background contribution. 
The BCloc,noisemap gam model is based on the background adjusted measurements of the 
biking dataset. The splines of the BCloc,noisemap gam model are presented in Figure 4.6.3. In 
this model, the influence of the background is not included. The background adjusted 
BCloc,noisemap gam model shows stronger and more linear slopes compared to the BCraw,noisemap 
gam model.  
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Figure 4.6.3: Splines of the three covariates of the BCloc,bike,noisemap GAM model. 
The instantaneous wind is still relevant, in a similar fashion as in 4.2. In this model, the 
temperature covariate cannot be added since this would introduce a seasonal component 
into the model. This model has the potential to act as the conversion between the LDEN noise 
map and an instantaneous BC concentration across the noise map.  
4.6.3.2 The background adjusted BC model (BCBA) 
The indoor exposure is defined by two components. The background component is an in-
stantaneous function of location and time; the local component is an instantaneous function 
of the noise level at the dwelling which acts as a proxy for the traffic, the time of day and a 
set of other exposure modifiers. An outdoor-indoor correction has to be applied. The basic 
mathematical form is: 
𝐵𝐶𝐵𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑟 =  (𝐵𝐶𝐵𝐴𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑑(𝑝, 𝑡) +  𝐵𝐶𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑑(𝑝, 𝑡, … )). 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟 
The BCloc,noisemap gam model is used as the local traffic component BCBAloc,outd. An adjust-
ment has to be applied to extrapolate the model to the full diurnal pattern. In this approach, 
the local traffic related component should only include traffic information; the diurnal traffic 
correction has to be solely based on traffic information. No traffic data is available at the 
dwellings in the external validation data. A standard diurnal profile will be used for all dwell-
ings (definition in 4.6.4.3). To implement this diurnal pattern, the noise level supplied to the 
gam model is adjusted for the hour of the day using the diurnal pattern. This assumes that 
the changes in BC concentration due to diurnal changes in the noise levels are similar as the 
changes of the BC concentration spatial changes of the noise levels during the rush hour. 
Since a noise levels expresses a certain amount of traffic, this assumption is correct in first 
order but neglects the effects of changing traffic dynamics throughout the day. The BCloc, 
noisemap gam model is by design not sensitive to the traffic dynamics. No large effects on the 
model are expected. The local component is expressed as follows: 
LDEN,T (p, t)= LDEN(p) + Trafdiurn,cor,dB(hour_of_day(t)) 
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BCBAloc,outd(p, t) =  gamloc,noisemap(LDEN,T(𝑝, 𝑡), WS(t), StCan(p)) 
Now we address the BCBAbkg,outd. In the BCraw,noisemap model, the non-linear behavior of 
the background covariate is visible in the saturation the spline for high levels (see Figure 
4.6.2). When the total background is used, large overestimations in the indoor model are 
detected for high background levels (not reported in the results). This relates to the local 
features of the background measurement station. It is very close to the largest city in Flan-
ders, in between the harbor and the city. At high background episodes -typically meteorolog-
ical situations with low dispersion- the background measurement station seems to be encap-
sulated in the expanding area of influence of the city, disturbing its representativity as a 
background for the rest of Flanders in these extreme conditions. Since no alternative back-
ground measurement location for the period of 2010-2011 is available, the background con-
centration will be adjusted for the high background episodes. The observed variation in the 
background concentration will be applied till 3000 ng/m3 and only half of the excess concen-
tration above 3000 ng/m3 is added. This mimics the behavior of the BC background covariate 
in the BCraw,bike,noisemap GAM model. This results in: 
𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔
∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(3000, 𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔 (𝑡)) + 
1
2
 max (0.0, (𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔 (𝑡) − 3000)) 
The large scale spatial adjustment over the full region is based on the ratio of the annual 
PM10 concentration at the dwelling and the annual PM10 concentration at the BC background 
measurement location:  
𝑃𝑀10𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑟 =  
𝑃𝑀10(𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑋𝑌)
𝑃𝑀10(𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑋𝑌)
 
The background component has to be compatible with the background adjustment per-
formed on the biking dataset (based on Q1 of the background concentration during rush 
hour, for details see Dekoninck et al., 2013, see also section 4.2). The resulting mathematical 
form of the models is shown below. 
𝐵𝐶𝐵𝐴𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑑 =  𝑃𝑀10𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑟 . max (0, 𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔
∗ (𝑡) − 𝐵𝐶𝑏𝑘𝑔,𝑄1 )) 
The sum of the two components is presumed to be an estimate of the outdoor concentra-
tion at the dwelling facade. The last step is adding the outdoor to indoor correction and is 
applied in two variants. The basic implementation is based on fixed correction for the full 
year available from literature (see 4.6.4.4). A seasonal influence on the I/O ratio is reported 
frequently. The seasonal effect of the I/O ratio will be evaluated based on the fixed correc-
tion and the resulting linear regression will be applied to the model as the expected I/O ra-
tio. The two variants will be referred to as BCBAconst and BCBAseason. The validity of this ap-
proach will be evaluated in the discussion. 
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4.6.4 Data sources and external parameters 
4.6.4.1 External data sources 
In Table 4.6-2 an overview of the external data is available, including references to the first 
use of the data in this work.  
LDEN noise map Spatial layer 
(Identical map as used in CAR model, see section 4.5 and 
Appendix C). The noise map does not include screening by 
buildings. 
Bicyclist BC exposure Bicyclist BC exposure datasets (see section 4.2).  
Meteorological data in 
gam models 
Meteorological variability in the bicyclist data (wind speed, 
temperature, humidity), identical to data in section 4.2) 
Meteo data from Melle, measurement location closest to 
Ghent (KMI.be). 
Meteorological data in 
for validation set 
Wind speed, temperature, humidity from identical data 
source (KMI.be) for 5 different points distributed over the 
Flanders region. The closest meteorological station is used in 
the prediction. 
BC background BC measurements at background monitoring station AL01 
Antwerpen-Linkeroever as used in section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.5). 
Temporal resolution of 30 minutes (3 hour minimum running 
smooth is applied on the time series) 
PM10 map Yearly PM10 map for Flanders (2010, source 
www.irceline.be). Identical to data in section 4.5 
To link the PM10 map to the temporal variability of the back-
ground, the level of PM10 at the BC background monitoring 
station (AL01-Antwerpen Linkeroever) is retrieved.  
The level of PM10 at the background monitoring station is 
35 µg/m3. 
Table 4.6-2: list of external data sources in the models for indoor BC exposure. 
4.6.4.2 External validation data and the indoor micro-environment 
Data from a third party participatory campaign is available to perform an external validation 
(see appendix A). The used time-activity application was not capable of storing the differ-
ence between an indoor activity and an outdoor activity. Spending time at a stationary loca-
tion is automatically considered an indoor activity; while in reality the activity could also be 
(partially) spent outdoors. This potential indoor/outdoor mismatch is however partially 
counteracted by the actual operational situation in the measurement campaign. Since both 
the µ-aethalometer and PDA required charging, the equipment was most of the time not 
carried while spending time at home outdoors. For the activities at home the measurement 
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was performed typically indoors, even if the subject spent time outdoors in the vicinity of 
the dwelling (garden etc.). We therefore treat the at-home activities as if they are all ‘indoor 
activities’.  
4.6.4.3 Traffic diurnal pattern 
No actual traffic diurnal pattern is available for the sampled households in the external par-
ticipatory campaign. Therefore, a measured diurnal pattern at a dwelling (not related to the 
external data) is implemented as a constant traffic profile and is presumed representative 
pattern for all dwellings in the external data. The local traffic is the dominant noise source 
during the day at the measurement location. There is a low influence of distant sources 
(highway at 2000 m and major road at 750 m, local connecting road at 100 m) in this diurnal 
pattern.  
 
Figure 4.6.4: Measured diurnal patterns traffic pattern at a typical dwelling in Flanders. 
4.6.4.4 Outdoor-indoor correction 
The BCloc,noisemap dataset is measured outdoor (on bicycle) and the resulting estimates can 
therefore be interpreted as a dwelling facade estimate. Validating with indoor personal ex-
posure measurements requires an outdoor to indoor correction factor (I/O ratio).  
Many authors addressed this complicated issue and tackled the issue from different per-
spectives. For particulate indoor exposure, huge variability is detected. I/O ratios are highly 
influenced by particle size and ventilation settings. In a review, the large variability is identi-
fied as unresolved (Chen and Zhao, 2011). The main driving force is related to the ventilation 
properties of the dwellings but the influence of indoor sources on the I/O ratio is poorly un-
derstood. UFP and coarse particles get lower I/O ratios compared to the midrange size frac-
tion (PM2.5). Especially UFP shows extreme low I/O ratios, I/O ratios for particles smaller than 
0.1µm are lower than 0.5 and drop to 0.2 for particles smaller than 0.01 µm (Chen and Zhao, 
2011). For larger particles typical I/O ratios are found between 0.4 and 1.0. No independent 
references with I/O ratios for BC are available, but BC overlaps in size with PM2.5 and UFP.  
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The first approach is based on the evaluations of the external participatory sensing cam-
paign. Not only the personal exposure is assessed but a BC measurement was also per-
formed at the dwelling facades of the participants. This data resulted in an average reduc-
tion of outdoor to indoor of 0.78 over the full campaign (Dons et al., 2011). This correction is 
based on a daily background adjusted average of the measured data. The reported I/O ratio 
of 0.78 is among the higher reported values in the literature. An I/O ratio of 0.78 is used in 
the BCBAconst model. 
4.6.5 Model results 
Since the gam models are based on data gathered during commuting on weekdays, it is not 
expected that the model will be valid for activities during the weekends. In addition, a differ-
ence can be expected between the home locations and the other destinations (work, school, 
office, restaurants,…) etc. Therefore the basic evaluation is restricted to weekdays and at 
home activities.  
4.6.5.1 Background adjusted models: BCBAconst and BCBAseason 
The model fitting strength is tested by evaluating the average activity prediction versus the 
measured BC activity exposure. The results of the BCBAconst model are presented in Figure 
4.6.5. The slope of the linear fit on the average trip exposure prediction is 0.7, with correla-
tions of 0.65 (Pearson) and 0.64 (Spearman). When the linear fit is forced to an intercept at 
zero, the slope is 1.01. The median and mean relative fit for the at home activities is 1.17 
and 1.38 respectively, overestimating the measured indoor levels considerably.  
 
 
Figure 4.6.5: BCBA model, external validation, at home indoor activities during weekdays only with fixed 
outdoor-indoor correction. Chart A presents the average by activity, measured versus predicted. Chart B and 
C show the distribution as a density plot and a boxplot. The boxplot shows the median, Q1, Q3 and P95 
whiskers. 
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Figure 4.6.6: BCBA model: evaluation of the relative fit for six spatial and temporal covariates, at home in-
door activities during weekdays only with fixed outdoor-indoor correction (noise map, wins speed, BC back-
ground concentration at the measurement location, averaged daily temperature, hour of the activity and 
PM10 value). All covariates are reported in classes matching the covariate properties. 
In Figure 4.6.6 the relative fit is evaluated for the most relevant covariates. The red lines 
show the ideal situation. A large discrepancy is found for the high LDEN values. The wind 
speed and PM10 covariates are almost constant over the full range. The background concen-
tration and temperature express a typical seasonal component. A diurnal pattern is visible in 
the hour of day covariate. A linear fit is calculated for the median values of the relative fits 
for the daily temperature based covariate. This function is presented in Table 4.6-3 and is 
assumed to act as a seasonal I/O ratio.  
 
Temperature dependent outdoor to indoor correction 
 OutIncor(temperature) = 1/(1.29- 0.018 Tday) OutInconst 
Table 4.6-3: Daily temperature dependency in the BCBA model. 
This function is added as a seasonal I/O ratio, replacing the fixed I/O ratio retrieved from 
literature. The resulting BCBAseason model is shown in Figure 4.6.7. The evaluation of this ap-
proach will be addressed in the discussion.  
 
Figure 4.6.7: BCBAseason model, external validation, at home indoor activities during weekdays only with daily 
temperature sensitive outdoor-indoor correction. 
The slope of the linear fit on the average trip exposure prediction is 0.5, a relative large 
drop compared to the BCBAconst model. The correlations are 0.65 (Pearson) and 0.66 (Spear-
man), small changes compared to BCBAconst. When the linear fit is forced to an intercept at 
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zero, the slope becomes 0.78. The median and mean relative fit for the at home activities is 
0.95, closer to 1 by design, and 1.13 respectively. 
 
Figure 4.6.8: BCBAseason model: evaluation of the relative fit for six spatial and temporal covariates, at home 
indoor activities during weekdays with daily temperature sensitive outdoor-indoor correction. 
In Figure 4.6.8, the activity relative fit behavior of the BCBAseason model is the relative fits 
are closer to 1 for most of the covariates and more narrow distributions of the relative fits. 
The temperature covariate is close to 1 by design, but the correlated background 
concentration is adjusted as well, reaching a flat profile. Also the diurnal pattern is 
improved, showing less rush hour sensitivity compared to BCBAconst.  
4.6.5.2 Absolute contributions of background and local component to the 
Black Carbon indoor exposure 
It is interesting to present external validation data and prediction in absolute BC levels for 
the different covariates as well. The external measurements are presented in Figure 4.6.9. 
The absolute predicted values for the BCBAseason model are shown in Figure 4.6.10 for com-
parison.  
 
Figure 4.6.9: Evaluation of the average measured indoor exposure for six spatial and temporal covariates, at 
home indoor activities during weekdays with daily temperature sensitive outdoor-indoor correction. 
 
 
Figure 4.6.10: BCBAseason model: evaluation of the average modeled indoor exposure for six spatial and tem-
poral covariates, at home indoor activities during weekdays with daily temperature sensitive outdoor-indoor 
correction. 
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The pattern of the LDEN covariate is similar up to 65 dBA. The measured concentration in 
the dwellings with noise levels higher than 65 dBA are lower compared to the measure-
ments at dwellings with a noise levels between 60 and 65 dBA. The bad fit for the high LDEN 
values, visible in Figure 4.6.8, is mainly the result of rather low measured concentrations for 
those dwellings. For the wind speed, background concentration and temperature, the pat-
terns are very similar. In the evaluation by hour of the day, the measurements show a lower 
diurnal pattern compared to the model. The BCBAseason model predicts high values for the 
low PM10 values. These features will be addressed in the discussion. 
In Figure 4.6.11, the prediction is split into the two components: BCBAbkg,indoor and 
BCBAloc,indoor. This evaluation indicates how independent both components are. The top chart 
for BCBAbkg,indoor shows the expected behavior for the wind speed and background concen-
tration. The background contribution is almost behaving at random for the LDEN covariate. 
The background contribution is high for low and high temperatures; high values are ex-
pected in winter due to high background levels, high values during summer can be related to 
the higher I/O ratio in summer. A diurnal pattern is visible in the median values of the hour 
of day covariate. The behavior of the PM10 covariate is partially matching the expectations. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6.11: BCBAseason model: evaluation of the local traffic component of the absolute indoor exposure for 
six spatial and temporal covariates, at home indoor activities during weekdays with daily temperature sensi-
tive outdoor-indoor correction. 
The bottom chart for BCBAloc,indoor shows the expected behavior for the LDEN, wind speed 
and background concentration. In general the variation added into the model is smaller for 
the local component, compared to the background component. The temperature results in 
high values during summer are related to the higher I/O ratio in summer. A small diurnal 
pattern is visible in the median values of the hour of day covariate. The behavior of the PM10 
covariate is almost constant except for the extreme high values for the low PM10 values. 
Since the same data is presented towards a different x-axis in these charts, this suggests that 
the measurements at the highest noise levels occurred at dwellings with low PM10 values. 
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This evaluation illustrates the logic behind the additive approach. The magnitudes and ex-
pected behavior of both local and background contributions match the expectations. The 
diurnal pattern in the BCBAbkg,indoor is unwanted. This will be explored further in the discus-
sion. 
4.6.6 Discussion 
4.6.6.1 Evaluating the background adjusted approach 
The most critical point in the hypothesis is the validity of splitting the instantaneous expo-
sure in a dwelling into a local and a background component. Figure 4.6.11 illustrated that 
this goal is reached for a large part but some interaction remains. The most important issue 
is the diurnal pattern in the background BC concentration that was used. But unfortunately 
no alternative location was available for that episode. The external participatory campaign 
was performed at a time when most European countries did not yet measure Black Carbon 
within their basic monitoring setups (EEA Technical report, 2013). VITO and the VMM (or-
ganizer of the air pollution network) were at the forefront of current developments and 
technology. If compared with other more recent background measurement stations, other 
locations further away from cities and industry show less pronounced diurnal patterns com-
pared to the AL01, Antwerpen-Linkeroever. A more remote background monitoring station 
available during the time frame of the external participatory campaign could have improved 
the predictive power of the background adjusted model substantially.  
The local component, based on the bicycle measurements, performs above the expecta-
tions with only a single noise map based value as input. This suggests that the assumption 
made in the model hypothesis propagation/ dispersion of noise and BC are valid. Especially 
the fact that the BC concentrations result in the proper magnitude is unexpected, even be-
fore the seasonal adjustment for the I/O ratio. The diurnal pattern of the local component 
does not show a strong diurnal pattern, mainly due to the choice of the standard noise 
based traffic pattern. There is room for improvement in the attribution of traffic data at the 
dwellings. The underlying noise map based GAM model is by design not sensitive any more 
to the traffic dynamics and cannot resolve the potential effects of the dynamic emission of 
PM during rush hour. This leads us to a potential synergy with Section 4.3. A city wide noise 
map, including the traffic dynamics has the potential to add this information in the gam 
model. Combining the benefits of noise monitoring networks, noise map calculations and 
mobile noise measurements can add this information in future modeling (Can et al., 2011, 
Can et al., 2014, Van Renterghem et al., 2011, Dauwe et al., 2012, Wei et al., 2014). 
More background measurement stations are available now; in future work the selection 
of the background measurements stations with local diurnal pattern influence will be an im-
portant part of the modeling process. The diurnal pattern in the prediction will drop. Improv-
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ing the local traffic assessments to a level where the local traffic dynamics and the related 
particulate emission enter the model through the local component is a future goal. The 
background adjusted approach is valid and extendible with local traffic assessments. 
4.6.6.2 Indoor/outdoor ratio’s, infiltration and ventilation 
A second crucial issue in the estimation of the indoor exposure is the relationship be-
tween outdoor and indoor particle concentrations. Applying the temperature dependent 
function 1/(1.29- 0.018 Tday) on the fixed correction of 0.78 results in values between 0.56 
and 0.93 for temperatures between -5°C and 25°C (see Figure 4.6.12). The resulting I/O ratio 
is 0.010 °C-1. Applying this slope into the BCBAseason model results in a flat response of the 
inverse correlated BC background concentration (see Figure 4.6.8). This in itself is an argu-
ment for the validity of the correction but it requires external validation.  
 
Figure 4.6.12: Temperature dependence of the I/O ratio’s according to the BCBA model. 
The first check focusses on other temperature effects in the model. No other explicit 
temperature depending parameter is available in the model. The underlying gam model po-
tentially includes hidden temperature depending features in the BCBAseason. The background 
adjustment in the bicyclists’ exposure data not only adjusted for the background concentra-
tion but also resolved the temperature dependency in the data (Dekoninck et al., 2013). The 
instantaneous model BCloc,noisemap gam model is insensitive to the temperature. The seasonal 
effect in the BC background concentration is a real phenomenon and not an actual tempera-
ture dependency in the model. It can be assumed that the daily temperature adjustment is 
mainly determined by the changing ventilation of the dwelling in function of the tempera-
ture.  
To validate the applied correction, a comparison is made with available literature. The 
range of 0.56 and 0.93 is in accordance with the reported I/O ratios in other studies (Hoek et 
al., 2008, Hänninen et al., 2011, Chen and Zhao, 2011, Sajani et al., 2015, Meier et al., 2015). 
Hänninen et al. present seasonal patterns for different regions in Europe. The range found in 
this evaluation matches the measurements in Northern Europe better compared to Central 
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Europe and Southern Europe. The average temperature dependency over all the European 
countries was found to be 0.007°C-1, about 70% of the temperature dependency found in 
the BCBAconst model. The seasonal variability in the Northern European countries was how-
ever larger compared to the other regions in Europe. This information can only be deduced 
from a chart in the publication but was not reported separately (Hänninen et al., 2011). 
Larger temperature dependency in countries with colder winters is logical; the difference of 
30% can match the external data. Most authors report also lower I/O ratios for UFP com-
pared to PM2.5, since BC tends to overlap with UFP and PM2.5, lower I/O ratios for BC com-
pared to PM2.5 are plausible. The applied correction is realistic and assumed valid. 
4.6.6.3 Discrepancies at high noise exposure 
The presented models overestimate the indoor exposure for the high noise levels. The few 
dwellings in the validation dataset with high exposure levels all tend to be overestimated by 
the models. The dwellings with a lower noise exposure are well estimated. The number of 
dwellings exposed to 65 dB and more are too small to perform any statistically relevant 
evaluation, still several potential arguments can be provided to explain this discrepancy. Five 
household could be identified with extreme overestimations. Noise misclassification is pos-
sible. The underlying noise map for the region of Flanders does not include screening by 
buildings. Missing shielding by buildings from nearby high density roads could cause this ef-
fect but none of the five households seem shielded from the local traffic source. All dwell-
ings could be identified as close to secondary roads or within a village near the local road. 
The noise level can be overestimated in the map because of a local overestimation of traffic 
in the external data. The underlying traffic model idealized the network and cannot account 
for all routing options. Traffic from multiple roads in the vicinity can occasionally accumulate 
on a single network link. Since the selected dwellings are positioned near the traffic links in 
villages, at the lowest level in the traffic network, the overestimation of the traffic in the 
underlying traffic sources is plausible. 
Another option is the lack of spectral content in the noise map. The bicycle model showed 
relative strong saturation of the BC exposure at higher traffic speed (see Figure 4.2.2). This 
information is not included in the LDEN based indoor model. Exposure to high density roads 
with consequently high speeds implies a relatively high contribution of rolling noise in the 
noise evaluation. The reduction in ‘deviance explained’ in BCloc,noisemap in comparison with 
the instantaneous BC model (Table 4.2-2) is partially related to that missing information. As 
mentioned before, combining the benefits of noise monitoring networks, noise map calcula-
tions and mobile noise measurements can add this information in the future. 
The last option to explain the discrepancy is the influence of uncharted parameters. Wind 
direction is possible candidate.  
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4.6.6.4 Potential interaction between noise exposure and I/O ratios 
In literature few evaluations are available with I/O ratio as a function of the outdoor traf-
fic, but indirectly this phenomenon is visible when the slope of the I/O ratio is below 1 with 
increasing outdoor levels (Meier et al., 2015). At first sight, this can be the result of indoor 
particulate sources but reduced I/O ratios at high exposed dwelling due to changing ventila-
tion settings also can explain this phenomenon. Sajani reported two dwellings including par-
ticle size distribution and the I/O ratio of the high exposed dwelling is much lower compared 
to the residential location. That effect was also stronger for smaller particles (Sajani et al., 
2015). Particle size is smaller closer to the source and can also explain the discrepancy. Fur-
ther evaluations on I/O ratios in respect to the local traffic exposure and particle size are 
necessary. Interaction between the noise exposure and the indoor air pollution is possible. 
Inhabitants of a dwelling highly exposed to noise will cope with the noise exposure by clos-
ing windows towards the high exposed facade. Consequently the ventilation of the dwelling 
will be reduced or will be organized from the low noise exposed facade. Existing data on I/O 
ratios could be evaluated to verify this coping effect. Coping with noise exposure by adjust-
ing the ventilation is another plausible argument for the detected discrepancy. 
4.6.6.5 Alternative modelling options 
Applying this exact approach in a different setting will require a long-term mobile measure-
ment campaign. In itself, this is a huge restriction, but the benefits of the mobile noise-BC 
biking are large as such. The fact that this approach works is an incentive to perform exten-
sive mobile noise-BC measurement campaigns. City wide noise mapping results both in the 
required underlying dataset to build the gam models and has the potential to improve the 
indoor model by including the local traffic dynamics (see 4.6.6.1).  
An alternative approach, replacing the underlying gam model with a direct model for local 
traffic assessment at the facade to indoor concentration is another option (see future work, 
6.1.1). In Section 4.7, a pilot case will be evaluated. The noise levels at a high exposed facade 
are used to predict the outdoor BC exposure at the facade. More extended campaigns, cov-
ering multiple dwellings with various traffic situations over longer periods, including outdoor 
and indoor measurements for multiple air pollutants can result in an alternative direct mod-
el, including better knowledge of the spatial and temporal variability of the I/O ratios. 
4.6.6.6 Limitations 
The limitations can be split into three sets: fundamental unknowns, unavailable data and 
limitations of the validation data. The main fundamental limitation of the indoor model is 
the origin of the Black Carbon data to convert the noise map into a local contribution to BC 
at the facade of the dwellings: the bicycle data. The 1/r2 distance to source relation is similar 
for noise and air pollution but is only valid in its most basic form (see 4.6.2). The actual dis-
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tance to source relation from roadside (bicyclist) to dwelling facade (outdoor at dwelling) 
could not be verified and identifies the second fundamental limitation. The third fundamen-
tal limitation is the extrapolation of the rush hour bicycle model to a diurnal pattern based 
on a standard diurnal pattern, this is also not proven. 
The model suffers also from unavailable data. No dwelling specific information is included 
in the model, not for the traffic and not for the ventilation properties of the dwelling. The 
most important missing data is however a background measurement location not including a 
diurnal pattern. This is identified as the main data limitation. 
Some of the limitations link back to the external validation set. The sample of the 31 
households in the external validation set. None of the dwellings was located close the major 
roads (<100m) or highways (<300m) where the major road or highway is expected to have a 
significant impact. Extending the validation data to these spatial configurations is crucial. It is 
also not expected that the presented model will work in these extreme settings without 
modifications. Noise measurements can however distinguish between continuous noise 
sources and local traffic events. Splitting the BCBAloc component into actual local traffic in 
the local street and midrange influences from major sources at medium distance is a poten-
tial future development. 
4.6.7 Conclusions 
The indoor exposure estimation is based on a long-term bicycle exposure experiment. The 
in-traffic measurements are mapped to an LDEN noise map and used to estimate a BC concen-
tration with a highly improved spatial resolution. The noise map acts in this land-use regres-
sion like approach (LUR) as a distance weighted traffic assessment sensitive to the combina-
tion of exposure to local and more distant high density roads. A full continuous traffic evalu-
ation with extreme distance to source effects emerges. The background adjusted approach is 
able to disassemble the exposure in two components. A background component is express-
ing the long-range and long-term evolution of the BC concentration, strongly determined by 
the meteorological effects. The local traffic component is resolved in the noise map based 
gam model. A seasonal adjustment of the I/O ratio is fitted and validated with external data, 
resolving all remaining temperature depending influence. In the provided solution, the back-
ground component includes a diurnal pattern. The components are therefore not as inde-
pendent as desired. Unfortunately no alternative location for the background BC concentra-
tion with lower diurnal pattern was available. This limitation in the input data reduces the 
quality of this part of the exercise significantly. Despite all these restrictions, the model 
reaches a Spearman’s correlation of 0.65 on the individual activities and a slope of 0.78.  
This section is a numerical experiment based on available data only. It nevertheless illus-
trates the potential of the background adjusted approach. Dedicated measurements will be 
necessary to provide scientific validation.  
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4.7 Noise based BC exposure at a dwelling facade 
4.7.1 Introduction 
In the previous sections, the main focus was on matching the spatial variation of noise expo-
sure to the spatial variation of Black Carbon exposure. In section 4.6, the indoor model, it 
became clear that largest part of the uncharted variability is related to the diurnal patterns 
of the background exposure and the local traffic. This section will investigate the temporal 
variation by evaluating a single location and perform an analysis of the noise-BC relation 
over time, focusing on the diurnal patterns of the different covariates. We explore the same 
type of modeling as in sections 4.2 and 4.4: correlating real-time measurements of noise 
with real-time pollution measurements. Ambient concentrations at a dwelling facade are 
sensitive to wind speed, temperature and other atmospheric conditions (Can et al., 2011). To 
improve the assessment, the contributions of the diurnal pattern of the background and the 
diurnal pattern of the traffic have to be disentangled. In this pilot, we select a dwelling in a 
narrow street with an expected high exposure to both noise and air pollution. The selected 
dwelling should express as much diurnal variation in traffic composition and traffic dynamics 
to contrast with the meteorological influences through the background concentration.  
The basic aim of this pilot study is to explore the possibility to add value to air pollution 
exposure measurements at dwellings by measuring noise at the facade. This can quantify the 
signal of the local traffic contribution of the air pollution exposure at the dwellings on top of 
the obvious correlation with the background contribution. It is evident that this should be 
extended to more dwellings with as many air pollutants as possible. This is only possible in a 
larger project, joining the hardware, support and knowledge of the two disciplines.  
The background adjusted approach, successful in 4.2, 4.4 and 0, will be used to investi-
gate and disentangle the local and the background contributions. The background adjusted 
models will be tested for different available background measurement locations. The follow-
ing research questions will be handled: 
1. Which noise parameters are the best predictors of the local component of the BC expo-
sure at the facade?  
2.  The different diurnal patterns in the available background measurement locations will 
interact with the traffic diurnal pattern. How will the properties of the background 
measurement locations influence the predictive quality of the noise based additive 
models? 
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4.7.2 Methodology 
4.7.2.1 BC concentrations at remote, near city and in city background loca-
tions and the high exposed dwelling 
Three different background locations will be compared to evaluate the diurnal patterns with 
the exposure at a high exposed dwelling. The BC background concentrations were retrieved 
from the Flemish Environmental institute (www.vmm.be) for different locations, the details 
are available in 4.7.2.4. The diurnal patterns are shown in Figure 4.7.4 (second row, first 
three charts). The first is a measurement station in a park in the city of Ghent within 1 km 
from the dwelling under investigation (Ghent, ‘Baudelo park’, ref 44R701, in-city back-
ground). The next two plots show different measurement locations, qualified by the VMM as 
‘background’ locations. The second background location (Antwerpen-Linkeroever, ref 
40AL01) is outside the city of Antwerp in an open area at a reasonable distance of major 
traffic sources. The third location is located 80 kilometers to the West near the coast 
(Houtem, ref 44N029, available since 2012, the remote background). To visualize the differ-
ent properties of background measurement locations and their related diurnal patterns, the 
relative position of the measurement point towards local roads, city background and remote 
background are visualized in Figure 4.7.1.  
 
Figure 4.7.1: Abstraction of the positions of the measurement location in the Flemish region and the spatial 
variation of the Black Carbon concentrations (green= remote background, blue = near city background, or-
ange=in-city background, red= dwelling at high exposure road inside the city). 
The green line illustrates the impact of the cities on the background concentrations in 
their vicinity. Each of the points expresses a temporal variation which is the sum of all influ-
encing factors on the Black Carbon concentrations. The local impact of the road near the 
dwelling (red dotted line) is shown as well. The remote background location shows no dis-
tinctive diurnal pattern, but shows higher levels during the night-time. This is related to sta-
ble atmospheric conditions, reducing the dispersion of the air pollution during the night. The 
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remote background location expresses the regional contribution. The outside-major-city 
background location already shows a distinctive diurnal pattern, related to the traffic in the 
wide area around the measurement location. The in-city background expresses a strong bi-
modal profile, indicating the influence of large amounts traffic in the vicinity of the meas-
urement location. Higher concentrations result in stronger diurnal patterns.  
The concentrations at the high exposed dwelling are about 1.8 times the in-city-park 
background (see chart at top-left in Figure 4.7.4). The differences between the concentration 
during rush hour and night are increasing from remote to near city, in-city and dwelling ex-
posure, expressing the impact of the traffic in the vicinity. These are the differences that will 
be evaluated toward the diurnal pattern of the local traffic at the dwelling, the diurnal pat-
tern at the background locations and the long-term changes in the background due to 
changing meteorological conditions.  
4.7.2.2 Measurement equipment, setup and location 
A low-cost noise measurement setup designed by the acoustics group at the Ghent Universi-
ty was modified to enable automated measurements at a much lower hardware cost (Can et 
al., 2011a, Can et al., 2011b, Van Renterghem et al., 2011, Dauwe et al., 2012) (see Figure 
4.7.2). The noise measurement module was extended with a micro-aethalometer (AE51, 
Aethlabs, San Francisco, CA). The person living at the dwelling was instructed on how to re-
place the filter and real time reporting was used to decide when the filter had to be re-
placed.  
 
Figure 4.7.2: Inexpensive noise measurement equipment including the micro-aethalometer and GPS for con-
tinuous BC measurements. 
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The measurement resolution of the aethalometer was set to one minute to prevent 
memory overflow errors. The equipment was mounted on a windowsill at a height of 2.5 m, 
out of reach of passing pedestrians (Figure 4.7.3). The road has two lanes and sidewalks on 
each side of the road, including a parking lane but at the measurement position no parked 
cars can block the microphone position from the local traffic. The horizontal distance to the 
center of the closest traffic lane is approximately 6 m. The width of the street canyon is 16 
m. 
 
Figure 4.7.3: Measurement location at a dwelling facade on narrow busy road in the city of Ghent. The arrow 
shows the position of the equipment; the inset picture gives a front view of the setup. 
The measurements started on March, 26th and lasted until May, 12th 2014, a period of 
more than six weeks. The measurement period included the Easter holiday period (two 
weeks in Belgium) and a holiday weekend (May 1st). Only the weekdays are included in the 
data analysis. This restriction is included since most activity based personal assessments fo-
cus on commuting patterns on weekdays. The influence of adding the weekends into the 
analysis will be briefly addressed in the results and discussion. The variability of the time-
activity patterns and traffic during weekends is of a different magnitude. The meteorological 
data is retrieved from the closest measurement station of the national meteorological insti-
tute near the city of Ghent (www.kmi.be, measurement location Melle).  
4.7.2.3 Data processing 
Analyzing diurnal patterns in the local traffic requires the selection of a temporal resolution 
matching the exposure dynamics at the dwelling facade. The meteorological data is available 
by hour, the BC background concentrations at the fixed measurement locations by half hour. 
Most spatiotemporal models detail the temporal component by season or on long-term evo-
lutions (Hoek et al., 2008, Beelen et al., 2011) and only recently  spatiotemporal models for 
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BC by hour have been published (Dons et al., 2014a, Dons et al., 2014b); Since we are inter-
ested in the subtle effects of traffic jams near the dwelling and since the duration of rush 
hour is shorter than one hour and sensitive to the day of the week, a more detailed temporal 
resolution of 15 minutes is chosen. This temporal resolution should be enough to capture 
the changes of duration of the rush hour.  
The raw noise measurements are performed in one-third octave bands, at a sampling rate 
of 8 measurements per second and aggregated to one second. The BC measurements have a 
temporal resolution of 1 minute. The data is aggregated to a temporal resolution of 15 
minutes. For noise, several aggregation methods are included in the analysis. The standard 
A-weighted statistical noise levels are included to investigate whether instantaneous BC ex-
posure could be predicted on the basis of  well know and widely available quantities (LAeq, 
15min, L01, 15min, L05, 15min, L10, 15min, L50, 15min, L95, 15min). The statistical level LN is the noise level 
that is exceeded for N % of the time for the chosen evaluation period. In addition the traffic-
related noise parameters LOLF(t) and LHFmLF(t) are calculated at a temporal resolution of 10 
seconds according to the definition in Dekoninck et al. (2013). These parameters, more suc-
cessful in the bicycle models compared to LAeq evaluations, will be tested as well. The tem-
poral evaluation of 10 seconds is chosen identically to be compatible with the bicycle model. 
They require aggregation to the 15 minute temporal resolution of the facade model. Two 
variants are tested, an arithmetic average  LOLF,bike, 15min and an acoustic energy conserving 
equivalent noise LOLFeq, 15min. LOLF,bike,15min will be not increase strongly when a few vehicles 
pass in the 15 minute interval, while LOLFeq, 15min will only result in low values with very low 
amounts of traffic events. The BC concentrations are averaged over the 15 minute evalua-
tion period without applying correction functions. 
4.7.2.4 Diurnal patterns of measurements and covariates 
In Figure 4.7.4, boxplots for all 15 minute values of the covariates are shown by hour of the 
day. The top-left plot shows the diurnal pattern of the measured BC exposure at the facade. 
The most important feature is the high concentration and large variability during the morn-
ing rush hour. The wind speed, and temperature show a classic diurnal pattern with higher 
values during the day. The pressure does not show a diurnal pattern. The upper right boxplot 
shows the LAeq at the dwelling facade. The second row shows three background measure-
ment locations in Flanders, presented earlier. The next two plots are the two variants of the 
low frequency noise evaluation: LOLF-bike as defined and used for the in-traffic bicycle model 
and LOLF-eq, the equivalent noise evaluation of LOLF, presented with identical y-axis to illus-
trate the mathematical difference between equivalent noise levels and arithmetic average. 
The last row shows the diurnal patterns of the noise measurement in the typically use sta-
tistical levels LA95, LA50, LA10, LA05 and LA01, evaluated for each 15 minute interval. LA95,15min is 
the noise level that is exceeded in that time interval for 95% of the time, typically referred to 
as the ‘background noise level’. LA50,15min expresses the median and LA01,15min is an indication 
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of the noise peak events, the level that is exceeded for at least 1% of the interval (e.g. 9 sec-
onds in the 15 minute interval).  
 
Figure 4.7.4: Diurnal patterns of the 15 minute values of the BC exposure, meteorological parameters, back-
ground measurement locations and noise parameters. 
4.7.2.5 Gam models: reference and background adjusted 
The diurnal patterns of the noise parameters and the background concentrations at the 
three background measurement locations show diurnal patterns with a different magnitude 
and shape. To investigate and compare the statistical strength of the possible combination 
for the background and the noise parameters, two sets of models are built. The models using 
the original data, referred to as RAW and the models with a background adjustment (re-
ferred to as LOC), similar to the bicycle model. In the instantaneous model for bicyclists the 
background adjustment was defined as the exposure at the background station at 
timestamp t minus the first quartile of the background station over the evaluation period 
(Dekoninck et al., 2013, see 4.2). This same approach is used again, using the yearly statistics 
of 2013 for all the background monitoring stations, since 2013 is the last available full year of 
data. The background adjustment is not applied at full for the same reasons at in the bicycle 
model. Instantaneous values can become negative and the background adjustment should 
only adjust for episodes with rather high background concentrations.  
BCexcess,bkg,X(t) =  max (0.0, (BCbkg,X(t) −  Q1(BCbkg,X,year))) (1) 
BCloc,bkg,X =  BCraw −  BCexcess,bkg,X(t) (2) 
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This results in two sets of gam models with all combinations of the noise parameters and 
the background (eq. 3 and 4). Equation 4a includes the background concentration to evalu-
ate the residual effects of background adjustment in 4.7.3.1and 4.7.3.2. Equations 4b does 
not include the background concentration and assumes that the background adjustment is 
valid and is used to evaluate the predictive strengths (4.7.3.3). 
gamBCraw,bkg,X,noiseY =  gamraw(NoiseY, Wind Speed, BCbkg,X)  (3) 
gamBCloc,bkg,X,noiseY =  gamloc(NoiseY, Wind Speed, BCbkg,X))  (4a) 
gamBCloc,bkg,X,noiseY
∗ =  gamloc(NoiseY, Wind Speed)  (4b) 
The background exposure is still added in the local models to show the strong reduction 
of the covariate’s strength in the local models. Each noise parameter (6) is modeled for each 
background measurement station (3) using both the raw and the background adjusted ap-
proach (2), resulting in two sets of 18 gam models. Reconstruction of the total exposure re-
quires the prediction of the model at timestamp t (eq. 5). For the local background adjusted 
model, the background adjustment at timestamp t is added to the predicted value to recon-
struct the total exposure (see eq. 6) 
BCtot,raw,bkg,X(t) =  predict(gamBCraw,bkg,X,noiseY, t) (5) 
BCtot,loc,bkg,X(t) =  predict(gamBCloc,bkg,X,noiseY
∗ , t) + BCexcess,bkg,X(t) (6) 
Another prediction approach will be tested as well. The used background in the gam 
model and the added background adjustment do not necessarily have to be retrieved from 
the same background measurement location. The background adjustment can include a traf-
fic related diurnal profile, competing with the diurnal profile of the noise based traffic as-
sessment. A remote background will add knowledge into model about the atmospheric con-
ditions without disturbing the local traffic assessment from the noise covariate. That model 
will not be sensitive to the accumulated BC concentrations of the traffic in the large vicinity 
of the investigated dwelling. Reconstructing the total exposure can therefore be based on a 
background adjusted gam model based on a remote location, but adjusted with a local as-
sessment of the background capturing accumulated BC concentration in the vicinity (see eq. 
7). The rationale of this approach will be addressed in detail in the discussion. 
BCtot,loc,bkg,X,bkgY(t) =  predict(gamBCloc,,bkg,X,noiseY, t) + BCexcess,bkg,Y(t) (7) 
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4.7.3 Results 
4.7.3.1 Model fits 
Table 4.7-1 shows the two sets of models (raw and local), sorted by the deviance explained. 
For the local models, formula (4a) is used to evaluate the residual effect of the background 
adjustment. The raw models show much higher deviance explained compared to the local 
models, the strength of the noise covariate is similar in the two sets, but it is the dominant 
covariate in the local models. In the raw models the variance explained by the model using 
the in-city park background is the strongest covariate; the variance explained by the model 
based on the background measured at the remote location is the lowest. This is completely 
inversed in the local models; there the remote background adjusted model is the strongest. 
The noise based traffic related covariate is the strongest, while in the raw model; the 
strongest component is the background station closest to the measurement point. This illus-
trates that the dominant component of the BC concentration at the dwelling is the back-
ground, even for a high exposed dwelling. The purpose of the background adjusted models is 
to overcome that obvious correlation with the background and detect the best model to 
predict the location specific traffic related component in the concentration at the dwelling.  
The next step is determining which noise covariate is best suited to express the traffic re-
lated contribution at the dwelling. Two important trends can be observed. First LOLF,bike and 
LAeq result in similar model strengths (in deviance explained). The differences between mod-
els are not statistically significant, the best performing model will have to be selected by its 
power to predict the short and high traffic related episodes in the time series that is pre-
dominantly defined by the background concentrations. The strength (F-value) of the LOLF,bike 
covariate is systematic stronger than the LAeq covariate, even is the deviance explained of the 
corresponding models is not stronger. A similar observation was made in the bicycle model 
(see 4.2). The strength (F-value) of the LHFmLF was low in the models and is therefore not re-
ported in the models. Another important observation is the systematic low strength (F-
value) of LOLF,eq throughout all model variants, both raw and local. The noise based traffic 
assessment is clearly not correlated with the acoustical energy in the low frequency bands. 
These features will be addressed in detail in the discussion. 
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Raw models
Background station
Noise 
parameter
Deviance 
explained
AIC
Intercept 
(ng/m3)
BCbkg
Wind 
speed
Tempera- 
ture
Noise 
parameter
# samples
In-city park LAeq 63.4% 3351 2116 402 30 33 84 1961
In-city park LA50 63.3% 3355 2117 404 29 32 73 1961
In-city park LOLF,bike 63.3% 3357 2117 406 30 31 105 1961
In-city park LA05 63.2% 3362 2112 390 27 33 59 1961
In-city park LA95 62.8% 3383 2117 421 28 33 51 1961
In-city park LOLF,eq 62.5% 3400 2117 461 18 38 44 1961
Near major city LOLF,bike 58.4% 3601 2085 283 16 25 109 1961
Near major city LAeq 58.4% 3603 2084 276 16 28 108 1961
Near major city LA50 58.4% 3603 2085 279 15 27 107 1961
Near major city LA95 57.5% 3645 2082 288 15 32 90 1961
Near major city LA05 57.3% 3651 2077 248 17 34 90 1961
Remote background LA05 57.2% 3658 2090 240 58 55 104 1961
Remote background LAeq 57.0% 3666 2093 243 59 57 110 1961
Remote background LA50 56.9% 3673 2093 243 57 57 116 1961
Remote background LOLF,bike 56.8% 3677 2092 246 59 56 143 1961
Near major city LOLF,eq 56.2% 3703 2081 304 6 42 70 1961
Remote background LA95 55.4% 3737 2090 241 57 66 76 1961
Remote background LOLF,eq 53.4% 3826 2087 243 42 79 42 1961
Local models
Background station
Noise 
parameter
Deviance 
explained
AIC
Intercept 
(ng/m3)
log(BCbkg)
Wind 
speed
Tempera- 
ture
Noise 
parameter
# samples
Remote background LOLF,bike 28.8% 5290 1432 17 62 58 218 1961
Remote background LAeq 28.6% 5299 1432 16 62 57 71 1961
Remote background LA50 28.3% 5307 1432 16 60 59 72 1961
Remote background LA05 28.2% 5310 1429 17 61 61 66 1961
Remote background LA95 26.9% 5345 1430 18 60 64 54 1961
Near major city LOLF,bike 26.2% 5688 1114 79 14 13 112 1961
Near major city LA50 25.9% 5697 1114 78 14 14 109 1961
Near major city LAeq 25.8% 5699 1113 79 15 15 108 1961
Remote background LOLF,eq 25.1% 5393 1426 16 46 83 37 1961
Near major city LA95 24.8% 5725 1110 77 12 17 96 1961
Near major city LA05 23.1% 5769 1106 77 17 22 81 1961
Near major city LOLF,eq 22.8% 5778 1110 72 4 26 78 1961
In-city park LOLF,eq 21.2% 5359 1238 49 14 26 49 1961
In-city park LOLF,bike 20.6% 5370 1237 56 23 20 131 1961
In-city park LAeq 20.6% 5371 1236 56 23 23 130 1961
In-city park LA50 20.6% 5371 1237 55 23 22 130 1961
In-city park LA95 20.6% 5375 1238 51 21 18 43 1961
In-city park LA05 20.0% 5389 1233 55 21 26 39 1961
F-values
F-values
 
Table 4.7-1: The BCraw and BCloc gam model summary for six noise parameters and three background meas-
urement stations.  
4.7.3.2 Model spline behavior 
The LOLF,bike covariate describes the local traffic related component of the BC concentration 
better than the other noise parameters. In Figure 4.7.5, the splines of four models are shown 
to illustrate the behavior of the different models. The top row shows the raw model with the 
in-city park background concentration. The highest values at the background location do not 
correlate with the BC concentration at the dwelling. LOLF,bike, wind speed behave as expected. 
The concentration at the dwelling slightly increases with temperature. 
The spline of the background covariate in the local models based on the in-city park back-
ground and the near major city background are overadjusting for the high exposure values at 
the dwelling. High values at the background locations do not correlate with the highest val-
ues at the dwelling. The slope of the spline of the LOLF,bike covariate is increasing.  
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Figure 4.7.5: Splines of the LOLF,bike gam models for the in-city-park raw model (top row) and the three local 
models,. Note the different ranges of BC exposure for the different background locations. 
The local model based on the remote location, results in a correct background adjustment 
for the low background concentrations but requires adjustments for the higher background 
values (up from 2.5 µg/m3). High background concentrations at the remote background loca-
tion result in extreme increased concentration at the dwelling, not explained by the remote 
background location. The LOLF,bike covariate shows the strongest slope and lowest error over 
all the models. 
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4.7.3.3 Model predictive strength 
In Figure 4.7.6 the predictive strength of the models based on LOLF,bike are illustrated. In this 
case, the local gam models do not include the background covariate (see formula 4b). As 
mentioned before, it is not the deviance explained that defines the selection of the best 
model, but the potential to predict the local high concentrations. Each chart shows the esti-
mation versus the measurement according the formulas (5), (6) and (7). The root mean 
square error (rmse) and mean average error (mae) are added as additional parameters to 
compare the predictive strength of the models. 
 
Figure 4.7.6: Model strength of the BC gam models for LOLF,bike: the raw models for the three background 
locations, the three local models for the three locations. Two local models combined with the in-city back-
ground exposure complete the third row.  
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The first row shows the raw models for the three background locations, the next row the 
local models. The third row gives the local models according to equation 7, with the ‘in-city 
park’ background measurement as the background adjustment but the ‘near major city’ and 
‘remote background’ as background correction in the gam model describing the local traffic 
component. The ‘in-city park’ background model is not relevant in the third row, since this 
combination is available in the second row. The red line is the perfect prediction; the green 
line is the linear fit on the estimated values. The blue line is the linear fit with the intercept 
forced to zero. The correlation and linear fit intercept and slope are added to the charts. A 
good model combines a good correlation with a slope close to one. 
The raw models are not capturing the high exposure episodes at the dwelling. The slope 
remains well below 0.5. The highest exposure episodes cannot be predicted by the back-
ground concentrations. The local models according formula 6, are slightly improving with the 
model based on the in-city park background as the best option. The strongest model is by far 
the local model based on the remote background location, combined with the local back-
ground adjustment derived from the in-city park (formula 7). A slope of 0.65 is reached; the 
slope without intercept is 0.84 while the correlations are among the best in the set. The 
rmse and mae support the conclusions based on the correlation and slope at full.  
This is further illustrated in Figure 4.7.7, comparing the estimation distributions with the 
measurement distribution. At the left, the raw model and local model based on the in-city 
park illustrate the improvement of the additive approach. In the right, the additive models 
for the different background stations while adding the in-city park excess background are 
compared. The remote background model adjusted with the local excess background out-
performs all other models, matching the distribution of highest measurements.  
 
 
Figure 4.7.7: distributions of the prediction: difference between raw and local model for the in-city park 
background model (left); effect of the background for the local models (center) and the difference between 
LOLF,bike and LAeq (right).  
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4.7.4 Discussion 
4.7.4.1 Noise parameters 
The noise levels at the facade quantify the local traffic at the street level in good detail. The 
traffic related noise parameters is LOLF,bike; yet LAeq is still an option. In future evaluations, in a 
larger set of dwellings with a wider range of traffic situations and different distance to 
sources, both should be evaluated and compared again. Another important feature is the 
failure of LOLF-eq as noise parameter. This was not expected and could be due to the mis-
match between noise and air pollution emission due to idling vehicles while a traffic jam 
occurs. Under these conditions noise exposure in the low frequency is low but the exposure 
time if high and the LOLF-eq parameter will increase. In that traffic situation, vehicles are idling 
and the corresponding BC emissions are low.  
The LOLF,bike,10 sec parameter, averaged over the 15 minute interval expresses an event-like 
behavior. Few high LOLF,bike,10 sec values will result in a low LOLF,bike,15min evaluation. Continuous 
traffic will result in many high LOLF,bike,10 sec values and consequently in high LOLF,bike,15min val-
ues. If traffic jams result in high LOLF,bike,10 sec and consequently lower BC emission can be es-
tablished explicitly. Visual coverage is an option to evaluate this in the future. 
The models are also evaluated including the weekends. The quality of the models is slight-
ly reduced, mainly due to the completely different traffic profile on Sundays. This is not re-
ported in detail. 
4.7.4.2 Complexity of the dwelling exposure 
Black Carbon concentrations at a dwelling are known to correlate with the concentrations at 
the background measurement stations. In this analysis, that phenomenon is confirmed. To 
increase the spatial and temporal detail in the exposure assessments we are not interested 
in the similarities between dwellings but in the differences. Performing the background ad-
justment attempts to detect the local component in the exposure. The strong reduction of 
the deviance explained between the raw and the local models only expresses the dominance 
of the background concentrations at the dwellings. A lower quality model, capable of detect-
ing the local traffic effects, is therefore not a problem but rather the solution. The selection 
of a dwelling in a busy street is part of the design of the experiment. If this approach can 
work, it should work at least at the high exposed dwellings. 
This exercise shows that even background stations close to the investigated dwelling do 
not cover the local variability of the exposure. The background concentration of the in-city 
park measurement location is the highest, but still fails to predict the local exposure peaks 
and for high background episodes, the background concentration can be even higher than 
the instantaneous exposure at the high exposed dwelling. The background adjusted ap-
proach improves the prediction a lot. The noise parameter becomes the strongest compo-
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nent in the gam models after the background adjustment, but the diurnal profile of the in-
city background station hampers the detection of the local traffic pattern in the gam models. 
When using the remote background location or near-city location; the ‘deviance explained’ 
improve. On the other hand, the exposure at the dwelling is underestimated for high back-
ground concentration episodes. The exposure at the dwelling is influenced by accumulation 
of traffic in the wide vicinity of the dwelling, information that is not available in the remote 
background location. This information is available in a generalized way in the closest back-
ground measurement station. Combining the remote background adjusted model with the 
in-city background location results in the strongest prediction, combining the city-wide ac-
cumulation effects with the most sensitive local traffic model. 
Using the properties of two background stations in the same model may seem an odd and 
questionable approach, but this can be supported. The gam model covariates do not always 
express a direct relation between covariate and outcome. It can express correlations be-
tween the outcome and the underlying properties of the covariate. In the case of the back-
ground concentrations, the covariate expresses a combination of meteorological conditions 
determining the dispersion characteristics of the atmosphere at that time, including accumu-
lations and lags of the BC emissions over time. Each background measurement locations will 
express a different set of influences. The remote background locations will only express gen-
eral meteorological information on the stability of the atmosphere and seasonal aspects of 
BC emissions of all sources. The in-city background location expresses the high exposure 
episodes of combined traffic over a wider area and the accumulation effects of all city-wide 
BC sources. Each component expresses a relevant phenomenon and contributes equally to a 
proper prediction of the exposure of the dwelling.  
4.7.4.3 Extending this approach 
As mentioned in the introduction, long-term combined measurements at multiple locations, 
covering a wide range of local traffic situations, are necessary to actually disentangle the 
background contribution and the local contribution. A measurement campaign of that mag-
nitude should also include multiple air pollutants and measure indoor concentrations as 
well. A detailed quantification of the traffic near the dwelling can be performed with noise 
measurements. It is important to cover as many changes over time for both the traffic and 
the meteorological conditions. Evaluations of the outdoor-indoor ratios as a function of the 
local traffic volume and the hour of the day can be derived and can improve the indoor 
model presented in the previous section (4.6). Two approaches are possible: evaluate the 
models at each individual dwelling and correlate the local traffic air pollution component to 
the local traffic evaluations and the best matching available background measurements or 
building a pooled model over multiple dwellings. It can be expected that more complex 
models with more than two contributions will be necessary.  
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This pilot is also complementary to other work that already investigated the potential of 
combining fixed noise measurements with mobile noise measurements to improve the spa-
tial resolution of noise mapping (Can et al., 2014). The combined information on traffic, 
measured through noise with high temporal resolution at the fixed locations and high spatial 
resolution along the network with mobile city-wide coverage (see 0) is an important synergy 
that can improve the quality of exposure assessments for both disciplines significantly. 
4.7.5 Conclusions 
Capturing the spatial and temporal variability of particle concentration at facades is a daunt-
ing task but may be necessary to improve the quantification of particle matter exposure. The 
conclusions of this section are twofold. The in-city local background measurements results in 
a reasonable prediction of the facade exposure but does not result in valid predictions of the 
higher levels. This is due to the strong diurnal pattern included in the in-city background 
measurement location. In-city background measurements can be used to evaluate the expo-
sure in the city as a whole, but will not detect the spatial variability inside the city; the main 
objective is not achieved. The model based on the remote background location detects the 
local variation of the traffic condition much better but fails to capture the BC accumulation 
of the city-wide emission. The combined model covers both phenomena.  
The selection of suitable noise parameters is important. Few commonly used noise pa-
rameters capture the details in the traffic flow necessary for a good prediction model. The 
noise parameter LOLF,bike described in previous work for the prediction of instantaneous Black 
Carbon exposure is successful and reflects an event-like evaluation while focusing on the 
engine noise related part in the noise exposure. The equivalent noise LAeq is still an option, 
but this result indicates that the noise-BC relation is not straight forward. Evaluations of oth-
er authors using LAeq can fail due to these subtle effects related to engine noise and noise 
event sensitive evaluations. Since the dwelling is highly exposed and the dominant noise 
source is traffic it is possible this correlation will not be valid at dwellings located in quiet 
streets. This requires further investigation and extended multidisciplinary measurement 
campaigns. 
This exercise illustrates again the potential of instantaneous noise assessments to disen-
tangle variation in the BC concentrations into meteorological influences and local traffic in-
fluences. 
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4.8 Summary 
In this chapter, models are presented to predict exposure to Black Carbon in three different 
microenvironments. High background exposure reduced the quantification of the local traffic 
contribution at low-density roads but the pooled models based on the in-traffic noise evalu-
ations are capable of capturing the local variability beyond the background concentration.  
A methodology is presented to extrapolate a bicycle in-traffic noise assessment to yearly 
meteorological conditions. Four bicycle passages in similar traffic conditions already result in 
a yearly averaged local Black Carbon exposure estimate for the bicyclists at a specific loca-
tion on the network. Random noise sampling trips can be used to build a city-wide spatio-
temporal model. 
In-vehicle measurements were investigated in a similar way but the noise measurements 
are replaced with a noise map. The in-traffic in-vehicle exposure dynamics can be fitted with 
a six parameter model including a general available LDEN noise map. The noise map as a proxy 
for the traffic is performing slightly better than the parallel approach with traffic counts. 
Traffic counts do not explain the diurnal pattern of the in-vehicle exposure, traffic dynamics 
and diurnal patterns of particle dispersion and propagation seem to be stronger than the 
traffic counts. 
An indoor model was built with the LDEN noise map as a proxy for the spatial variability of 
the air pollution exposure. The bicyclist exposure experiment is re-evaluated on the noise 
map while still including the spatiotemporal aspects of wind speed, street canyon features 
and background exposure. An additive approach is able to disentangle the local traffic relat-
ed Black Carbon exposure and the background exposure. The model could not be validated 
for highways and major roads due to lack of matching households in the external data. 
Overestimations are found for the dwellings with the highest exposure (medium roads 
through villages). No actual diurnal traffic patterns were available at the dwellings, resolving 
this lack of data should be the first actions in future work.  
The issue on quality and validity of the background measurement location for the models 
could not be investigated with the external validation campaign since in 2010 only one 
measurement location could be qualified as a background estimate. In section 4.7 this is in-
vestigated in 2014 at a high exposed dwelling facade, with more options for the background 
measurement location. The diurnal pattern at Antwerpen-Linkeroever, close to a major city, 
results in similar model quality compared with a remote background near the coast 
(Houtem/Veurne). At the dwelling facade, the additive model approach is successful. The 
noise parameter with the strongest predictive power is also the LOLF parameter, as identified 
in the first instantaneous model for the exposure of bicyclist in section 4.2. More measure-
ments on a wide range of exposed dwellings are necessary to extend this approach. Measur-
ing simultaneous indoor and outdoor concentration is necessary to resolve the issues on the 
indoor exposure.  
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Chapter 5 Daily exposure to Black Carbon 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the activity specific results in 0 are merged to evaluate the personal daily ex-
posure including all activities (5.2). A general discussion is added, covering the results of 
both Chapter 4 and 5. 
5.2 Validating the daily BC exposure model 
5.2.1 Introduction 
Activity specific models (ASM) are built for in-vehicle exposure and indoor at home microen-
vironments (0 and 0). Now the activity specific models can be merged into a daily personal 
prediction, by applying the ASMs to the matching activity. All activities recorded in the dia-
ries in the external participatory campaign (appendix A) are evaluated through the present-
ed data workflow (see 2.3). The personal exposure participatory campaign acts as a fully in-
dependent validation set for the combined models. The resulting indicator is the instantane-
ous daily exposure to BC, referred to as BCday. No activity specific dose corrections are in-
cluded. 
5.2.2 Activity based daily BC exposure model: BCday 
The indicator definition has to result in a daily BC exposure estimate including all activities 
in any microenvironment. Activity specific models are not available for all micro-
environments. An approximation is proposed based on the available activity specific models. 
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A selection of the activity specific models (ASM) presented in the previous chapter is used to 
define the ASMs in the daily model. They are listed in Table 5.2-1.  
Exposure in busses is assumed to be equal to exposure in cars since not enough data is 
available to build a specific activity specific function for busses. For the indoor activities at 
other destinations, the indoor model at home is applied without modifications. All other 
activities (walk, bike, railway, light-rail and in transit) are evaluated with an outdoor model, 
equal to the indoor model BCBAconst but not including the outdoor to indoor correction. The 
actual outdoor activities (biking and walking) are evaluated though the noise map based bi-
cycle experiment. For rail, overestimations can be expected, since the activity is not outdoor 
but a closed micro-environment and mostly at reasonable distances from traffic sources. The 
influence of the ventilation in rail vehicles is unknown. For light-rail (tram and metro), expec-
tations are divers, tram might be predicted better by the in-vehicle model. Since the number 
of light-rail activities is low in the validation dataset, no large effects in the overall evalua-
tions are expected and no statistically relevant analysis will be possible. 
It is evident that the used methodology can include more details for the diverse activities 
or micro-environments. In this evaluation, the choice is made to not include external param-
eters or corrections on specific activities from other sources or external publications. The 
purpose of this section is to evaluate the quality of the spatiotemporal models as such.  
 
Micro-environment Activity specific model 
Car 
Bus 
Car model BCR_LDENW_AGE_EU5 
(section 4.5) 
Indoor @ home 
Indoor @ other destination 
Indoor BCBA I/O adjusted model   
BCBAseason (section 4.6) 
Walk 
Bike 
Railway 
Light Rail 
Transit (switching between 
travel modes) 
outdoor model =   
BCBAconst indoor model without I/O correction (section 
4.6) 
Table 5.2-1: Overview of the activity specific models in the diurnal Black Carbon exposure factory. 
The main difference with chapter 4 is the reporting level. Results are now reported on a 
daily basis instead of on activity level. Every person-day results in one single result. In this 
project we do not aim to give a result for the average personal exposure of the individual 
participants since we test the instantaneous prediction of the daily exposure including all 
specific daily features (actual daily pattern and instantaneous exposure parameters).  
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5.2.3 Results 
5.2.3.1 Diurnal evaluation including all activities 
In Figure 5.2.1, the prediction of the daily exposure BCday is presented for all person-days. 
The first chart shows the measurements versus the predicted values, correlations and 
slopes, including the slope forced through zero (a*). The green line is the ideal situation. The 
red line shows the linear fit in the data and the blue line the linear fit forced through zero. 
The second chart shows the density plot of the relative fit distribution. The red dotted line 
indicates the ideal situation. The third charts shows the same results with the median, Q1, 
Q3 and the 95% values, including the outliers. Each dot is a single person-day, including all 
exposure over all activities.  
The comparison is based on the results of the ASMs for all time steps where a prediction 
could be made. Only if all required data is available along the whole data flow, the episode is 
included. For indoor activities, this is the five minute interval, for the in-traffic data is it the 
10 second interval. In-traffic data results in a valid estimate if the GPS data is available within 
the start and end time of the in-traffic activity in the diary. A small set of person days (10 out 
of 303) of extreme values is removed from the dataset (based on a relative fit < 0.2 and rela-
tive fit > 5.0). The BC measurements can be highly disturbed, negative values or huge peaks 
occur and they can perturb the evaluation. The removal is performed after the daily aggre-
gation, not on the basis of the individual activities. Large variability throughout the day can 
be cancelled out by the aggregation process over all activities in that day.  
 
Figure 5.2.1: Evaluations of the diurnal model BCday. 
The slope of the linear fit on the average daily exposure prediction is 0.57, with correla-
tions of 0.65 (Pearson) and 0.66 (Spearman). When the linear fit is forced to an intercept at 
zero, the slope is 0.82. The median and mean relative fit is 0.85 and 0.99 respectively, slight-
ly underestimating the daily exposure.  
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Figure 5.2.2: Evaluations of the diurnal model BCday: indoor activities only. 
A similar evaluation can now be performed, but with only including all indoor activities 
and all in-traffic activities separately (Figure 5.2.2 and Figure 5.2.3). In Table 5.2-2, the sum-
mary of the basic statistics for all three evaluations is gathered. For the indoor micro-
environments, the slope of the linear fit on the average daily exposure prediction is 0.56, 
with correlations of 0.61 (Pearson) and 0.58 (Spearman). When the linear fit is forced to an 
intercept at zero, the slope is 0.84. The median and mean relative fit is 0.90 and 1.04 respec-
tively. 
 
Figure 5.2.3: Evaluations of the diurnal model BCday, only in-traffic activities 
Percentiles P10 Q1 Median Mean Q3 P90 IQR 
BC24_TEMP 0.56 0.67 0.85 0.99 1.11 1.58 0.44 
BC24_TEMP: all indoor 0.54 0.68 0.90 1.04 1.21 1.69 0.53 
BC24_TEMP: all in-traffic 0.33 0.48 0.68 0.82 0.96 1.28 0.48 
 
Daily average  Cor 
(Pear-
son) 
Cor 
(spear
man) 
A B A* band-
width 
BC24_TEMP 0.65 0.66 0.57 458 0.82 0.094 
BC24_TEMP: all indoor  0.61 0.58 0.56 444 0.84 0.114 
BC24_TEMP: all in-traffic  0.64 0.62 0.53 1128 0.66 0.112 
 
Table 5.2-2: Overview of the prediction statistics of three evaluations: Percentiles, IQR, correlations, linear 
fits and bandwidth. 
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For the in-traffic micro-environments, the slope of the linear fit on the average daily ex-
posure prediction is 0.53, with correlations of 0.64 (Pearson) and 0.61 (Spearman). When the 
linear fit is forced to an intercept at zero, the slope is 0.66. The median and mean relative fit 
is 0.68 and 0.82 respectively. The distribution has two components, a set with rather strong 
underestimations and a set near the relative fit of 1.0. 
 
5.2.3.2 Predictive quality by micro-environment 
Specific models were developed for in-vehicle and indoor exposure, but the models are ap-
plied to other micro-environments based on an expected applicability. The relative fit of the 
micro-environments is now investigated by micro-environment. For each person-day a value 
is available for each used micro-environment, a sum over all activities in that day of the per-
son in the specific micro-environment. In Figure 5.2.4, the distributions of the relative fits are 
presented. The colours indicate the used activity specific model (green = indoor, red = in-
vehicle, orange = outdoor). 
 
Figure 5.2.4: Boxplot of the relative fits per person-day-microenvironment. The colors indicate the used ASM. 
Green is indoor, red is in-vehicle, outdoor is orange. 
The indoor micro-environment, now also including the indoor activities at other locations, 
results in a good prediction. The car micro-environment results in a large set of underesti-
mated trips, but the underestimation of the exposure of bike, rail and walk is much larger, 
only predicting half of the exposure. The exposure in the busses is predicted better com-
pared to the car micro-environment.  
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5.2.4 Discussion 
5.2.4.1 The personal daily exposure to Black Carbon: BCday 
The BCday model is based on activity specific models based on BC measurements performed 
on bicycle and in vehicles. The instantaneous model is applied on an independent participa-
tory campaign including BC exposure measurements. Applying a model to an independent 
population including the personal behaviour is a basic functionality of the data workflow 
(2.3). A correlation of 0.65 is achieved between the daily personal exposure measurements 
in the external validation set and the instantaneous activity specific and route sensitive pre-
diction with the BCday model. The indoor micro-environment specific evaluation is predicting 
the mean, median, IQR and slope well (see Table 5.2-2). The similar evaluation for the in-
traffic prediction is underestimating the exposure but the correlation is very similar and 
slightly higher compared to the indoor evaluation. The strong underestimations occur for 
walking and biking. 
The external validation campaign is performed with a temporal resolution of five minutes. 
The prediction models are based on bicyclist and in-vehicle exposure measurements, mod-
elled with a temporal resolution of 10 seconds and spatial resolution sensitive to meters and 
required aggregation to perform the validation. The activity specific models are based on a 
limited set of five to seven parameters for each micro-environment. None of the models 
include local daily traffic data. Despite these strong restrictions in the underlying ASMs, the 
known variability of real life BC exposure and restrictions in the external validation data (see 
appendix A), the validation is successful. 
It is difficult to compare this result with current literature since few instantaneous daily 
models are published for Black Carbon at this moment. No examples are known where a 
fully independent validation is performed as well but in a recent publication, land-use re-
gression models for UFP are cross-validated over different areas of the Boston area (Patton 
et al., 2015). The LUR models are based on mobile monitoring over periods up to 40 days 
and are evaluated on daily basis. The authors could not reach good cross-validation with this 
set of state-of-the-art land-use regression models. The direct transferability only resulted in 
correlations of 0.17. Local recalibration of the LUR models only resulted in correlations be-
tween 0.19 and 0.40. This publication is illustrating the difficulties in the prediction of traffic 
related air pollution. It puts the achieved correlation of 0.65 for the BCday model into per-
spective. Considering that this result is reached for an instantaneous daily activity specific BC 
exposure including in-traffic exposure and is based on a fully independent external valida-
tion, this result becomes even stronger.  
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5.2.4.2 Indoor sources in the indoor micro-environments 
The model only predicts the traffic related BC exposure inside the dwellings or in the 
buildings at the destinations. Indoor sources of BC can introduce errors in the validation. The 
model itself does not attempt to include indoor sources. Nevertheless, it is interesting to 
verify is indoor sources could improve the exposure model. This will be tested by comparing 
the residual errors for the indoor activities at home and at the other destinations. 
The only available attribute to distinguish between indoor micro-environments is the 
purpose of the activity in the diary registrations. The purpose holds indirect information of 
the destination. Destinations linked to a similar purpose tend to have similar properties, in-
cluding I/O ratios and the occurrence of non-traffic related Black Carbon sources (cooking, 
candles, smoking…). The exposure dynamics of the indoor activities can be different for the 
indoor activities at the destinations. In Figure 5.2.5, the distributions of the relative fits are 
presented for the indoor at home activities and the indoor activities on other locations ac-
cording the BCday model including the daily temperature adjusted I/O ratio. 
 
Figure 5.2.5: Relative fit distributions by activity purpose for indoor at home activities (top) and indoor at 
other locations (bottom), restricted to weekdays. 
The at home activities reach for most of the activities median relative fits close to 1. This 
implies that there is no evidence that additional indoor sources are required during the at-
home activities. This can be related to the fact that the households in the validation study 
where all non-smokers. For the activities at other destinations, the relative fits are in general 
much lower than 1, compared to the at home indoor activities. Only for the work, school and 
personal activities, the median is close to 1. Strong undershoots are visible for social activi-
ties, service, free time and shopping. The underestimation by the BCday model in those activi-
ties can be related to higher risk of exposure to other or unmapped BC sources (smoking, 
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cooking, local traffic). Another important factor is related to a restriction of the participatory 
sensing diary, no distinction could be made between actual indoor and outdoor activities. 
Some activities were probably performed outdoor but the I/O correction was applied to all 
activities at fixed location. This can also account for a significant portion of the underestima-
tions. In general, the activities linked to social interaction with other people tend to be un-
derestimated (social not at home, shop, service and free time not at home). The mean and 
median values of all purposes at home and at other destinations are summarized in Table 
5.2-3.  
 
Activities at home Median Mean 
FOOD 1.08 1.31 
FREETIME 0.93 1.04 
HOUSEHOLD 1.08 1.32 
PERSONAL 0.78 0.78 
SLEEP 0.97 1.13 
SOCIAL 0.91 0.91 
WORK 1.13 1.37 
Activities other destinations Median Mean 
EDUCATION 1.05 1.61 
FOOD 0.85 1.01 
FREETIME 0.53 0.90 
PERSONAL 1.17 1.7 
SERVICE 0.70 0.87 
SHOP 0.71 0.96 
SHOPLONG 0.72 0.84 
SLEEP 1.17 1.17 
SOCIAL 0.76 0.93 
WORK 1.17 1.40 
Table 5.2-3: Purpose related activity specific discrepancies (median value and mean value). 
When the research objective requires the inclusion of indoor sources, modifications can 
be included into the ASMs. There are several options: modifying the I/O ratios by purpose 
and type of destination, adding non-traffic related BC contribution, improving the local traf-
fic information. External data is requires to add this functionality into the models. 
5.2.4.3 Discrepancies for the in-traffic micro-environments 
The outdoor model, based on the bicycle measurements and extrapolated using a region 
wide noise map, is strongly underestimating the in-traffic activities (bike, walk) and in a less-
er extent, the rail micro-environment. For biking and walking, this phenomenon was ex-
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pected, but it is even stronger than anticipated. The origin of this discrepancy is simple. No 
traffic data is available for the local roads were most of the walking and biking activities oc-
cur. In the publication of Patton (Patton et al., 2015), this is also the key argument to explain 
the poor results of the cross-validation. The models require parameterization of diurnal, 
weekly traffic trends on the local streets, while typically only traffic data is available for the 
higher density roads. In this PhD, it is also shown that the local exposure is also highly sensi-
tive to local traffic dynamics, adding another dimension of missing data to the requirements. 
The reduction of the sensitivity of the BCoutdoor model towards local traffic was anticipated, 
this decision is purely data driven due to lack of alternatives. The potential solution for this 
lack of data is already presented in 0: the city-wide mobile noise mapping will be able to 
quantify the local traffic including the traffic dynamics over larger areas. The next challenge 
is to provide this improved quality of data region-wide. Once a larger mobile noise mapping 
data is available, a land-use regression technique can be used to extrapolate the results re-
gion-wide.  
As a last point, the choice of applying the model for cars for the exposure in the bus has 
to be evaluated. Several authors have found that the exposure in a bus is higher compared 
to in-vehicle (see 1.1.5.2). This information was not included in the assumption of the BCday 
model since not enough data is available to build an instantaneous model for the bus micro-
environment. The distribution of the relative fit for the bus micro-environment is however 
closer to 1 compared to the car micro-environment. The model performs better for the bus 
trips compared to the car trips. This indicates that there is no evidence in this dataset that an 
upward correction for busses is required; a significant portion of differences in the exposure 
in busses is already captured by the underlying covariates in the model. This can be related 
to the fact that busses follow routes where an average, the traffic information is more accu-
rate. Busses tend to follow the connecting roads from village to villages and the high density 
roads in the cities. In the underlying dataset, traffic on these roads is available and is includ-
ed in the noise maps. Cars are used more on low density roads with lower quality of traffic 
data and/or missing traffic data. Again, the city-wide noise mapping methodology has the 
potential to add this missing spatial information into the in-vehicle models. The efforts re-
quired improving the exposure models for walking and biking will add value for the in-
vehicle micro-environment as well. 
5.2.4.4 Comparison with other methodologies 
Most of the external available land-use regression models are combining traffic data, popu-
lation data, building layers and distance buffers for large traffic sources (Hoek et al., 2008, 
Beelen et al., 2013). Most of the current LUR models address PM10, PM2.5 and NOx, BC and 
UFP are scarcer (Dons, 2013, PhD). Few layers in the LURs express spatial details sensitive to 
meters, the relevant spatial resolution of the traffic related particulate matter concentra-
tions. None of the methods are able to include traffic on all roads, due to lack of data. On 
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top of that, many of the layers express similar features. More length of roads in the vicinity, 
a classical LUR covariate is indeed more traffic, the layers including the amount of dwellings 
and population relate to also to traffic and human activities (dwelling heating etc…). Multiple 
layers express complex and interacting correlations with the investigated exposure. Overfit-
ting the scarce measurement data is therefore a huge risk. In the noise map based approach, 
a single data layer is used incorporating all relevant traffic information. The risk of overfitting 
is highly reduced. The layer includes a weighted distance to source with a resolution that is 
not reached by the discrete distance buffers in the external LURs. The noise map is proven to 
be a valid and strong alternative. The most crucial limitation in the classical land-use regres-
sion models is however even more fundamental. The exposures cannot be disentangled into 
a background meteorological induced contribution and a local traffic contribution. The un-
derlying gam models, capable of distinguishing between the local and the background in-
duced variability are the reason why the noise map based extrapolation is successful. 
There are publications that come close to some of the features of this approach, but 
mostly one or two specific properties are evaluated in the similar detail. The EPA’s Stochastic 
Human Exposure and Dose Simulation (SHEDS-PM10) approach, for example is highly detailed 
in the activity definitions, but used PM10 which does not express the spatial and temporal 
variability of the traffic related pollutants BC and UFP (Burke et al., 2001). The PM10 evalua-
tion is also not sensitive to temporal changes. In Montréal, a detailed model is made, includ-
ing route sensitive evaluation but the underlying NO2 air pollution map does not have the 
same spatial resolution of BC and UFP (Hatzopoulou et al., 2013). In this particular solution, a 
more detailed traffic related PM layer and a more activity specific evaluation can be added. 
A near highway hourly model for UFP was built recently by Patton (Patton et al., 2014). A 
larger scale model was built by Rivera in the province of Girona based on 644 short term 
measurements in front of the dwellings (Rivera et al., 2012). A full overview of available LURs 
is assembled by Dons (Dons, 2013, PhD). 
Another important effort to build a spatiotemporal land-use regressions model for BC 
(AB2C model) is based on the data used for the external validation in this PhD (Dons et al., 
2014). It is one of the few models that provide an hourly estimate for the indoor exposure 
and a road type specific exposure while being in traffic. A daily adjustment towards an annu-
al average exposure is added to account for the seasonal changes. The model is however 
based on the assumption that it is unbiased for personal behaviour and the bias toward the 
meteorological sampling is resolved. The dataset is large, and probably the strongest dataset 
collected so far. It is however virtually impossible to perform unbiased participatory meas-
urement campaigns. This is addressed in detail in 5.3.2.3. The main difference between the 
AB2C model and this approach is the instantaneous modelling including the disentanglement 
of background and local traffic contributions.  
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5.2.5 Conclusions 
The validated instantaneous models of the activity specific models for in-vehicle and indoor 
Black Carbon exposure are combined in an instantaneous daily exposure model, covering all 
micro-environments. The BCBAseason indoor model with the daily temperature adjusted I/O 
ratio combined with the euro 5 adjusted in-vehicle model results in a prediction model 
reaching a correlation 0.65. The main goal of this PhD is hereby achieved. A fully inde-
pendently defined set of activity specific models successfully predict the measured personal 
BC exposure in an external participatory sensing campaign. The spatial resolution and dis-
tance to source effect of the underlying noise maps matches the spatial resolution of the 
Black Carbon exposure for both indoor and in-vehicle exposure. For the active transport 
modes, bike and walk, the noise map based models are not accurate enough due to lack of 
traffic data on the local roads. This aligns with the results from the noise measurement 
based bicycle models. More detailed traffic assessment, including traffic dynamics was prov-
en to be is necessary for the bicyclists. It is expected that this local data will also improve the 
exposure of the pedestrians. City wide traffic noise mapping will improve the noise map 
based BCday model for the active modes and have potential for the in-vehicle exposure mod-
els as well. 
Using noise as a proxy for traffic related air pollution exposure is successful. The back-
ground adjusted approaches, able to distinguish between meteorological influences and 
local traffic influences is crucial in this solution. The bias in the air pollution measurements 
due to the meteorology is largely removed. Once this is achieved the spatial details in the 
traffic become statistically significant.  
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5.3 General discussion and overall analysis 
This section summarizes the lessons learned and pending issues in traffic related health and 
exposure science. The issues link back to the different results in this PhD without the aim to 
be exhaustive. Of course, the link to noise assessment is included, which does not imply that 
noise assessments are the solution to every problem in traffic related air pollution. The noise 
discipline is however, a very important component in the multidisciplinary aspects of traffic 
related health effect research. 
5.3.1 The concept of micro land use regression (µLUR) 
5.3.1.1 Background air pollution exposure: the strongest component but not 
the most interesting part 
A constant in the presented measurements and models, is the importance of the back-
ground exposure in the total exposure. When attempting to identify differences in the per-
sonal exposure, this strong correlation with the background exposure hampers the quantifi-
cation of the variability related to the individual time-activity pattern. From a health per-
spective, the interpersonal differences are the most important part of the exposure. Most of 
this PhD can be catalogued as a struggle to quantify this second order component in the to-
tal exposure related to the personal behavioural pattern in combination with local variation 
in traffic.  
5.3.1.2 Improving traffic assessments through noise measurements 
Air pollution exposure is highly variable and strongly influenced by meteorological effects. 
The major component of the spatial and temporal variability is however still the exposure to 
the local traffic sources. If traffic data is available, it is only available for the high exposure 
locations (highways, major roads). It is mostly only available in a highly generalized time res-
olution and it rarely includes traffic dynamics. When the data exists, access and lag between 
data and results can be significant, delaying the post-processing and evaluation. The most 
important problem is that the available data only covers a small portion of the road network 
and that most of the people live and travel along the smaller not attributed road segments. 
This lack of data is even more important for the active travel modes, biking and walking. Ex-
posure scientists lack spatial and temporal resolution at the low exposure side of the distri-
bution. Lack of resolution at the low exposure part of the distribution hampers the quantifi-
cation of the health effects. 
This traffic data issue does not only relate to air pollution, the same lack of data also 
hampers noise exposure, noise related health assessments and other mobility related as-
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pects. Also in the noise discipline, for both annoyance and sleep disturbance, more meas-
urements are needed to capture the spatial and temporal variability of the exposure. A 
strong synergy is possible here.  
5.3.1.3 Disentangling meteorology and local traffic effects in air pollution ex-
posure measurements 
Noise measurements are capable of quantifying the local traffic and local traffic dynamics 
instantaneously, in a high spatial resolution by using mobile measurements and in a high 
temporal resolution in fixed measurements. Instantaneous traffic assessments through noise 
assessments enable the disentanglement of the variability in the air pollution measurements 
into local traffic and large scale meteorological influences. This aspect is a fundamental 
component of the success of the BC models presented in this PhD. 
5.3.1.4 Participatory and mobile campaigns are by default biased 
Personal measurement equipment is expensive and the burden for the subjects of perform-
ing the measurements for the subjects is hampering research. No present day measurement 
campaign can assess enough locations for a long enough periods and cover all potential vari-
ability on local traffic, distance to major roads, short-term and long-term meteorological 
conditions, background exposures, season, time of day, diurnal patterns and other. No cam-
paign can truly result in an unbiased dataset. When comparing participatory sensing cam-
paigns in different era’s or between different countries the differences between the expo-
sure levels can be linked to different environmental external parameters. Wind speed, vehi-
cle fleet, road design, background levels and many other parameters might differ between 
these campaigns. Since many parameters influence the actual exposure, it can be stated that 
every air pollution measurement campaign is by default biased. 
5.3.1.5 Resolving ‘selection bias by design’ in the measurements 
The fundamental issue of selection bias cannot be resolved by restricting the measure-
ments to avoid unwanted influences if those influences are not well understood or quantifi-
able. The solution is to embrace that variability and measure it at full.  
In the bicycle measurements this was accomplished by measuring in all meteorological 
conditions over the range of one year, combined with random route selection and frequent 
changes in the routes from high to low exposure segments in the same run. All variability of 
traffic exposure and meteorological conditions are mixed, a model that can resolve this will 
be robust and can be extrapolated without (or at least with fewer) restrictions. Instantane-
ous traffic attribution removes the classic restriction in mobile air pollution campaigns to 
measure fixed trajectories. 
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A similar approach is taken for the in-vehicle measurements: by design ‘not design the 
route choices of the participants’. The participants do what they are used to do in real life in 
all traffic conditions, routes and meteorological situations. A ‘real life’ exposure dataset is 
the aim. The most difficult part is to cover the full diversity of the vehicle fleet. The unchart-
ed potential influences of quality of the car and the personal use of the ventilation system is 
also an important concern. With only nine participants, the full diversity of the fleet was not 
reached in Section 4.5, the ventilation use was also not recorded. In an epidemiological con-
text, the personal use of the ventilation system will probably never be included in the per-
sonal information. A model sensitive to the ventilation settings is interesting from a general 
scientific point of view, but will be less relevant if it cannot be applied on epidemiological 
databases. A model should be applicable to the investigated population. A model sensitive to 
the used vehicle (age, make, make, fuel, catalogue prize) is useful since this can correlate 
with the socio-economic aspects of the participants. 
To conclude, the main objective of the experimental approach should be to gather the da-
ta in all its variability as close to real life settings and matching the potential relevant infor-
mation available in the epidemiological datasets. 
5.3.1.6 Increasing spatiotemporal resolution and instantaneous modelling 
The previous statement implies at first sight the requirement to perform massive measure-
ments campaigns. In a sense this is true, but it can be nuanced. Since the variability in the 
emission and exposure is high, the different influencing factors become visible by increasing 
the spatial and temporal resolution of the measurement campaigns. By increasing the spati-
otemporal detail, two important features emerge. First the actual short term variability can 
be investigated. Secondly, the short term variability will reveal knowledge, previously hidden 
in the data due to the lower temporal resolution. The sampling requirements can change 
due to the newly detected information, so the required increase of number of measure-
ments can be modest. 
The key issue is attributing the measurements in a similar spatial and temporal resolution. 
The problem is reduced to finding and quantifying the external attributes explaining the var-
iability in the measurements. In this specific case, the noise measurements act as a physical 
measurable proxy for the local traffic and local traffic with a temporal resolution of seconds.  
In general, the solution to resolve the huge complexity of the many influencing factors on 
the personal exposure is building instantaneous models. Instantaneous models capture and 
explain the actual exposure dynamics. Increasing spatiotemporal resolution automatically 
results in instantaneous models. 
Most air pollution exposure models in literature attempt to predict yearly averages since 
the potential health effects become only quantifiable on the long term. Instantaneous mod-
els can provide unbiased yearly averages by extrapolating the instantaneous exposure to 
yearly averaged prediction. This approach is illustrated in 0. Comparing health evaluations 
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based on yearly exposure models and yearly extrapolated instantaneous models might re-
veal the relevance of this approach in the future. 
5.3.1.7 Generalized additive models 
The tool, used to analyse the large and diverse sets of data is the ‘generalized additive mod-
el’ (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1986). The non-linear fitting properties of the technique can detect 
and disentangle effects in the multivariate data. The measured variability in the ‘not prede-
signed’ experiments becomes an asset rather than a drawback. The technique can handle 
sparse data and still disentangle the relevant effects over multiple covariates simultaneous-
ly. An implementation is available in R (Wood, 2006). It also becomes a more and more pop-
ular technique in environmental exposure and health analysis (Dominici et al., 2002). It is a 
data driven approach, removing the need of providing a full analytical solution of the under-
lying and interacting environmental, chemical and physical processes.  
5.3.1.8 Microscopic and micro-environment specific spatiotemporal land-use 
regression models (µLUR) 
Looking back on the models and the results, it is clear that the approaches used in this PhD 
add spatial and temporal resolution to the current LUR practice in air pollution research. It 
not only adds improved resolution, it is also crucial to capture the extreme variability of the 
particle matter exposure. Aggregation and data cleaning of the short-term measurements 
risk removing relevant information from the detailed measurement sequences. The only way 
to understand the variability is to attempt to attribute the sequences with relevant external 
information. In the specific case of traffic related air pollution, the relevant information is 
definitely the traffic and the traffic dynamics itself. In this work this information is added 
through noise assessments. Other methods might replace the noise approach, but the need 
for increased spatiotemporal resolution is fundamental. Therefor an extended form of land-
use regression is introduced: 
 
The microscopic and micro-environment specific non-linear spatiotemporal 
land-use regression model (µLUR) 
A µLUR should at least have the following features: 
1. Low aggregation level of the measurements. 
2. Detailed spatial and temporal attribution of all driving forces. 
3. Measurements campaign designed to capture as much of the variability over 
all driving forces. 
4. Activity and/or micro-environment specific models 
5. Non-linear modelling techniques capable of adjusting for non-linear aspects 
and/or saturation of the pollution indicator towards the driving forces. 
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Full coverage of all requirements was necessary to achieve the presented results. Design-
ing measurement campaigns to cover all variability and attributing the results with the in-
stantaneous traffic is absolutely crucial.  
The µLUR is an exemplary case of the Activity Specific Function in the MEX data flow 
framework (2.3). The µLUR in the MEX workflow covers all the complexity of the exposure, 
dose and indicator calculations, adding a non-linear coverage of the full path of external ex-
posure, dose corrections, internal dose corrections and effects evaluations. The only funda-
mental restriction is the capability of feeding the µLUR with the relevant personal data 
matching the requirements of the model.  
5.3.2 Noise measurements and noise map specific features 
5.3.2.1 Spectral noise evaluation  
From an acoustic point of view, the most important aspect in this work is the inclusion of the 
spectral content to detect the traffic dynamics of the local traffic. For bicyclists, the instanta-
neous noise exposure provided two strong noise related covariates; the first and strongest 
covariate is related to the low frequency engine noise in the vehicle noise emission spec-
trum. This relation was also tested in Bangalore, India. The approach was valid under ex-
tremely different traffic and exposure conditions for air and noise pollution, despite im-
portant disturbances due to the habit of honking in the traffic jams. The instantaneous rela-
tion is valid for particle number (PN) as well for Black Carbon. The difference between low 
and high frequencies can be regarded as a proxy for driving speed (see Figure 5.3.1).  
 
 
Figure 5.3.1: Visualization of the importance of the spectral evaluation on the instantaneous noise exposure 
in detecting the vehicle dynamics. The dotted lines show the typical spectrum of engine noise (green) and 
rolling noise (red) for the high speed traffic situation. 
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An important comment has to be made here. It is not because noise events (and the spectral 
content in those events in the case of mobile noise measurements) are relevant, that there 
is a direct relationship between air pollution and the total acoustical energy. Rather the op-
posite is true. The dwelling facade model is more successful with the arithmetic mean of the 
LOLF noise parameter over the evaluation period of 15 minutes. The energy-conserving vari-
ant LOLF,eq,15min was even weaker than any other standard noise evaluations (LAeq and the sta-
tistical parameters). This also explains why previous attempts by other authors are less suc-
cessful compared to the results in this PhD (Beelen et al., 2009, Ross et al., 2011, Gan et al., 
2012). Further research into the best noise based indicator to build the noise-BC relationship 
near the dwellings is relevant. 
5.3.2.2 Spatiotemporal models and noise: dimension reduction. 
An important feature of the presented noise based spatiotemporal models is the dimension 
reduction in the spatial resolution of the input data sources without losing the relevant spa-
tial resolution. Let’s explain this in detail.  
If a bicyclist’s exposure has to be estimated with a combination of a temporal and a spa-
tial dataset, the spatial dataset has to be sensitive to the relative position of the bicycle to 
the local traffic sources (with a spatial resolution of meters). The bicyclist is however bound 
to the relative position of the bicycle infrastructure to the street infrastructure. The relevant 
position of the bicyclist contains two components: the position along the road, sensitive to 
distance to a crossing and the distance perpendicular to the local traffic lanes. The spatial 
resolution along the road segments is the temporal resolution of the evaluation multiplied 
with the instantaneous speed, typically 18 km/h. An evaluation distance of approximately 50 
m along the road segments is the automatic result. In the case of the noise based models, 
the noise assessments include all those aspects at once. It quantifies and characterises the 
amount of traffic and includes a distance to source. The models are sensitive to a resolution 
of meters without requiring explicit spatial models or external data with a spatial resolution 
of meters.  
A similar effect is reached for in-vehicle exposure. The vehicle is bound to the driving 
lanes on the road, the speed of the vehicles is higher and the in-vehicle exposure requires 
smoothing due to the ventilation system. The resulting spatial resolution is between 50 and 
300 m along the road network (matching instantaneous speeds of 20 and 120 km/hour). The 
underlying noise map has a spatial grid resolution of 20 m; more than enough to account for 
the resolution of changing traffic along the road segments. The position error perpendicular 
to the road segment is resolved by applying a map matching technique (vehicle automatical-
ly positioned on the road segment of the input data). Again, a strong reduction in the re-
quired resolution of the spatial data sources is achieved. This dimension reduction is a key 
feature of the success of the presented spatiotemporal models. 
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5.3.2.3 The noise map as a LUR input layer 
Land-use regression models are common in air pollution science due to the complexity and 
lack of data to calculate detailed local dispersion models for larger areas. The noise maps are 
used here as the spatial data layer to provide the traffic data to the land-use regression ap-
proach. The noise maps act also as a distance to source weighted layer for exposure to traf-
fic. It incorporates a detailed distance evaluation, a strong dispersion effect (order of magni-
tude 2) and an accumulation effect when roads join. The specific characteristics and poten-
tial issues of the used noise map in this solution are addressed in 5.3.2.4.  
Land-use regression techniques only transpose the spatial features of the underlying data 
sources to predict the investigated indicator. It is not only the direct relationship between air 
and noise pollution exposure related to the simultaneous emission that is responsible for the 
successful prediction. It is the similar propagation characteristics of noise and BC combined 
with the spatial resolution of the noise map that is responsible for the successful prediction, 
not the simultaneous emission as such. This is the reason why using a noise map as an alter-
native traffic layer is a valid approach. The spatial detailed calculation methods in the acous-
tic field are a fundamental part of the discipline. The air pollution field can only benefit of 
this spatially detailed data layer covering a lot of the effort and data processing available at 
the adjacent discipline.  
5.3.2.4 Noise map features and their potential influence on the models 
The used noise map (INTEC-VMM noise map) for the Flemish region has an important draw-
back. It does not include the screening of buildings. The noise map is in first order a distance 
weighted traffic map but also includes noise specific features (road surface corrections, 
noise screens near the highways, aging and replacement of road surfaces, vehicle fleet evo-
lutions and other). It is calculated for the regional environmental reporting, independently 
from the EU noise directive requirements. The main reason the EU noise directive maps are 
not used is that they focus on the high traffic roads. They include only roads with traffic 
above a predefined threshold and report only for the highest noise levels (EU noise directive, 
2002). The second part of the EU noise directive requires full noise maps for the agglomera-
tions which are available throughout Europe for all cities. The external validation data is 
however distributed over the whole Flemish area, not restricted to one of the agglomeration 
in Flanders. Using the EU noise maps was therefore not an option in this work.  
It is unclear how this lack of screening influences the quality of the model. This could im-
ply that using EU noise directive maps might be less effective. The other option, improve-
ment of the models due to screening is also not impossible. It is known that Black Carbon 
and UFP emission can be screened by buildings and noise screens. Including screening in the 
noise map can relate to that and improve the correlation between noise and BC. Reverbera-
tion effects due to multiple reflections increase noise levels in narrow streets and can indi-
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rectly incorporate the street canyon accumulation effects of air pollutants. Many features in 
the noise maps might reduce or improve the correlation between noise and traffic related 
particulate matter. This cannot be quantified or evaluated at this moment. The presented 
technique; where the gam model is based on the noise map and the same noise map is used 
to extrapolate the results, incorporates and/or cancels out the specific features of the used 
noise map by design, for the better and the worse. The features of the noise map are an in-
teresting topic for further research.  
5.3.2.5 Effects of changing fleet composition on the models 
The noise based models are providing a general assessment of the noise-BC relations for 
the actual fleet at the time of the measurement campaign. In the city-wide noise mapping 
(Section 4.3), it is already advised to perform a local calibration on the underlying instanta-
neous model. This statement has to be extended to all micro-environments.  
A frequently returning question is the potential effects of electric and/or hybrid vehicles 
in the fleet on the fleet. Since electric and hybrid vehicle will emit less PM, but also emit less 
or no engine noise, the physical link remains intact. The models are assessing a fleet as a 
whole. This will only affect the absolute magnitudes of the exposure. An interesting applica-
tion would be to perform these measurements in different countries at the same time, 
which would allow the researchers to compare fleet level specific differences (fuel types, 
renewal rate etc.). This exercise can also be made at a local scale when significant spatial 
changes in the fleet can be expected, for example when low emission zones are implement-
ed (Invernizzi et al., 2011, Cesaroni et al., 2012).  
In the in-vehicle model is shown that the effect of the European Euro 5 emission legisla-
tion has a strong effect. This leads to the conclusion that the combined monitoring has to be 
repeated on regular basis and the model parameters should be updated frequently. These 
methods will assess the combined changes of the fleets and the emissions correctly, includ-
ing the changes in traffic densities and dynamics due to local policy decisions.  
5.3.3 Particulate matter exposure in detail 
5.3.3.1 Strong traffic related gradients for other air pollutants 
One of the first conclusions that could be drawn from the combined mobile noise and BC 
measurements was the stronger than anticipated decrease with distance to source effects. 
The concentration gradients in relation to the road side are summarized for different air pol-
lutants by Karner and colleagues (Karner et al., 2010). The distance to source relation is 
stronger for BC and UFP compared to PM25 and PM10. Polycyclic gaseous components show 
similar gradients as BC and UFP. These components cannot be assessed in the same spatial 
and temporal resolution yet due to technical limitations in the measurement technology. It 
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is very well possible that those polycyclic air pollution components are an important factor in 
the health effects. For traffic related health effects, exposure to BC and UFP might correlate 
with exposure to these carcinogenic gaseous components. BC and UFP can be a proxy for 
other carcinogenic gaseous components. As in all epidemiological evaluations, we should be 
aware that we only detect associations and not causal relations. The small particles can also 
be the physical path of the internal exposure, enabling the transport of the hazardous com-
ponents into the body.  
5.3.3.2 Background measurement location features are relevant 
The results in this PhD rely strongly on the available background measurements from the 
Flemish Government. At the time of the external participatory campaign (Appendix A) few 
continues measurement stations were equipped with Black Carbon equipment. A recent 
overview of the EU evaluates the monitoring of Black Carbon in European countries. The 
Flemish region was one of the first areas implementing this technology (from 2009 on-
wards). The results in this PhD rely therefore strongly on the state-of-the-art quality of the 
measurement network in the region of Flanders. To put this into perspective, The Nether-
lands started their first continuous BC background measurements in 2013. 
At that time, only one location was useful as a ‘background measurement’ (Antwerpen-
Linkeroever). That location is actually quite close to the largest agglomeration in Flanders 
and can (from a geographically viewpoint) hardly be viewed as ‘background’ since it is close 
to one of the largest port cities in Europe. Yet due to the strong distance to source effects of 
Black Carbon and the proximity of the river Schelde, it did serve as a proper background 
measurement in the models. The upwind location to the harbour and the city are probably 
also reasons for the validity of this location as a background location. Only the extreme high 
exposure episodes are probably not representative for Flanders. Low wind speeds and cold 
weather typically occur with East and North East wind conditions, the downwind situation of 
this location for the city and the harbour. The gam models successfully captured that non-
linearity of the background exposure at the measurement location. 
Nevertheless, the models are sensitive to the location of the background measurement 
station. This was already visible and discussed in the measurement campaign in Bangalore, 
India (section 4.4) and for the indoor model (4.6) and the daily model (5.2.4.2). The instanta-
neous model at a dwelling facade in section 4.7 investigates the choice of the background 
location and its effect on the models (4.7.4.2). The number of measurement stations includ-
ing Black Carbon that can qualify as background locations has grown fast in the past years. In 
the future, modelling will have to address the properties of the most representative back-
ground measurement location for each model.  
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5.3.3.3 Micro-aethalometer measurement corrections 
The micro-aethalometer technology has been subject of extensive investigations on poten-
tial measurement errors. The most commonly used measurement correction is described by 
Hagler (Hagler et al, 2010) and is used in other sections (4.2, 4.4 and 4.5). In section 4.4 the 
noise based models were applied for Black Carbon evaluations with different correction 
functions. None of the correction functions improved the noise-BC models compared to a 
basic running average of 20 seconds on the raw BC data from the µ-aethalometer. The data 
set measured in Bangalore was limited to about 20 hours, so strong conclusions cannot be 
drawn here. The results suggest that all other available adjustment functions remove short-
term variability from the measurement sequence that also contains actual physical variation 
in the measurements. The validity of the correction functions should be re-evaluated in the 
context of the µLURs. 
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Chapter 6 Outlook and Conclusions 
6.1 Future developments and applications 
6.1.1 Extending the indoor exposure model 
The fact that the indoor exposure can be predicted by mapping the bicycle measurements 
to a noise map is very surprizing. This does not imply that this method is put forward as a 
solution to predict indoor exposure in the future. It is a numerical experiment that in this 
stage acts as an interesting option in future work. Two reasons can be put forward why this 
technique tends to work. The disentanglement of the short term variability of the BC expo-
sure into a local component and a large scale background component in the underlying data 
for the gam model is the first reason. The gam model only covers the local component and is 
fed by local traffic data through the noise map. The second reason why it works is related to 
the unintended bias of the sampling of the dwellings in the external participatory campaign. 
Few dwellings were within close proximity of major roads and highways. It is not expected 
that the underlying bicycle ASM model will be successful for the high exposed dwellings. The 
real goal should be an underlying gam model specifically designed for indoor exposure based 
on a combination of local traffic and large scale background contributions.  
In Section 4.6, only two components were included and the local component is not sensi-
tive to midrange effects in time in the vicinity of the cities (only a simple fixed spatial correc-
tion based on the PM10 map is available). There is room for improvement. In Section 4.7, the 
real complexity of background and local contribution is already visible. In the future more 
complex models will be necessary. The current background component can be split in a large 
scale meteorological component and a midrange local component covering the influence of 
traffic within a few kilometres (a typical parameter in the current land-use regression models 
(Dons, 2013, PhD thesis)). The noise-BC relation might change dramatically near highways 
and other continuous traffic sources. Splitting the local contributions into a local street traf-
fic component and a local component from large nearby highways or major roads is an op-
tion. 
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To achieve this, it is necessary to perform long-term combined noise-BC/UFP measure-
ments at a wide range of dwellings, both at the facade and indoor. The noise measurements 
at the facade can be used to add the required local traffic data and traffic dynamics into the 
models. In a spatiotemporal model covering multiple dwellings, the meteorological and local 
traffic contribution disentangle the indoor exposure. The noise indicator to include the local 
traffic component in the models should be the overall best choice valid over a wide range of 
dwellings. This noise indicator will not be the standard LAeq, as was shown extensively in this 
PhD. The I/O ratios can be established for seasonal ventilation aspects, but diurnal variations 
in the I/O ratio are also possible and might be related to the amount of traffic near the 
dwelling. Assessing the actual traffic at the dwelling is crucial. Mobile city-wide noise map-
ping can provide a data layer to extrapolate the new established indoor model to the entire 
city.  
6.1.2 Which traffic air pollutants require quantification? 
The most fundamental issue is determining which physical and/or chemical component is 
the most relevant component to evaluate the health effects. Black Carbon is already source 
specific for traffic but it is not sensitive enough to the particle size. Particle size and number 
are most likely the stronger indicators for the cardiovascular health effects. The mass-based 
measurement technique of the µAethalometer results in a faint signal for the large amounts 
of small particles close to the traffic sources. Black Carbon is used because the µAethalome-
ter is most portable measurement equipment, capable of gathering the required amount of 
data. For UFP measurements and particle size distributions, the available data is a lot spars-
er. The air pollution and the environmental epidemiological community acknowledge the 
importance of particle size evaluations to resolve the health effects. The presented results 
for Black Carbon have to be extended to particle counts, particle distributions, particle sur-
face area and/or the loading of the particles with other chemical components.  
6.1.3 MEX functionality: complex dose corrections 
The activity specific models (Chapter 4) and the diurnal model BCday (5.2) illustrate the func-
tionality of the MEX data workflow extensively (2.3). Many authors reporting on activity 
based air pollution exposure already include activity specific dose correction related to the 
inhalation rate (see 1.1.2.3). The MEX frame is capable of applying any set of complex dose 
corrections. A hypothetical dose correction function and indicator evaluation is illustrating 
the flexibility of the MEX data workflow (Figure 6.1.1). 
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Figure 6.1.1: Example of available indicator functionality: adjusting exposure for particle size, personal and 
activity specific inhalation and toxicity corrections at the spatial and temporal resolution of the activity spe-
cific model (ASM). 
The correction can be detailed to include individual features of the subjects if the relevant 
information is available through the person factory. The dose corrections can be extended to 
other features of the pollutant under investigation. The potential use of the background ad-
justed models is an option. Since particle size distributions are different for background ex-
posure and local contributions, correction functions adjusting for the amount of the small 
and potentially more harmful portion of the particulate matter exposure are relevant. This 
theme, adjusting for the actual amount of small particles in the exposure is addressed by 
several authors (Anderson et al., 2012, Bell, 2012, Chang et al., 2011, Chuang et al., 2005, 
Kelly and Fussel, 2012, Langrish et al., 2012, Laumbach and Kipen, 2012, Lippmann et al., 
2013, Liu et al., 2015, Lopez et al., 2012, Perrone et al., 2013, Steenhof et al., 2011, Strak et 
al., 2012). This type of corrections can be detailed by activity type and/or micro-environment 
in the ASMs. The size correction functions can be a function of the magnitude of the back-
ground and/or local contribution. The inhalation can be made sensitive to the activity and 
personal attributes. Internal dose could be adjusted to particle size (e.g. smaller particles 
may penetrate the lung-blood barrier or translocate to the nervous system, whereas the 
larger particles do not). Additional information on in-body biomedical and toxicity effect can 
be added. The MEX model will process the combined non-linear effects of all these correc-
tions at the temporal and spatial resolution of the activity specific models, 10 seconds for in-
traffic exposure in the presented models. 
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6.1.4 Noise exposure indicator definitions 
Within this PhD no noise indicators are presented for noise exposure as such. Of course, the 
presented methodology applies for complex noise indicator definitions as well. The noise 
indicators are known and in short introduced in 1.1.2.3. Dose corrections, personal infor-
mation, diurnal profiles for noise exposure are relevant as well in the evaluation of noise on 
the subjects in the study population. An epidemiological cohort can be attributed with noise 
surveys gathering information about annoyance and sleep disturbance from different 
sources (traffic, neighbours, industrial sources…). Personal and dwelling attributes can be 
gathered (noise sensitivity, hearing impairment, quiet facade, sleeping with open windows, 
insulation quality of the windows…). All of these parameters can be used to build noise indi-
cators in as much variants as relevant for the research project at hand. The indicator can be 
sensitive to the diurnal pattern of the noise exposure. Sleep quality is sensitive to the period 
of the night (getting into sleep, awakenings in the morning due to less deep sleep status dur-
ing the morning). The functions to evaluate the awakenings can be made sensitive to the 
sleeping pattern, combined with the diurnal profile. The ‘shoulder hours’ (early morning and 
late in the evening) are important for the sleep quality and are an increasing risk factor since 
the increasing traffic also intrudes this vulnerable episode in the person’s sleeping pattern. 
Indicator definitions can be built to be sensitive for the combination of each of these correc-
tions.  
The most important feature of the MEX model emerges: all personal information, regard-
less the origin or purpose can affect any indicator in any research field. Correlations and sec-
ondary effects can emerge across the disciplines. The personal information has to be collect-
ed only once and is identical across disciplines. This is illustrated in the Quality of Life model 
(Section 2.2 and Chapter 3). If hidden and uncharted correlations are available in the per-
sonal information, the combined influences on the indicators can be investigated at full. This 
leads us to the underlying goal of the combined measurements of noise and air pollution: 
the potential mutual confounding of the health effects 
6.1.5 How to disentangle the health effects of noise and air pollution? 
We return to the basic question on the mutual potential confounding of the health effects 
due to traffic related noise and air pollution exposure (1.1.2.4). Epidemiologists use stratifi-
cation to quantify the health effect of the investigated indicator. When investigating two 
correlated burdens, it is interesting to compare the differences of the spatial and temporal 
behaviour of the exposure and see if those differences can be used to stratify a population. 
Noise exposure is evaluated at the dwelling and is used to estimate the noise annoyance and 
the sleep disturbance. In questionnaires this is evaluated with a standardized question: “To 
what extent are you annoyed or not annoyed in your dwelling and in the vicinity of your 
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dwelling?” Sleep disturbance is evaluated at the expected location of the bedroom. Both 
paths are strongly bound to the dwelling.  
 
Figure 6.1.2: Differences in impact of noise and air pollution indicators over the full diurnal time activity 
pattern. 
For air pollution, the people are exposed throughout the day. This difference in exposure 
pattern is the key feature of the methodology to disentangle the health effects. The differ-
ence in exposure (and expected health effects) is visualised in Figure 6.1.2. The green flags 
suggest potential effects, the red crosses suggest little to no effect. The number of flags or 
crosses gives a general potential impact and is only used for visualizing purposes; no abso-
lute magnitude of effects is intended. The exposure (and activity related dose) to the differ-
ent air pollutants is higher while in-traffic, effects are possible for the occupational exposure.  
When the exposure of a population is assessed for the different burdens, the stratifica-
tion process will result in clusters of individuals with different combinations of exposure for 
the different burdens. The clustering process is visualized in Figure 6.1.3.  
 
Figure 6.1.3: Visualisation of the stratification of exposure to multiple environmental burdens with a third 
dimension in the different health effects. 
When the used air pollution indicator is evaluated at home, a strong correlation will 
emerge in the data. Only the ‘Low/low’ and ‘High/High’ groups will be populated. When a 
personal exposure indicator is used, people with time-activity patterns resulting in high in-
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traffic air pollution exposure but low noise exposure at home and people with high noise 
exposure at home, but small in-traffic air pollution exposure will contrast with the people 
where the correlation for both burdens occurs. Since the health effects of air pollution and 
noise pollution may differ, a third dimension can be added for the different health effects. 
This multivariate dataset includes all information necessary to disentangle the health effects. 
In Figure 6.1.4, the full workflow for applying the personal activity indicator framework 
(MEX) is illustrated for the case of noise and air pollution exposure. The input data is based 
on noise and air pollution measurements and external data. Activity specific models are cre-
ated and are combined into full personal exposure models. Any relevant dose correction can 
be applied on any indicator. Each indicator can be applied to the same population if the rele-
vant personal parameters are available. The red dashed line shows the range of the models 
presented in this work. The full workflow is operational in the MEX framework. 
 
Figure 6.1.4: Full data flow of the MEX model to provide the multivariate exposure database to disentangle 
the health effects of noise and air pollution. The red dotted line indicates the work covered in this PhD. 
6.2 Results 
6.2.1 Quality of Life can be assessed through combined noise assess-
ments at the dwelling and in the neighbourhood 
The quality of Life is modelled with a multilevel indicator model including personal assess-
ments including exposure during trips. The QoL is calibrated with a questionnaire focussing 
on a wide range of environmental burdens. The strongest component in the perceived quali-
ty of the environmental quality is noise, both in positive and negative sense. Not only is the 
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noise exposure at the dwelling important, also the noise evaluation along the roads in the 
vicinity add value. People assess the traffic related burdens in and around their dwelling 
through noise. Evaluations of indicators at the dwelling, along the travelled trajectories and 
at the destination are capable of capturing the personal perception of the neighbourhood. 
6.2.2 Exposure of bicyclists and traffic mapping opportunities 
Instantaneous noise measurement while biking predicted the instantaneous Black Carbon 
exposure of bicyclists. Effects of meteorological and local traffic variation on the in-traffic 
exposure can be disentangled. The noise measurements are less sensitive to meteorology 
and background exposure compared to the in-traffic air pollution exposure. Noise quantifies 
both the amount of traffic and the local traffic dynamics. For a specific traffic situation, only 
a few passages are necessary to predict Black Carbon exposure for bicyclists after adjusting 
for the meteorological influences and the background concentrations. Similar solutions are 
also achieved in a smaller setup for Ultrafine Particle Counts. The fast convergence enables 
extended city traffic mapping, capable of capturing traffic related features for the low expo-
sure roads and bicycle trajectories.  
6.2.3 In-vehicle and indoor exposure to Black Carbon 
The results for bicyclist are extended towards in-vehicle and indoor exposure by the use of 
microscopic instantaneous land-use regression models. The noise measurements are re-
placed by noise maps. No instantaneous traffic is included but the activity specific models 
perform beyond expectation. 
For the in-vehicle model, the measurements for the instantaneous model were per-
formed more than three years after the external validation measurements. The external val-
idation revealed a strong discrepancy but similar changes are detected in the continuous 
Black Carbon measurement locations of the VMM. This discrepancy can plausibly be related 
to the implementation of the European Emission Standard (Euro5). After adjusting the in-
vehicle model towards the changed vehicle fleet emission, the model predicts the instanta-
neous exposure of the external participatory campaign a correlations above 0.5 for the aver-
age exposure during the trip and up to 0.8 when including the trip duration. 
An indoor at home exposure model is based on the bicycle measurement campaign, re-
placing the noise measurements with a noise map. The background adjusted approach is 
able to disassemble the indoor BC exposure into a meteorology driven background compo-
nent and a local traffic related component. The model includes a seasonal adjustment for 
the I/O ratio compatible with available literature. The external validation results in correla-
tions above 0.65. This numerical experiment will require extended future work. The pilot 
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experiment at a single facade shows that the background adjusted approach has potential 
for dwellings as well. 
6.2.4 Personal exposure to Black Carbon 
The activity specific models are combined into an instantaneous daily exposure model 
covering all micro-environments. In busses, the in-vehicle model is applied. For all indoor 
activities the indoor at home model is applied. For bike, walk, rail and light rail, the indoor 
model is applied without indoor-outdoor correction. The external validations results in a 
correlation of 0.65. The main goal is hereby achieved. 
The results by micro-environment show that the active modes (biking and walking) are 
poorly predicted due to the lack of traffic data on the local roads. The noise based traffic 
mapping (4.3) will be capable of providing the missing data to improve the personal expo-
sure model. The main limitation is the lack of high exposed dwellings in the validation da-
taset. More detailed future measurement campaigns and exposure modelling will be neces-
sary at high exposed dwellings. The combined techniques of microscopic land-use regression 
and the disentanglement of the variability of the traffic related air pollution exposure into a 
meteorological driven background component and a local traffic related component are cru-
cial. 
6.2.5 MEX, an exposome compatible data flow framework 
To handle the data processing in all its potential variants in input and output required a 
detailed analysis of the data workflow. The MEX data workflow has proven its value. The 
main distinctive features are: 
 High spatial and temporal resolution  
 Activity specific modelling 
 Route sensitive for in-traffic exposure 
 External models can be implemented 
 Any dose or dose-effect indicator can be implemented 
 Population extrapolations enable detailed policy support 
 Epidemiological databases can be attributed 
Both Quality of Life and personal exposure assessments result in complex evaluations on a 
personal level. The goal of the thesis implies data processing of participatory sensing data, 
the calculation of indicators and the need to extrapolate the activity and micro-environment 
specific models to larger populations, matching several of the requirements listed in the vi-
son and strategy on exposure science by Lioy and Smith (Lioy and Smith, 2013). The data 
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flow framework and its implementation is therefore presented as an independent result. It is 
not a scientific result as such but it is an important from the engineering point of view. A tool 
is created to combine and merge multidisciplinary knowledge and data to improve health 
effect assessments and policy support.  
6.3 Conclusion 
This PhD investigates the potential of noise exposure assessments as a proxy for traffic re-
lated Quality of Life and traffic related air pollution exposure. The personal perception of the 
traffic related aspects in and around the dwelling can be predicted with noise exposure at 
the dwelling and noise exposure along the roads in the vicinity of the dwelling. The correla-
tion between traffic noise and traffic related air pollution is used to extend this finding to air 
pollution. 
This was achieved for bicyclists by using combined mobile noise and Black Carbon meas-
urements. The spectral evaluation of the vehicle noise can distinguish between engine noise 
and vehicle speed and adds instantaneous traffic and traffic dynamics into the model. The 
variability of the instantaneous exposure can be disentangled into a local traffic related 
component and the meteorological influences on the background concentrations. The ef-
fects of the traffic dynamics on the emission of BC and UFP are relevant to quantify the local 
variation in the exposure. The technique was successfully validated in extreme traffic condi-
tions in Bangalore, India. 
The technique is extended to the in-vehicle micro-environment and the indoor at home 
micro-environment. The noise measurements are for that purpose replaced with detailed 
noise maps. The indoor model is only a numerical pilot experiment based on available data. 
Despite the strong reduction in traffic detail, the models performed beyond expectation. In 
the future the underlying activity specific function has to be replaced with a model based on 
simultaneous air pollution measurements (indoor and outdoor) and noise measurements at 
the facade. The available activity specific models are combined in a daily personal exposure 
model including all activities. The external validation results in a correlation of 0.65. The per-
sonal exposure to Black Carbon can be modelled using noise as a proxy. The main goal of this 
PhD was hereby achieved. The presented methodology of mobile noise mapping can add 
value to the in-vehicle and indoor models in the near future. 
These results were only possible due to the development of instantaneous land use re-
gression models with highly improved spatial and temporal resolution for the different mi-
cro-environments. The underlying statistical technique (generalized additive models) is an 
important component in the solution since it captures and conserves the non-linear effects 
in the air pollution exposure. The most crucial aspect is however the possibility to disentan-
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gle the exposure into a local traffic and a background component due to instantaneous noise 
based traffic assessments. 
The data flow framework, developed to process all the data, can apply any indicator to 
any population to provide high quality personal assessments for use in epidemiological re-
search and to provide advanced policy support. 
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Appendices 
A External validation data set 
The scientific process requires external validation for the presented models. In this PhD an 
external participatory campaign is available through VITO. The participatory campaign is re-
ported independently in several occasions (Dons et al., 2011, Dons et al., 2012, Dons et al., 
2013, Dons et al., 2014). It contains a one-week long personal Black Carbon exposure meas-
urements for 62 people, living in 31 different dwellings across Flanders, including a subset of 
8 dwellings in the spring and summer (June and July 2010) and 23 dwellings in winter (No-
vember 2010-January 2011) . The personal exposure is measured on the two adults living in 
each dwelling. The activity pattern is stored with a PDA application available from the local 
mobility research team. It captures the activity pattern in a temporal resolution of 5 
minutes. The Black Carbon measurements, performed with the AE51 µ-aethalometer are 
stored in 5 minute averages. A GPS recording is available for the outdoor measurements.  
Some specific features of the participatory sensing campaign should be considered since 
they influence the measurement and the modelling. The time-activity application was not 
capable of storing the difference between an indoor activity and an outdoor activity. The 
application was originally developed for mobility research and did not cover this activity pa-
rameter. Spending time at a stationary location is automatically considered an indoor activi-
ty; while in reality the activity could also be (partially) spent outdoors. This potential in-
door/outdoor mismatch is however partially counteracted by the actual operational situa-
tion in the measurement campaign. Since both the aethalometer and PDA required charging, 
the equipment was most of the time not carried while spending time at home. For the activi-
ties at home the measurement was performed typically indoors, even if the subject spent 
time outdoors in the vicinity of the dwelling (garden etc.). We therefore treat the at-home 
activities as if they are all ‘indoor activities’.  
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The measurements are performed in a temporal resolution of five minutes, the same res-
olution of diary application. Cross-overs of the exposure measurements from in-traffic activi-
ties into indoor activities are possible within that five minute window. Full misclassifications 
(short trips not correctly entered in the diary) are also possible. This results in missing data in 
the data processing. Technically it is possible to adjust the diaries with available GPS data, 
but this approach was rejected since a lot of GPS data is missing (specially at the beginning 
of the trips, people can already be in transport before a valid GPS position is available). Ad-
justing the misclassification using the GPS data might overshoot its goal. The spatial location 
of the dwellings and destination was manually established based on the trip ends of the GPS 
tracking data. The locations were manually mapped in the GPS cloud of point at the end of 
the trip.  
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B External modelling data 
1. Open Streetmap network data 
The network layer is based on a recent version of the Open StreetMap data. This dataset is 
used for both the traffic attribution and the position of the noise emission in the noise map-
ping. The basic information is downloadable from www.geofabrik.de. The network enabled 
version is a not a free service. 
2. Traffic data 
The traffic data is available from the Flemish Government for an extended network. More 
than 80,000 road links are modelled and attributed with number of passenger cars, number 
of heavy vehicles and their estimated speed for each hour of a full year. The most recent 
year available is 2012. The dataset (size > 12 Gb per year) is aggregated by day of week for 
each hour on each traffic link. This aggregated dataset is used as the input of the traffic co-
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variate, which results in a diurnal detailed parameter. Only weekdays are aggregated in the 
dataset. A weighted amount of traffic is calculated using the standard approach by giving 
each heavy vehicle a weight of 2.  
3. Noise mapping 
Noise mapping is performed within a two-year cycle of environmental evaluation for the 
Flemish institute responsible of environmental reporting (Vlaamse Milieu Maatschappij). The 
noise map is built on the traffic data of 2012, described above. 
The noise map is calculated with ISO 9613-2, using the emission definitions of the Euro-
pean Cnossos project. It is calculated for Flanders and Brussels using a spatial resolution of 
10, 20 and 50 m buffers around the roads and a spatial resolution of 100 m further away 
from the road network. This result is interpolated to a grid with grid size of 20 m for the 
whole region under investigation. Screening of buildings in not included. Noise screens near 
highways are included  
The traffic attribution of the generalized link to the actual roads is performed by local 
routing of the traffic links, resulting is a high spatial resolution in local communities. 
 
Figure A 1: LDEN Noise map for Flanders for 2012. 
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Figure A 2: Detail of the noise map showing the spatial resolution of the low-density roads (due to the traffic 
attribution by routing). Along the highways, the location of the noise screens is visible. 
4. Meteorological data 
Meteorological data is available at nine locations in Flanders, with following attributes: 'wind 
direction', 'wind speed', 'temp', 'temp_min', 'temp_max', 'rel_humidity', 'pressure', 
'precip_quantity_1hour' (source www.kmi.be). A measurement point is mapped to the clos-
est available meteo station. 
5. Black Carbon background measurements 
Background Black Carbon measurements are available from the Flemish institute responsible 
of all environmental reporting (Vlaamse Milieu Maatschappij, www.vmm.be, 
www.irceline.be). Since an external validation is included in the research setup, only the 
background measurements available during the first participatory campaign could be includ-
ed in the evaluation. The data of Antwerpen-Linkeroever (40AL01) are used for both cam-
paigns. 
6. PM10 background map 
A PM10 spatial map of Flanders is available from the website ‘irceline.be’, responsible for the 
air pollution reports towards the European government to assess the compliance of the air 
quality in Flanders. The map is an interpolated version of a five-kilometre grid interpolation 
 
Figure A 3: PM10 map (Beleur, 2010 in µg/m3). 
7. Street Canyon index 
For the spatiotemporal model for bicyclists, a street canyon index was calculated for the ar-
ea of Ghent (Supplementary data of Dekoninck et al., 2013). The same procedure is applied 
to the full region of Flanders, including Brussels. The street canyon index is evaluated along 
the road network every 50 m. The building layer for Brussels was retrieved from Open Street 
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Map; de building layer for Flanders is based on the CadMap (ownership database with par-
cels and buildings). The street canyon index is a two-dimensional numerical approximation 
of the free view area divided by the total area of the evaluation distance, no building height 
is included. Similar techniques have been reported by Steen Solvan Jensen, 1999 and many 
others. 
𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥 =  1 − 
∑ 𝜃.(min (𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑟,𝑅))
2𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑑
𝑟=1
𝜋𝑅2
   
Where dbuilding, r is the distance from the aggregation point px to the closest building along 
radial r, nRad is the number of radials to process,  is the opening angle (2/nRad) and R is 
the maximum evaluation distance.  
 
Figure A 4: Illustration of the free view area. The enumerator of equation is a numerical approximation of 
the surface of the free view area sfree. 
The Street canyon index 𝑆𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑝𝑥 was calculated with nRad = 18 and R = 200m. High val-
ues reflect narrow streets, low values detect open areas. The street canyon index has to be 
seen as a ‘street canyon likeliness’, evaluated for each aggregation point px. The radius used 
for the evaluation of the built up area has no relation with the spatial resolution of the px. 
The street canyon index is evaluated in each px, which means that approximately every 50m 
the street canyon index is re-evaluated. If the evaluation point px is only partially surrounded 
by buildings the index drops. Only really narrow street canyon result in high street canyon 
indexes since in every direction (except along the street segment) the distance to the build-
ings is small. 
 
8. Calculation of LOLF and LHFmLF (python code) 
In the preprocessing of the noise measurements a smoothing is applied on the 1 second 
data series of de noise measurement equipment. The code of this smoothing function is 
added in this section. It uses the pandas library (designed for time series processing). The 
code results in a smoothed series of 1 second values. These data series are averaged to 10 
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second values to perform the modelling. The aggregation function is the arithmetic average 
(no energy conserving Leq).  
 220 
 
# ---------------------------- 
def Leq(values): 
values_e = [10**(x/10.0) for x in values] 
result = 10 * math.log10(sum(values_e)) 
return result 
 
 
# SMOOTH THE 1 SECOND DATA 
# smooth the third octave data 
thirdOctaveBands = ['B20_Leq', 'B25_Leq','B31_5_Leq', 'B40_Leq','B50_Leq', 
'B63_Leq', 'B80_Leq', 'B100_Leq', 'B125_Leq', 'B160_Leq', 
'B200_Leq', 'B250_Leq', 'B315_Leq', 'B400_Leq', 'B500_Leq', 
'B630_Leq', 'B800_Leq', 'B1000_Leq', 'B1250_Leq', 
'B1600_Leq', 'B2000_Leq', 'B2500_Leq', 'B3150_Leq', 
'B4000_Leq', 'B5000_Leq', 'B6300_Leq', 
'B8000_Leq','B10000_Leq', 'B12500_Leq', 'B16000_Leq', 
'B20000_Leq'] 
 
for fld in thirdOctaveBands: 
 # Leq running average by octave band 
#similar smoothing window as BC measurements 
 df[fld] = rolling_apply(df[fld].shift(-6), 11, Leq) 
# extend smooth to avoid missing data 
 df[fld] = df[fld].fillna(method='pad')   
 df[fld] = df[fld].fillna(method='bfill') 
  
# CALCULATE MODEL PARAMETERS 
 
prep_OLF = [] 
prep_OHF = [] 
prep_HFmLF = [] 
for row_index, row in df.iterrows(): 
 # OLF 
 OLF_cols = ['B100_Leq', 'B125_Leq', 'B160_Leq', 'B200_Leq'] 
 OLF = dBsum([row[x] for x in OLF_cols]) 
 prep_OLF.append(OLF) 
 # OHF 
 OHF_cols = ['B1000_Leq', 'B1250_Leq', 'B1600_Leq', 'B2000_Leq'] 
 OHF = dBsum([row[x] for x in OHF_cols]) 
 prep_OHF.append(OHF) 
 # HFmLF 
 prep_HFmLF.append(OHF - OLF) 
df['OLF'] = Series(prep_OLF, index = df.index) 
df['OHF'] = Series(prep_OHF, index = df.index) 
df['HFmLF'] = Series(prep_HFmLF, index = df.index) 
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C The influence of traffic noise on appreciation of the living 
quality of a neighbourhood. 
Full journal paper:  
Botteldooren, D., Dekoninck, L., & Gillis, D. (2011). The influence of traffic noise on appreciation of the liv-
ing quality of a neighbourhood. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND PUBLIC 
HEALTH, 8(3), 777–798.
2
 
1. Abstract 
Traffic influences the quality of life in a neighbourhood in many different ways. Today, in 
many places in the world the benefits of accessibility are taken for granted and traffic is per-
ceived as having a negative impact on the satisfaction with the neighbourhood. Negative 
health effects are observed in a number of studies and stimulate the negative feeling in the 
population exposed. The noise produced by traffic is one of the most important contributors 
to the appreciation of the living quality. Thus, it is useful to define a number of indicators 
that allow monitoring current impact of noise on the quality of life and predicting the effect 
of future developments. This work investigates and compares a set of indicators related to 
exposure at home and exposure during trips around the house. The latter require detailed 
modelling of trip behaviour of the population. The validity of the indicators is checked by 
their ability to predict the outcome of a social survey and by outlining potential causal paths 
between them and the outcome variables considered: general satisfaction with the quality 
of life in the neighbourhood, noise annoyance at home, and reported traffic density in the 
area.  
2. Introduction 
In societies where basic needs are largely fulfilled, attention for mental well-being is grow-
ing. The quality of the living environment is one of the determinants for this well-being [1]. 
Therefore there is also a growing interest in how the quality of a neighbourhood is to be as-
sessed and guarded. The appreciation of the living quality of a neighbourhood is depending 
on various indicators, which can be grouped into personal attributes, attributes of the house 
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and the characteristics of the neighbourhood [2]. Early studies examine the living density of 
the neighbourhood as a determinant for quality of life [3,4,5]. In [2] it is shown that the type 
of the area where the house is located is more useful in predicting individual neighbourhood 
satisfaction than variables relating to the individual respondent like age, sex or economic 
status. Also the accommodation type (detached house, semi-detached, flat) are largely con-
tributing to this model. Other references however [6] prove the impact of several resident 
types (‘advantaged’, ‘generally satisfied’, ‘settled’, ‘withdrawn’, ‘indifferent’, ‘insecure’), 
each reporting different reasons to (dis)like their neighbourhood.  
Traffic has a significant impact on the quality of a living environment. Traffic grants access 
to neighbourhood functions and the rest of the world, but this positive aspect is largely tak-
en for granted in many places in the world.  Negative impacts include safety, air pollution, 
smell and noise, but it is mainly noise annoyance that is perceived as a burden and threat to 
quality of the neighbourhood in everyday life. Also noise annoyance is determined by attrib-
utes of the person, the house and the neighbourhood. The most stable personal factor is 
‘subjective noise sensitivity’ [7,8] which is an important predictor of noise annoyance [9,10]. 
In [10] it is shown that other significant indicators include person-related variables (age, 
years of employment, Paykel stress score, duration of stay at the apartment at day), house-
related variables (windows of living room and/or bedroom oriented toward street, floor) and 
neighbourhood-related variables (noise levels as night-time Leq, night-time Lmax, daytime Leq, 
traffic flow during day and during the night).  
This paper presents part of an ongoing quest for models that allow assessing the impact 
of land use and mobility planning on quality of the living environment. It attempts to quanti-
fy the relationship between street traffic, traffic noise as an important impact of traffic, traf-
fic noise annoyance as an important effect of traffic noise, and the quality of life in a neigh-
bourhood. A classical methodology based on a questionnaire survey on the one hand and 
exposure indicators on the other, is followed. The uniqueness of the paper lies in the intro-
duction of additional exposure indicators for noise exposure away from the dwelling. This 
exposure is related to trips that people living in a certain neighbourhood might make and 
the traffic modus they are likely to use. Special care is taken to accurately aggregate the ex-
posure both within one trip and between trips. It will be shown that the best available indi-
cator for noise exposure on the road significantly improves models for noise annoyance 
based on a more classical facade LAeq. It will also be shown that this indicator very significant-
ly outperforms facade exposure when it comes to modelling reported quality of life in the 
neighbourhood. It even models perceived traffic intensity better than the number of vehicles 
passing in front of the dwelling. 
The proposed indicators for traffic noise and pathways to the appreciation of the quality 
of the living environment are validated and tested on Flanders, the northern part of Belgium 
and – for the more detailed modelling – on Gent, a 350,000-inhabitant city in the centre of 
it. This context may affect some of the details of the conclusions so it is discussed in some-
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what more detail. Flanders has about 6 million inhabitants living on 13500 square kilome-
tres. About one quarter of this area is built area. The largest city in the region is Antwerp 
with about 470,000 inhabitants. Thus mega-city problems are not expected in the study ar-
ea. Transport is attracted to several sea harbours: Antwerp, Gent, Zeebrugge, Oostende to-
gether handling about 250 million ton of goods. In addition Flanders is very close to the har-
bours of Rotterdam and Duinkerken. Flanders is also surrounded by several big cities: Brus-
sels, its capital, Paris, Amsterdam … influencing strongly the amount of traffic on the major 
arteries.  
The city of Gent has a historical centre that is now mainly a recreational and shopping ar-
ea, which is largely free of car and truck traffic but has an extended tram and bus system. 
The surrounding areas include a ring road connecting the harbour to the main highways E17 
and E40. The E17 connects Antwerp and The Netherlands to France, the E40 connects Brus-
sels and parts of Germany to the coast, France and the channel tunnel to England. Both 
highways pass within 4 km from the city centre. 
Thus the selected study area is heavily loaded with traffic (mainly goods transport) exter-
nal to the area and thus well suited to investigate the influence of traffic on the appreciation 
of the living environment. 
3. Method 
3.1. Survey  
This study relies on an existing series of surveys conducted every three years by the Depart-
ment for Environment, Nature, and Energy of the Flemish Government for subjective evalua-
tion. This written survey (Schriftelijk LeefomgevingsOnderzoek or SLO) addresses quality of 
the living environment in general and annoyance by noise, odour, and light in particular. 
Three years of surveys are considered: SLO0 conducted in 2001 with 3200 participants, SLO1 
conducted in 2004 with 5000 participants and SLO2 conducted in 2008 again with 5000 par-
ticipants. Response rate of the written survey was relatively high, 65%, 63%, and 56% re-
spectively due to a telephone recruitment of participants prior to sending out the survey. 
Due to this high response rate only a slight bias in age, gender, education, and province was 
observed compared to Flemish demographics. At the Flemish level reported results were 
corrected for this bias. For the purpose of this paper – which is selecting new exposure indi-
cators – representativity of the sample for the Flemish population is of lesser importance 
and no correction was made...  
The questions of relevance for the current investigation are (English version obtained via 
Google translate, original in brackets):  
Q1.1: How satisfied are you generally on the quality of life (safety, child friendliness, envi-
ronment…) in your neighbourhood?  <Hoe tevreden bent u in het algemeen over de leefkwa-
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liteit (veiligheid, kindvriendelijkheid, leefmilieu, …) in uw buurt?> Five point answering scale: 
very satisfied, satisfied more or less satisfied, not satisfied, not at all satisfied. 
Q1.2: If we only look at the quality of life in your neighbourhood, would you recommend 
friends and acquaintances to come here to live? <Als we enkel kijken naar de leefkwaliteit in 
uw buurt, zou u vrienden en kennissen aanraden om hier te komen wonen?> Two open an-
swers: Why? Why not? 
Q1.3: If you think about the past 12 months, to what extent are you annoyed or not an-
noyed by noise, odour or light in and around your home? <Als u denkt aan de voorbije 12 
maanden, in welke mate bent u gehinderd of niet gehinderd door geluid, geur of licht in en 
om uw woning?> Five point answering categories for noise, odour, and light separately la-
belled: not at all, a little, moderately, highly, and extremely.  
Q1.8: Do you live in an environment with … five answering categories: very heavy traffic, 
heavy traffic, normal traffic, little traffic, very little traffic? <Woont u in een omgeving met ... 
five categories: zeer veel verkeer, veel verkeer, normal verkeer, weinig verkeer, zeer weinig 
verkeer?> 
Q2.1: If you think about the past 12 months, how annoyed or not annoyed are you by the 
noise from the following sources in and around your home? <Als u denkt aan de voorbije 12 
maanden, hoe gehinderd of niet gehinderd bent u door het geluid van de volgende bronnen 
in en om uw woning?> Five point answering categories for each source separately, labeled: 
not at all, a little, moderately, highly, and extremely. 
Q2.1a: street traffic 
Q2.1b: rail traffic 
Q2.1c: air traffic 
The annoyance questions closely follow the ISO/TS 15666:2003 standard. 
3.2. Estimating road traffic noise 
This work surpasses prior work in the accuracy in estimating road traffic and road traffic 
noise exposure. For the population of Gent, a small city of roughly 350,000 inhabitants, the 
daily trip behaviour of inhabitants is modelled in detail. This allows us at the one hand to 
estimate exposure to noise – and pollutants – while on the road, and at the other hand it 
gives us the opportunity to obtain much more detailed traffic intensity data for the smaller 
roads which are generally not or poorly included in city wide traffic models.  
The model proposed for obtaining all trips starts from several sets of input data: the loca-
tion of dwellings (postal addresses); the location of frequent trip destinations (e.g. shops, 
schools, employment) and their weights; the statistical database on travel habits of Flemish 
people. The latter database contains individual trip information about the daily number of 
trips, their purpose (hence destination), travel mode and the typical distance.  
A first step in the modelling consists in generating all potential trips between dwellings 
and potential destinations (origin-destination combinations) for all modes separately. For car 
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trips, the fastest route is selected, while for walking and biking the shortest route is used. To 
reduce computational burden, dwellings are grouped per street segment and the origin of 
trips is assumed at the centre of the street. Once all potential trips are thus constructed, for 
each of the dwellings in the model area a household is randomly selected from the database 
on travel habits. The travel habits of this particular Flemish family are used to simulate the 
trip pattern for this dwelling, including the travel modes and routes. Thus for example fami-
lies with children will be assigned school trips to a randomly chosen school at a distance cor-
responding to the typical travel time. This information determines the trip completely.  
The trips are used in different ways in the model. Firstly, aggregating all trips per road 
section constitutes the local traffic in a road. This is added to the through traffic from a re-
gional traffic model to obtain more accurate estimates of traffic intensities for smaller urban 
streets. Secondly, the trips are used to calculate exposure to air pollution and noise during 
travel for the members of every family included in the sample. For exposure during trips, a 
minimal distance of 10 m to the source is assumed even if both the receiver and the traffic 
follow the same route. When using motorized vehicles neither the emission of the vehicle 
itself nor the sound insulation of the vehicle are considered. Thirdly, the trips determine the 
travel time to all essential destinations and thus give an indication of accessibility of these 
destinations.   
Figure 1 shows as an example, a part of the city of Gent with thickness of streets corre-
sponding to the intensity of trips made by inhabitants of the region passing on these streets. 
This map is based on a sample of 10% of the 350000 inhabitants of the study area. 300000 
trips made by this synthetic population were selected from 24 106 potential routes that 
were generated in the first step.  
 
Figure 1: Regional positioning of the project area (blue) within the Flanders, showing the highways (brown) 
and the major surrounding cities (red). 
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Noise maps are constructed on the basis of the improved traffic estimates using the Har-
monoise/Imagine [12] source model and ISO9613-2 propagation model taking into account 
the location and height of all buildings but limiting the calculation to a single reflection and 
diffraction to improve calculation speed. It has been shown that in particular in urban areas, 
these approximations may underestimate both street canyon noise levels and shielded 
backyard levels [13]. To reduce computational cost, short term temporal fluctuations in 
noise levels are ignored reducing the calculation to hourly averaged LAeq. In previous work 
we stressed the importance of notice events for explaining variations in reported noise an-
noyance [14] and illustrated the effect of temporal structure on perceived quality of open 
space [15, 16]. By including traffic intensity in the models that were constructed, the effect 
of temporal structure can to some extent be reconstructed a posteriori. Finally, the potential 
positive influence of masking – both energetically and perceptually – by for example natural 
sounds, human vocalizations or the sound produced by the traveller itself has not been tak-
en into account [17]. 
 
Figure 2: Map of part of the city of Gent showing the intensity of trips with local origin or destination as line 
thickness on a background of grey dots of dwelling addresses; crosses are survey point used in Section 3. 
The proposed model allows quantifying exposure while moving from one location to an-
other. This is potentially very useful for calculating health impact of traffic related air pollu-
tion [18]. Current air pollution maps have rather coarse calculation grids. This might be suffi-
cient for some pollutants such as PM10 but others such as traffic related UFP (ultrafine parti-
cles) and NOx show much stronger spatial variations. On annual scale, traffic noise levels 
might be a good proxy for estimating the concentration of these pollutants – and their 
health impact – but on a day by day basis, meteorological effects introduce significant differ-
ences [19]. It should also be kept in mind that air pollution may not have a significant direct 
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influence on reported quality of the living environment since persons may use proxies (like 
traffic intensity and traffic noise levels) anyhow while trying to judge the traffic related pol-
lution level in their area. 
3.3. Suitable exposure indicators 
The enormous amount of exposure data generated by the model described in the previous 
section needs to be summarized in a small set of indicators for further analysis. For noise 
exposure at home, Lden at the most exposed facade is included because of its importance in 
European noise mapping. Since local traffic is however only obtained during the day, we will 
limit the indicator to daytime only in most of the analyses. Since it was shown [20] that the 
availability of a quiet side can reduce reported noise annoyance, the level at the least ex-
posed facade is also included in the analysis.  
For noise exposure on the road, noise maps are sampled every 25m. For one particular 
trip, the noise exposure needs to be spatially averaged over the route followed. Several al-
ternatives were investigated: equivalent level over space, 10% highest levels, median level 
over space, or a total exposure indicator SEL=Leq+10log(distance). The part of the trip includ-
ed in the average was also varied. The first 300m of the trip normally takes a person just 
outside its own street with the typical street geometry of the city of Gent. Alternatively the 
average over the whole trip, until the destination, was also considered, although it is ex-
pected that this indicator will incorporate effects which are too far from home to be consid-
ered part of the neighbourhood.  
When considering multiple trips, exposure also has to be aggregated over the different 
trips. For this the equivalent level, the median level, and the mathematical average of levels 
are considered. Because it is obvious that exposure to environmental noise will be masked 
by a person’s own vehicle when motorized transport is used, an aggregation only taking into 
account trips on foot or on bike is also included in the pool of indicators. Table 1 summarizes 
the indicators for noise exposure during trips that are considered in the analysis. 
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 Equivalent 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,300,10
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,𝑤,10
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,300,50
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,𝑤,50
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞
 
Median 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑒𝑞
50  𝐿𝑇,300,10
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,10
50  𝐿𝑇,300,50
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,50
50  𝐿𝑇,300,𝑠𝑒𝑙
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑑𝐵
50  
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑒𝑞
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,300,10
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,10
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,300,50
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,50
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,300,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑑𝐵  
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Equivalent 𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,10
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,10
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,50
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,50
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞
 
Median 𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,𝑒𝑞
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑒𝑞
50  𝐿𝑇,300,10
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,10
50  𝐿𝑇,300,50
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,50
50  𝐿𝑇,300,𝑠𝑒𝑙
50  𝐿𝑇,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
50  
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑒𝑞
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,10
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,10
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,50
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,50
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,300,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑑𝐵  𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑑𝐵  
Table 1: Indicators for noise exposure during trips. 
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4. Results and discussion 
4.1. Analyses of the survey data 
It is interesting to investigate first the response to the open question Q1.2 since it justifies 
the choice of variables included in the further analyses and modelling of exposure. In Figure 
3 the words – or synonyms – are shown that are frequently used by the survey respondents 
while mentioning reasons to recommend to friends and acquaintances to either come to live 
in this neighbourhood (a) or not (b). At the positive side the availability of green and nature 
dominates, followed by a group of factors relating to tranquillity and absence of traffic. 
Many respondents nevertheless also mention accessibility to city centre and facilities as be-
ing important. The importance of green and nature was previously investigated in detail by 
Gidlof-Gunnarsson et al [24]. At the negative side too much traffic pops up together with 
several associated burdens such as traffic safety, unsafe traffic for children, too high traffic 
speed, traffic noise. In addition, noise in general and industry and other sources of annoy-
ance are mentioned frequently as well as a lack of tranquillity. Traffic and traffic noise thus 
seem of sufficient importance to merit a specific investigation, both in the positive as in the 
negative sense. This finding corresponds to the work by Leslie et al. [21] that recovered traf-
fic and traffic noise as one of the five principle component in a 17 items investigation of 
neighbourhood satisfaction and showed a significant relationship with mental health. 
O’Campo et al [22] based on concept mapping session also recover traffic and noise but with 
a much less prominent role. The latter study was done in Toronto, which is a completely dif-
ferent context that might explain these differences. It should however also be mentioned for 
completeness that the survey used in the underlying work was conducted by the regional 
government which might have urged participants to focus more on issues that are related to 
this level of governance and not on local urban issues. 
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(a) 
  
(b) 
Figure 3: (a) Tag cloud of terms mentioned while asking why the respondent would suggest friend and ac-
quaintances to come and live in his neighbourhood; (b) same when asked why not; the size of the word cor-
responds to the frequency of occurrence, colours are used only to facilitate reading 
To quantify these first observations and to identify potential pathways before proceeding 
with relating the survey to exposure indicators, relationships between answers on the survey 
questions are investigated. Since no exposure calculation is needed for this, the full statisti-
cal power of the region wide survey can be used.  
The importance of traffic noise for the quality of life in the neighbourhood that boiled up 
in the open question, is confirmed by plotting the answer to the question on quality of life in 
the neighbourhood (Q1.1) against the answer to the question on noise annoyance at home 
caused by street traffic (Q2.1a) in Figure 4 and that caused by air traffic (Q2.1c) in Figure 5. 
People reporting to be highly or extremely annoyed by street traffic noise, are more likely to 
be not (or not at all) satisfied about the over-all living quality (resp. up to 30% and 50% of 
the people reporting highly or extremely annoyance). Only 20 to 25% of the people reporting 
high to extreme annoyance by street traffic noise are still satisfied about their living quality. 
Reporting no annoyance by street traffic noise at all, seems to be sufficient for the large ma-
jority of people to report being satisfied to very satisfied with the overall quality of life in the 
neighbourhood. Although the prevalence of being highly to extremely annoyed by air traffic 
noise is much lower (2.6%) than the prevalence of being highly to extremely annoyed by 
road traffic noise (11.5%), the effect on reported overall quality of the living environment is 
rather similar. In the categories of highly and extremely annoyed people, resp. over 20% and 
over 30% is not or not at all satisfied about the living quality. On the other hand, about 30% 
of these respondents are nevertheless satisfied or very satisfied about the living quality. It 
was also observed that this general trend is conserved when the population under study is 
limited to those living in a city or those living in smaller villages (not shown in the graphs). 
Both the insensitivity to the cause of noise annoyance and the insensitivity to living in a city 
or in a village on the countryside suggest that there is indeed a strong relationship between 
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reported noise annoyance and reported quality of life in the neighbourhood. The spread in 
the answers do not exclude - even suggest - the existence of other hidden spatially deter-
mined variables steering both noise annoyance and quality of life. Personal factors influenc-
ing sensitivity to the environment or reporting style can however not be ruled out at this 
point.  
 
Figure 4: The influence of reported street traffic noise annoyance (Q2.1a) (horizontal) on global living quality 
in the neighbourhood (Q1.1) (vertical) 
 
Figure 5: The influence of reported air traffic noise annoyance (Q2.1c) (horizontal) on global living quality in 
the neighbourhood (Q1.1) (vertical) 
The reported traffic intensity in the neighbourhood (Q1.8) is related to satisfaction with 
the general quality of life in the neighbourhood in a similar way as noise annoyance (Figure 
6) but in general the relationship is less strong. From the people who judge that there is 
‘very much traffic’ in their neighbourhood, less than 30% is not or not all satisfied about the 
general living quality. In the category reporting ‘a lot of traffic’ in their neighbourhood, about 
10% is not (or not all) satisfied about the living quality. Reporting “very little traffic” results 
in 30% of the people reporting also being very satisfied with the quality of the living envi-
ronment. At this end of the scale, reported traffic intensity is thus a somewhat stronger pre-
dictor for quality of life in the neighbourhood than the absence of traffic noise annoyance. 
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Figure 6: The effect of reported traffic intensity in the neighbourhood (Q1.8) (horizontal) on global living 
quality in the neighbourhood (Q1.1) (vertical) 
 
Figure 7: The effect of reported traffic intensity in the neighbourhood (Q1.8) (horizontal) on the reported 
annoyance by street traffic noise (Q2.1a) (vertical) 
 
Figure 8: Probabilistic estimate of global living quality in the neighbourhood (vertical) for different traffic 
intensities (horizontal); to be compared with Figure 6. 
The pathway between traffic intensity and quality of life in the neighbourhood could lead 
through street traffic noise annoyance or through other negative or positive aspects of traf-
fic such as safety, exhaust smell, or even accessibility.  The distribution of answers on the 
street traffic noise annoyance question (Q2.1a) for different reported traffic intensities 
(Q1.8) in Figure 6 reveals a rather strong relationship. Over 50% of the people that report 
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“very much traffic” also report high to extreme street traffic noise annoyance.  Of those re-
porting little or very little traffic, no one reports high to extreme noise annoyance. The 
pathway from reported traffic intensity to quality of life in the neighbourhood through street 
traffic noise annoyance seems possible. To investigate its probability further, the percent-
ages in Figure 4 and Figure 7 are interpreted as conditional probabilities P(Si|Aj) and P(Aj|Tk) 
respectively. Si refers to the i
th degree of satisfaction with quality of life in the neighbour-
hood; Aj refers to the j
th level of street traffic noise annoyance; and Tk to the k
th level of re-
ported traffic intensity. P(Si|Tk) can now be calculated in a probabilistic way as P(Si|Tk) = ∑j 
P(Si|Aj) P(Aj|Tk). The result is shown in Figure 8. By comparing these results to Figure 6, it can 
be observed that the probabilistic approach slightly underestimates the percentage “not 
satisfied” to “not at all satisfied” in case of very much traffic and underestimates the per-
centage “very satisfied” in case of very little traffic, but that overall the agreement is strong. 
Thus the pathway through noise annoyance – that was the basic assumption for the proba-
bilistic calculation – seems to be quite valid. The above mentioned deviations could be ex-
plained by other effects of traffic that impact the overall quality of life in both in positive 
(little or calm traffic in itself or child friendliness) and negative sense (traffic safety).  
These conclusions form the basis for the analysis in the next paragraph, where several 
models are compared to explain and predict the perceived quality of life in a neighbourhood. 
In this further analysis exposure indicators will form the main topic of interest. 
4.2. Logistic regression model for Gent data 
The main outcome variable in this study is the reported general satisfaction with the qual-
ity of life in the neighbourhood (Q1.1). This question is answered using a five point bipolar 
scale: very satisfied, satisfied, more or less satisfied, not satisfied, not at all satisfied. This 
coarse granulation can hardly be approximated as a continuous answer variable. In addition, 
it was shown that reasons mentioned in the open question differ significantly depending on 
whether they relate to positive or negative evaluation. For these reasons, the outcome is 
quantified either as ‘satisfied and very satisfied’ at the one hand and as ‘not satisfied and not 
at all satisfied’ at the other hand. A logistic regression model (without interaction terms) is 
used to quantify the importance of indicators studied: 1/(1+exp[-z]), with z=β0+β1x1+β2x2 … 
Since all indicators for exposure to noise during a trip (Table 1) are expected to be corre-
lated (correlation coefficient reaches 0.7 in some cases), it is useful to first determine which 
ones are more appropriate to add to an overall logistic regression model. Therefore we first 
consider traffic noise annoyance in and around the house (Q2.1a). Answer categories are 
grouped to {moderately, highly, extremely} represented as 1 and {not at all, slightly} repre-
sented as 0 to balance the number of responses in each class. In Table 2 the p value in a chi 
square for each of the indicators for exposure during a trip is given when this indicator is 
added as an additional factor in a model based on the maximum facade exposure during the 
day, Lday,facade. The latter indicator is always included in the model since it is most often used 
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for exposure at home. Lday,facade has very high significance in the model with a p value of 1.7 
10-7. The table shows that exposure within 300m from the house taking an equivalent level 
over the length of each trip has the most significant effect. The method for averaging over 
different trips does not significantly affect this result. It should come as no surprise that an 
exposure level calculation over the first 300m of a trip has exactly the same significance 
since most trips are over 300m long. When trips are restricted to biking and walking, where 
exposure to external noise is expected to be more important, the influence of the parameter 
is largely reduced. This is mainly due to the introduction of uncertainty about the biking and 
walking habits of the surveyed persons. 
 
 
   
Exposure aggregation over a single trip 
   
Equivalent level 10% highest Median Exposure 
   300m whole trip 300m whole trip 300m whole trip 300m whole trip 
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 Equivalent 0.0016** 0.09  0.02* 0.01* 0.12 0.0016** 0.22 
Median 0.0015** 0.12  0.05* 0.01* 0.15 0.0015** 0.25 
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
0.0016** 0.10  0.04* 0.01* 0.13 0.0016** 0.22 
B
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e 
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d
 p
ed
es
-
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ia
n
 
Equivalent 0.02* 0.20  0.78 0.11 0.19 0.02* 0.36 
Median 0.02* 0.27  0.87 0.15 0.28 0.02* 0.5 
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
0.02* 0.24  0.92 0.14 0.34 0.02* 0.41 
Table 2: p in chi square test for a logistic model predicting moderate, high or extreme traffic noise annoyance 
(Q2.1a) on the basis on Lday on the most exposed facade and the additional indicator in the table. The value 
of p for Lday,facade is 1.7 10-7. (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 and *** p< 0.001).  
It comes as no surprise that the first 300m of a trip are important for noise annoyance 
since the noise annoyance question explicitly refers to “in and around your house”. There-
fore, the same exercise is repeated for the question on general satisfaction with the quality 
of life in the neighbourhood (Q1.1).  Table 3 shows the p value for adding different indicators 
in a logistic model to the primary indicator Lday,facade for predicting the answers “satisfied” 
and “very satisfied” while Table 4 shows the same results for predicting the answers “not 
satisfied” to “not at all satisfied”. Grouping positive and negative evaluation respectively 
assures again a balanced number of responses in each class. Before interpreting these re-
sults it should be noted that the p value for facade exposure itself is much lower than in the 
case of the question on annoyance (0.013 and 0.0052 respectively). For the response catego-
ry “not satisfied” to “not at all satisfied”, an equivalent level outperforms other methods for 
aggregating over different trips. The equivalent level is the aggregator that puts most weight 
in the most exposed trips. Just as for traffic noise annoyance an equivalent level over the 
first 300m of a trip has a significant predictive effect. However, in the case of predicting “sat-
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isfaction” or “high satisfaction” with the quality of life of a neighbourhood, also the exposure 
level during whole trips on foot or by bike pop up as highly significant.  
From the above analyses it is concluded that 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  is the first candidate as an indicator 
for exposure to noise during trips. A second candidate, especially when satisfaction with the 
general quality of the living environment is at stake, could be L_(BP,w,sel)^eq. Strictly speak-
ing, a linear average over dB values for different trips has a slightly more significant effect, 
but for the sake of simplicity, it was decided to stick to the same aggregation procedure for 
both trip-related indicators. 
 
   Exposure aggregation over a single trip 
   Equivalent level 10% highest Median Exposure 
   300m whole trip 300m whole trip 300m whole trip 300m whole trip 
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 Equivalent 0.0086** 0.081  0.81 0.16 0.19 0.0086** 0.018* 
Median 0.021* 0.055  0.91 0.23 0.13 0.021* 0.012* 
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
0.031* 0.045*   0.32 0.12 0.032* 0.0081** 
B
ik
e 
an
d
 p
ed
es
-
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ia
n
 
Equivalent 0.094 0.095  0.69 0.47 0.87 0.095 0.0034** 
Median 0.18 0.091  0.41 0.73 0.93 0.18 0.0031 ** 
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
0.22 0.032*   0.86 0.64 0.22 0.0012** 
Table 3. p in chi square test for a logistic model predicting satisfied to very satisfied with general quality of 
life of the neighbourhood (Q1.1) on the basis on Lday on the most exposed facade and the additional indica-
tor in the table. The value of p for Lday,facade is 0.013.  
   Exposure aggregation over a single trip 
   Equivalent level 10% highest Median Exposure 
   300m whole trip 300m whole trip 300m whole trip 300m whole trip 
A
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 Equivalent 0.036* 0.49  0.096 0.15 0.23 0.036* 0.98 
Median 0.084 0.57  0.25 0.22 0.33 0.084 0.97 
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
0.10 0.67   0.26 0.37 0.10 0.81 
B
ik
e 
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d
 p
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e
s-
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n
 
Equivalent 0.33 0.21  0.31 0.53 0.06 0.33 0.85 
Median 0.54 0.28  0.60 0.73 0.12 0.54 0.94 
Linear 
average of 
dB values  
0.54 0.37   0.74 0.13 0.54 0.95 
Table 4: p in chi square test for a logistic model predicting not satisfied to not at all satisfied with general 
quality of life of the neighbourhood (Q1.1) on the basis on Lday on the most exposed facade and the addi-
tional indicator in the table. The value of p for Lday,facade is 0.0053. 
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Figure 9: Models studied using logistic regression: a model for QoL including questionnaire response and 
data from GIS (upper left); a model for QoL including only GIS data (upper right); sub models for street traffic 
noise annoyance and perceived traffic intensity (lower left and right) 
With the knowledge on suitable indicators for noise exposure during a trip in mind, a mul-
tiple logistic regression model for the influence of traffic noise on satisfaction with the quali-
ty of life in the neighbourhood (Figure 9) is now constructed. When constructing multiple 
regression models with parameters that are not orthogonal, one could either look for princi-
ple components first or account for the order in which parameters are entered. Exposure 
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indicators used in this study are mutually dependent but have physical relevance clearly 
linked to neighbourhood situations and some are commonly used in environmental noise 
assessment. Therefore it is preferred not to combine them in a principle component. More-
over this approach will allow finding the best indicators to add to common practice. This 
choice implies that all parameters will need to be entered in the models in different orders. 
The first model contains variables taken from the survey (Q2.1a on traffic noise annoyance 
and Q1.8 on traffic load of the neighbourhood) but also the noise exposure variables 
(Lday,facade, Lday,quiet, the traffic noise level at the quiet side of the house,  
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 , 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞 ) selected above and the traffic intensity on the road in front of the house 
(Nstreet). In the full model, the variables are added in different orders, in order to evaluate the 
(added) significance of each specific variable set. The variables taken from the survey have 
the highest significance even when added to the model last (Table 5). Survey results are in-
deed expected to be the best estimate of subjective evaluation of noise exposure since they 
account for personal factors that might influence the way the sonic environment is per-
ceived or the way a person reports about it [23]. In addition, using reported annoyance and 
traffic intensity avoids potential errors in the noise exposure model or the model accounting 
for the behaviour of the respondents. It is interesting to investigate whether exposure to 
traffic noise – as measured by the proposed indicators – has an influence on reported satis-
faction with the quality of life in the neighbourhood that is not captured by the question on 
noise annoyance at home and the question on perceived traffic intensity in the neighbour-
hood. Therefore the performance of a model including only these questionnaire variables is 
compared to the full model. The ANOVA test results in Table 6 show that there is a moder-
ately significant improvement by adding exposure indicators for predicting satisfaction with 
the quality of life in the neighbourhood but not for predicting “not satisfied” to “not at all 
satisfied”. The availability of a quiet side, measured by Lday,quiet, and quiet walking and biking 
routes near the house, measured by 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞 , could be a proxy for the availability of tran-
quillity and availability of green and nature, that were mentioned in the open question as a 
positive factor, but less prominent as negative factors.  
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  Lday,facade Lday,quiet Nstreet 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞
 Q1.8  Q2.1a 
model 1a 
order en-
tered 
1 2 3 4 
 
5 6 
not satisfied 0.0053 ** 0.47     0.14 0.061  0.0015 ** 0.00060 *** 
satisfied 0.013 * 0.0056 **     0.44 0.010 *  3.0 10
-7
 *** 2.4 10
-8
 *** 
model 
1b 
order en-
tered 
3 4 5 6 7 1 2 
not satisfied 0.52 0.34     0.38 0.36 0.92 9.1 10
-6 
*** 0.00060 *** 
satisfied 0.73 0.0019 **     1.00 0.56 0.018 * 8.6 10
-10
 *** 4.6 10
-8
 *** 
model 2a 
order en-
tered 
1 2 3 4 5   
not satisfied 0.0053 ** 0.47     0.14 0.061 0.75   
satisfied 0.013 * 0.0056 **     0.44 0.010 * 0.041 *   
model 3 
order en-
tered 
2 3 4 1 
 
  
not satisfied 0.42 0.40     0.29 0.00069 ***    
satisfied 0.73 0.0051 **    0.78 0.00033 ***    
model 
2b 
order en-
tered 
3 4 5 1 2   
not satisfied 0.42 0.36     0.31 0.00069 *** 0.90   
satisfied 0.53 0.053     0.71 0.00033 *** 0.0048 **   
Table 5: p in chi squared test for logistic model predicting satisfaction with the quality of life in the neigh-
bourhood (Q1.1); label “not satisfied” covers the last two response categories on the five point scale, the 
label “satisfied” the first two response categories.  
For many practical applications, a model for quality of the living environment should not 
depend on questions in a survey. Hence, the response to question Q1.8 on traffic intensity 
and Q2.1a on road traffic noise annoyance, were removed from the model. The significance 
of the different factors remains the same as can be seen from Table 5. However, when 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  is entered in the model first (model 2b), it becomes the most significant factor, per-
forming even better than Lday,facade in model 2a. Adding Lday,facade does no longer improve the 
model as can be seen from the chi squared test on the comparison between models in Table 
6.  Adding an additional indicator for exposure during trips that is specifically targeting trips 
made on foot or by bike, 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞 , has a significant influence in the model for predicting sat-
isfaction with the quality of life in the neighbourhood, but not for predicting dissatisfaction. 
A similar conclusion hold for adding the quiet side indicator, Lday,quiet, but adding both factors 
does not add any new value to the model. The fact that only satisfaction is predicted more 
accurately shows that a quiet side and quiet (and green) biking or walking routes are not 
missed when absent and their absence is not a negative aspect for the neighbourhood, but 
that their presence is perceived as an asset for the living quality. This is again confirmed by 
the open question results shown in Figure 3. 
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 Base model Compare model P 
not satisfied model 2a model 1b 1.1 10
-5
 *** 
Q1.8 and Q2.1a model 1b 0.70 
Lday,facade Lday,facade + 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 0.036 * 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 + Lday,facade 0.42 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  + 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞  0.89 
Satisfied model 2a model 1b 9.6 10
-14
 *** 
Q1.8 and Q2.1a model 1b 0.008 ** 
Lday,facade Lday,facade + 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 0.0086 ** 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 + Lday,facade 0.73 
𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  + 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞  0.0048 ** 
Table 6:. p value in ANOVA chi squared test comparing different models for predicting satisfaction with qual-
ity of life in the neighbourhood (Q1.1). 
Still, the model based on exposure only, performs significantly worse than the model in-
cluding noise annoyance and traffic intensity questions from the survey (Table 6). Thus it is 
useful to investigate whether traffic noise annoyance and reported (subjective) traffic inten-
sity can accurately be modelled based on exposure indicators (the lower models in Figure 9). 
In Table 7 the significance of several exposure indicators in a logistic model for predicting 
street traffic noise annoyance and reported traffic intensities are shown. The indicators that 
come out significant in the noise annoyance model differ depending on the level of annoy-
ance. For high to extreme annoyance, the noise level at the most exposed facade is the only 
significant indicator while for moderate to extreme annoyance and for “no annoyance at 
all”, the exposure during trips should be added as an indicator. Previous work showed the 
importance of the noise level at the quiet side for perceived noise annoyance [20] but this 
effect could not be found here, probably because the noise level at the least exposed facade 
was not determined accurately enough.  
 
  Lday,facade Lday,quiet Nstreet 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 
Street traffic noise an-
noyance (Q2.1a) 
order entered 1 2 3 4 
high to extreme 0.0034 ** 0.74 0.69 0.47 
moderate to extreme 1.7 10
-7
 *** 0.35     0.035* 0.0052 ** 
not at all 2.4 10
-6
 *** 0.55     0.51 2.5 10
-5
 *** 
Reported traffic intensity 
(Q1.8) 
order entered 1 2 3 4 
little to very little 6.2 10
-5
 *** 0.046 *     0.56 2.7 10
-6
 *** 
heavy to very heavy 3.4 10
-10
 *** 0.96     0.0089 ** 1.1 10
-8
 *** 
Reported traffic intensity 
(Q1.8) 
order entered 3 4 1 2 
little to very little 0.22 0.15     0.14 1.3 10
-9
 *** 
heavy to very heavy 0.36 0.21     1.4 10
-4
 *** 3.3 10
-15
 *** 
Table 7: p in chi squared test for logistic model predicting street traffic noise annoyance and reported traffic 
intensities 
Table 8 shows that a model for moderate to extreme annoyance and a model for the ab-
sence of annoyance improve statistically significantly by adding the indicator for exposure 
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during the first 300m of trips: 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 . Adding additional factors to the model gives no sig-
nificant improvement. In contrast to the model for satisfaction with the quality of life in the 
neighbourhood, Lday,facade remains an important indicator. The geographical area referred to 
in the noise annoyance question: in and around your house, focuses attention more on the 
facade than the quality of life question that refers to the neighbourhood, which could ex-
plain this difference. It was nevertheless shown in previous work by Klaboe et al. [25] that 
the soundscape in the wider area also matters for rating noise annoyance at home, which 
seems to be confirmed here, at least if moderate to extreme annoyance is considered. 
 
Table 8. p value in ANOVA chi squared test comparing different models for predicting reported street traffic 
noise annoyance (Q2.1a). 
In the multiple logistic models for reported traffic intensity (Table 7), the number of vehi-
cles in the street in front of the house, Nstreet, comes out rather insignificant when noise ex-
posure indicators are added first. When Nstreet is added first, it becomes strongly significant 
for predicting heavy and very heavy traffic but not for predicting little traffic. In both cases 
noise exposure during trips is very significant. The model comparison in Table 9 confirms 
that adding noise exposure during the first part of trips helps very significantly in predicting 
both reported intensities of traffic. Thus, 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  – although initially designed for predicting 
the quality of life in a neighbourhood – also mimics very well how persons sample traffic 
intensity in their neighbourhood. The most obvious explanation is that Nstreet only incorpo-
rates the traffic in the own street, while the noise indicator adds up the traffic in a larger 
area around the house. Another explanation might include the way people perceive traffic 
intensity which might include the noise level.  
  Lday,facade Lday,quiet Nstreet 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 
Street traffic noise an-
noyance (Q2.1a) 
order entered 1 2 3 4 
high to extreme 0.0034 ** 0.74 0.69 0.47 
moderate to extreme 1.7 10
-7
 *** 0.35     0.035* 0.0052 ** 
not at all 2.4 10
-6
 *** 0.55     0.51 2.5 10
-5
 *** 
Reported traffic intensity 
(Q1.8) 
order entered 1 2 3 4 
little to very little 6.2 10
-5
 *** 0.046 *     0.56 2.7 10
-6
 *** 
heavy to very heavy 3.4 10
-10
 *** 0.96     0.0089 ** 1.1 10
-8
 *** 
Reported traffic intensity 
(Q1.8) 
order entered 3 4 1 2 
little to very little 0.22 0.15     0.14 1.3 10
-9
 *** 
heavy to very heavy 0.36 0.21     1.4 10
-4
 *** 3.3 10
-15
 *** 
Table 7: p in chi squared test for logistic model predicting street traffic noise annoyance and reported traffic 
intensities 
 Base model Compare model p 
high to extreme Lday,faccade  Full model of Table 7 0.85 
moderate to ex-
treme 
Lday,faccade Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 0.0017 ** 
Lday,faccade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  Full model of Table 7 0.20 
not at all Lday,facade Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 1.8 10
-5
 *** 
Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  Full model of Table 7 0.92 
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Table 8: p value in ANOVA chi squared test comparing different models for predicting reported street traffic 
noise annoyance (Q2.1a). 
In the multiple logistic models for reported traffic intensity (Table 7), the number of vehi-
cles in the street in front of the house, Nstreet, comes out rather insignificant when noise expo-
sure indicators are added first. When Nstreet is added first, it becomes strongly significant for 
predicting heavy and very heavy traffic but not for predicting little traffic. In both cases noise 
exposure during trips is very significant. The model comparison in Table 9 confirms that add-
ing noise exposure during the first part of trips helps very significantly in predicting both re-
ported intensities of traffic. Thus, 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
- although initially designed for predicting the qual-
ity of life in a neighbourhood – also mimics very well how persons sample traffic intensity in 
their neighbourhood. The most obvious explanation is that Nstreet only incorporates the traffic 
in the own street, while the noise indicator adds up the traffic in a larger area around the 
house. Another explanation might include the way people perceive traffic intensity which 
might include the noise level.  
 Base model Compare model P 
little to very little Nstreet Nstreet +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 1.3 10
-9
 *** 
Nstreet +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  Full model of Table 7 0.18 
heavy to very heavy Nstreet Nstreet +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 3.3 10
-15
 *** 
Nstreet +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  Full model of Table 7 0.31 
Table 9: p value in ANOVA chi squared test comparing different models for predicting reported traffic inten-
sity in the neighbourhood (Q1.8). 
  
Lday,facade 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 𝐿𝐵𝑃,𝑤,𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑒𝑞
 Nstreet Constant 
Street traffic noise 
annoyance (Q2.1a) 
High to extreme 0.046    -4.14 
Moderate to extreme 0.034 0.051   -5.33 
Not at all -0.023 -0.075   4.55 
Reported traffic intensi-
ty (Q1.8) 
Little to very little  -0.11  1.68 10
-6
 4.53 
Heavy to very heavy  0.11  4.19 10
-5
 -6.26 
Satisfaction with quality 
of life in neighborhood 
(Q1.1) 
Satisfied  -0.045 0.084  -4.78 
Not satisfied  0.057   -5.14 
Table 10: β coefficients in the multiple logistic regression models that were retained 
 Base model Compare model p 
high to extreme Lday,facade  Full model of Table 7 0.85 
moderate to ex-
treme 
Lday,facade Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 0.0017 ** 
Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  Full model of Table 7 0.20 
not at all Lday,facade Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞
 1.8 10
-5
 *** 
Lday,facade +𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞  Full model of Table 7 0.92 
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To conclude and summarize, the β coefficients in the multiple linear regression models that 
include the minimal number of factors are given in Table 10. 
5. Conclusions 
The relationship between traffic noise and perceived quality of life in the neighbourhood 
was investigated by comparing the results of a survey with new types of exposure indicators 
focusing on noise exposure during trips from the house. The latter are calculated in an inno-
vative way by sampling origins, destinations (shops, schools, etc.) and typical travel behav-
iour from several databases and reconstructing all possible trips leaving the dwelling. 
The importance of traffic and traffic noise in reported quality of life in a neighbourhood is 
observed by analysing open questions on positive and negative aspects of coming to live in 
this neighbourhood; by analysing the relationship between the quality of life question and a 
standard noise annoyance question; and most importantly by obtaining multiple logistics 
models relating quality of life in the neighbourhood to noise exposure. The relationship be-
tween reported noise annoyance and quality of the living environment suggest that the 
pathway is a direct one, not relying on underlying hidden variables. Combining this analysis 
with a question on traffic intensity in the neighbourhood further suggests that the pathway 
from traffic through noise to quality of life in the neighbourhood accounts for the strongest 
relationship between traffic and quality of life. Other paths may contribute, but most proba-
bly to a much lesser extent. 
Traffic noise exposure in the neighbourhood is assessed by estimating where people 
would drive their car and where they would walk close to their house while leaving for work, 
school, shopping or whatever other reason. In that way, the exposure indicators for noise 
exposure during trips account for the access routes and the location of the most important 
attraction poles close to the house, rather than merely considering a circular area around 
the house as the neighbourhood. Several ways of aggregating noise over the length of the 
trip and between trips are compared. Statistical analysis showed that calculating an equiva-
lent level over the first 300m of each trip and aggregating over all trips using an equivalent 
level as well, 𝐿𝑇,300,𝑒𝑞
𝑒𝑞 , results in the most significant improvement of models for noise an-
noyance at home and quality of the living environment. In addition, a restriction to trips 
made on foot or by bike improves the predictability of satisfaction with the quality of the 
living environment, but not of dissatisfaction with it. For noise annoyance at home, the level 
at the most exposed facade is still a dominant indicator. Adding the above mentioned indica-
tor for noise exposure during trips improves the model for moderate to extreme annoyance 
and also the model for no annoyance at all. The positive effect of access to a quiet side on 
noise annoyance at home is not recovered probably because quiet side levels were not cal-
culated accurately enough. 
Most surprisingly at first sight, the indicator for noise exposure during trips is the most 
significant contributor to a model for quality of life in the neighbourhood.  Adding facade 
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exposure to the model gives no improvement, which is a rather surprising result that is how-
ever understandable since the neighbourhood has a wider spatial meaning than just one’s 
own dwelling. Similarly surprising is the observation that the same exposure indicator per-
forms best in a model for perceived traffic intensity in the neighbourhood, more so than a 
traffic count on the street of the dwelling itself. At this point, it is only possible to propose a 
few hypotheses to explain this observation: traffic intensity might be judges via noise or the 
traffic aggregation embedded in the noise exposure indicator might be just the way to ag-
gregate traffic intensities over an area that corresponds best to perceptive evaluation. 
The logistic models obtained in this work provide an interesting step forward for building 
a general model for evaluating the overall impact of land use planning and mobility planning 
on the quality of life of a neighbourhood. 
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1. Introduction 
Mobile noise measurements are a popular theme in noise exposure modelling. (Eisenman et 
al., 2009; Kanjo et al., 2010, Maissonneuve et al., 2009). They can be useful to enhance noise 
mapping and noise exposure modelling by adding more detailed emission parameters relat-
ed to the traffic dynamic which are currently only rarely included in the noise mapping pro-
cedures. Mobile noise measurements can be done with low intrusive measurement equip-
ment like dosimeters and the new mobile technologies. Noise is also strongly related to the 
traffic related air pollution exposure and might be a good proxy to model personal air pollu-
tion exposure (Can et al, 2011; Can et al, 2011b; De Coensel et al. 2007; Eisenman et al. 
2009, Foraster et al., 2011).  
An experiment was set up measuring both the noise and black carbon exposure on a bicy-
cle for one year, travelling many different roads in actual commuting condition (during rush 
hour). From this experiment, the noise measurements are used to predict the black carbon 
exposure. In this paper, we focus on the noise properties that proved to be relevant in the 
modelling of BC. These findings are compiled in a set of guidelines and recommendations for 
future projects assessing mobile noise exposure measurements. If the guidelines are fulfilled 
the potential to use the mobile noise measurements as a proxy for air pollution related ex-
posure will dramatically improve. 
First, we will address the theoretical aspects of both noise emission and air pollution in 
relation to the traffic dynamics, identifying the potential correlations between the spectral 
content of the mobile noise measurements and the vehicle exhaust dynamics. In a second 
section, we will address the properties of the mobile noise measurements and present the 
spatial evaluations. In a third section, we will present the noise parameters with the best 
correlation to the black carbon and discuss the effect of the sparse sampling and its stability 
for both noise and black carbon. Finally, a set of guidelines are compiled to perform future 
mobile noise measurements. 
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2. Theoretical aspects of traffic noise and air pollution 
Both noise level and the local component of air pollution can be attributed to traffic. By in-
vestigating theoretical emission of noise and air pollutants in typical traffic flows, noise indi-
cators that can be used as proxies for air pollution can be identified. For this purpose, the 
noise emission was modelled according the Harmonoise model (Salomons et al, 2011) and 
the air pollution was modelled according to the Versit+ emission model (Smit et al., 2007). A 
realistic set of speed and acceleration data is retrieved from a traffic micro-simulation model 
in a major city in Flanders. For each combination of speed and acceleration the correspond-
ing one-third octave band noise emission spectrum and the air pollution emission (CO2, NOx 
and PM10) was calculated for a standard vehicle (person car type). The one-third octave 
bands were aggregated in four groups, each presenting a typical part of the spectrum. Base 
frequencies, LOBFeq,1s, is defined as the energetic sum of bands 25 to 80 Hz, low frequency, 
LOLFeq,1s sums bands 100 to 200 Hz, mid frequency, LOMFeq,1s bands 400 and 500 Hz, and finally 
high frequency, LOHFeq,1s, bands 1000 to 2000 Hz. In Table 1, the cross correlation between air 
pollutant emission per second of the vehicle stream and the noise indicators defined above, 
is given for the urban driving test situation. The air pollution parameters are log10 converted 
to match the noise evaluation.  
 
 LAeq,1s LOBFeq,1s LOLFeq,1s LOMFeq,1s LOHFeq,1s LHFmLF,1s 
Log10(CO2) 0.358 0.913 0.665 0.522 0.305 -0.195 
Log10(NOx) 0.633 0.890 0.857 0.764 0.580 0.020 
Log10(PM10) -0.073 0.721 0.313 0.091 -0.120 -0.476 
Table 1: Correlation table for the spectral noise parameters versus air pollution parameters. 
The correlation between the low frequency noise indicators LBLFeq,1s and LOLFeq,1s and the 
air pollution emissions is in general higher than the correlation between LAeq and these emis-
sions. This is not unexpected. The Harmonoise emission model relates high frequency noise 
emissions mainly to rolling noise and low frequency noise emission mainly to engine and 
drive train noise. In addition, acceleration increases engine power and thus increases the low 
frequency contribution. The A-weighted total noise emission is clearly determined by the 
higher frequencies, corresponding with the rolling noise and as such a less useful indicator 
for air pollutant emission. It nevertheless increases linearly with the number of vehicles, as 
does the overall air pollutant emission. CO2 emission is directly related to the power pro-
duced by the engine and thus is expected to be somewhat correlated to high frequency 
components since they indicate high driving speed. The difference LHFmLF,1s between high and 
low frequencies is thought to be more exclusively related to rolling noise and thus correlates 
poorly with CO2 emission. For particulate matter emission (PM10), the correlation of the 
noise parameters decreases quite strongly from LBLFeq,1s to LOLFeq,1s, LOMFeq,1s, LAeq and LOHFeq,1s. 
The relationship of PM10 emission with engine power is more difficult since PM10 is a product 
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of incomplete combustion and thus peaks during accelerating and decelerating. Accelerating 
increases (low-frequency) noise but decelerating does not, yet after a deceleration phase, an 
acceleration phase is expected.  
3. Measurement setup 
3.1. Measurement equipment and setup 
Measurements of noise and air pollution (Black Carbon) are performed while commuting by 
bicycle. The experimental setup contains a basic GPS (in a HTC Desire smart phone), a Type 1 
Noise Level Meter (Svantek 959) and a micro-aethalometer (Model AE51 MageeScientific, 
2009) to measure Black Carbon. The measurement equipment was mounted in a bicycle bag 
and attached to the steering wheel. The GPS device was put on top of the bag to get the best 
possible gps readings. The noise equipment is calibrated on regular intervals using a Svantek 
SV30A Acoustic calibrator. One-third octave band spectra are measured with a time interval 
of 1/10 second. The very short time interval was chosen for different reasons.  
 Biking in itself is noisy so the effect on the noise measurement has to be evaluat-
ed. The impact of the type and quality of road surface on the noise measurements 
was evaluated but was not significant.  
 A short measurement also allows detecting single car passage noise events. At a 
time resolution of one second it would be impossible to separate and count the 
consecutive vehicle passages.  
 
3.2. Location and measurement period 
The measurements were performed while commuting by bicycle in suburban and urban are-
as in Ghent, Flanders (The third city of Belgium with a population of 250.000 and population 
density is 1500 people per km2). Ghent is located at the intersection of two important high-
ways, has a major port and industrial area. The medieval inner city mainly has three storey 
buildings. It is surrounded by suburbs and villages where a mixture of detached houses and 
street canyons of two floor buildings can be found. High rise buildings are relatively rare. The 
commuting trips are performed from the villages to the west of the city into the city centre, 
covering the sparse build areas in the villages, the city centre, and open recreational areas 
and natural reserves in between. The majority of the measurements are performed during 
the morning and evening rush hour over a period of 12 months, not including public holidays 
(December 2010 to November 2011). Since all measurements are conducted in rush hour 
conditions during normal working days, the typical traffic situation is in first order constant 
for each observation at a given location.  
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The geographic scope of the trips was extended to measure a diverse mixture of traffic 
types (pedestrian zone, bus routes etc…), spatial layout (highways, street canyons, local ring 
roads, medieval city centre, etc.) and special biking facilities (dedicated cycle paths, under-
passes…). A total of 209 biking trips were performed, covering a distance of 2300 kilometre, 
a total measurement time of 128 hours at an average speed of 18 km per hour. Over 75 km 
of roads were sampled at least 3 times. 
3.3. Data cleaning and aggregation 
Cleaning of the GPS and Black Carbon (BC) data will not be addressed in detail since this is 
not the main topic of this article. The contribution of local traffic to the measured BC con-
centration is of main interest so the background level measured by an official measurement 
station in the neighbourhood is subtracted from the measurement. The local contribution 
BCloc for a location i and a time j, can be written as: 
𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐵𝐶𝑖,𝑗−𝐵𝐶𝑗,𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  
 
The noise measurements are pre-processed to a one second resolution at the one hand 
by calculating the one-second equivalent level, LAeq,1s, at the other hand by selecting the 
lowest 100 ms, LAmin,1s. In addition, the frequency band sums defined in Section 2 are calcu-
lated. The measurements are mapped to the traffic network by using aggregation points, px, 
along the network with an interspatial distance of 50 m. The gps-locations are matched to 
the nearest aggregation point on the network, including restrictions on driving direction and 
bicycles’ accessibility. For each specific passage, tripj, at a specific aggregation point the 
arithmetic average of all one second measurements is calculated and this for all indicators 
defined above. For example for LAeq: 
𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞,𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑗,𝑝𝑥 =  
1
𝑛
∑ 𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞,1𝑠 (𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑗 , 𝑝𝑥)
𝑛
𝑖=1
   
With n the number of samples for trip j at px and 𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞,1𝑠 (𝑡𝑖, 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑗, 𝑝𝑥) the samples for trip 
j at px. Note that the number of samples will be influenced by the cycling speed during a trip 
at a location. At the typical speed of 18 km/h the distance of 50 m between the aggregation 
points is covered in 10 seconds so n will be 10. Finally the arithmetic average (Avg), standard 
deviation (sd), and error on the mean (sderror) over the different trips is calculated for all 
parameters.  
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4. Analysis of sparse NOISE measurements 
4.1. Spatial variation of noise parameters 
Figure 1 presents 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥  for the aggregation points with at least 
three bicycle passages. The engine related noise 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥  is potentially and important 
indicator for predicting air pollution as derived in Section 2. In both figures, high density 
roads are clearly visible.  
 
Figure 1: 𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑳𝑨𝒆𝒒 )𝒑𝒙 (upper) and 𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑳𝑶𝑳𝑭 )𝒑𝒙  (lower) in the aggregation points along the network. 
It is important to notice the spatial smoothness of Avg(LOLF )px compared to 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥. Thus in addition to potentially being a better indicator for air pollution, the 
low frequency component of the noise also seems less sensitive to errors introduced by the 
sparse sampling probably because of lower sensitivity to disturbing sounds. Important in this 
spatial evaluation is the emergence of the dynamic traffic conditions in the vicinity of traffic 
lights where vehicles accelerate. The local noise propagation situation is also influencing the 
results, for example near the highway bank and noise screen. Three different sections are 
visible: one part with the highway on a bank, the middle part at the same level of the high-
way and a third section behind a noise barrier (from North to South). When a bicycle path 
near a major road is diverging from the traffic lanes, 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 is showing an immediate 
drop, showing detailed spatial effects. The biking trips also sampled on two roads parallel to 
the highway.  
4.2. Statistical analysis of the effect of sparse sampling 
Mobile measurements are sparsely sampled databases. The potential use of a parameter 
depends on its sensitivity to errors introduced by the sparse sampling since less sensitive 
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parameters require less measurement trips. Moreover they will result in more reliable indi-
cators for air pollution as well. The statistics (mean, percentile intervals, and outliers) of the 
standard deviations 𝑠𝑑(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 and 𝑠𝑑(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 over all locations px, are shown in Figure 2 
as a function of value classes. The mean and upper percentiles of 𝑠𝑑(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 are lower than 
the corresponding values of 𝑠𝑑(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 indicating indeed that 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 is less sensitive 
to sparse sampling than 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥. It is also important to note the strong dependence of 
𝑠𝑑(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 on the parameter value. This results from the event-like time series of LAeq,1s in 
the aggregation points: low levels correspond to cycling routes free of traffic so only the 
slowly varying background contributes while very high values are caused by roads carrying so 
much traffic that the sparse sampling again does not result in high variability.  
 
 
Figure 2: Statistics (median, percentile intervals, outliers) over locations px of the standard deviation 
𝒔𝒅(𝑳𝑶𝑳𝑭 )𝒑𝒙(left) and 𝒔𝒅(𝑳𝑨𝒆𝒒 )𝒑𝒙  (right) as a function of 2.5 dB value classes of 𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑳𝑨𝒆𝒒 )𝒑𝒙. 
The relation between the standard error on the average and the number of passages is 
shown in Figure 3. The median over all observation points, px, of the standard error of 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 drops below 1 dB if 4 or more passages are available. Similar results are found 
for 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝑀𝐹 )𝑝𝑥   and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹)𝑝𝑥. 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐻𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐻𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 
show higher standard errors, with median dropping below 1dB only when more than 10 pas-
sages are available.  
The standard deviation as a function of the number of passages is also shown in Figure 3. 
The values are more or less constant for categories with more than 4 passages, which is the 
hypothesis underlying the analysis of the standard error.  
A theoretical evaluation to predict the effects of sparse sampling was performed by 
Makarewicz (Makarewicz, 2006). His model predicted the error of approximation on simu-
lated data to be 1.3 dB when using 10 samples. In our measurements, we found a median 
value of the standard error for 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 of 1.5 dB, which leads to the conclusion that 
the theoretical model slightly under predicts the measurement error. The standard error of 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 exceeds 2 dB for a significant part of the distribution. 
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Figure 3: Statistics (median, percentile intervals, outliers) over locations px of the standard error (left) and 
standard deviation (right) as a function of the number of passages. 
4.3. Principal component analysis of the mobile noise measurements 
A principal component analysis over all measurement locations was performed on the noise 
parameters. The results are shown in Table 2. In the first component which explains 70% of 
variance,𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥,𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐵𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝑀𝐹 )𝑝𝑥.and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐻𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 have 
a similar strength. It can be expected that this component is mainly related to traffic intensi-
ty since this affects all of the above mentioned parameters in a similar way. The second and 
the third component explain 14% and 13 % of the variance, respectively. The second com-
ponent is almost completely defined by 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑝𝑥, related to the short term 
noise dynamics. The third component is mainly explained by 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, the spectral 
content of the noise immission. The orthogonality of the spectral content and the noise 
temporal dynamics is relevant since they describe different traffic conditions. This supports 
the use of partial spectral evaluations and confirms the added value of 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 −
𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥. and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 in the mobile noise evaluation. 
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Importance of components: 
 Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.4 
Standard deviation 2.219 0.998 0.942 0.339 
Proportion of Variance 0.704 0.142 0.126 0.016 
Cumulative Proportion 0.704 0.846 0.973 0.989 
     
Loadings     
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥. 0.430 -0.219  -0.121 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛  )𝑝𝑥. -0.118 -0.964  0.171 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐵𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.398  -0.392 0.807 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.424  -0.323 -0.257 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝑀𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.438   -0.410 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐻𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.443  0.165  
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.272  0.838 0.256 
Table 6.4-1: Principal Component Analysis of the aggregation points along the network. 
4.4. Correlation with Black Carbon measurements 
The correlation between the log-transformed averaged local component of black carbon 
concentration  Log10(𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ))𝑝𝑥 in the aggregation points and the different noise 
parameters is calculated restricted to aggregation points with a minimum of five passages 
(Table 3). Restricting the aggregation points to a minimum of five passages corresponds with 
a third quartile of standard error of 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 below 2 dB and a third quartile of the 
standard error of 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥below 1.5 dB. The strongest correlation is found for 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝑀𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, both for the Pearson and Spearman correlation.  
The correlation of 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥. is slightly lower than the correlation of these partial spec-
tral evaluations. The difference is not as prominent as theoretically predicted in Section 2 
because traffic intensity is not taken into account in Section 2 and it was found that this fac-
tor explains a large amount of the variance in the data. More importantly, the correlation of 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥. and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 with Log10(𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ))𝑝𝑥  is low or nega-
tive. 
In Figure 4 the relation of  10. Log10(𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐵𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ))𝑝𝑥 is plotted versus 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥, 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥, 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥  and 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 for the aggragation points with at 
least 5 passages. The stronger correlation of BC with 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 compared to 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥 is clearly visible. 𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥 shows a non linear relationship with the 
black carbon exposure. 
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 Minimum 5 passages 
Noise Parameter Pearson Spearman 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 )𝑝𝑥. 0.593 0.601 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐿𝐴𝑒𝑞 − 𝐿𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑝𝑥 -0.246 -0.296 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐵𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.614 0.624 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.652 0.664 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝑀𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.656 0.667 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑂𝐻𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.590 0.598 
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝐻𝐹𝑚𝐿𝐹 )𝑝𝑥. 0.320 0.341 
Table 3: Pearson and Spearman correlation between𝑳𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎(𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑯𝑭𝒎𝑳𝑭 ))𝒑𝒙. and the different noise 
parameters for aggregation points with a minimum of five passages. 
 
Figure 4: Linear model of Black Carbon (𝟏𝟎. 𝑳𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎(𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑩𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒍 ))𝒑𝒙) with 𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑳𝑨𝒆𝒒 )𝒑𝒙., 
𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑶𝑳𝑭 )𝒑𝒙. 𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑳𝑨𝒆𝒒 − 𝑳𝑨𝒎𝒊𝒏 )𝒑𝒙  and 𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑯𝑭𝒎𝑳𝑭 )𝒑𝒙. Prediction intervals 95%) are  included for 
𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑳𝑨𝒆𝒒 )𝒑𝒙. and  𝑨𝒗𝒈(𝑶𝑳𝑭 )𝒑𝒙. 
The overall correlation of the noise parameters with the Black Carbon is good, but not as 
strong as expected on the basis of theoretical considerations on emission. This is caused by 
the strong disturbances of the Black Carbon exposure by local dispersion parameters such as 
street canyon effects. Modelling air pollution based on noise exposure will therefore have to 
include local dispersion properties of air pollution to result in a useful model.  
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5. Discussion and guidelines for mobile noise measurements 
Based on a one year mobile measurement campaign for noise and black carbon, insight was 
gained on (1) the use of sparse measurement for traffic noise exposure mapping purposes; 
(2) the use of noise as a proxy for black carbon exposure assessment.  
The standard error on LAeq is comparable to earlier theoretical work. For this typical Euro-
pean city and suburb, the variability in the standard error on the sparse measurement over 
locations is important yet not disastrous. With 10 observations of about 10 seconds – the 
duration of cycling the 50m measurement grid cell – for example, the standard error on the 
LAeq is below 1.5 dBA for half of the locations while it is below 2.5 dBA for 95% of the loca-
tions. The measurement error depends on LAeq with standard deviations between measure-
ments at a given location peaking between 57.5 and 72.5 dBA. At higher and lower noise 
levels standard deviations drop and the number of measurements can be reduced with up to 
a factor of 2 while keeping the measurement error similar. This is also in line with earlier 
findings.  
In view of the use of noise as a proxy for assessing exposure to black carbon, it was theo-
retically expected that the low frequency part of the noise, LOLF would be of importance be-
cause it has a higher theoretical correlation with air pollution emission. This component 
shows some interesting characteristics. Investigating the effect of the standard deviation as 
a function of the number of passages shows a median standard deviation of the LOLF be-
tween 2.5 and 3.5 over the full range of passages, and a median standard error of 4 to 5 dB 
for the LAeq evaluation. The low frequencies are more stable than the LAeq evaluation and 
have therefore a stronger potential to result in stable models for black carbon exposure. A 
similar effect is visible for the standard error. The median standard error of LOLF reaches 1.5 
dB starting from 5 passages, a level that is not even met with 10 passages for the LAeq. The 
spatial difference between the LAeq and LOLF is also showing some interesting features related 
to the local traffic noise emission. Near crossings, traffic lights and roads with dense and 
congested traffic the LOLF results in relatively higher levels than LAeq. This indicates a stronger 
contribution of the engine noise in the overall noise level at these areas and potentially 
higher emission of air pollutants. 
Additional noise indicators that could be useful proxies for black carbon were investigat-
ed. Principle component analysis shows that the LAeq and all spectral indicators match an 
underlying factor explaining most of the variance, probably straight forward traffic intensity. 
As expected on the basis of theoretical emissions, LOLF correlates best with BC exposure 
measurements amongst the single indicators in this factor. A second principle component 
relates to the difference between one second LAeq and minimum value. This could be an indi-
cator of continuous traffic flow or larger distance between the cyclist and the motorized 
road traffic. The third component relates to the spectral content, the amount of high fre-
quencies compared to low frequencies. Although their correlation with BC concentration is 
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weaker than the correlation with the first component, these two additional orthogonal indi-
cators could prove useful in modelling BC exposure on the basis of noise monitoring. 
When there is an interest in analysing traffic noise for example for predicting air pollution 
it is therefore recommended to measure at least one-third octave band spectra and repeat 
measurements at least every second but preferably ten times per second. A statistical evalu-
ation (min/max) within the sampled second might be an alternative to the sub second time 
sampling. 
6. Conclusions 
Mobile noise measurements (bicycle, on foot) have the potential to improve the noise map-
ping by introducing local noise characteristics currently not including in the noise mapping. 
In this paper it was shown on the basis of an extensive measurement campaign that accurate 
results can be obtained with as few as ten to twenty passages at every grid location.  
Spectral and temporal information can give insight in traffic dynamics and related percep-
tion of the sonic environment. These traffic dynamics might be even more important when it 
comes to predicting exposure to air pollution caused by local traffic sources. To ensure the 
extended use of the mobile noise measurements, a good temporal resolution and a detailed 
spectral evaluation in third octave bands is recommended. 
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E In-vehicle Black Carbon exposure: Supplementary data. 
1. Data preparation and covariates 
1.1. Measurements data processing 
1.1.1. Manual trip preparation 
The participants had a choice to start and stop the equipment before and after every trip, 
but since the sales representatives found this too difficult, the equipment ran all day on the 
passenger seat. In the post, processing phase the quality of the measurements was evaluat-
ed and the start and the end of the trips was defined to clip all stops from the data series. 
The low quality GPS measurements were also removed. 
1.1.2. Map matching the GPS data 
GPS data is known to express certain spatial errors. A map matching procedure is developed 
to move the measured GPS point to the most likely road segment. This procedure is per-
formed for both measurement campaigns. This was the trip assessment matched the centre 
of the roads and the noise evaluation always results in the maximum value at the position of 
the road. 
1.1.3. Spatial and temporal attribution 
The car trip data is merged at a one-second resolution with a 20 seconds running average 
function for the GPS and BC readings. This one-second data series is aggregated to 10 sec-
onds to build the dataset used in the modelling process. In this set, the necessary lag opera-
tions are added. 
1.1.4. Diurnal correction of LDEN noise map 
The diurnal correction is based on the average diurnal traffic pattern over all segments in the 
external traffic dataset (year 2012), see appendix B. The correction is converted into dB and 
referenced to the LDEN value of the averaged diurnal pattern (see Table 1). 
 
Table 1: Diurnal correction of the LDEN map in dB. 
hour 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
diurnal_db_cor -14.8 -7.3 -9.5 -11.2 -11.6 -10.1 -6.5 -2.9 0.2 1.6 1.3 0.5
hour 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
diurnal_db_cor 0.3 0.6 1.3 1.3 1.5 2.2 2.7 2.4 1.0 -0.8 -2.1 -3.1
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1.2. Covariates description 
Speed and acceleration: The speed and acceleration are calculated based on the sequence 
of position resulting from the GPS evaluations (on a 10-second basis for speed and the in-
stantaneous and next position for the acceleration). 
Relative speed: The speed limit of the road is retrieved from the traffic database (set to the 
maximum of the speed over the 24 hours of the day). De speed in that dataset is sensitive to 
the actual traffic situation. By using the maximum, the speed limit is retrieved. 
Meteo: External data is available at a temporal resolution of 30 minutes. No additional 
smoothing is applied. 
LDEN noise mapping: map matched data point is matched to the 20 m grid. 
Lday conversion: A fixed correction for all roads is applied based on the average diurnal pat-
tern for the traffic dataset over a full year. No sensitivity to road type included. 
Traffic counts (hourly): measurement hour and actual road link back to the traffic dataset 
(weekdays only). Heavy vehicles count as two. 
Traffic counts (AAWT): Actual road link back to the traffic dataset. Sum all traffic for the ac-
tual road, weight of heavy vehicles is two. 
PM10 map: mapped to grid of spatial resolution 100 m. 
Street Canyon Index: Find closest street canyon evaluation. 
2. Intermediate results 
2.1. In-vehicle exposure lag and weighting of the data 
Ventilation settings and influence of the speed of the vehicle on the ventilation is addressed 
by Hudda et al., 2011, Knibbs et al., 2010, Fruin et al., 2011). The strongest effects are found 
when the ventilation is set to in-vehicle recirculation, a condition were the in-vehicle air is 
only renewed at a very low pace, mainly through leakage of the cabin (Hudda et al., 2012). 
An experiment while measuring both the outside and inside concentrations at a location 
with very constant outdoor UFP levels showed a drop of the in-vehicle concentrations of 
more than 80% compared to the outside concentration for in-vehicle recirculation. The au-
thors also mention that this condition will only occur for long trips since this equilibrium 
condition is only reached after 15-20 minutes. When the ventilation is set to outside airflow 
the levels drop with 20% compared to the outside air at low airflow exchange rates and with 
40% at high air exchange rate. These equilibrium conditions are reached in 5-10 minutes 
with constant outdoor UFP concentrations. Another interesting finding in other experiments 
is the strong increase of the in-vehicle CO2 concentration while driving at recirculation set-
tings, easily reaching 5000 ppm. CO2 is known to cause headaches, rapid long ventilation, 
dizziness, sweating and increased lung ventilation. Since the recirculation has direct effects 
on the personal well-being, the long time before the equilibrium situation is reached and the 
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known high spatial and temporal variability along the trajectories, the authors conclude that 
these conditions will not be abundant in a real life personal in-vehicle exposure sample 
(Hudda et al., 2011). Knibss examined air exchange rates while driving through a long tunnel 
with five different passenger cars, measuring UFP. Outdoor and indoor concentrations were 
often similar but important effect of airflow rate, vehicle type and age were found (Knibbs et 
al., 2009). A more extensive study by Fruin builds a model to predict the airflow rate based 
on age, mileage, speed of the car and a manufacture specific adjustment (Fruin et al., 2011) 
While the fan setting was not significant. Within the mentioned references, the authors at-
tempted to avoid changing concentrations along the routes. When investigating the effect of 
ventilation settings, several authors estimated the lag between outdoor and indoor concen-
trations changes. At ‘outdoor air ventilation’ settings lags as low as 30 to 60 seconds were 
found. Outdoor changes can therefore be registered very quickly inside the vehicle. 
The lag between indoor and outdoor concentration tested in the PSC dataset by compar-
ing model variants with different temporal smoothing. The traffic related covariates are 
evaluated on a 10-second resolution and the smoothing of the BC exposure inside the cabin 
is instantaneous for the zero lag model (LAG0) and to the average exposure over the next 60 
and 120 seconds for the LAG60 and LAG120 model. The results are reported in Table 2. The 
model with LAG60 is significantly stronger than the LAG0 model, the LAG120 model is not 
significantly stronger than the LAG60 model and reduced the influence of the local traffic 
related covariates and is therefore rejected. All following models are based on the LAG60 
evaluation of the in-vehicle exposure. This choice is compatible with the findings of other 
authors. 
Intercept 
(ng/m3)
Wind 
speed
Tempe
rature
Humidi
ty
BCbkg
Traffic 
count
LDEN
Hour 
Of Day
Speedr
el
Speed
act
Accel PM10 StCan
# 
samples
Deviance 
explained
AIC
BC_LAG0 3479 1360 621 129 1059 718 856 128 280 187 34* 14* 90 77960 36.9% 195899
BC_LAG60 3685 1427 924 154 1281 808 1090 142 257 198 41 13* 192 79158 39.1% 188584
BC_LAG120 3592 1535 778 135 1159 817 1019 141 275 142 46 16* 147 79158 38.9% 190696
BC_LAG60_WBC 4029 1938 1023 240 957 845 1171 241 360 195 61 43 175 79158 46.9% 252213
F-values of covariates
Investigating LAG and weight
 
Table 2: Results of the gam models to investigate the lag and the weighting of the in-vehicle exposure in 
relation to the local traffic dynamics, meteorology and traffic attribution. The F-values of the acceleration 
marked with * express a p-value higher than 2.0 e
-16
. 
 
Figure 2: Trip fitting evaluation of the model BC_LAG60_WBC: Total trip fit versus measurement (A), average 
trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution by person. 
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The measurement data has an abundance of low exposure values compared to the high 
levels. Higher BC exposure should get a higher weighting in the model to enable the models 
to predict the total trip exposure. A weighting function adjusts for the exposure level, in-
creasing the weight for the high exposure values to correctly predict the distribution of the 
exposure for all possible conditions. The weighting function is fitted to the data to achieve a 
good trip prediction. The gam evaluation is available in the Table 2.  
2.2. Comparing the traffic covariates and diurnal patterns 
In this section the splines are available of four important models. The differences in the di-
urnal adjustment expressed in the HourOfDay covariate between the BCR_LDENWH and 
BCR_LDAYWH illustrate the higher hourly adjustment needed when using an hourly adjusted 
traffic covariate (Figure 3 and Figure 4).  
 
Figure 3: Splines of the BCR_LDENWH gam model. 
 
Figure 4: Splines of the BCR_LDAYWH gam model. 
 
Figure 5: Splines of the BCR_TRAFWAADTH gam model. 
 
Figure 6: Splines of the BCR_TRAFWH gam model. 
In table 2 of the main article this is expressed by the higher F-value of the HourOfDay covari-
ate in the BCR_LDAYWH model compared to the BCR_LDENWH model. The same behaviour 
is visible for the BCR_ TRAFWAADTH and BCR_ TRAFWH models (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
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2.3. Sales representatives’ measurements: new vehicles 
Due to the strong differences between the exposure of the participants and especially the 
atypical behaviour of the sales persons the influence of the sales person on the dataset is 
investigated. The model is evaluated while removing the two sales persons. This reduces the 
available data points from 80,000 to 42,000. The quality of the prediction (Figure 7) is much 
lower due to a strong increase of the width of the distribution (0.084 to 0.13), indicating that 
the dataset excluding the sales persons does not cover enough variation in certain covari-
ates. 
 
Figure 7: External validation based on BCR_LDENWH excluding the sales persons: Total trip fit versus meas-
urement (A), average trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit 
distribution (D). 
The median only increases with from 67% to 70%, the mean increases from 74% to 95%. 
Correlations drop a little, but the trip fit distribution is widened strongly. The IQR increases 
to 65%. 
2.4. Vehicle age and vehicle quality related adjustments. 
A new covariate is built in the PSC to express the year of assembly of the vehicle: 
“car_yearbuild”. The age of the cars is known, but for a few of the participants, it is known 
that not all measurements were performed with the same vehicle. Since only nine partici-
pants are included in the PSC, no detail on the make or catalogue prize is added in this exer-
cise. In Figure 8, the splines of the model are available. 
 
Family: gaussian  
Link function: identity  
Formula: 
bclog_field ~ +s(car_yearbuild, k = 3) + s(wind_speed, k = 4) +  
  s(temp, k = 4) + s(BCbkg, k = 4) + s(CAP.hour, k = 9) + s(LDEN_OSMtot,  
  k = 4) + s(stcan_index_20, k = 4) 
Parametric coefficients: 
      Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept) 8.281153  0.003297  2512  <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
Approximate significance of smooth terms: 
          edf Ref.df    F p-value   
s(car_yearbuild) 1.995 2.000 3296.15 <2e-16 *** 
s(wind_speed)   2.896 2.992 1341.36 <2e-16 *** 
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s(temp)      2.998 3.000 1209.85 <2e-16 *** 
s(BCbkg)     2.993 3.000 1075.19 <2e-16 *** 
s(CAP.hour)    7.949 7.999 339.06 <2e-16 *** 
s(LDEN_OSMtot)  2.987 3.000 3335.31 <2e-16 *** 
s(stcan_index_20) 2.956 2.998  67.23 <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
R-sq.(adj) = 0.463  Deviance explained = 46.6% 
REML score = 1.2635e+05 Scale est. = 4.9686  n = 79158 
 
 
Figure 8: Splines of the vehicle age adjusted BCR_LDENWH_AGE gam model. 
For the EX_PSC only the number of vehicles available to the household, the fuel types and an 
indirect reference (old vs new) to the age is available. All ‘old’ cars are set to 2007 and ‘new’ 
cars to 2010. The resulting model BCR_LDENWH_AGE trip fit is presented in Figure 9. The 
external validation is available in Figure 10. 
The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the relative trip fit are increasing from 32% to 38%, 49% 
to 50%, 68% to 74% and 75% to 81% compared to the BCR_LDENWH validation. The correla-
tion of the trip average exposure fit increased from 0.47 to 0.5 (Spearman) and is equal for 
Pearson’s correlation. Despite the poor vehicle age attribution in both campaigns, the exter-
nal validation slightly improves. This is an indication that age and/or quality of the vehicle is 
part of the discrepancy in the validation. When comparing the vehicle age adjusted model 
with the model excluding the sales persons, it is clear that the vehicle age adjusted model is 
qualitative higher. Especially the very wide relative fit distribution of the model excluding the 
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sales persons is indicating the reduce quality. The improvement of the average trip exposure 
is mainly related to the widening of this distribution, not due to improved model fit. 
 
 
Figure 9: Trip fitting evaluation of the model BCR_LDENH_AGE: Total trip fit versus measurement (A), aver-
age trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution by person. 
 
Figure 10: External validation based on BCR_LDENWH_AGE: Total trip fit versus measurement (A), average 
trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution (D). 
3. Vehicle fleet evolution 
3.1. Estimating the changes in the vehicle fleet 
In Table 3, the average PM emission is calculated for the vehicle fleet of passenger cars. 
The data is available at the website of the automobile organization of Belgium 
(www.febiac.be).  
 
 
Table 3: Evolution of the PM fleet emission for passenger cars. 
Year of 
appliance
2010* 2011 2013
PM limit 
(g/km)
Fleet 
2010
Fleet 
2011
Fleet 
2013
Euro 0 5.6% 5.6% 4.7% 0.0079 0.0079 0.0066
1992 Euro 1 4.4% 4.4% 2.2% 0.140 0.0062 0.0062 0.0031
1996 Euro 2 14.5% 14.5% 9.0% 0.080 0.0116 0.0116 0.0072
2000 Euro 3 34.9% 19.9% 15.1% 0.050 0.0174 0.0100 0.0075
2005 Euro 4 40.6% 45.6% 38.6% 0.025 0.0101 0.0114 0.0096
2009/2011 Euro 5 9.9% 30.0% 0.005 0.0000 0.0005 0.0015
2014 Euro 6 0.0% 0.3% 0.005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
* simulated composition Average fleet emission 0.0076 0.0068 0.0051 (g/km)
Reduction of the PM emission 33%
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This data, estimating the vehicle composition by environmental class is only available since 
2011. The vehicle distribution is estimated for 2010. The estimated average PM emission 
drops with 33% between 2010 and 2013. 
3.2. External evidence for Euro5 diesel related emission reduction. 
In 2009 more stringent EU-legislation (euro 5) reduced particulate matter emission from 
diesel vehicles. The average age of the vehicle fleet in Belgium is 8 years (www.febiac.be). 
Over 60% of the vehicles in Belgium are diesel and diesel vehicles perform an even larger 
part of the total vehicle-kilometres. Over 40% of the vehicles in Belgium are employer 
owned and are typically replaced every 4 to 5 years. In 2013 about half of the diesel fleet 
(and kilometres travelled) complies with Euro 5. The effect of this legislation could be al-
ready visible in the PSC campaign in 2013 and explain the contrast in the external validation. 
The EU limits for PM exhaust is reduced from 0.025 g/km to 0.005 g/km for Euro 4 to Euro 5. 
If half of the fleet emits 80% less particulate matter, an emission reduction of 40% is possi-
ble. The in-vehicle exposure samples the emission of the preceding vehicles close to the 
source as possible for the entire active fleet, is influenced by the ventilation settings in an 
almost random way but should be able to detect these emission changes inside the vehicles. 
If this magnitude of the PM reduction of the euro5 legislation is real in practice, it should 
already be visible in the Black Carbon background exposure levels.  
 
 Off-peak   Rush hour   
 2010 2013 Reduction 2010 2013 Reduction 
Background 
(AL01) 
1100 900 -22% 1800 1400 -29% 
Roadside 
(R801) 
1600 1200 -33% 3500 2600 -35% 
Industrial 
(R815) 
1200 1000 -20% 2400 1700 -41% 
Table 2: reduction of the background Black carbon concentrations in Flanders, Belgium between 2010 and 
2013. 
The technology to measure BC is relatively recent. In Belgium the first long term meas-
urements were set up during 2009. The diurnal patterns in three measurement points are 
compared for 2010 and 2013 in Figure 11. The blue lines match the lower median values in 
the diurnal patterns. These levels drop with 20 to 33% between 2010 and 2013, with the 
highest values for the near road location. The median value during the rush hour drops with 
29% in the remote location and with up to 40% near industrial sites and near major roads 
inside the city of Antwerp (not at the on actual road side). This suggests the background re-
duction is related to an emission reduction of the traffic related emission since near the 
source the effect is higher during the rush hour. This external and fully independent data 
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source results in similar reductions as estimated on the vehicle fleet composition and the 
potential effect of the Euro5 legislation. 
 
Figure 11: Diurnal patterns of background exposure in three measurement stations, red lines indicate the 
median values during rush hour, the blue lines the median during off-peak/night.  
4. Adjusted model for vehicle age and Euro5 emission reduction. 
In the PSC dataset the euro 5 EU emission standards was active for four years. The vehicle 
air inlets are sampling the traffic related emission sources. A potential reduction of 30 to 
40% is found when evaluating the background measurements. It is however delicate to de-
cide how this adjustment can be superimposed on the existing models. It can be expected 
that the reduction is not a constant over all driving conditions, but will more effective in driv-
ing conditions with higher PM emission. Therefore a non-linear relation is defined to adjust 
the predicted more with increasing exposure levels. A function is defined to reduce the 
highest exposure episodes with 80% and 20% reduction at low exposure conditions (see Fig-
ure 12). 
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Figure 12: Non-linear function to adjust the BCR_LDENWH_AGE model to the emission situation in 2010. 
Each predicted values is adjusted with a factor between 1.2 and 1.8. 
The external validation performed after adjusting the BCR_LDENWH_AGE with the non-
linear adjustment as presented in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13: External validation based on BCR_LDENWH, vehicle age adjusted and adjusted for the EU euro5 
legislation: Total trip fit versus measurement (A), average trip fit versus measurement (B), relative trip fit 
distribution (C) and relative trip fit distribution (D). 
The Q1, median, mean and Q3 of the relative trip fit are increasing from 38% to 53%, 50% 
to 79%, 74% to 104% and 81% to 114% compared to the BCR_LDENWH_AGE validation. The 
correlation of the trip average exposure remains the same, the total trip correlations in-
crease slightly. The average is increased with 30%, similar to the increase at the near road-
side long-term measurement location. 
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